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INTRODUCTION.

"While I yet live, let me not live in vain."—Addison.

FREE from unwarrantable prejudice, I have invariably maintained, that the citizens of America during the war of our Revolution, had exhibited as splendid examples of heroic gallantry, as firm and honourable adherence to the cause of Liberty, as ever adorned the annals of any age or country. If facts sanction this opinion, we cannot but deeply regret, that from the encroachments of time, perpetually removing, not only the actors in many a brilliant achievement, but even the witnesses of them, they will be in the course of a few years irretrievably lost. To diminish the evil, I have anxiously endeavoured, to engage some youthful patriot, to collect and preserve for the benefit of future generations, as many anecdotes relative to the war of 1776, as appear worthy of record, and particularly, such, as have escaped the attention of historians.—My effort has proved fruitless, and although I antici-
pate very partial success, yet confident of meeting the indulgence of my fellow citizens, who must approve my motive, I have at length resolved, myself to undertake it.

To the public I am bound by peculiar ties. In adversity they honoured me with their confidence, and rewarded my zeal with distinguished marks of favour, whatever I possess, is derived from their generosity, I feel the obligation in all its force, and know, that death, come when it may, must find my debt of gratitude unc Cancelled.*

I wish it were possible in pursuing my plan, to arrange the facts in chronological order, but this I consider, from the nature of the work, impracticable, and the reader must therefore receive them, without such connection. The anecdotes are indeed of so diversified a nature, that they ought to appear as they are, independent of each other. Many are of a serious cast, and can hardly fail to excite corresponding sentiments, and deep reflection, while others detailing sallies of wit, or scenes of mirthful adventure, are fitted only to amuse.

In such a work I am bound by a double sense of duty. *First to save from oblivion, many acts of cour-

* The author cannot sufficiently lament that he had but little share in the achievement of those important events which fixed the independency of the United States. His heart from the earliest dawn of the Revolution was devoted to the cause of his country, and he would have been first in the ranks of her armies but the Revolution found him a youth in Europe, in pursuit of his Collegiate studies, and a parent's mandate forbid it. When age permitted his return to America, his fortunes without a murmur were sacrificed to his principles, and his life, to have promoted the interests of America, would have been yielded without a sigh. The public witnessed his zeal and liberally rewarded it. His general gave him his confidence and promotion. His fellow soldiers, what he must ever consider his highest honour, their friendship and esteem.
age or magnanimity, that honour the patriots of our Revolution, and secondly to excite in the bosoms of our youth, a laudable desire to emulate them.

The spontaneous impulse of every heart is my best auxiliary. How grateful to my young countrymen must it be, to read the encomiums bestowed on their ancestors, to dwell on the merits of those great men, who had wisdom to plan the deliverance of the United States from a foreign yoke, resolution to attempt it, and valour to insure their independence. In contemplating the dignified firmness of their characters, the extent of their sufferings and the splendor of the actions achieved in the accomplishment of their momentous undertaking, the heart expands with gratitude, the soul with admiration. Liberty so honourably gained, appears with more fascinating charms; is cherished with imperishable affections, and the bosom of patriotism feels with full force, how sacred the obligation to transmit such a blessing, with undiminished lustre, to posterity. It can only be necessary, to present to view the characters whose achievements I would celebrate,

"And by their light,
Shall every valiant youth with ardour move,
To do brave acts."  

Shakspeare.

"For who shall lightly say,—that Fame,
Is nothing but an empty name.
While in that sound there is a charm,
The nerves to brace, the heart to warm.
As thinking of the mighty dead,
The young from slothful couch shall start,
And vow with lifted hands outspread,
Like them to act, a noble part."

Bailie.
I am still further induced to persist in my undertaking, that I may both by precept and example bear testimony against a practice, in my judgment, decidedly prejudicial. With such instances of every public and private virtue, as the history of our own country affords, I consider it a serious error in our system of education, that our youth receive their first ideas of patriotic excellence, from the annals of other nations.—Familiar with the achievements of the heroes of ancient times, the virtues and services of the worthies of their own country, are seldom or but imperfectly known. They will tell you of the retreat of Xenophon, before a horde of barbarians, while ignorant of the masterly manœuvring of Greene retiring before the superior and victorious army of Cornwallis.—They will dwell with delight on the sufferings, energy, and zeal of the virtuous Alfred, successfully resisting the ravagers of his country; while the difficulties and dangers surmounted by the inflexible Marion labouring under tenfold disadvantages, are altogether unknown. They admire Fabius as the shield, Marcellus as the sword of Rome, but unless it is acquired incidentally, they either know not at all, or very imperfectly, that Washington by his wisdom and discretion in the cabinet, his skill and valour in the field, may still be more justly called, both the sword and shield of his country. By this injudicious system, a prejudice arises, which from the strength of early impressions, it is ever difficult to shake off. Comparisons are made altogether to the advantage of antiquity, and an ambition to arrive at excellence impaired, by a seeming confession of
inability to attain it. I rejoice to think that this cannot be an evil of long continuance. The lives of the illustrious patriots of our Revolution, presented to view by the pen of intelligence, a natural consequence must ensue:—They will learn to "hold honour far more dear than life." If candidates for fame, admiring the heroes of Rome, will they not with greater enthusiasm revere and emulate the valour of their immediate ancestry? If the justice and magnanimity of Grecian worthies delight them, it is impossible not to conclude, that these virtues will be aspired to, with still higher admiration, when exemplified in the history of their own country.

Agisilaus king of Sparta, being asked, "what ought children to learn," replied, "that which they ought to practice, when they become men." No sentiment was ever expressed more conformable to the principles of our government. Next to their duty towards God, there is not a parent who ought not to impress upon the minds of his children, the devotion which is due their country; and how can this be more effectually done, than from the dawn of reason, to keep in their view, those virtues, which have raised the benefactors of the republic, to immortality. It is not my intention to attempt a history of the southern war. In freely offering strictures on the mode in which it was conducted, opportunity is afforded of attaining the end at which I aim. A delineation of the injustice and oppression, of wanton insult and ruthless severity, exercised on the one part, will afford ample occasion to relate the firmness with which they were met, and to
detail the animating examples of patient suffering, inflexible perseverance and intrepidity, by which they were surmounted on the other. In animadverting on the cruelty and impolicy of the measures pursued I shall be led to criticise the conduct of the commanders by whom they were adopted; and this will bring into view, the prominent characters who opposed them.—I would further observe, that as it is my plan to collect Anecdotes, I shall not endeavour by indulging fancy, to give them the advantage of attractive dress. I shall studiously aim at simplicity in detail, and laying no claim to originality, be content, if the merit is allowed, of making them useful and acceptable to my countrymen. This is the only reward I desire, and it is my trust that I shall receive it.
ANECDOTES

OF THE

Revolutionary War in America.

MOULTRIE.

The first conflict of the Carolinians with the enemy, gave such reputation to the character of the country, and was so highly creditable to General Moultrie, who commanded the post attacked on that memorable day, (the 28th of June) that it may be considered an act of justice in detailing the Anecdotes of the Revolutionary War, to commence with giving the particulars of the action. The defence of the pass at Sullivan's Island, may be compared with many of the splendid achievements which Grecian eloquence has rendered illustrious.—Impressed with prejudices as strong as Xerxes ever cherished against Greece, the commanders of the British forces approached our coast, not to conciliate, but subdue. Exulting in the supposed superioriety of their discipline and valour, they spoke in the language of authority, and would listen to no terms short of unconditional submission. They too had been taught by the insinuations of insidious flattery, to entertain a thorough contempt for their enemy, and to brand them
with the harshest appellations of infamy and reproach; and the extraordinary delay of their military operations, can alone be accounted for, by their belief, that it was only necessary to allow the Americans a sufficient time to reflect on the critical situation in which they were placed, to induce them to abandon the pass without a struggle, and seek safety by flight. On the other hand, the gallant Moultrie, commanding a corps, formidable only by their boldness and resolution, impatiently waited their approach. He was not insensible of the insufficiency of a work hastily constructed, and in every part incomplete, to afford the shelter requisite against a force so formidable as that before him. The advice of the experienced veteran Lee, called for its abandonment.* A necessary supply of ammunition was withheld, butseconding the bolder wishes of President Rutledge,† and considering himself pledged to give a proof to the enemy of American valour, he scorned the disgrace of relinquishing the post he had sworn to defend, and heroically prepared for action.—

The attack was commenced by the British with intrepidity, and maintained throughout the course of twelve hours, with a gallantry that would have dignified a better cause, but naught could subdue the firmness of the garrison, resolved to repel the foe, or nobly perish, they received the tremendous fire of the shipping with composure, and returned it with terrible effect, till

* General Lee styled the post at Sullivan's Island a slaughter pen, denounced its defence, and pronouncing disgrace on the measure, should it be persisted in, earnestly requested the President to order it to be evacuated.

† Happily for the nation, its destinies were at that period, guided by that inflexible patriot John Rutledge, who confidently relying on Moultrie, and his intrepid band, heroically replied to Lee, “That while a soldier remained alive to defend it, he would never give his sanction to such an order.” The result proved the accuracy of his judgment. The following laconic note was at the same time forwarded to Colonel Moultrie. “General Lee wishes you to evacuate the fort. You will not without an order from me. I will sooner cut off my hand than write one. John Rutledge.”
valour accomplished, what prudence had declared impracticable, and the retreat of the assailants, adorned the brows of every individual concerned, with laurels that can never fade.

The subsequent good conduct of General Moultrie, increased his military reputation and secured to him the perfect confidence and respect of his fellow soldiers, and warm applause of his country. He engaged a British force, on Port Royal Island, with brilliant success, and conducted the retreat of a division of the army on the invasion of Provost, with an ability that saved the capital. His correspondence with Lord Charles Montague, while a prisoner at Haddrell's, sufficiently proves the steadiness of his principles and incorruptible integrity. The Eulogy to his memory,* published by order of the State Society of the Cincinnatii, of which he was President, gives ample testimony of the veneration and affection entertained towards him by its members, and as it contains a just estimate of his private virtues as well as of his public utility, will not I hope be considered irrelevant, nor prove unacceptable to the admirers of patriotic virtue.

EULOGY.

The 27th of September, 1805, will long be remembered with interest by every virtuous citizen of South Carolina. On that day, deeply regretted by every individual who had sense to appreciate, and gratitude to acknowledge the pre-eminence of his patriotic virtues, died, in the seventy-fifth year of his age, the venerable Major General Moultrie, who, by uniform suffrage, had presided over this Society from its first institution.—As a revolutionary character, his steadiness in princi-

* Written by the Author.
ple, his valour in the field, were particularly conspicuous. As a soldier, it was his fortune to check, and with an effect that paralized every subsequent exertion, the first efforts of a powerful and inveterate foe, for the subjugation of his country. Bold as Leonidas, he defended the strait committed to his charge, against a superior force, that had been deemed irresistible; and, more fortunate than the Spartan hero, lived in honourable old age, under the shade of his laurels, to share with a grateful nation, the liberty his successful exertions had so happily contributed to establish. As a patriot it was equally his glory, disdainfully to reject the bribes of a nation, who, repeatedly foiled by his valour, hoped with better success to corrupt this integrity, and like another Fabricius to show to the admiring world, how insignificant the power of gold, to shake the principles of a heart, warmed with the genuine glow of heaven-born liberty. In private life, his disposition was frank, liberal, sincere, his manners simple and conciliating. Duplicity and disguise were odious to a nature fixed on the firmest basis of candour and truth. As a husband, father, master, he was affectionate, gentle, most indulgent; in short, as has been said of a great statesman, and distinguished patriot, "he was every thing to his family, but what he gave up to his country." When in future ages men shall seek examples of distinguished worth and excellence, Fame with delight, shall tell the unshaken faith, and gallant deeds of Moultrie. While, as brother soldiers, we offer this sincere, though inadequate tribute of respect to his memory, it is with pleasure we reflect, that the artillery, cavalry, and several volunteer corps of the city, together with a considerable concourse of the most respectable and patriotic of our citizens, attended his body to the grave, testifying their respect for his virtues, and unfeigned sorrow for the event, which deprived his country of one of its most distinguished, and estimable public characters."
The happy escape of the general during the siege of Charleston, deserves to be recorded. The fatigue experienced by severe duty on the lines, had so much overcome him, that to renew his energies, he took up his quarters for one night, in Elliott's buildings, near the centre of the city, where there was the least chance of interruption, to the rest he sought for. A tremendous fire about the dawning of day, roused him from his slumbers, he started from his bed, and was hurrying on his regimentals, when a shot striking the house, entered the apartment, and lodged in the bed from which he had risen. The delay of a few moments, must have proved fatal to him. 

The venerable Captain Richard Bahon Baker, now residing on Sullivan's Island, within view of the scene of his early achievements, and Mr. David Adams, of Charleston, who served as a cadet, in the company commanded by Captain Shubrick, alone remain of the intrepid band, who fought under Moultrie, on the memorable 28th of June, 1776.

ANECDOTE OF JOHN RUTLEDGE.

It was my good fortune, many years after this celebrated victory, to meet Governor Rutledge on the spot, where the action of the 28th of June was fought, when the recollection of the triumphs of the day, filling his soul with enthusiastic delight, he exclaimed: "I remember the engagement as if it were fought but yesterday! I remember my perfect confidence in Moultrie! I have all the scene before me too, when I visited the post, to express the thanks of the country to the heroes who had defended it. There stood Moultrie, there Motte, there Marion, Horry, and the intrepid band, whom they commanded. I addressed them with an energy of feeling, that I had never before experienced,
and if ever I had pretension to eloquence, it was at that moment.”

I will not dwell on a subject, to which it is impossible for me to do justice, but briefly state, that inspired by it, and animated as if the objects of his commendation were immediately before him, he delivered himself in an eloquent and impressive strain of eulogy, so perfectly fascinating, that had his first address but borne a shadow of resemblance to it, there could not have been a man among his auditors, who would not have been proud to die, for liberty and his country. I have often heard of the strong impression made at the moment of delivery by this celebrated harangue. Certain it is, that under its animating influence, new honours crowned the valiant defenders of the post, and to the last, the gallant second regiment, were covered with glory.

THE SECOND REGIMENT.

Proud of the encomiums bestowed on their valour, encouraged by the animating address of the governor, to aim at the achievement of new honours, the feelings of the gallant second regiment, were still more highly excited, when Mrs. Barnard Elliott, presenting an elegant pair of colours, thus addressed them:

“Gentlemen Soldiers,

“Your gallant behaviour, in defence of your country, entitles you to the highest honours! Accept of these two standards as a reward justly due to your regiment, and I make not the least doubt, but that under heaven’s protection, you will stand by them as long as they can wave in the air of liberty.”

Her anticipations were fully justified in the sequel. During the assault at Savannah, they were both planted on the British lines. The statement which I am about to give of the event, differs widely from that which has
been generally received; but that it is correct, cannot be doubted, as it was afforded me by Lieutenant James Legare, whose services and character, entitle him to all credit. He was present in the action and immediately in front of the colours at the time that the officers who bore them were killed. Lieutenant Brush, supported by Sergeant Jasper, carried the one, Lieutenant Grey, supported by Sergeant McDonald, the other. Brush being wounded early in the action, delivered his standard to Jasper, for its better security, who, already wounded, on receiving a second shot, restored it. Brush at the moment receiving a mortal wound, fell into the ditch, with the colours under him, which occasioned their remaining in the hands of the enemy. Lieutenant Grey receiving a mortal wound, his colours were seized by McDonald, who planted them on the redoubt, but on hearing an order to retreat, plucked them up again, and carried them off in safety.

It is highly grateful to me, to recollect an occurrence which strongly evinces how deeply the love of country is impressed on the human heart. Meeting an officer in the British service, who was a native of Carolina, in the streets of Edinburgh, shortly after the accounts of Moultrie's gallant defence of his post had reached Europe: He said, as he approached me, "I see triumph in your countenance, and do not wonder at it. I cannot but lament that his majesty's fleet has been beaten, but as the event has happened, I rejoice that the victory has been gained by Carolinians."

LETTER FROM LORD C. MONTAGUE TO GENERAL MOULTTRIE.

"March 11th, 1781.

"Sir,—A sincere wish to promote what may be to your advantage, induces me now to write; and the freedom with which we have often conversed, makes me hope that you will not take amiss what I say. My own principles respecting the commencement of this unfortunate
war are well known to you, and of course, you can conceive what I mention is out of friendship. You have fought bravely in the cause of your country for many years, and, in my opinion, fulfilled the duty every individual owes to it. You have had your share of hardships and difficulties, and if the contest is still to be continued, younger hands should now take the toil from you. You have now a fair opening of quitting that service, with honour and reputation to yourself, by going to Jamaica with me. The world will readily attribute it to the known friendship that has subsisted between us: and by quitting this country for a short time, you will avoid any disagreeable conversations, and might return at leisure, to take possession of your estates for yourself and family. Appointed to command a regiment, the proof I can give you of my sincerity is, that I will quit that command to you with pleasure, and serve under you. I earnestly wish that I could be the instrument to effect what I propose, as I think it would be a great means towards promoting that reconciliation we all wish for: a thousand circumstances concur to make this a proper period for you to embrace: our old acquaintance—my having been formerly governor of this province: the interest I have with the present commanders.

"I give you my honour, what I write is entirely unknown to the commandant, or to any one else; so shall your answer be, if you favour me with one. Think well of me. Yours sincerely.

CHARLES MONTAGUE."

"General Moultrie."

TO LORD CHARLES MONTAGUE.

"Haddrell's Point, March 12th, 1781.

"My Lord,—I received your's this morning by Fisher, I thank you for your wish to promote my advantage, but am much surprised at your proposition. I flattered myself, that I stood in a more favourable light with you. I shall write with the same freedom, with which we used to converse, and doubt not you will receive it with the same candour. I have often heard you express your sentiments respecting this unfortunate war, when you thought the Americans injured; but am now astonished to find you taking an active part against them; though not fighting particularly on the continent, yet seducing their soldiers away, to enlist in the British service, is nearly similar."
"My Lord, you are pleased to compliment me with having fought bravely in my country's cause for many years, and in your opinion, fulfilled the duty every individual owes to it. I differ very widely with you, in thinking that I have discharged my duty to my country, while it is still deluged in blood, and overrun with British troops, who exercise the most savage cruelties. When I entered into this contest, I did it with the most mature deliberation, and with a determined resolution, to risk my life and fortune in the cause. The hardships I have gone through, I look back upon with the greatest pleasure and honour to myself. I shall continue to go on as I have begun, that my example may encourage the youths of America to stand forth in defence of their rights and liberties. You call upon me now, and tell me I have a fair opening of quitting that service with honour and reputation to myself, by going with you to Jamaica. Good God! is it possible that such an idea could arise in the breast of a man of honour. I am sorry you should imagine, I have so little regard for my own reputation, as to listen to such dishonourable proposals; would you wish to have the man whom you have honoured with your friendship play the traitor? Surely not. You say by quitting this country for a short time, I might avoid disagreeable conversations, and might return at my own leisure, to take possession of my estates for myself and family; but you have forgot to tell me how I am to get rid of the feelings of an injured honest heart, and where to hide myself from myself; could I be guilty of so much baseness, I should hate myself and shun mankind. This would be a fatal exchange from my present situation, with an easy and approved conscience of having done my duty and conducted myself as a man of honour. My Lord, I am sorry to observe, that I feel your friendship much abated, or you would not endeavour to prevail upon me to act so base a part. You earnestly wish you could bring it about, as you think it will be the means of bringing about that reconciliation that we all wish for. I wish for a reconciliation as much as any man, but only upon honourable terms. The repossessing of my estates; the offer of the command of your regiment, and the honour you propose of serving under me, are paltry considerations to the loss of my reputation; no, not the fee simple of that valuable Island of Jamaica, should induce me to part with my integrity. My Lord, as you have made one proposal, give me leave to make another, which will be more honourable to us both; as you have an interest with your commanders, I would have you purpose the withdrawing the British troops from the continent of America,
allow the independence, and propose a peace. This being done, I will use my interest with my commanders to accept of the terms, and allow Great Britain a free trade with America. My Lord, I would make one proposal,* but my situation as a prisoner, circumscribes me within certain bounds, I must therefore conclude, with allowing you the free liberty to make what use of this you think proper. Think better of me. I am my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient humble servant,

WM. MOULTRIE.

* "Which was to advise him to come over to the Americans: this proposal I could not make when on parole."—Moultrie's Revolution.

The publication of this note has greatly mortified me. I had always believed, that nothing but the restriction imposed by his parole, had prevented General Moultrie from making an appeal to the sword to convince Lord C. Montague, how keenly he felt the insult of his degrading offer.
LIEUT. COL. ISAAC MOTTE.

Moultrie, on the 28th of June, was nobly supported by his companions in arms. Lieut. Col. Motte, the second in command, educated as a soldier, had served with distinction in Canada, in the war of 1756, and in the engagement with Sir Peter Parker, gave a spirited demonstration of what might have been expected from his subsequent exertions. His influence and abilities, were considered by the enemy, of the highest importance, and bribes, such as might have tempted any other than an inflexible patriot, were offered to induce him to join the standard which he had often with gallantry supported. But having embraced and sworn devotion to the cause of America, they were indignantly rejected, and to the last, his enthusiasm received the most unlimited applause. It is much to be lamented, that so meritorious an officer should at an early period of the war have quitted a service to which he did great honour. But, with the public weal continually in view, we find him in the civil department of government an active agent, and so much to the increase of his reputation, that on the establishment of the Federal Union, he was immediately appointed by President Washington, to a post of trust and emolument, which he enjoyed to the end of his days.
GENERAL MARION.

Among the companions of Moultrie, there was none who, at a future day, attained as much celebrity as Francis Marion.

To an officer of so ardent and honourable feeling, the accident* which prevented his acting with his gallant associates of the second regiment in defence of the capital, must have proved peculiarly afflicting. He had shared with them, the toils and dangers of battle, and fully partaken of their well earned fame. To be separated, therefore, at a moment when new difficulties presented themselves, and a threatening cloud over-shadowed the destines of a community, whose hopes of security, rested on their exertions, and those of their companions in arms, must necessarily have excited his deepest regrets. Yet, great as the affliction must have been to individual feeling, it cannot be otherwise considered, than as the event that more than any other, gave ultimate security, happiness, and independency, to his country. I never undertook an essay, with so little hope of executing it with satisfaction to myself, and justice to the hero, whose actions I would celebrate; as in attempting to delineate the character and chivalric gallantry, of General Marion.

* Lieut. Col. Marion had dined a few days previously to the siege of Charleston, with a friend residing in the house next to Roupell's, in Tradd-street, and to the east of it. A mistaken idea of hospitality had occasioned his entertainer, according to the universal practice of the day, to turn the key upon his guests, to prevent escape, till each individual should be gorged to a surfeit with wine. Marion, attempting to make his escape by a window, fell into the street and dislocated his ankle in a shocking manner. The accident saved him from captivity. None-effectives were ordered to retire from the city. His freedom gave safety to his country. From his active spirit arose that determined opposition, to the British power, that blasted their fondly cherished expectation of supremacy, and ultimately caused their expulsion from the state.
Fortunately neither the pure exalted traits of his patriotism, nor the brilliant achievements of his sword, need the aid of embellishment. His virtues speak directly to the heart. His victories are emblazoned in their momentous consequences to his country. What greater praise can be bestowed on his character, than to say,—and where is there a man that will deny its justice,—that to the most exalted sentiments, he united the most charming simplicity of manners; and, to the courage of a soldier, an inexhaustible fund of humanity. Of his pre-eminent ability as a partisan officer, successfully opposing an active and enterprising enemy, with an inferiority of force that is scarcely credible—there can exist no doubt. He entered the field without men—without resources of any kind, and at a period, when a great proportion of the inhabitants of the district in which he commanded, either from a conviction of the inutility of resistance, or the goadings of unceasing persecution, had made their submission to the enemy. To concealment, he was indebted for security—and stratagem supplied the place of force. Yet always on the alert—striking where least expected—retiring when no advantage could be hoped for by exposure, he progressively advanced in the career of success, till a superiority was obtained that put down all opposition. Far more disposed essentially to benefit his country, than to give, by brilliant enterprise, increase to his own military reputation, his first care was the preservation of the troops whom he commanded, by studiously avoiding an unnecessary hazard of their lives. It was this prudential conduct, that so frequently occasioned a temporary retirement into fastnesses, where pursuit was rarely ventured on, and if persisted in, invariably attended with discomfiture and disgrace.—But, did occasion invite to victory—did carelessness in command, or the idea of security arising from distance put the enemy, though but for an instant, off their
guard,—the rapidity of his movements, the impetuousity of his attacks never failed to render the blow inflicted decisive, and their destruction complete. Victory afforded additional claim to applause. Giving the rein to the most intrepid gallantry, and in battle exhibiting all the fire and impetuosity of youth, there never was an enemy who yielded to his valour, who had not cause to admire and eulogize his subsequent humanity. The strictness of the discipline invariably maintained, prevented every species of irregularity among his troops. His soul, was his country’s—his pride, the rigid observance of her laws. His ambition, to defend her rights, and preserve immaculate her honour and her fame. “It would have been as easy to turn the Sun from his course, as Marion from the paths of honour.” A memorable instance of his attachment to an honest fame, is thus recorded in an Oration, delivered on the 4th of July, 1797, before the Revolution and Cincinnati Societies.*

“A motion being made in the Legislature, immediately subsequent to the war, to exempt from investigation the conduct of the partisan corps of militia, who from the nature of the service in which they had been engaged, were supposed necessarily to have committed irregularities. The venerable Marion, the flush of virtuous indignation overspreading his countenance, nobly demanded that his name should be expunged from the Bill. “For if” said he “in the course of command, I have in a single instance departed from the strict line of propriety, or given the slightest cause of complaint to any individual whatever, justice requires, that I should suffer for it.”

Of his military prowess, innumerable instances crowd upon my memory. But, before I attempt to detail them, I would gladly speak of his uniform forbearance.

* By the Author.
tenderness, and attention to the unfortunates who had in the unguarded moments of despondency, swerved from the strict line of duty—and appeared to have forgotten the devotion pledged to their country. He was never heard to upbraid them. He sought not by the exercise of implacable resentment to drive them to desperation. He knew the frailty of human nature, and made proper allowances for it. He was sensible that many an individual, to save his family from the impending encroachments of absolute want—to protect them under the ravages of disease, likely to rob him of the children of his affection, the wife of his bosom, his friends, his fortune—had reluctantly given his promise of submission, while every sentiment of his heart, every wish that it cherished, was in unison and coincided with the patriotic principles of his country. He blamed their errors, but attempted not to correct them by coercion. The impolicy of the enemy he justly counted upon as a powerful auxiliary, and making mercy and gentleness the guides of his conduct, by the suavity and conciliation of his manners, not only reconciled them to themselves, and revived the hopes of a pardon despaired of, but added greater increase to the strength of the armies of his country than could have been obtained by the most decisive victory. The simplicity of conduct, preserved under all circumstances was above praise; the cheerfulness with which he endured privations, surpassed encomium. An anecdote is related of him, of the authenticity of which, many of his followers can still give testimony. I name one of them, Lieut. J. H. Stevens, of Mayham's regiment, who was an eye witness of the occurrence.

A British officer was sent from the garrison at Georgetown, to negotiate a business interesting to both armies; when this was concluded, and the officer about to return, the general said, "If it suits your conve-
nience sir, to remain for a short period, I shall be glad of your company to dinner.” The mild and dignified simplicity of Marion’s manners, had already produced their effect; and, to prolong so interesting an interview, the invitation was accepted. The entertainment was served up on pieces of bark, and consisted entirely of roasted potatoes, of which the general eat heartily, requesting his guest to profit by his example, repeating the old adage, that “hunger was an excellent sauce.” “But surely general,” said the officer, “this cannot be your ordinary fare.” “Indeed it is sir,” he replied, “and we are fortunate on this occasion, entertaining company, to have more than than our usual allowance.”

It is said, that on his return to Georgetown, this officer immediately declared his conviction, that men who could without a murmur endure the difficulties and dangers of the field, and contentedly relish such simple and scanty fare, were not to be subdued; and, resigning his commission, immediately retired from the service.

To the honour of his humanity, it may be further added, that he never suffered insult to aggravate the misfortunes of the families of the tories steadily adhering to the British cause; but, on the contrary, assuaged their sufferings, and used every effort to reclaim the deluded enthusiasts, by whom they were abandoned. By such conduct, a number of inveterate enemies were converted into useful citizens, and many a hardy soldier given to the republic, whose services had otherwise been irretrievably lost. Independent of the glory obtained in partisan warfare, General Marion acquired great increase of reputation by the assistance bestowed and judicious conduct exhibited, in conducting the sieges of the captured posts held by the enemy. At Georgetown, Fort Watson, Fort Motte and Granby, his activity was rewarded by the most flattering enco-
miums of his commander. The blow inflicted on the cavalry of the enemy, drawn into an ambuscade near Parker's Ferry, so effectually checked their spirit of marauding, that in that vicinity they were never known to appear again. His gallantry at Eutaw, gave increase to his fame, and there exists not a doubt, but that naught but their rapid retirement to the vicinity of Charleston, saved their entire army from captivity. When such a succession of military achievement, such a display of exalted virtue, was daily shown, it is not necessary to bestow the homage of higher admiration. One fact however cannot be forgotten, and is truly worthy of record. With the end of the war, the political animosities of General Marion expired. His magnanimity spurned the thought of adding to the miseries of men who were no longer in a situation to do injury, and whose punishment compelled to forego the delights of cherished home, to wander exiles in a foreign land, was fully proportioned to the extent of their offences. While, therefore, to the retiring refugees, the supplies were uniformly denied, which could contribute to the comfort of their families, General Marion, through the interposition of their friends, generously permitted every comfort and necessary refreshment to be conveyed to them; and the blessings of the afflicted rested on him.

Of the conduct and character of so good and great a man as General Marion, some further details will not, I trust, prove unacceptable.*

The friends of loyalty, adherents to the British armies, closely united, and possessing unbounded influence betwixt the two Pedee rivers, were always on the alert and caused so much annoyance, that the whig inhabitants in their vicinity, who would otherwise have

* They were furnished me by the venerable patriot, Mr. Keating Simons, who acted as his Brigade Major, and whose word is a sufficient testimony of their correctness and authenticity.
been actively employed against the enemy, were compelled to remain at home, to check their depredations, and give security and protection to their families. To paralyze their activity, which was a perpetual source of anxiety, more especially as their numbers were three times as great as those of his own troops, General Marion with judicious policy, entered into a truce for a year, by which it was stipulated, that neither party should use aggression towards the other, nor pass certain limits, which were distinctly marked. Freed from the apprehension of immediate hostility, he now hoped to be enabled, essentially, to aid the operations of General Greene. But the moment that distance had lulled their fears, the enmities of his opponents were revived, they crossed the bounds prescribed, and became as before both troublesome and dangerous. Petitions were now presented to General Marion, soliciting, that he would march his brigade into the neighbourhood, and at the expiration of the treaty, reduce these disorderly men to submission. These he immediately forwarded to Governor Matthews and General Greene, who approving the measure, furnished him with letters to the Governor of North Carolina, who was solicited to give every possible aid to his operations. General Marion who had deeply reflected on the object in view, had already formed his plans, and three parties were ready to enter the truce ground, in opposite quarters, with orders to strike with a decision, that should at once crush every thought of future resistance. At his approach these deluded people, who were well acquainted with his firmness, and fully apprized of his humanity, became panic struck, and though thrice his number, flocked in crowds to his camp, tendering submission, and demanding written protections. The consumption of paper on the occasion was so great, every individual claiming a certificate of pardon, that the supply at head-quarters and that of every individual in camp,
was exhausted, and even the parts of letters not written on, were put in requisition to indulge their wishes. The period of the truce being nearly expired, the brigade was halted at Burch's Mills, on the Pedee. It was at that spot that a Captain Butler, who headed a marauding party under a British commission, surrendered himself on the terms held out to the disaffected, by a recent proclamation of Governor Matthews. A more sanguinary being did not exist. He had cruelly oppressed the whig inhabitants; and but a little before, murdered some of the Americans, whose friends were then in camp. Irritated to madness, and to a disregard of all sense of duty, at the thought, that such a man was, by submission, to escape the just reward of his crimes, a hasty and intemperate message was sent to the general, purporting, that such a villain as Butler should not receive protection. To this insulting communication, General Marion calmly replied:—"Confidently believing, that the pardon offered by Governor Matthews, would be granted, the man whom you would destroy, has submitted. Both law and honour sanction my resolution. I will take him to my tent, and at the hazard of my life, protect him." A second message now informed him, that Butler should be dragged from his tent and put to death—since it was an insult to humanity, that such a wretch should be defended. "The honourable feeling of Marion was now exalted to the highest pitch, and calling the gentlemen of his family together, he exclaimed:—"Is there a man among you, who will refuse his aid, in defending the laws of his country? I know you too well to suppose it! Prepare, then, to give me your assistance; for, though I consider the villainy of Butler unparalleled, yet, as an officer acting under orders, I am bound to defend him; and I will do so, though I perish." He then collected a guard around the tent, into which he had introduced him, and at an
early hour after night fall, had him conveyed to a place of security.

Major Ganey, who commanded the British adherents within the truce ground, thought it now high time to negotiate; and having sent in propositions for that purpose to General Marion, commissioners were appointed to form a treaty. Unhappily, some allusions in conversation, to the escapes which one party had made in conflicts from the other, excited all the irritation of deadly animosity, and they separated with unabated resentments. Marion was grievously mortified by the failure of his commissioners; and feeling great anxiety to move to the lower country, the better to protect the families and property of those who had joined him, now left at the mercy of the British, determined to meet Ganey personally. Appointing, therefore, the gentlemen of his family as commissioners, to aid him in negotiation, Gainey was invited, with such of his associates as he chose to name on his part, to cross the river, under the sacred pledge of protection, and a treaty was speedily perfected, that put a final termination to all opposition in the interior. The basis of this treaty was, that all who wished to join the British standard, were to receive safe conduct for person and property, till arrived within their lines. That all who wished to be reconciled to their country, were to obtain pardon for past offences, and be received as citizens; and that persons found within the limits of the truce ground, after an appointed day, without having submitted themselves, were to be regarded as enemies. Ganey removed with those who preferred adhesion to the British; but, before his departure, said to General Marion—"Honour requires that I should surrender my commission to Colonel Balfour, from whom I received it. But, having done so, I shall immediately return to the country, and seek your protection." He strictly performed his promise;
and it is remarkable, that at Watboo, placed in the ranks with about forty of his men, at the very point on which the British cavalry made their principal attack, greatly contributed to their discomfiture and repulse. Several of General Marion's principal officers were impressed with the opinion, that he had committed his dignity, in personally treating with Ganey, whom they regarded in no better light, than a leader of banditti; but he silenced their censures, by asserting—"That the only dignity he aspired to, was that of essentially serving his country."

About this period the celebrated marauder, Fanning, of North Carolina, arrived in the truce ground. He was a most determined enemy; resolute and sanguinary, and possessed such distinguished talents for partisan warfare, that much apprehension was entertained, that he would again stir up the spirit of revolt, and induce Ganey to break his engagements. But an end was speedily put to suspense. A flag arriving from him, with a request, that General Marion would grant safe conduct to his wife, and some property, to the British garrison, in Charleston. Compliance was the immediate consequence. Most of the officers believed it bad policy, but the general justified his conduct, by saying: "Let but his wife and property reach the British lines, and Fanning will not fail to follow them; but, force them to remain—deny the flag required, and we fix a serpent in our bosoms." Fanning finding no hope of exciting insurrection, fled the country, and was nearly as soon as his wife within the garrison. The general, moving into the truce ground, now busied himself in securing the persons of every individual, who, declining to retire within the British lines, still fused submission to American authority. In the execution of this duty, a hint was given to the general, that irregularities had been indulged that were highly disgraceful to the military character, which occasioned
him, with his usual frankness, to declare, at table, "I have heard insinuations of conduct exercised, that would disgrace my command; no regular accusation has been made; but I wish it to be clearly understood, that let officer or soldier be proved guilty of crime, and he shall hang on the next tree." His inflexible firmness was known, and not a whisper was ever breathed of further irregularities. The brigade was soon after marched to Watboo; and after having beaten a party of horse, sent from Charleston for the purpose of surprising it, remained there till the evacuation of Charleston. While the British were preparing for embarkation, a party were sent to Lamprier's Point to procure water. A hint was given to Marion that this would afford a fair opportunity of inflicting a parting blow: to which he replied—"My brigade is composed of citizens, enough of whose blood has already been shed; if ordered to attack the enemy, I shall obey; but not another drop shall, with my consent, be lost, though it should procure me the greatest honours that, as a soldier, I could aspire to. Certain, as I am, that the enemy are at the point of departure, so far from offering to molest, I would rather send a party to protect them." Had such been the humane policy of Kosciusko, many valuable lives would have been spared, and Wilmott and Moore might, at this day, have lived to add new honours to the annals of their country. Next to Henry Lee, perhaps altogether his equal, no man could be more expert than General Marion, in obtaining information of every movement of the enemy, and anticipating the events that might be expected from their activity and enterprise. He was, when necessary, secret as the grave; appeared, generally, thoughtful, and was approached by his officers with reverential awe; but when out of reach of the enemy, and at liberty to give indulgence to the natural cheerfulness of his disposition, he was familiar with his inti-
mates, and the gentlemen of his family, even to playfulness. In private life he was distinguished by the strictest integrity in all his dealings. He was the executor of several estates, and guardian of many children. Every duty was performed to perfection. No man lived more beloved—none ever died more universally and justly lamented. I shall close my eulogy with one anecdote, which I consider highly characteristic of his unerring virtue. A friend, to whom he was attached by the warmest affection, who had shared all his dangers, had transgressed the law by refusing to submit to the regular process of justice, hoping, by the interposition of friends, and his high reputation, to escape censure. "Deliver yourself," said Marion, "into the hands of the sheriff; submit to be conducted to gaol, and my hand and heart are yours. Refuse to do so, and trust, by the influence of friendship, to elude justice, and the line of separation is for ever drawn betwixt us."

Among the companions of Moultrie, I will mention two other individuals, who afterwards were associated in arms with Marion, and, therefore, properly noticed in this place.

COLONEL PETER HORRY.

This officer was a descendant of one of the many protestant families who removed to Carolina from France, after the revocation of the edict of Nantz. He early took up arms in defence of his country; and through all the trials of peril and privation, experienced by Marion's brigade, gave ample proof of
his strict integrity and undaunted courage. The fame
which he acquired, as one of the band of heroes who
defended the post at Sullivan's Island, was never tar-
nished. For, although in a moment of despondency
he once said to his general—"I fear our happy days
are all gone by;" it was not the consequences that
might accrue to himself, but the miseries apprehended
for his country, that caused the exclamation; for never
were his principles shaken; never, even for a moment,
did the thought of submission enter his bosom. No
man more eagerly sought the foe; none braved danger
with greater intrepidity, or more strenuously endeav-
oured to sustain the military reputation of his country.
A ludicrous story is told of him, that, though probably
varied in the narration, has its foundation in truth.
Colonel Horry was once ordered to wait the approach
of a British detachment in ambuscade; a service he
performed with such skill, that he had them com-
pletely within his power; when, from a dreadful
impediment in his speech, by which he was afflicted,
he could not articulate the word—"fire." In vain he
made the attempt—it was, fi, fi, fi, fi—but he could
get no further. At length, irritated almost to madness,
he exclaimed—"Shoot, damn you—shoot—you know
very well what I would say—shoot, shoot, and be
damn'd to you!" He was present in every engagement
of consequence, and on all occasions increased his
reputation. At Quinby, Colonel Baxter, a gallant
soldier, possessed of great coolness, and still greater
simplicity of character, calling out, "I am wounded,
colonel!" Horry replied—"Think no more of it,
Baxter, but stand to your post." "But, I can't stand,
colonel—I am wounded a second time!" "Then
lie down, Baxter, but quit not your post." "Colonel,"
(cried the wounded man) "they have shot me again,
and if I remain any longer here, I shall be shot to
pieces." "Be it so, Baxter, but stir not." He obeyed the order, and actually received a fourth wound before the engagement ended.

COLONEL MAYHAM.

If Colonel Mayham had never rendered any other service in the field, than the judicious invention of the tower, to facilitate the reduction of the posts held by the British, and afterwards distinguished by his name, he would, as a soldier, have been entitled to distinction. But, the fact is, that in no situation did he ever fail to increase his military fame. Expert in stratagem, he was equally alert in enterprise; and in hardy daring, second to no officer in the service. By the construction of his tower, the British post at Wright's Bluff, which, from its elevated situation, and the want of cannon, had been deemed impregnable, was so completely overtopped, and the American riflemen thereby enabled to fire with such deadly effect, that the besieged dared not show themselves, and were compelled to capitulate and make an immediate surrender. Lee saw the advantage accruing from it, and by a similar construction, obtained a superiority over Browne at Augusta, whose activity and resolution, had baffled every previous attempt to injure him. Distinguished throughout the whole of Marion's campaigns, by his zeal and activity, it was the good fortune of Colonel Mayham, to close his military career by a partisan stroke, greatly to the discomfiture of the enemy, attacking, with invincible impetuosity, a detachment at Monk's Corner, within view of their main army, and carrying off eighty prisoners, without the smallest loss.
PARTISAN COMMANDERS OF MILITIA.

GENERAL SUMTER.

In relating the military acquirements of Sumter, I should feelingly lament the disasters attending his early career, had he not, like Antaeus, gathered strength from misfortune, and arose after every fall, with renovated powers of action. In the school of adversity, he learnt circumspection and was more than once, compelled to fight under the greatest disadvantages. He became, ultimately, so guarded in his attention to the security of his camp, and so happy in the choice of his positions, that every attempt to injure him, on the part of the enemy, proved abortive, whilst the enterprizes which he conducted, were, for the most part, productive of the most brilliant success. No man was more indefatigable in his efforts to obtain victory; none more ready, by the generous exposure of his person, and the animating example of intrepidity, to deserve it. His attacks were impetuous, and generally irresistible. He was far less inclined to plan, than to execute; and on many occasions, by an approach to rashness, accomplished what prudence would have forbidden him to attempt. It was his supreme good fortune, to give the first check to the British successes in South Carolina, after the fall of Charleston, by completely routing on the 12th of July, 1780, at Wil-
lians' plantation, a marauding detachment of their army, commanded by Captain Huck, a miscreant, who, by his cruelty and profanity, appeared, equally, the enemy of God and man. During his predatory excursions, he had perpetrated every species of barbarity, and excited the resentments of the inhabitants, still more by his words, than by his actions. With him, the exclamation was common—"God Almighty has turned rebel; but, had the Americans twenty Gods, instead of one on their side, they should all be conquered."

General Sumter's attacks upon the posts of Rocky Mount and Hanging Rock, where, in the first instance, he was completely successful, did him great credit; and could he have restrained the insubordination characteristic of irregular troops, and destroyed their avidity for plunder and liquor, in both instances, his victory must have been complete. He, shortly after, captured a convoy of stores passing from Ninety-Six to Camden; but, most unfortunately, encamping within striking distance of the enemy, (now at liberty, by the complete defeat of Gates, to send forth large detachments,) he was attacked by Tarleton, when unprepared for resistance, and routed, with the loss of many men, and all the prisoners and valuable stores that had recently fallen into his hands. He was next attacked near Broad River by Wemyss, who, calculating on his former inattention to the security of his camp, hoped to surprise him. In his expectations, however, he was severely disappointed; his troops were repulsed, and himself wounded and taken. It has often been said, and universally believed, that in a pocket-book found on him, was not only an accurate list of the houses he had burnt, but of those also that he intended to destroy. Lord Cornwallis, writing immediately after this to Colonel Tarleton, to give energy to pursuit, says—"I shall be glad to hear that Sumter..."
is in no condition to give us further trouble—he certainly has been our greatest plague in this country."

From a man of Lord Cornwallis' enterprise, such praise was the highest encomium. Tarleton now rapidly advanced, anxious to strike a blow that would annihilate him, before he could cross the Tiger River; and, stimulated by the impetuosity of his temper, attacked his strong position on Blackstock-Hill, with such imprudence, that, after severe loss, both of officers and men, he was compelled to quit the field, leaving his wounded to the mercy of his conqueror. To the credit of Sumter, his attention and humanity to them, has always been acknowledged. To the misfortune of Carolina, a severe wound received in the action, put a stop, for a considerable time, to his brilliant career; but, he was no sooner able to take the field, than he again appeared as an active partisan, breaking up the British posts in the lower country. On one occasion, Lieutenant Colonel Hampton, commanding under him, dispersed a large body of tories near Dorchester. Placed at the head of the light troops, both regulars and militia, Sumter next compelled Lieutenant Colonel Coats to destroy his stores at Monk's Corner, and abandon the position, and would have made the entire 19th regiment, commanded by him, prisoners, had he not, by the rapidity of his flight, passed the bridge at Quinby, and by throwing off the plank, prevented pursuit, till he had established himself in a strong position, from which, the want of artillery rendered it impossible to dislodge him. Important services were again performed by him at Eutaw. After which, the enemy retiring within their lines, seldom ventured beyond the gates of Charleston.
A truer patriot, nor more intrepid soldier than General Pickens, never trod the soil of liberty; and there are few characters of our Revolution to whom Carolina is more highly indebted. At the commencement of the war, great diversity of opinion existed among the inhabitants of the interior country, not only with regard to the practicability, but propriety also, of resisting the power of Britain. Attachment to former prejudices, and a belief of the perfection of the ancient system, were strong; and the spirit of opposition, encouraged by the new government, regarded if not unjustifiable, at least, rash and inconsiderate, and leading to consequences the most disastrous to the peace and happiness of the community. The exertions of Colonel Pickens, to counteract those fallacious principles, and to induce the inhabitants of his district to adopt opinions similar to those which animated the bosoms of every true friend to his country, were indefatigable. He was constantly on the alert; vigilance, indeed, became indispensable; for, although the tories would oftentimes show a disposition to temporize, yet it was evident from their murmurings, and secret caballing, that they only waited a favourable opportunity to declare their sentiments, and to engage in open and decided hostility. No sooner, therefore, did the British appear in force in the south, than their smothered resentments burst into flame. Several hundreds of them embodied, and committing every species of depredation on their route, marched forward to join the royal army in Georgia. Colonel Pickens, apprized of their movements, and irritated by their rapacity, pursued them with rapid steps, and overtaking them at Kettle Creek, attacked them so vigorously, that in less than an hour, forty of their number,
and among them their leader, Boyd, were killed, and the rest so completely dispersed, as to leave no apprehension of any further trouble.

When Charleston fell, and the victorious Britons spreading themselves over the country, advanced into the interior, the revived resentments of the royalists, compelled Colonel Pickens, and the steady adherents of the cause of freedom, to abandon their habitations and country, and seek for refuge in North Carolina. So soon, however, as General Greene had taken command of the army, and ordered General Morgan to enter the western division of the state, to check the aggressions of the enemy, and to revive the drooping spirits of the whig inhabitants, Colonel Pickens was found the most active among his associates, seconding his enterprizes, and by gentleness and conciliation, attaching new adherents to the cause. Of his intrepid conduct at the battle of the Cowpens, it is scarcely necessary to speak. It is a well known fact, that he not only prevailed upon his riflemen to retain their fire till it could be given with deadly effect, but when broken and compelled to retreat, that he rallied them; and what had never before been effected with militia, brought them a second time to meet their enemy, and by continued exertion, to accomplish their final surrender.

Ordered by General Greene, after his retreat into Virginia, to recross the Dan, and, in conjunction with Lee, to check the spirit of revolt which had manifested itself in many parts of North Carolina, he aided, effectually, the infliction of that salutary punishment which rendered abortive every future effort of Lord Cornwallis to bring recruits to his royal standard.

When the British were subsequently compelled to retreat to Wilmington, and General Greene resolved to return to South Carolina, Pickens, now a brigadier, was directed to precede him, and to collect the militia of his brigade, and particularly to prevent supplies
from being thrown into the garrisons of Ninety-Six, and Augusta. This service was effectually performed, and being joined by Lee, the combined force sat down before Augusta. Greater skill in defence, nor more intrepid resistance, was never shown than by Colonel Browne, which cannot but enhance the glory of the commanders who compelled him to surrender. At the battle of Eutaw, where he was wounded, he acquired additional glory; and finally, completed his military achievements, by conducting an expedition, in 1782, against the Cherokee nation with such decided effect, that, with the utmost humility, they solicited peace, and promised never again to rise in opposition to our government.

GENERAL DAVIE.

At the commencement of the Revolutionary War General Davie was a student at Princeton College, and feeling a strong desire to encounter the dangers of the field, marched as sergeant of a company of his associates, who had embodied themselves contrary to the wishes of their tutors, to join a detachment of the army stationed at Elizabethtown. How long these patriotic enthusiasts remained together is uncertain; but becoming disgusted more with the fatigues than the dangers of service, they justified the prognostic of Dr. Witherspoon, and gradually returned to their studies. When they first left the college the faculty spoke of expulsion, and other punishments, as the merited reward of disobedience. Dr. Witherspoon simply said,—"Let them alone; opposition to their purposes will only increase their desire to adhere to
them; exposure to the fatigues of service will effect all that you desire; it will not be long before we have them all back again." Young Davie, and one other student named Brown, remained with the army. His taste for a military life was now confirmed; and we find him at the battle of Stono, as Brigade Major of cavalry, covering the retreat of Lincoln's army, and immediately afterwards an inmate of the hospital, severely wounded. He has often mentioned to a friend, an occurrence that plainly shows, how deplorable the situation of the continental army must have been with respect to the essential comforts which were never wanting to the British. Thrown into a stupor by the loss of blood, and the agony of his wound, the poor young soldier, on the recovery of his senses, found that his shirt had been stripped from his back to make bandages for the wounded who surrounded him, and having no change to replace it, acknowledged that, for a time, he felt all the pains of the most perfect despondency. At the period of Gates' defeat his zeal and activity had advanced him to the command of a legionary corps of militia. He was on detachment at the moment of defeat, but hastening forward as soon as he was informed of it, he was essentially serviceable, not only in preventing pursuit, but in recapturing several wagons, one of which, most fortunately, contained the hospital medicine chest. Convinced that the enemy would anxiously seek and strike at Sumter, he, with laudable zeal, immediately despatched a confidential soldier with intelligence of the disaster, and then reluctantly retired. He had previously, under the command of Sumter, fought both at Hanging Rock and Rocky Mount. At the first he cut off three companies of Bryan's regiment, took sixty horses and one hundred rifles and muskets; at the last, by a well directed charge, made great havoc among the loyalists, and had not some liquor, found in the enemy's camp,
been *too attractive*, would have enjoyed a complete victory; but intoxication destroyed subordination, and every advantage was lost. After the battle of Camden his force, consisting of about two hundred men, was actively employed in repelling predatory excursions, in harassing the enemy, and cutting off their supplies. Provisions were scarce in the British camp, and Lord Cornwallis was compelled to send out large detachments to procure them. One of these, stationed at Wahab's plantation, was struck at by Davie, and with complete success. Sixty of the enemy were left on the ground; ninety-six horses, with their equipments, and one hundred and twenty stand of arms, were taken, with the loss of but one man. Being now closely pressed, he retired to Charlotte, and joined by Major Grahame, made a stand that entitles him to the most exalted praise. Twice he repulsed the British legion, with considerable slaughter, and it was not till his flank was gained, and a third charge made under the influence of an animating address by Lord Cornwallis himself, that he relinquished his post, retiring without loss to Salisbury. General Davie was not only distinguished as an intelligent, but as an intrepid soldier. His delight was to lead a charge; and possessing great bodily strength, united with uncommon activity, is said to have overcome more men, in personal conflict, than any individual in the service. His knowledge of the country, and of its resources, induced General Greene, when pressed by the greatest difficulties, to intrust him with the charge of the quarter master general's department. He afterwards employed him as a negotiator with the legislature of North Carolina for supplies of men, the more effectually to resist the enemy, whose strength had increased by the arrival of three regiments from Ireland. In both these capacities he acquitted himself with consummate ability, and to the entire satisfaction of his general.
I do not think that I could find a better opportunity, than in this place, to point out the advantages of discipline. It may be remembered, that at the battle of Guilford, two North Carolina battalions of militia, advantageously posted behind a rail fence, were assured by General Greene, that if they would only preserve their station long enough to give their enemy two fires, they should obtain his free permission to retire from the field. They readily promised obedience, but the formidable whiskered Hessians, and athletic Guards, advancing with rapid motion, their courage forsook them, and they retired without firing a shot. As a punishment for their scandalous misconduct, they were, in compliance with the requisition made by General Greene, through the medium of Davie, placed under continental officers, and sentenced to serve for eighteen months in the ranks. The regularity of discipline soon taught them self-confidence; they actually panted for renown, and behaved with such gallantry at Eutaw, that of three hundred of their number that entered into the action, one hundred and ninety remained, at its conclusion, either killed or wounded on the field.

I had written this short sketch of the character and achievements of General Davie, when a packet was delivered to me from a friend in the interior country, above all other men qualified, from strict intimacy and just admiration of his talents and virtues, to furnish me with the information respecting him, that I required. To my readers I am confident I cannot offer too many particulars relative to a patriot who lived so much beloved—who died so universally lamented. And it would be an injustice to the friend, to whose communication I feel myself in the highest degree indebted, to make the communication in any other than his own words.
At the bar, Colonel Davie soon rose to great eminence; and indeed, in a few years, became one of its principal leaders and ornaments. He was possessed of great sagacity, profound knowledge, and masculine eloquence. His manners were conciliatory, but imposing and even commanding. The late Alfred Moore, who was afterwards one of the Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States, and who was a very able lawyer, as well as an excellent man, was the intimate friend of Colonel Davie, and his rival, in their honourable career at the bar. Their practice and their labours were immense, and both made independent fortunes.

Colonel Davie was appointed by the Legislature of North Carolina, to represent that respectable state in the Convention, called at Philadelphia, in the year 1787, to deliberate on the national embarrassments, and to form a national government, in order to correct the evils of a very loose confederation, and of a miserably week and inefficient government.

Being, at that time, a young man, he did not take a prominent part in the discussion which resulted in the formation of that constitution, which has been so severely tested, and found to be so admirably adapted to the government of our country. But, he there learnt the true foundations on which the government was laid, and the solid arguments in support of it.

His name does not appear to that great instrument; the illness of his family having called him home before the labours of the Convention were concluded. But, when the constitution was submitted to the judgment of the State Convention in North Carolina, for adoption, he stood forth its most able champion, and its most ardent supporter.

The University of North Carolina, is mainly indebted to his exertions, and to his labours, for its establishment, and for the assignment of permanent
landed property for its support. Colonel Davie was extremely anxious upon this subject, and exerted the utmost powers of his persuasive and commanding eloquence, to ensure success. He was deeply sensible of the extreme importance of extending, as widely as possible, the advantages of liberal education, that there might be a perpetual succession of enlightened and liberal men, qualified to administer the affairs of this great and increasing people with wisdom and dignity. He considered the public liberty insecure, and liable to be disturbed by perpetual factions, unless education be widely diffused.

"Colonel Davie was now appointed a Major General in the militia of North Carolina; and some time after, in the year 1799, was elected Governor of that State; the duties of which station, he performed with his accustomed firmness and wisdom. He was not, however, permitted to remain long in that station. His country had higher claims on his talents and services."

"The venerable Mr. Adams, then President of the United States, anxious to make one more effort to put an end to the differences which subsisted between this country and France, associated General Davie with Mr. Ellsworth and Mr. Murray, as his Ambassadors in a mission to France, for that purpose. These gentlemen, on their arrival in France, found the tyrannical and corrupt government of the Directory, which had behaved so haughtily to General Pinckney and his colleagues, overturned by Buonaparte; who, though exercising more despotic powers than his predecessors, was, at that time, desirous to conciliate the United States. Commissioners were appointed to discuss the subjects of dispute, and their deliberations ended in a convention, which healed the breach, and saved the United States from being dragged into the vortex of European quarrels."
"General Davie always represented to his friends, Joseph Buonaparte, the ex-king of Naples and of Spain, then a minister in France, (now resident in the United States) as the person who, of all others connected with the French government, behaved most uniformly with liberality, disinterestedness and respect to the American commissioners. That gentleman, accordingly, always stood high in his esteem. Madame de Stael tendered civilities to the Commissioners, which it was deemed expedient to decline, that lady being then in disgrace with Buonaparte.

"It was impossible, for a man of General Davie's profound observation, to be in France, and to witness, for a considerable time, the workings of powerful minds in that agitated country, then just emerging from the most ferocious and bloody despotism of the mob, and tending to a more regular despotism of a single ruler, less bloody, but not less oppressive, without closely examining the state of public feeling, and acquiring an intimate knowledge of many of the principal actors in those eventful scenes. Of the history, character, and political connexions of many of those actors, he condensed the information he had collected, into short sketches, which were afterwards preserved and brought to this country. He saw and deplored, that the French Revolution could not terminate in the establishment of rational liberty and regulated authority; efficient only to all useful purposes, but powerless for all mischief. He saw, that each succeeding faction which acquired the supreme power, exercised it despotically, and with no other view, than to establish its own authority permanently, and without any regard to the rights of the citizen, the legitimate end of all government.

"Upon this subject, his conversation was always deeply interesting; and he endeavoured to impress
upon all Americans, but chiefly upon young men of ardent minds, and promising talents, the vast importance of moderation and toleration in republican governments; without which, they can scarcely hope to escape the snare of ambitious demagogues, and the ruin of violent dissentions.

“General Davie contemplated the character of Bonaparte with great attention. He saw him often, and conversed with him freely. He considered him a man of first rate talents as a warrior, and of great reach as a statesman. But he regarded him also, as a man of unbounded ambition, restrained by no principles human or divine. On one occasion, after an interesting conversation, Bonaparte concluded by saying, that he considered power as the only foundation of right; "Enfin Monsieur la force est droit." General Davie's opinion of him was afterwards verified by his assumption of imperial and despotic power.

“Soon after his return to America General Davie lost his wife, a lady of lofty mind and exemplary virtues, to whom he was greatly attached: and not long after he took the resolution to retire from public life, and to become a farmer on his own fine estate at Tivoli, beautifully situated on the Catawba river, in Chester District, South Carolina. As a farmer he was active and intelligent, and endeavoured to improve the system of agriculture by the use of manures, rotation of crops, and rest to the land. He deplored the slovenly and wasteful system of farming in use throughout the Southern States, which exhausts the soil without returning anything to it. On the formation of an Agricultural Society at Columbia, he was appointed the President, and delivered a discourse, which for purity of style, sound observation, and clear exposition of the proper course of agriculture for this country, has never
been excelled. It was admired equally by the scholar and the farmer.*

"Some years after General Davie's retreat to his farm, the belligerent governments of France and England, which had each endeavoured to draw our nation into their quarrel as a party, multiplied their aggressions on the commerce of the United States to such an extent, as furnished just cause of war against both; and it was even seriously proposed in Congress to declare war against both. But as that would have been an unwise exposure of the commerce of the country to the rapacity of both nations, it was abandoned; not, however, without strong declarations that the conduct of France and England gave us the right to choose our enemy. That choice was made, and it fell upon Great Britain, equally unjust with France in her conduct to our commerce, and coming more in collision with the personal feelings of American citizens, by her practice of impressing them into her naval service. In the formation of the army necessary for the defence of the country, on this emergency, the government, putting aside party distinctions, selected General Davie as one of the officers most fit to be entrusted with a high command. This was flattering to his military pride, and he would have been delighted to have rendered service to his country, in this his favourite profession. For though not entirely satisfied with all the measures of the administration, he felt that, as a citizen, he was bound to defend the country whenever it was in danger, however brought on it. But his increasing infirmities admonished him not to assume duties beyond his strength, which might prejudice the service, instead of promoting it. The wounds received in the Revolutionary War, and the rheumatism which,

* The address is printed in the 1st volume of the American Farmer, for the year 1819, pages 217—225.
from long exposure during his service, became fixed on his constitution, rendered him incapable of those active exertions which his high sense of duty would have exacted from him as a commander. He, therefore, declined the honour offered him after a good deal of hesitation. But it is believed that he had several communications with the government upon subjects connected with the organization of the army, as to which his opinion was consulted; and the results of his experience and military knowledge were freely communicated.

"General Davie continued to reside at his beautiful seat, on the banks of the Catawba, to which travellers and visitors were constantly attracted by his open hospitality, his dignified manners, and elevated character. Occasionally he made excursions to the Warm Springs, in Buncombe County, North Carolina, for relief from the harassing rheumatism, which afflicted and wasted him. On those visits he was always greatly admired by the intelligent strangers who visited that place of resort from all the Southern and South-western States. The affability of his deportment gave easy access to all. But no person approached him, however distinguished by his talents or character, who did not speedily feel that he was in the presence of a very superior man. His great and varied information, combined with his profound knowledge of men and things, made him the most interesting of companions. The ignorant and the learned, the weak and the wise, were all instructed and delighted with his conversation, which had an irresistible charm for all. Although no man spoke more plainly his opinions and sentiments on proper occasions, he had the art of never giving offence. For, like the immortal Washington, "he was always covered with the mantle of discretion;" a happy expression used by the late Mr. Ralph Izard, formerly a Senator in Congress from this state, and who served
six years during President Washington's administration, knew him perfectly, and venerated him next to the Deity.

"At home, and in his own neighbourhood, General Davie was revered with the highest filial piety. He was the friend of the distressed, the safe counsellor of the embarrassed, and the peace maker of all. His own character, free from every spot or stain, gave a power to his interpositions, which was irresistible.

"General Davie had a deep, and even an awful sense of God and his Providence; and was attached to the principles and doctrines of Christianity. But, he had not attached himself, as an avowed member to any particular sect. He thought they generally dogmatised too much, and shut the door of Christian charity too closely. He devised a proper site on his estate for the erection of a place of worship, to be erected by any Christian Society, which should choose to put up a suitable building thereon.

"He was a tall man, of fine proportions; his figure erect and commanding; his countenance possessing great expression; and his voice full and energetic. Indeed, his whole appearance struck the beholder at once, as indicating no ordinary man; and the reality exceeded the appearance.

"Such was the man who has been taken from his afflicted family, his friends, and his country. He met death with the firmness of a soldier, and of a man conscious of a life well spent. His memory is cherished by his family and friends, with the most enthusiastic attachment. The good he did survives him; and he has left a noble example to the youth of his country, to encourage and to stimulate them in the honourable career of virtue and of exertion. May it be appreciated and followed."
BARNWELL.

No officer in the service, more resolved from principle, more anxious from patriotic enthusiasm, stepped forward to encounter all the dangers and difficulties of the field, while the freedom of his country was at stake, than General Barnwell.

At the commencement of the war, he commanded a company in the first Continental regiment of South Carolina; but, garrison and camp duty being less congenial to his disposition than partisan enterprise, he speedily quitted the regular, and received promotion in the militia service, as a Major of cavalry.

I have not been able to ascertain with accuracy, the time, or the particulars of an expedition, conducted by him at a very early period of the contest; but confidently assert, that a large and acceptable supply of powder was captured by him, and safely conveyed to the public stores.

At the battle of Port-Royal Island, he commanded, under the orders of General Moultrie, a small body of horse, and by throwing himself, during the engagement, into the rear of the enemy, greatly contributed to their defeat; taking many prisoners, and striking such a panic, that "sauve qui peut" became the general pass-word among the disorderly ranks, and the recovery of their boats the universal aim.

His conduct, during the invasion of Provost, entitles him to the highest honour. In watching the movements of the enemy, procuring intelligence, cutting off stragglers, and detached parties from the army, he was pre-eminently useful.

While Colonel Laurens, with a trifling command, was disputing the pass at Coosawhatchie, against the entire British army, Major Barnwell, having no field
for action, remained at the head of the causeway that led to it; but, rendered him essential service, by sending to his aid, two volunteers of his corps, Mr. John Cuthbert, (since, General Cuthbert,) and Charles Freer, (at a subsequent period a Captain in the service) whose activity, in conveying his orders, and fearless exposure of their persons, gave animation to the exertions of a militia force, that had never before encountered an enemy. Soon as Laurens was ordered to retire, Major Barnwell, with alacrity, joined the army under General Moultrie, at Tulafinny-Hill, persuaded that so commanding a situation might insure effectual resistance; or, in the event of discomfiture, cause such a check to be given to the progress of the invaders, as to prevent their nearer approach to the capital. He considered retreat, as pregnant with the most disastrous consequences; and the loss of a battle, far less injurious, than the abandonment of the country. The event justified his opinion; for, by the time that the retiring army had crossed the Saltketcher River, the southern militia had dispersed almost to a man. The terror excited by the Indians, who wore their war dresses, and wantonly displayed the instruments of torture, with which they were accustomed to aggravate the sufferings of their prisoners, created the most appalling dismay. Whigs, of unquestionable patriotism, who would cheerfully have risked their lives in action, and used their utmost energies to have repelled the enemy, soon as retreat was commanded, sought their homes, choosing rather to perish with their families, or shelter them from danger by submission, than leave them exposed to the depredations of a russian banditti, led by M'Girth, and of savages, whose cherished object was to plunder, and destroy. It was at this disastrous period that many individuals, surprised in their habitations, and bewildered by their fears, sought and obtained
British protections. Fatal, indeed, was their dereliction of duty, since left by the speedy and precipitate retreat of the invading army, to be reproached by their exasperated countrymen, for their weakness, and subjected to penalties very strongly indicating their abhorrence of it.*

It was then, that Major Barnwell, rising in his place on the floor of the Legislature, moved—"That to obliterate all unpleasant recollections, an act of amnesty for all who had transgressed, should be immediately passed." His proposition met with pointed, and even harsh animadversion; and Mr. Thomas Ferguson, a distinguished patriot, exclaimed—"Had you not, Major Barnwell, recently shown by your activity in the field, your perfect devotion to the cause of your country, I should not hesitate to pronounce you a traitor." Similar invective was used by other members; when, finding conciliatory measures too unpopular to meet success, he turned with composure to his opponents, and said—"The danger which drove the unfortunates, in whose behalf I would plead for mercy, has never been brought to your own doors. Remember, that when it does reach you, that you swerve not from duty, nor forget the opinions you now support. From you, gentlemen, I shall, on every fu-

*I know an instance of a gentleman of exemplary firmness of character, who, being upbraided for a departure from principle, because he had sought his home to share the fate of his family, said, "I would never have quitted the army, had the apprehension been removed from my mind, of the horrors which my wife and children were likely to experience from the ferocity of the savages. As the war advances, the opportunity may still be mine, to show my perfect devotion to my country." His conduct at the siege of Charleston, was exemplary. He was an inmate of the prison ships, and one of the inflexible patriots, who, preferring death to submission, requested General Greene, without regard to their situation, to avenge the death of Colonel Hayne. The promises and threats of the enemy, were equally held in contempt; and he remained unshaken in his principles, to the conclusion of the war.
ture occasion, look for unshaken firmness, and ex-emplary intrepidity.” When, in after times, he found in the list of men soliciting British favour, the names of several who had affected to question his sincerity, it is not to be wondered at, that he gave indulgence to his resentments; and that he never failed, as often as they presented petitions to the Legislature, to have the penalties imposed on their misconduct, remitted, and memory of their political errors forgotten, to oppose them with the expression of the most marked indignation. I have always considered it a misfortune to this country, that his strictness in command, and unremitted efforts to render the militia as submissive to discipline as regular soldiers, rendered him so unpopular in his brigade, when advanced to the command of the Southern Division of the State, as to induce him, rather than give an excuse for non-performance of duty, to retire from active service. It is but too true, that great irregularities had been tolerated, by commanders more disposed to temporize than offend, and that the honour of the country required that they should be effectually checked. The resources of the state, for the maintenance of the army, were wantonly wasted, and the rights of property violated with impunity. A destructive system beyond question; but the curb which he wished to impose on licentiousness, was too suddenly applied, and too imperious. By the failure of the attempt, the service lost an officer of experience, whose courage, often tested in the field, gave invariably increase to his reputation, and the example of steady integrity and perseverance, that, imitated, could only have added to the respectability of the Republican character. But, though stern his resentments, against all who, regardless of their plighted faith to their country, sought favour with the British, and accepted their protection—to such as openly espoused their cause at the commencement of hostilities,
he betrayed no symptom of inveteracy; more especially, if from a conviction of error, they expressed a desire to join and support the standard of their country. A very singular occurrence will amply prove this. Two brothers had embraced opposite opinions. The one was a decided Royalist—the other a professed Whig. In the eventful occurrences which attended the progress of the war, the first became a British Commissary, and in the hour of success, pressed six barrels of rice from his brother's plantation; who, yielding to the storm, and convinced that the resources of America were inadequate to effectual resistance, had become a strenuous admirer of kingly government. The successes of Greene, however, very speedily cheeked his enthusiasm; and taking the benefit of Governor Matthews' tender of pardon, he was again enrolled in the ranks of our armies. The Commissary, who had sufficiently witnessed the irregularities of the British, and frequent desertion of their adherents, about the same period made a confession of error, and was, by General Barnwell, admitted to all the privileges of citizenship. Peace being shortly after restored: the Whig wrote to his brother, reminding him of the impressed rice, and demanding payment for it, concluding with a threat, that in case of refusal, a suit would be immediately instituted for the recovery of the amount. General Barnwell's interposition was instantaneously solicited, to save from ruin. One suit decided against him, would be the prelude to many; and the Commissary easily perceived, that the force of political prejudice, would prove him, on all occasions, an oppressor. Fortunately, the General had been looking over the papers of Colonel Lechmere, who had been made a prisoner at Pocotaligo, when commanding the district for the British, and found among them, from the professor of chaste principles, a letter to this purport—"I am
solicitous, my dear Colonel, to show my zeal as a Loyalist—my devotion to the best of Kings. I am no soldier; but, as a magistrate, would ardently promote the good cause. Put me, I beseech you, on the list of Justices of the Peace, for here, I most solemnly aver, that the extinction of rebellion, and restoration of his Majesty's happy government, is to me, as a resurrection from the dead." "Send your brother a copy of this epistle," said General Barnwell, "and assure him from me, that the commencement of his threatened suit, shall be the signal to give it publicity." It is scarcely necessary to state, that the tranquillity of the Commissary was never again disturbed. To the liberality of General Barnwell, many officers who held commissions under the Royal Government, were indebted for the support of their petitions, to become citizens of the United States. And from some of them, particularly Mr. George Roupell, the penalties of banishment, and every disqualification removed, even without an application for relief.

At the head of the list of voluntary martyrs, signing the requisition to General Greene, not to suffer any consideration relative to their safety to impede the fulfilment of his threat, to revenge the murder of Colonel Hayne, by retaliation on a British officer of equal rank, will be found the names of John, Edward and Robert Barnwell, alike distinguished by the steadiness of their principles, and exemplary intrepidity during the most trying scenes of the war. The last, after receiving seventeen wounds, was left as dead on the field, but sought for, and conveyed to a neighbouring plantation, recovered.*

* The life of Mr. Robert Barnwell was saved by the affectionate and assiduous attention of his relative, Miss Mary Anna Gibbes, (the same who rescued from danger her infant cousin, Fenwick, as will hereafter be related.) When considered by all around him beyond the reach of mortal aid, she steadily persisted to bathe and dress his wounds, till exhausted nature recovered its faculties, and gave animation to his apparently lifeless corpse.
Turning his attention more particularly to literary pursuits, he appeared in the Legislative Councils of the State, and on the floor of Congress, with distinguished credit both to himself and his country. Nor will I neglect to mention the name of their nephew, William Elliott, who, though but a youth, after being severely wounded, was equally, with themselves, resolute to devote himself to his country, by signing the requisition to General Greene, so highly characteristic of patriotic enthusiasm.
Having endeavoured, with strict observance of truth, to detail the services of Moultrie, and briefly sketched the characters and achievements of the Partisan Commanders of Militia, who attained the highest celebrity, I turn, with peculiar interest, to the Officers of the Continental Line, the most distinguished in the annals of the Southern War; beginning with those, who, by their talents and intrepidity, so happily seconded the enterprise, and indefatigable exertions of Greene, till the expulsion of enemy gave a stamp of excellence to his military character, that must for ever excite the applause and admiration of posterity.

ISAAC HUGER.

Among the patriots of South Carolina, the Hugers were highly distinguished. Daniel was long a member of Congress. John, an able and industrious assistant in the state councils. Francis was numbered among the brave defenders of the pass at Sullivan’s Island, when assailed by the British fleet. Benjamin, a soldier of the highest promise, closed a life of honour on the field, falling before the lines of Charleston, during the invasion of Provost. Isaac, of whom I would more particularly speak, as a bold and enterprising commander, was pre-eminently distinguished. The cloud of misfortune did, it must be acknowledged, at one period obscure his fame; the disastrous surprise of Monk’s Corner was highly injurious to his
military reputation. But when it is recollected how extremely difficult the task to keep alive the vigilance essential to security, among troops newly initiated in military service, and how frequently the most judicious arrangements of the commanders of detachments are thwarted by the negligence of the patrols and videttes, whose unremitted attention alone counteract the energies of an enterprising enemy, we cannot too harshly blame an officer for a single disaster, who, taught by misfortune, never a second time experienced discomfiture; and who, in every subsequent rencounter with the British army, by his zeal and intrepidity, acquired increase of reputation.

At the commencement of the war General Huger was commissioned as Lieutenant Colonel of the 1st Continental Regiment, and shortly after promoted to the command of the 5th. There was no battle of consequence fought in which he was not engaged, displaying, on every occasion, great coolness, and invincible resolution. How highly he possessed the confidence of General Greene, is manifested by the trust reposed in him by that distinguished officer, when he was anxious to afford his personal aid to Morgan, who was endeavouring to elude the eager pursuit of Lord Cornwallis, and to conduct the prisoners taken at the Cowpens to a place of security. He committed the charge of the main army to General Huger, ordering him to conduct its retreat, and to join him at Guilford Court-House. Accompanied by a small escort of dragoons, General Greene then set out in search of Morgan, and happily joined him in safety. That Huger's conduct, on this occasion, was highly approved cannot be doubted, since we find him at the battle of Guilford, which immediately followed, intrusted with the command of the Continental Line. Here, supporting his character for exemplary bravery, he was severely wounded. At Hobkirk's Hill, he commanded the
right wing of the army, and had made considerable impression on the line of the enemy, when an unfortunate movement, which threw Gunby’s regiment into confusion, disconcerted all the measures of General Greene, and compelled him to relinquish a victory within his grasp, for a retreat, which, though not disgraceful, was necessarily attended with the deepest and most poignant mortification. The exertions of General Huger, in endeavouring to inspire courage by example, and to restore the order that had been lost, brought him so frequently to the muzzles of the enemy’s muskets, that it was considered by all miraculous, that he escaped without injury. The abandonment of the interior country, by Lord Rawdon, very soon after this, allowed the General the happiness of embracing his family, from which he had been long separated. When General Greene was presented to them, he, with much emotion, said—“I would never, my dear Huger, have exposed you, as often as I have done, to bear the brunt of battle, and varied dangers of the field, had I known how numerous and lovely a family, were dependant on your protection.”

GENERAL MORGAN.

This distinguished officer commenced his military career under General Braddock, but, in so inferior a station, as to have been subjected to corporal punishment for some unguarded expressions towards a superior. It is painful to mention such a circumstance; and I should not have done it, had it not been recorded to his honour, that, incapable of entertaining lasting resentments, he had been distinguished, during the
Revolutionary War, by the generous attention paid to every British officer who became his prisoner. Commanding a rifle company before Quebec, he was directed, under Arnold, to attack the lower town; and on the retirement of that officer, when wounded, taking the van of the assailing column, carried the first and second barriers. He even penetrated into the upper town, and was in possession of the main guard, giving paroles to the officers who surrendered, when, every prospect of success being baffled by the fall of Montgomery, and the enemy enabled to turn their entire force against him, he was surrounded and taken. His bravery well known, and his activity justly appreciated, an attempt was made by an officer of rank in the British service, to induce him, by the tender of wealth and promotion, to join the royal standard; but, with the true spirit of Republican virtue, he rejected the proposition, requesting the tempter—"Never again to insult him by an offer, which plainly implied, that he thought him a villain."

Advanced to the command of a regiment, his indefatigable activity greatly contributed to the capture of Burgoyne, being regarded, according to the repeated declarations of the enemy, as their greatest scourge.

General Gates considered it as an offence never to be forgiven, that Morgan had peremptorily refused to countenance the intrigues that were to remove the Commander in Chief, and to place him at the head of the army. He, therefore, never in the slightest degree mentioned his meritorious services in his official despatches, and appeared to exalt the claims of other officers to applause, the more certainly to mortify Morgan. Such malice, however, availed not to deprive him of his full share of glory. His country acknowledged the legitimacy of his title to fame; and the captive General declared, in allusion to the particular nature of the service in which he was employed,
"That he commanded the finest corps in the world." His advancement to still higher command, gave increase to his reputation; and so long as the heart is susceptible of patriotic feeling, and capable of acknowledging, with gratitude, one of the most splendid and momentous achievements that was ever accomplished, the battle of the Cowpens will raise the heroic gallantry of Morgan to the highest pinnacle of Fame.

GENERAL OTHO HOLLAND WILLIAMS, OF MARYLAND.

He was no less distinguished by the elegance of his manners, and politeness in private society, than by his chivalrous enterprise and exemplary constancy in the field. The services which he rendered as Adjutant General, in perfecting discipline and directing the manoeuvrings of the light troops, covering the retreat of the army till the accomplishment of the memorable passage of the Dan, cannot be too highly estimated. Possessing the most perfect self-command, he put nothing at hazard, and frequently suffered the opportunity to escape, of acquiring advantages, which would have increased his own fame, rather than to risk, what might in its result, prove injurious to his country. Confining my observations to his conduct in the Southern War, it is due to his merit to say, that after the defeat of the army at Camden, and its abandonment by Gates, he conducted it to a place of security. His country is likewise indebted to him, for his judicious conduct in the retreat over the Dan, already alluded to, and for his exemplary intrepidity in the battles of Guilford, Hobkirk's Hill, and Eutaws. So
close was the pursuit maintained by Lord Cornwallis, that the officers of the cavalry covering the rear, to relieve their hunger, have often, while holding the bridle with one hand, attempted to roast a piece of bacon, stuck on the point of a stick, with the other, and been obliged to eat it when scarcely warmed through, compelled, by the rapid approach of the enemy, to mount and retire. The character of General Williams may be drawn in a few words. In the field, he exercised caution, united with invincible intrepidity; in camp, the strictest discipline. In the cabinet, he distinguished himself by his perspicuity and profound intelligence—qualifications which secured to him, the confidence of his General, the esteem of his brother officers, and the love and respect of the soldiers he commanded.

---

**JOHN EAGER HOWARD,**

**OF MARYLAND.**

No man possessed, in a higher degree, the confidence of General Greene—none better deserved it. He had every requisite for the perfection of the military character—patience, judgment, intrepidity, and decision. To his memorable charge with the bayonet at the Cowpens, so nobly supported by Washington and his cavalry, that important victory is chiefly to be attributed. Nor do I regard his gallantry less worthy of admiration, when, at the battle of Guilford, following up the blow inflicted by Washington, he charged the second battalion of the British Guards, and nearly annihilated them. At Hobkirk’s Hill, his efforts to rally the broken regiment of Gunby, did him high
honour; nor did the bitterness of grief ever pervade the human bosom more keenly, than in his, when he found all his exertions to revive the courage of men, who, on every former occasion, were distinguished for intrepidity, was unproductive of the slightest effect. At Eutaw, he was severely wounded, but not till he had seen his regiment retrieve its tarnished reputation, and triumphantly drive the enemy before them. In concluding my encomiums on his merits, I do not consider it an exaggeration to say, in the words of General Greene—"Howard is as good an officer as the world affords, and deserves a statue of gold, no less than the Roman and Grecian heroes."

COLONEL CARRINGTON,
OF VIRGINIA.

I wish I could more particularly speak of the services of Colonel Carrington, as I am well apprized, that he enjoyed the entire confidence of General Greene; and by his judicious councils, and unremitting exertions as Quarter Master General, greatly contributed to the advantages gained over the enemy. It is an indisputable fact, that in a country exhausted, and deficient in all resources, he still contrived to provide such supplies for the comfort and support of the army, that he appeared to have achieved impossibilities, and not a murmur nor complaint impeded the progress to victory. A dispute, relative to rank, had called him to the North, before it had been my happiness to receive a commission in the service; but, previously to the evacuation of Charleston, he had rejoined the army, and resumed his former station;
which gave me ample reason to believe, that wherever placed, his pre-eminent abilities must have been of the highest importance to his country.

LIEUTENANT COLONEL LEE,
OF THE LEGION.

Favoured with his friendship, and honoured by a commission in his regiment, in drawing a sketch of the character of this distinguished partisan, I may be suspected of indulging improper partialities. I disclaim any feeling that could produce them, and would far rather, that his reputation should depend upon a candid examination of his military services, than any commendation, that from grateful attachment, I might be inclined to bestow. General Charles Lee, who was, beyond question, a competent judge of military talent, averred—"That Henry Lee came a soldier from his mother's womb." General Greene pronounced him The Eye of the Southern Army; and to his councils, gave the most constant, implicit, and unbounded confidence. In the hour of difficulty, (and from the exhausted and distracted state of the South—the wretched and forlorn condition of the army—the superiority of force, and endless resources of the enemy, it was, to us, a war of difficulties,) was danger to be averted, was prompt exertion necessary to prevent revolt—crush insurrection—cut off supplies—harass the enemy, or pursue him to destruction—to whom did he so often turn as to Lee? That such preference should give birth to Envy, and cause the calumnies arising from it, to be propagated, and cherished with an avidity that would almost lead to the
supposition, that they were believed correct, cannot, from the perverse propensities of the human heart, be considered surprising. Lee had his enemies, and they were not slow in giving currency to opinions injurious to his reputation. Measuring the extent of his powers, by the contracted scale of their own abilities, no allowance was made for the calculations of superior genius; and the acuteness of almost unerring discernment; and because he did not, on all occasions, engage with a blind precipitancy, according with their judgment, would have fixed on him the imputation of a shyness, that he never knew. In his memoirs, which, as a literary composition, do him high honour, it is remarkable, that he is so shy in claiming merit; and certainly, in various instances, has withheld pretensions, which he might have fairly made, to high distinction. He has not hinted, in the slightest degree, that the grand scheme, for the recovery of the two Southern States, when Lord Cornwallis, after the battle of Guilford, retired to Wilmington, was first suggested to General Greene by him; and that it would have been afterwards abandoned, but for his earnest remonstrances. Such, however, was the truth, and perfect the evidence corroborating it. In reply to my inquiries on the subject, the Honourable Judge Johnston, of Abingdon, Virginia, a meritorious and distinguished officer of the Revolution, says—"I am perfectly satisfied, that the grand enterprise, for the recovery of South Carolina and Georgia, by marching into those states, when Lord Cornwallis retired to Wilmington, originated with Colonel Lee. Accident afforded me the view of a letter, written by General Greene to Colonel Lee, immediately after the second battle of Camden, fought on the 25th of April, 1781, in which the General expressed a determination to abandon the scheme of continuing his progress southwardly; and directed Lee to join him immediately
with his corps, which had, about that time, reduced the post of the enemy at Wright's Bluff, on the Santee River. I shall never forget one expression, in that letter, which goes very far to prove, that I am right, in the opinion that I have ever since entertained. 'I fear, my friend, said the General, that I have pursued your advice too far. I have resolved to march back with the army towards Virginia, and desire that you will join me with your command as soon as possible.' Without a moment's delay, Colonel Lee left the legion, and sought General Greene, doubtless to counteract the pernicious tendency of this hasty resolution, since he speedily returned, countermanded the orders to unite with the main army, crossed the Santee, and marched rapidly forward to lay siege to Fort Motte.' This statement is fully supported by the testimony of Dr. Matthew Irvine; and more satisfactory authority could not be desired, since he was actually the agent, the organ of communication betwixt the two, while the scheme was in agitation, and ripening for perfection. Communication, by letter, was considered as inexpedient and dangerous; and by personal interviews with the parties, delivering opinions reciprocally, and conveying the answers to them, he became the happy instrument of bringing to maturity, the plan that gave liberty to the South. The letter mentioned by Judge Johnston, my correspondent, was seen also by Dr. Irvine. He states, that the General added— "Although I am confident, that your wish was, to give increase to my military reputation; yet, it is evident to me, that by listening to your advice, I have forfeited my pretension to it for ever." Can further evidence be required? In the eyes of the unprejudiced, I should say, certainly not. Believing, then, that Lee's advice to General Greene, induced him to transfer the war into South Carolina, I shall briefly state the consequences resulting from the measure.
North Carolina became encouraged, by finding that her future security was not considered as endangered, and the Partisan Commanders of the South, Sumter, Marion and Pickens, who, unsupported, had already effected wonders, were now stimulated to give increase to activity and enterprise, from the conviction, that they would not only contend with the enemy upon more equal terms, but be enabled, more effectually, to maintain the advantages resulting from their valour and their victories. The fall of the military posts held by the enemy, followed in rapid succession. The surrender of Fort Watson, Fort Motte, Fort Granby, in South Carolina, and of Fort Cornwallis at Augusta, in Georgia, give the stamp of judicious foresight to the councils of Lee. Nor is less applause due to the skill and enterprise attributed to him, in their reduction. Had he directed the operations of the besiegers at Ninety-Six, instead of Kosciusko, different indeed would have been the result. On his arrival at the post, immediately after the capture of Fort Cornwallis, he, with the eye of a soldier, at once perceived, that the plan of operations, and point of attack, adopted and pursued by General Greene, had not been advantageously chosen. With that exquisite military sagacity, which cannot be denied him, he immediately satisfied the Commander in Chief, that the place would be easily carried, by obtaining possession of the western redoubt, a slight fortification at a distance from the enemy's main work, but of great importance, since it completely commanded the only fountain from which the garrison could procure water; and subsequent events incontestibly proved, that if his plan had been adopted in the first instance, the fort must have fallen, even though defended by the gallantry of Cruger, seconded by his able coadjutor, Green.*

* Major in a Provincial Regiment.
evidence of his services, and the extensive benefits resulting from them, it is only necessary to give an extract of a letter from General Greene, expressed in the following terms:—"Lieutenant Colonel Lee retires for a time for the recovery of his health. I am more indebted to this officer, than to any other, for the advantages gained over the enemy, in the operations of the last campaign; and should be wanting in gratitude, not to acknowledge the importance of his services, a detail of which is his best penegyric." Dated February 18th, 1782.

Of the horses of his regiment, he has been frequently accused of being too careful; but, considering the advantages accruing from a precaution, by which a constant superiority of cavalry was maintained, how can he be blamed with justice, more especially, when it is known, that the number of prisoners taken in a single campaign, by the dragoons of the Legion, doubled their effective number; and that every individual of the corps, was armed with a Potter's sword, the weapon the most highly estimated for service, taken in personal conflict from the enemy. Of the lives of his infantry he was never sparing. There was no action in which they were engaged, in which they did not perform a conspicuous part; while the lamentable fate of poor Whaling, and his followers, (fully detailed in another part of this work) evince, that their fall was regarded as a needless and unnecessary sacrifice. Of the free exposure of his person, where example was necessary to excite to gallant achievement, there can be no doubt. If there are any who cherish less charitable opinions, they must deny discernment to Greene, who employed him in the most hazardous enterprises; and judgment to the immortal Washington, who, when the insurrection took place in the upper parts of Pennsylvania, placed him at the head of the army, with a declaration, that he considered
him the man in the United States, the best calculated to suppress it, with promptitude, and effect. Towards his officers, he possessed the most friendly and affectionate feelings. To his soldiers, he was a parent—he was attentive to their wants, and indulgent to their wishes. His constant and assiduous care, was exercised to procure them comforts, and with such effect, that while other corps were almost entirely destitute of clothing, the Legion were enabled, invariably, to preserve a highly respectable appearance. I would mention, with particular commendation, the vigilance of Colonel Lee. Surprised, when a Captain in Bland's regiment, near Philadelphia, he profitted by experience, and was, to the end of the war, so attentive to the security of the force which he commanded, that, whenever within striking distance of the enemy, the Sergeant of the Quarter Guard, invariably, at midnight, woke up every Officer and Private Soldier, who, by order, putting on their entire dress and accouterments, might again seek repose, but in such a position, that on the firing of a musket, or tap of a drum, every man was at his post, prepared for action, or ready for retreat, as circumstances required. When surprised at the Spread Eagle Tavern, near Philadelphia, and surrounded by the entire British cavalry, he assured the dragoons under his command, who gallantly joined in defending the house, that he should consider their future establishment in life, as his peculiar care; and he honourably kept his word. They were all, in turn, commissioned; and by their exemplary good conduct, increased their own renown, and the reputation of their regiment.
GENERAL WILLIAM WASHINGTON.

With no less respect and admiration, would I record the gallant achievements of the modern Marcellus: the sword of his country—Lieutenant Colonel William Washington, who, at the first call to arms, engaged in the military service, and to the termination of the war, appeared on the field of glory with pre-eminent distinction. He fought, with his gallant regiment, at York Island, and receiving merited applause, shared its difficulties and dangers on the retreat through New Jersey. At the surprise of the Hessians at Trenton, as a Captain in the line, he headed the van of one of the assailing columns; and, while leading on his company to the attack, was severely wounded in the hand. He was now transferred, with an increase of rank, to the cavalry; and having the good fortune to escape the slaughter at Tappan, with the remains of Bland’s, Baylor’s, and Moylan’s regiments of horse, was detached to join the army of General Lincoln, in South Carolina. His first rencontre with the enemy, took place betwixt Ashley Ferry and Rantowle’s Bridge, where he drove back the cavalry of the British Legion, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Tarleton, and took several prisoners; but, being unsupported by infantry, gained little advantage from his success. The surprises at Monk’s Corner, and Laneau’s Ferry, which had nearly caused the entire destruction of the American cavalry, are, in no degree, attributable to him, as he acted, in both instances, in a subordinate capacity; and at the last place, finding his advice to pass the River without delay, disregarded, he prepared for the catastrophe, and on the sudden attack of Tarleton, plunged into the River, and happily gained the opposite shore. These repeated disasters, com-
pelling him to retire, with the remainder of his corps, to the borders of North Carolina, he applied, but in vain, to General Gates, for the aid of his name and authority, to expedite its restoration and equipment. Severely did that infatuated General pay the penalty of his injudicious refusal. Had the request been attended to, the presence of a superior cavalry, led by so distinguished a soldier as Washington, might greatly have influenced the success of the battle, and, at all events, prevented the terrible slaughter that followed the defeat at Camden. While attached to the light corps commanded by General Morgan, he, by a very ingenious stratagem, carried the post at Rugely's, taking a large body of the enemy, without firing a single shot. Apprized of the character of his opponent, Rugely, he fixed a pine log on the front wheels of a wagon, so as to make it appear, at a distance, as a field-piece, and threatening immediate destruction should resistance be attempted; the affrighted Colonel requested, that quarter might be allowed, and surrendered at discretion. It was on this occasion, that Lord Cornwallis, writing to Lieutenant Colonel Tarleton, laconically said—"Rugely will not be a Brigadier." He, in a high degree, contributed to the achievement of the brilliant victory at the Cowpens, although his too ardent zeal had nearly cost him his life; for, anxious by example, to increase the energy of pursuit, he was led so far in advance, as to be surrounded by several officers of the British Legion; and must have fallen, had he not been rescued by the gallantry of a Sergeant, and his Bugleman, Ball, who, by a well-aimed pistol-shot, disabled the officer, whose sword was raised for his destruction. In the retreat into Virginia, and in all the manoeuvres subsequent to the recrossing of the Dan, he essentially aided to baffie the skillful efforts of Lord Cornwallis, to force General Greene, heading an inferior army, to battle,
At Guilford, he acted a most conspicuous part. By a spirited and most judicious charge, he broke the regiment of Guards commanded by Colonel Steward, who fell in the action, and followed by the gallant Colonel Howard, leading on the Marylanders, with fixed bayonets, nearly annihilated them. Trifles have often, in the heat of battle, been productive of the most unlooked for consequences. Washington's cap fell, and while he dismounted to recover it, a round of grape, from the British artillery, fired by the order of General Webster, on friends as well as foes, the more effectually to check the success of the Americans, so grievously wounded the officer next in command, that, incapacitated from managing his horse, the animal wheeled round and carried him off the field, followed by the rest of the cavalry, who unhappily supposed that the movement had been directed. This accident saved the remnant of the Guards, and, in all probability, the entire British army. I heard, from an officer of distinction in the army of the enemy, who was wounded in this action, the following interesting particulars:—"I was near General Webster, when the charge was made by Washington. The desperate situation of the Guards, had its effect on all around. An officer of rank, in the American army, quickly perceiving it, rode up to the British line, and called aloud, 'surrender, gentlemen, and be certain of good quarters.' Terrified by appearances, and concluding that defeat was inevitable, the soldiers of the regiment De Bose, were actually throwing down their arms. Confusion was increasing. General Webster, whose presence of mind could not be disturbed, exclaimed—'Unless that gallant fellow is taken off, we are lost.' A Lieutenant of artillery, bringing up a field-piece at the moment, was directed to fire into the throng, where the Guards now appeared to be greatly out-numbered, and did so with the happiest
success—the cavalry wheeled off, the remains of the battalion rallied, and the army was saved." At Hobkirk’s Hill, new honours awaited him. Gaining the rear of the British army, by judicious manœuvring during the action, he captured and parolled eleven officers, and made prisoners of upwards of two hundred men—fifty of whom he brought off the field; the retreat of the American forces obliged him to relinquish the remainder. But, in the evening of the day on which the engagement took place, having decoyed Coffin, who commanded the horse of the enemy, into an ambuscade, he charged him with an intrepidity that could not be withstood, and compelled him, after the loss of half of his men, to fly and take shelter in Camden. At the battle of Eutaw, though unfortunate, no hero had ever, in a higher degree, merited success. His repeated charges on the British light infantry, would, probably, have disconcerted a corps less brave, or commanded by any other officer than Majoribanks;* but, they maintained their position with a steadiness that could not be subdued; and in a last effort for victory, Washington’s horse being killed, he became entangled, as he fell, in the ranks of the enemy, and being unable to extricate himself, was

* This distinguished officer is still spoken of in St John’s with great respect. He was the foe to oppression, and guardian of the unfortunate. He suffered no severities within the reach of his command; nor withheld his beneficence where the power appeared of doing good, even from the families of his most decided opponents. He fell a martyr to disease, and is buried on the plantation of Daniel Ravenel. An old Negro, still living, has often pointed out his grave, and added, this is the officer who turned aside the soldier’s bayonet, who would have killed Colonel Washington, when he fell at Eutaw. The fact which, I doubt not, gives him new claims to our admiration. The Commanding Officer had his grave enclosed, and a cypress board, (which still remains) placed at his head, with the following modest inscription:

John Majoribanks, Esquire,

Late Major in the 19th Regt. Inf. and commanding a flank battalion of his Majesty’s army, Obi. 22d Oct. 1781.
bayoneted and taken. The intrepid conduct of his gallant followers, cannot be too highly extolled.—
Captain Watts, the second in command, the Lieutenants Stuart, King, Gordon, and Simons, were wounded; Mr. Carlisle, a volunteer, killed, and half of the men destroyed. After which, the residue were drawn off by Captain Parsons, the only officer who escaped without injury. The action at the Eutaws, was the last in which Lieutenant Colonel Washington was engaged. Remaining a prisoner to the conclusion of the war, he married a lady, equally distinguished by her virtues and accomplishments, and settled in South Carolina. Possessing a very considerable property, he indulged in unbounded hospitality, receiving, with affectionate attention, his military associates, and maintaining the respectable character of a liberal and independent country gentleman.

The eclat of his military services occasioned his immediate election to the Legislature, where it soon became evident, that he possessed every requisite to render himself as much distinguished in Council, as he had been in the field. His intuitive knowledge was great; and by his assiduous application to business, received daily improvement. His friends, who clearly perceived that he possessed far greater claims to talent, than his extreme modesty would admit, were anxious to place him at the head of the State Government; but, it was in vain that they essayed to excite him to become a candidate for the office. "My ambition is," he constantly said, "to devote my services to my country; but, there are two powerful reasons which render it impossible for me to aspire to the honour of governing the State. The first is, that till lately I was a stranger among you; and, in my opinion, the Chief Executive Officer should be a native of the land on which he presides. Nor would I, on the score of qualification, put my talents in com-
petition with those of many able men, who are ambitious of the honour. My other reason is insurmountable. If I were elected Governor, I should be obliged to make a speech; and I know, that in doing so, without gaining credit in your estimation, the consciousness of inferiority, would humble me in my own—I cannot make a speech."

A report having reached Head-Quarters, that the author of "Common Sense" was in distress at Philadelphia, it was no sooner communicated to Lieutenant Colonel Washington, than he said to a friend—"I cannot bear the idea, that the man, who, by his writings, has so highly benefited my country, should feel the want of bread, while the power is mine to relieve him;" and without a sentence more on the subject, by the first post, remitted him a bill for one hundred guineas.

In the year 1810, I was appointed by the Society of the Cincinnati, to pronounce an Eulogy, expressive of their high sense of his meritorious services, and of their deep regret on the loss sustained by his death. Circumstances compelled me to decline the honour, though I have always considered it as the highest compliment that could have been paid me by my fellow-soldiers, that they deemed me worthy, to detail the services, and celebrate the virtues of so good a man.

Colonel Washington was tall and majestic in person, exhibiting a manly figure, with every indication of superior strength, and corresponding activity. His countenance was composed, and rather of a serious cast, but evinced the benevolence that characterized all his actions.

The sketch which I have given of his military career, falls, in my own estimation, far short of the encomiums which are his due. To compensate my readers for the insufficiency of the attempt, I offer, as
a treat, the Resolutions published by order of the Revolution Society, on the melancholy occurrence of his death.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE REVOLUTION SOCIETY OF SOUTH-CAROLINA.

The American Revolution Society, convened on the occasion of the recent death of Lieutenant Colonel Washington, feel themselves prompted by duty and sensibility, to give utterance to their sentiments upon that calamitous event. They who knew the deceased, (and to many of this Society, of which he was a member, he was intimately known,) could not but have remarked in him, a felicitous combination of mind and heart, rarely united, which qualified him to be eminently distinguished as a soldier, and esteemed as a citizen: which produced in him great virtues un tarnished by the association of correspondent vices; which rendered him modest without timidity, generous without extravagance, brave without rashness, and disinterested without austerity; which imparted firmness to his conduct, and mildness to his manners; solidity to his judgment, and boldness to his achievements; which armed him with an equanimity unalterable by the frowns of adversity, or the smiles of fortune; and steadiness of soul not to be subdued by the disasters of defeat, or elated by the triumphs of victory. When the Society also recollects, that he was a gallant soldier, enterprising without ambition, encountering danger, not for his own renown, but for his country's independence; that he was a patriot, inflexible without obstinacy, warm without passion, and zealous without bigotry; that in private life he was useful without parade, liberal without ostentation, amiable without weakness, and honourable without fastidiousness, they cannot permit him to descend to the silent tomb, and refrain from expressing some mark of reverence and affection for his worth; however frail and evanescent these testimonials may be, it will nevertheless manifest that they honoured the deceased when living, and that they cherish the remembrance of his virtues and services after death.

Therefore, Resolved, That the members of this Society do wear crape on their left arm for thirty days, as a tribute of respect to the memory General William Washington.
Resolved, That the President be requested to transmit a copy of these resolutions to Mrs. Washington, and to express to her the deep regret of this Society for the great loss she has sustained.

Resolved, That the foregoing resolutions be published in the Gazettes of this city.

By Order of the Society,

William Crafts, President.

John Cripps, Treasurer and Secretary.

GENERAL GREENE.

To distinguish with commendation, equal to his merits, so good and great a man, is, confessedly, beyond my ability. Having been honoured by his friendship, and a member of his military family, the opportunity I enjoyed, of taking a more critical view of his character, strongly impresses the belief, that it was exalted beyond the reach of adequate praise. In presenting it to view, an opportunity will be afforded me, of exhibiting the sentiments of more competent judges, while I reserve to myself, the privilege of asking—"Whether such multiplied evidence, as I shall produce of private worth, and public utility, of captivating virtues, and superior talents, do not give to General Greene, an exalted claim to superior intelligence?"

Great is my disappointment, that a gentleman, admirably well qualified to do justice to his memory—a soldier who had served under him—a friend, whom he loved, after having made considerable advances in the delineation of his life and character, withholds it from the public. Judge Pendleton, of New York, to whom I allude, shared with General Greene, in all the dangers and difficulties of the Southern War, and had daily opportunity of witness-
ing the development and exercise of those brilliant talents, which caused him, like the Great Frederick, "to shine with greatest lustre, when hardest prest;" and, ultimately, to establish the liberty and independence of a large portion of the United States, on a basis that can never be shaken.

To speak of his military capacity—We are told, that, on his very first appearance in the camp at Cambridge, from the ardor of his zeal, unremitted activity, and strict attention to every duty, he was pronounced, by soldiers of distinction, * a man of real military genius.

"His knowledge (said General Knox to a distinguished citizen of South Carolina,†) is intuitive. He came to us, the rawest, and most untutored being I ever met with; but, in less than twelve months, he was equal, in military knowledge, to any General Officer in the army, and very superior to most of them."

The British officer, who opposed him in Jersey, writes—"Greene is as dangerous as Washington; he is vigilant, enterprising, and full of resources. With but little hope of gaining any advantage over him, I never feel secure when encamped in his neighbourhood."‡

To speak of his disinterestedness, General Washington gives the following honourable testimony of his character:—"There is no Officer in the army more sincerely attached to the interests of his country than General Greene. Could he but promote these interests in the character of a corporal, he would exchange, without a murmur, his epaulette for the knot. For, although he is not without ambition, that ambition has not for its object, the highest rank, so much as the greatest good."

In compliment to his brilliant successes, the Chevalier de la Luzerne, the Minister of France, who, as

* Colonel Pickering and others. † Judge Desaussure. ‡ Lord Cornwallis.
a Knight of Malta, must be considered as a competent judge of military merit, thus speaks of him:—"Other Generals subdue their enemy by the means with which their country, or sovereign furnishes them; but, Greene appears to subdue his enemy by his own means. He commenced his campaign, without either an army, provisions, or military stores. He has asked for nothing since; and yet, scarcely a post arrives from the South, that does not bring intelligence of some new advantage gained over the foe. He conquers by magic. History furnishes no parallel to this."

Previous to his appointment to the command of the Southern Army, he had acquired a considerable share of professional reputation. The Commander in Chief, recommending him to Congress, says—"He is an Officer, in whose abilities, fortitude and integrity, from a long and intimate experience of him, I have the most entire confidence."

He had long been his intimate associate; and it has often been said, that he so highly approved the excellence of his heart, and was so fully satisfied of his pre-eminent talents, and ability to direct the operations of an army, that, in the event of his own death, he strongly urged that he should be advanced to the supreme command.

I shall now, more particularly, detail his services; for in all that regards so good and so great a man, I consider every circumstance of importance. General Greene contributed to the security of the army in the retreat through the Jerseys. He displayed the best conduct and most distinguished intrepidity at Trenton, Brandywine, Germantown, and Monmouth. He conducted the retreat at Rhode Island, with consummate skill, after having vainly endeavoured to procure the co-operation of the fleet of D'Estang. Had his solicitation been successful, it must have placed the
entire force of the enemy in our hands. But, it was in consenting to be placed at the head of the Quarter Master General's Department, conformably to the earnest wishes of the Commander in Chief, that he rendered incalculable benefit to his country. His natural disposition led him rather to seek for laurels in the field of battle, than to the safer duty of providing resources for others. But, considering the benefit that would result to his country, as superior to every selfish feeling, he uttered no complaint; and so completely justified the expectations formed of his capacity and persevering industry, that, when retiring from the station, General Washington said to him—"You have rendered the path of duty in the Quarter Master's Department, so broad and plain, that it will not be easy for your successors to mistake it."

On his arrival in Carolina, he found a country everywhere marked with outrage, desolation, and blood, and an enemy bold in enterprise, and flushed with success, prepared to crush him. The prospect was truly appalling. The remnant of the army, delivered up by Gates, consisted not only of inferior numbers, but was mostly composed of militia, dispirited by misfortune, and entirely destitute of every adequate means to sanction the hope of effectual resistance. Their provisions were exhausted—the comfort of decent clothing was unknown—and the want of arms and ammunition so great and deplorable, as to render impracticable, every attempt to commence active operations. Yet, beneath such an accumulation of difficulty, his resolution sunk not. His immediate care was, to obtain a supply of subsistence and ammunition, to increase the comfort of his troops, and to perfect their discipline. This he so completely effected, that in a very short time, the condition of the army was so much ameliorated, that the recollection of misfortune was lost; and with the utmost confidence in his
ability, they solicited their General to advance, declaring, that under his guidance, they considered victory as secure. But, though delighted with this propitious change in the disposition of his troops, his future hopes and high confidence, were derived from the known characters of the Officers under his command. Aided by the zeal, activity, enterprise, and varied talents of Huger, Morgan, Williams, Carrington, Howard, Washington, and Lee, in the regular Line, and of Sumter, Marion, Pickens, and Davie, the Partisan Commanders of the militia, he looked forward, with no presumptuous hope, to the certainty of success. It is a tribute justly due to their merits, to say, that he was particularly fortunate in the choice of the Aids-de-Camp, then serving in his family. Burnett, Morris, Hyrne, Pierce, Pendleton, and Shubrick, were Officers of no common character, and daily evinced, that they were worthy of the honour bestowed on them.*

* In addition to the advantages accruing to General Greene, from the talents of the distinguished characters attached to his command, I consider him particularly fortunate, while in active service, in the selection he had made of his Aids-de-Camp. The attachment to his person, and devotion to his will, of Colonel Morris, Majors Burnett, Pierce, and Hynre, and Captains Pendleton and Shubrick, while grateful and flattering to himself, he proudly acknowledged essentially beneficial to the service; it gave energy to exertion, display to their abilities, and caused each, in succession, to be honoured with the thanks of Congress. To the watchfulness of Colonel Morris, to whom the General was most sincerely attached, he handsomely acknowledged his security from captivity; and, probably, his escape from death, at the battle of Guilford. Burnett and Pendleton, pre-eminently possessed the talents the best fitted for conducting the important business of Head Quarters. Pierce, admirably qualified to conciliate all who approached the General, with complaints or solicitation. He well knew how to give additional sense of obligation to favours granted, and parry, without offending, unreasonable requests; and even to give to direct refusal such an appearance of justice, as to prevent complaint. Hynre excelled in negotiation, while his honourable scars evinced, that he was no less bold than intelligent. Shubrick was no less distinguished: To convey orders through every peril—to assail with the column he was directed to see advance—to charge with the troop commanded to fall on the enemy, no man possessed more chivalric gallantry than he did. He had constantly shown himself an Officer of talent and enterprise; and not only will his name be enrolled among the heroes of
Every necessary preparation being now made, for the commencement of hostilities, General Morgan was detached to enter South Carolina, and take a position on the left of Cornwallis, while General Greene, at the head of the main army, moved to the Cheraw Hills, about seventy miles to his right.

It is not my intention to give details of the battles fought, and of victories gained; nor of the skilful manoeuvres practised to avoid action, when, consequences too momentous, would have been put at hazard by defeat; but, looking to the results, I feel confident in saying, that greater prudence, more happy and accurate discernment in anticipating events—more promptitude to profit by favourable occurrences, were never displayed by any General, in ancient or in modern times, than by General Greene. I mention it

the Revolution, from his own merits, but to future generations, shine with additional lustre, from the pre-eminent intrepidity of his gallant offspring. Six sons has he given to the service of his country. The two eldest died before the aggressions of an enemy, gave opportunity to evince their devotion to their native land. Of Captain John Templar Shubrick, how shall I speak?—How, in terms sufficiently energetic, express my admiration of his exalted worth? The brave, the heroic youth, who, thrice in the space of twelve months, saw the flag of Britain floating beneath the banners of his country—"the Lion prostrate beneath the basilisk glance of the triumphant Eagle." His merits are beyond the reach of encomium. Imagination may lead us to conceive, of what might have been expected from him—but, alas! "He is gone—and idolatrous fancy

Must sanctify his relics."

The share which Lieutenant William Shubrick had, in the capture of the Cyane and Levant, gave ample testimony of his merits. Lieutenant Edward Shubrick was less fortunate in the opportunity of displaying his gallantry, but not less eager to meet the foe; and in different cruizes under Commodore Rodgers, did an infinity of mischief to their trade, conveying many valuable prizes, with safety, into port. Irvine Shubrick, the sixth brother, began his career under the cloud of misfortune. He was captured on board the President, but lost no honour; and had the satisfaction of perceiving, by the complete discomfiture of the Endymion, that had the contending force been more equal, another naval victory had graced the annals of his country. From youths of such promise, what may not be expected, should war be again the portion of our country.
to the honour of the gentlemen of his family, who were present at the battle of Guilford, that immediately previous to its commencement, they waited upon him in a body, earnestly to solicit—"That he would put their lives at every hazard; but that he would be careful of his own, as the service would not suffer by their loss, but that his fall would not only be fatal to the army, but, in all probability, greatly retard, if not destroy, every hope of securing the independence of the South." His ardour, however, was not to be restrained. The exposure of his person was his least consideration; and it had nearly cost him his liberty; for a party of the British Guards, pursuing the flying militia, passed within a very few yards of him, but not till the warning voice of an Aid-de-Camp, had given him time to place himself in security. In writing, shortly after, to Mrs. Greene, he says—"To my friend Morris, I am indebted for my safety."

The loss of cannon, in action, has always been considered as the most certain testimony of defeat.—General Greene felt this; and when compelled to retire before the enemy, at Hobkirk's Hill, finding the horses belonging to the artillery, too much crippled to remove the pieces brought into the field, dismounted himself, and putting his hand to the drag-ropes, gave such animation to the exertions of the men, that they were carried off in safety. And here I would mention, that his military occupations had made but little alteration in his principal habits, and that, in simplicity of manners, he was still a Quaker.

Exertion being imperiously called for, after the battle of Guilford, and his own, as well as the wounded of the British, who had been left and recommended to his humanity, impeding his movements, he, in the style the best suited to his views, so pathetically addressed the Society of Friends, in the neighbourhood,
that they immediately tendered their services, to give relief to the afflicted, and left him at full liberty to pursue the retiring enemy.

One talent he possessed, in the highest degree, beneficial to the service—an accurate discernment of the capacities and peculiar traits of genius, characterizing the Officers under his command, and of applying them in the manner in which they promised to produce the best effects. Lee, he considered his *eye*—Washington his *arm*; now, although I have no doubt, but that Washington would have succeeded in conducting the sieges of the posts held by the enemy, (for he had shown at Rugely’s, that he was not deficient in stratagem;) and am perfectly convinced, that Lee would have headed a charge of cavalry with the gallantry of a hero, yet, it will scarcely be denied, but that the former was more in his proper sphere, in causing the enemy to fly before the vigour of his attacks; the last, in the exercise of the fertile expedients that produced the end to be accomplished, more certainly, than if attempted by force and violence. To Sumter and Pickens, who commanded a bold and Hardy race of men, who had never submitted, was peculiarly intrusted, the conduct of the enterprises where bold and impetuous attacks were the most essential to success. To Marion, was assigned, the more difficult duty of conciliating the disaffected; and by the gentleness and suavity of his manners, and perfect knowledge of the human heart, reconciling to themselves, and to their country, the men who, by the delusion of fair promises, or threats of violence, had yielded temporary obedience to the enemy. Not, however, confining the abilities of so distinguished a soldier, to such views alone, but encouraging him to pursue that mode of warfare so happily adapted to his genius—harassing detachments—cutting off supplies—exciting perpetual alarm—and striking, with effect, the points where he
was least expected, till his name became so formidable, that, to pass the limits of encampment, was considered the immediate prelude to death or captivity. But, in no instance, did he show greater accuracy of judgment, than in the appointment of Colonel Otho H. Williams, to the command of the light troops, who were to cover his retreat into Virginia; for never was man better suited to the happy discharge of such a trust. Perfect in military science, he kept an ardent temper under strict control; was vigilant and circumspect; always prepared to profit by occasion, but never to risk for slight advantage, or endanger the security he was strictly commanded to maintain.

Of General Greene's literary talents, I have little to say. His early education had not been conducted on an extensive scale; the knowledge which he possessed, was from the inspiration of natural genius, and an uncommon strength of mind. When called upon to speak, or write with promptitude, on a subject that interested him, his ideas were sublime, his expressions forcible, and well adapted to the subject; but, when he aimed at elegance of style, and to give to his correspondence the beauty of well-turned periods, his compositions were of a different cast.

When the mutiny of the cavalry took place on the Hills of Santee, while Lieutenant Merriweather, who brought the intelligence, and waited his dispatches to return, was snatching a hasty meal, I sat by the side of the General, transcribing a copy of his address to the revolters, as quickly as the sheets on which it was written, were thrown to me. At the conclusion, he left me, more forcible to impress on the Lieutenant, the necessity of despatch, to overtake the corps, to read to them his address, and to endeavour to bring them back to their duty. In the interim, one of the most enlightened Patriots, and distinguished Officers of our army, entered the apartment. Delighted, my-
self, I asked his opinion of this hasty production, and was gratified to hear him declare:—"That he had never heard an address better calculated to produce the effect that might be hoped from it." The General's heart had been interested—he felt the disgrace that would tarnish the laurels so honourably attained; and writing under the influence of strong emotions, wrote well. But, as I said before, whenever he laboured to excel, he never succeeded.

To the gentlemen of his family, he was affable and kind, inspiring them with the warmest affection for his person, and admiration of his fame.

By his Officers he was beloved—by his Soldiers, idolized. They knew him brave, and believed him invincible.

Against such a man, the British Commander of the South, General Leslie, saw the folly of contention; and till the evacuation of Charleston, contented himself, for many months, to remain, tranquilly, within his lines.
OFFICERS WHO FELL IN THE SOUTHERN WAR.

It is impossible for me to notice, with just estimation of their talents and patriotism, the distinguished military characters who fell previously to my return to my native country and connection with the army. On the authority of others it is still delightful to record them; and where I fail to bestow the due meed of praise, I trust it will be attributed to the true cause,—the want of sufficient information for the proper performance of the duty.

COLONEL OWEN ROBERTS.

The untimely fate of Colonel Owen Roberts, who fell at Stono, was the cause of universal regret. He was an inflexible Patriot, an excellent disciplinarian, and an enthusiast in pursuit of military fame. His son, who was in the action, hearing of his misfortune, hastened to him. The expiring veteran, perceiving in his countenance the liveliest sorrow, addressed him with great composure:—"I rejoice, my boy, once again to see and to embrace you. Receive this sword, which has never been tarnished by dishonour, and let it not be inactive, while the liberty of your country is endangered. Take my last adieu—accept my blessing, and return to your duty!"
lieut. col. john laurens.

It is with peculiar delight, that I mention, among the most distinguished worthies of the Revolution, Lieutenant Colonel John Laurens; for no man more highly merited the gratitude of his country, and by none was I ever so highly befriended.

His general character is so well known, and has been so ably depicted by others, that I have little to say that can increase its celebrity. His extensive information, and classical knowledge, obtained the respect of the learned. His polite and easy behaviour, insured distinction in every polished society. The warmth of his heart, gained the affection of his friends, his sincerity their confidence and esteem. His patriotic integrity commanded the veneration of his countrymen—his intrepidity their unlimited applause. An insult to his friend, he regarded as a wound to his own honour. Such an occurrence led him to engage in a personal contest with General Charles Lee, who had spoken disrespectfully of General Washington. The veteran, who was wounded on the occasion, being asked—"How Laurens had conducted himself?" replied—"I could have hugged the noble boy, he pleased me so."

His gallantry, in action, was highly characteristic of his love of fame. The post of danger was his favourite station. Some, indeed, may style his display of intrepidity, at every risk, the height of rashness.—Strictly speaking, it was so. But, at the commencement of the war, when the British Officers were persuaded, or affected to believe, that every American was a coward, such total disregard of personal safety, on the part of Laurens, such display of chivalric intrepidity, that equally excited their surprise and admi-
ration, was, essentially, beneficial to our cause. To deny that his anxiety to meet the foe, led him too often into unnecessary peril, is impossible. I had, too often, cause to see and to lament it. Let one instance suffice to prove it. A Centinel on the bank of Ashley River, opposite to Dorchester, perceiving a Red Coat moving through the brush wood on the other shore, gave the alarm that the enemy were without their lines. This being communicated to Lieutenant Colonel Laurens, a troop of dragoons, and a company of infantry of the Legion, were ordered to cross the river and reconnoitre. But, the rapidity of the stream determined Captain O'Neal, who commanded, to wait till a boat, which had been sent for, should arrive. In the interim, Lieutenant Colonel Laurens galloped up and demanded with warmth, "Why this halt, Captain?—were not orders given to cross?" "Yes, Colonel, but look to the current, and judge if it be practicable." "This is no time for argument," rejoined Laurens. "You, who are brave men, follow me." Saying this, he plunged into the river, but was instantaneously obliged to quit his horse, and with extreme difficulty reached the opposite shore. O'Neal, than whom a braver man did not exist, indignant at the speech of Laurens, replied, "You shall see, sir, that there are men here as courageous as yourself," and at the head of his troop, entered the river. I cannot do justice to the scene that followed. All was tumult and confusion; for, although no life was lost, several of the men were so nearly drowned, that it became necessary to use every means to make them disgorge the water they had swallowed; and all were so much exhausted, that a temporary halt was indispensably necessary. The infantry, by the aid of plank, and large doors torn from a neighbouring ware-house, passed over with less difficulty. In the mean time, Lieutenant Colonel
Laurens, attended by Messrs. Ralph and Walter Izard, and Mr. Wainwright, who ever accompanied him as his Aids, hastened to the spot where the British regimental had been seen. It then was found, that a military coat had been hung up in a tree, by a soldier who had been whipped and drummed out of the 64th Regiment, for drunkenness, and whose lacerated back would admit of no covering.

The exposure of so many valuable lives, connected with other causes, induced the Officers of the Legion, at an after period, to resign their commissions rather than serve under Laurens.

To speak more particularly of his military achievements. His first essay in arms was at Brandywine. At the battle of Germantown, he exhibited prodigies of valour, in attempting to expel the enemy from Chew's house, and was severely wounded. He was engaged at Monmouth, and greatly increased his reputation at Rhode Island. At Coosawhatchie, defending the pass with a handful of men, against the whole force of Provost, he was again wounded, and was probably indebted for his life to the gallantry of Captain Wigg, who gave him his horse to carry him from the field, when incapable of moving, his own having been shot under him. He headed the light infantry, and was among the first to mount the British lines at Savannah—displayed the greatest activity and courage during the siege of Charleston—entered with the forlorn hope, the British redoubt carried by storm at York Town, and received with his own hand the presented sword of the Commander; by indefatigable activity, thwarted every effort of the British Garrison in Charleston, confining them for upwards of twelve months, to the narrow limits of the City and Neck, except when under the protection of their shipping, they indulged in distant predatory expeditions; and, unhappily, at the very close of the war, too carelessly
exposing himself in a trifling skirmish near Com-
bahee, sealed his devotion to his country in death.

I consider it highly to the honour of Lieutenant Co-
lonel Laurens, that when requested to carry a message
to Provost, on his approach to the lines of Charleston,
proposing, "neutrality during the continuance of the
war," he declined it with decision: "I will do any
thing," said he, "to serve my country, but never bear
a message that would disgrace her." When General
Moultrie, who equally spurned the idea of entering
upon terms with the enemy, declared, in Council,
"that he would not deliver up his Continentals as
prisoners of war," Laurens leapt from his seat, and
exclaimed, "'tis a glorious resolve, General; thank
God, we are on our legs again."

But there is one service rendered to his country, which,
though little known, entitles him to its warmest gratitude.
When sent by Congress to negotiate a loan from the
French Government, although his reception was favour-
able, and encouragement given, that his request would
be granted, yet the delays perpetually contrived by the
Minister, the Count de Vergennes, afforded little pros-
spect of immediate success. Convinced that procrasti-
nation would give a death blow to Independence, he
resolved in defiance of all the etiquette of the Court, to
make a personal appeal to the King. Dr. Franklin, our
Minister at Versailles, vehemently opposed his inten-
tion; and finding Laurens firm in his purpose, he
said—"I most cordially wish you success, Colonel;
but, anticipate so different a result, that I warn you—
I wash my hands of the consequences." Accordingly,
at the first levee, Colonel Laurens, walking directly
up to the King, delivered a memorial, to which he
solicited his most serious attention, and said—"Should
the favour asked be denied, or even delayed, there is
cause to fear, that the sword which I wear, may no
longer be drawn in defence of the liberties of my
Country, but be wielded as a British subject against the monarchy of France.” His decision met with the reward it merited. Apologies were made for delays. The Minister gave his serious attention to the subject, and the negotiation was crowned with success.

From such a display of chivalric gallantry in early life, may not friendship be allowed to say, without the imputation of improper partiality—To auger from the achievements which the past had exhibited, had not Death stopped the career of his glory, he would have proved a model, both of civil and military virtue, “a mirror by which our youth might dress themselves.”

SERGEANT JASPER, 2d Regiment.

The gallantry displayed by the heroic Jasper, during the battle of Sullivan’s Island, cannot be passed over in silence. It has been frequently recorded; but while I notice the achievements of men of superior grade, his intrepidity, inharmed by his extreme modesty, demands my warmest encomium. The Flag Staff of the Fort having been shot away very early in the action, Jasper leaped down upon the beach, took up the Flag, fixed it to a spunge staff, and, regardless of the incessant firing of the shipping, mounted and planted it on the rampart.

Governor Rutledge, in testimony of his admiration of so distinguished an act of heroism, presented him a Sword, and offered him a Commission. The first he gratefully accepted, but declined the last. “Were I made an Officer,” he modestly said, “my comrades would be constantly blushing for my ignorance, and I
should be unhappy, feeling my own inferiority. I have no ambition for higher rank than that of a Sergeant."

Through every subsequent period of the war, his conduct was exemplary; but, in the details which I have seen, carries too much the air of romance, to be dwelt upon. He was a perfect Proteus, in ability to alter his appearance; perpetually entering the camp of the enemy, without detection, and invariably returning to his own, with soldiers he had seduced, or prisoners he had captured.

During the attack at Savannah, he appeared at the head of the assailants, he seized the colours of his regiment, which had fallen from the hands of the Lieutenant who bore them; but receiving, himself, a mortal wound, returned them, and retiring, but reached the American encampment to expire.

---

WILMOTT AND MOORE.

A few days previous to the evacuation of Charleston, a very rash expedition, suggested by Colonel Kosciusko, occasioned the loss of Captain Wilmott and Lieutenant Moore, two of the most distinguished Partisans in the service. The object was, to surprise a party of wood-cutters from Fort Johnson, working in view of the Garrison of Charleston. So much was the accuracy of the information doubted, that many believed, that the Negro who gave it, had been sent expressly to decoy the Americans. Certain it is, the party found their enemy prepared, and received so deadly a fire, that Wilmott and several of his men, fell lifeless, while Moore and many others remained on the
field, covered with wounds. Kosciusko, although a spontoon was shattered in his hand, and his coat pierced by four balls, escaped unhurt. A British dragoon was in the act of cutting him down, when he was killed by Mr. William Fuller, a very young and gallant volunteer, who had joined the expedition.

This was the last bloodshed in the Revolutionary contest. The British buried Wilmott with the honours of war, and showed the greatest attention to Moore, who was removed to Charleston, to receive the best surgical assistance. The amputation of the limb, in which he received his principal wound, being indispensable, it was performed within a few days after the evacuation, by our own Surgeons; but, mortification rapidly following, he died greatly and universally lamented. When first brought into town, great pains were taken by the British Surgeons to extract the ball, but without success. Mrs. Daniel Hall, in whose house he lodged, and who had watched over him unremittingly, being apprized of the business which brought the most distinguished Surgeons together, entering the apartment of Moore, as soon as they had retired, said—"I am happy to find, that you have not been subjected to as severe an operation as I had anticipated; you appear to have experienced but little agony. I was constantly in the next room, and heard not a groan." "My kind friend," he replied, "I felt not the less agony; but, I would not have breathed a sigh, in the presence of British Officers, to have secured a long and fortunate existence."

Colonel Lee, in his Memoirs, mentions a singular instance of an Officer of the British Guards, Captain Maynard, distinguished, on many occasions, by his intrepidity, who, reluctantly, entering into the engagement at Guilford, foretold the death which he actually met.
I consider it, in like manner, remarkable, that Wilmott, whose courage bordered upon rashness, and who was never known to impede the progress of any enterprise, however hazardous, on being ordered by Kosciusko, to get ready for the expedition, said to Mr. John Gibbes, one of the youthful volunteers who served under him—"I have not my baggage at hand; you must lend me a shift of clothes, my young friend; for, if I fall, which is not unlikely, it would be a satisfaction to me, that the enemy should find me clad in clean linen." And a bowl of tea being presented to him, at the moment, by Miss Mary Anna Gibbes, (the same who had risked her life to save from danger her infant cousin Fenwick,) he gallantly said—"This attention is particularly gratifying. It is delightful to think, that the last refreshment that may ever pass my lips, was presented by so lovely and amiable a friend." In a few hours, he was numbered with the dead.

LIEUT. COL. RICHARD PARKER.

The fall of this excellent Officer, is thus feelingly noticed by Lee:—"He was one of that illustrious band of youths, who first flew to their country's standard, when she was driven to unsheath the sword. Stout, intelligent, brave, and enterprising, he had been advanced from the command of a company, in the course of the war, to the command of a regiment. Always beloved and respected, late in the siege of Charleston, he received a ball in the forehead, and fell dead in the trenches, embalmed in the tears of his faithful soldiers, and honoured by the regrets of the whole army."
CAPTS. T. MOULTRIE & PHILIP NEYLE.

During a sortie made by a detachment of the Garrison of Charleston, under Lieutenant Colonel Henderson, with the hope of impeding the approaches of the besiegers, much gallantry was displayed, particularly by Mr. Daniel Wilson, and Benjamin Singleton, then a boy of sixteen, who, when volunteers were called for, was the first to offer his service. No advantage, however, resulted from it; a few of the enemy were killed, and eleven prisoners taken; while the service lost a zealous and brave Officer, Captain Thomas Moultrie, who fell universally lamented.

Captain Philip Neyle, about the same period, a gentleman of high accomplishment, refined manners, and determined bravery, was killed by a cannon ball. He was Aid-de-Camp to General Moultrie, and was pressing forward to the lines, exulting in an order which he conveyed, to quicken the fire upon the enemy, when the catastrophe occurred, which deprived his country of one of its boldest defenders.

The battle of Eutaw, proved fatal to two Officers of distinguished reputation:

LIEUT. COL. CAMPBELL,

Of the 1st Virginia Regiment, who had previously, under the command of General Greene, both at Hobkirk's Hill, and at the siege of Ninety-Six, gained high renown, fell in the decisive charge which broke the British line, and without a struggle expired.
LIEUTENANT DUVAL,

Of the Marylanders, at the same period, closed his brilliant career in death. The service did not boast an Officer of more consummate valour, or higher promise. He was active, intelligent, and ever foremost in the pursuit of glory and renown. At Ninety-Six, he led the forlorn hope of Campbell, storming the Star Redoubt with exemplary intrepidity; and at Eutaw, had taken a field-piece from the enemy, when struck by the fatal ball which terminated his existence.

MAJOR BENJAMIN HUGER.

In Major Huger, the service lost an Officer of great gallantry, and high promise. He fell, covered with wounds, before Charleston, while executing an important duty, during Provost's invasion; and, to increase the calamity, by friendly hands—the fire which destroyed him, proceeding from the American lines.

The Marquis de la Fayette, and Baron de Kalb, on their first arrival on the shores of America, landed on North Inland, in Winyaw Bay, and were welcomed, with the most cordial hospitality, by the family of Major Huger, who made it their summer residence.

Anxious to pursue the object of their voyage, they speedily, under the guidance of their friendly host, removed to Charleston, and from thence to the army commanded by General Washington, in which they both, in a very short time, received honourable appointments.
It required but a short acquaintance with La Fayette, to feel interested in his success. He was greatly admired by his entertainers; and their sentiments in his favour, continually increased by his rising fame; it is not to be wondered at, that the son of the family, by constantly hearing the encomiums bestowed on his gallantry, and love of liberty, should have cherished that enthusiastic attachment to his character, that led to as noble an act of friendship and heroism, as adorns the page of chivalry.

The circumstances attending this generous exertion of friendship, are so highly interesting in themselves, and honourable to my gallant countryman, Colonel Francis Kinloch Huger, that I trust I shall rather be commended than blamed, for more particularly detailing them.

When, at an early period of the French Revolution, La Fayette discovered, that the Liberty which he had so zealously contended for, and which he had fondly hoped to see established in his beloved France, was insulted and trampled on; and that the government and destinies of the Nation had passed into the hands of men, far more ambitious of self aggrandizement, than to promote the true interests of their Country. When he saw, that the very individuals, who but a little before, had enthusiastically professed themselves to be the Apostles of Benevolence and Philanthropy, bewildered by the wildest chimeras of imagination, and dreaming of perfections incompatible with the frailty of humanity, were now to be satisfied only by unlimited increase of power, and appeased in their resentment by the unceasing effusion of blood. When in the scowl of the giddy multitude, it was evident, that the life which he would have sacrificed with delight for the public welfare, was now to be aimed at by the dagger of the assassin. Distracted by the
view of evils that he could not prevent, and foreseeing the miseries that would speedily fall on a deluded people, he retired a voluntary exile, to seek an asylum in a foreign land, where, unnoticed and unknown, he might pity and lament them. It could scarcely be imagined, that under such circumstances, showing no disposition to hostility, uttering no word that could offend, no sentence that indicated a wish to disseminate the principles of his own political creed, and from the reduced number of his adherents, incapacitated from doing injury, that he should have been regarded, either as an object of apprehension, or distrust; much less, that the effort to procure the inestimable blessing of freedom to his country, should subject him to penalties, that cannot be otherwise considered, when weighed in the scales of justice, than as outrages to every principle of honour and humanity. Yet, without the slightest commiseration for his forlorn condition, or sympathy in his unmerited disgrace, he had scarcely entered the dominions of the Sovereigns allied against France, before he was arrested and delivered up to Austria, and conducted to Olmutz, to suffer every rigour of persecution, in solitude, and in a dungeon. The world, however, viewed not his misfortunes with cold indifference. Petitions for his release were presented from all quarters; and in the British House of Commons, the motion made for the interposition of the Government, in the sufferer's behalf, must ever do honour to the memory of General Fitzpatrick. Unhappily, the Emperor's irritation was, at the moment, exalted to the highest pitch, and he remained inexorable.

The anxious wish to free from captivity, a man who had boldly stepped forward the Champion of Liberty, originated with Dr. Bolman, a young Hanoverian, active, intrepid, and intelligent, but communicated confidentially to his friend Huger, with an inquiry, if
he was inclined to second the enterprise, was embraced with alacrity, and entered on with an ardour, that ensured his unremitted efforts to produce its accomplishment. The preparatory arrangements were speedily settled. Huger feigned indisposition, and Bolman, assuming the character of his attending Physician, horses were purchased, and after visiting several German cities, the friends arrived at Olmutz. Constantly intent on the object of their association, an acquaintance was speedily formed with the gaoler, to whose custody the illustrious prisoner was committed, and without appearing to take too great an interest in his fate, by speaking occasionally of the severity of his treatment, which they candidly acknowledged, they thought disproportioned to his offence, obtained permission to send him books, that might beguile the tedium of solitude, and afford some mitigation of his griefs. The gaoler, a simple, benevolent man, saw no impropriety in the transaction, while the books delivered were subjected to his inspection, and the opportunity afforded of ascertaining, that there was nothing improper in their contents. Thus, a correspondence was established. La Fayette, informed of the source of this unhoped for indulgence, at once conceived that more was meant than met the eye, he, therefore, carefully perused the book, and found, in different places, words written with a pencil, which being put together, gave him the names of the parties, and a clue to their designs, which, if approved, would at once determine them, at all hazards, to free him from his captivity. The book was returned with an open note, thanking them for their civility in sending it, and an assurance, that it had been read with marked attention, and that he was, in the highest degree, charmed with its contents. In this manner, and by the stratagem of writing in lemon-juice on the back of a note, in its visible contents, altogether trivial, with a hint in the
book sent—"Quand vous aurez lu ce billet mettez-le au feu; which, when complied with, caused the intended communication distinctly to appear in legible characters, he was made acquainted with their arrangements, and the day fixed on to put their plans in execution. They had been already apprized by the gaoler, that his prisoner, though generally closely confined, was permitted, under the charge of proper attendants, to take exercise without the walls; that he rode in an open cabriolet, accompanied by an Officer, and attended by an armed Soldier, who mounted behind by way of guard; and that, when at a distance from the walls, that it was their custom to descend and walk together, for the better enjoyment of exercise.

On the day appointed, La Fayette was requested to gain as great a distance from the town as possible, and on their approach, by an appointed signal, to discover himself, as he was unknown to both.

Every preliminary being arranged, the friends quitted Olmutz, well mounted, Bolman leading a third horse, and in anxious expectation awaited the approach of the object of their solicitude.

The city is situated about thirty miles from Silesia, in the midst of a plain, which, taking the town as a centre, extends three miles each way, without the interposition of woods, rocks, or impediments of any kind. From the walls, every thing passing within these limits, could be distinctly seen. Centinels were posted at all points, to give the alarm, whenever a prisoner endeavoured to escape, and considerable rewards promised to all who contributed their aid to secure him. These were, indeed, appalling difficulties, but not sufficient to check the ardour of youthful enthusiasm, intent to break the chains of a hero, against whom no accusation rested, but an ardent and
unceasing effort to better the condition of his fellow men.

La Fayette, at length, appeared, accompanied by his usual attendants. The preconcerted signal was given, and returned. A conflict speedily succeeded, which gave freedom to the prisoner. The led horse was presented by Huger, who exclaimed—"Use the means, sir, that are offered for escape, and may Fortune be your guide;" but, before he could mount, the gleam of the sun upon the sword that had been wrested from the Officer, startled the animal, who broke his bridle and fled. Bolman rode off in pursuit, hoping to overtake him. In the interim, Huger, with a generosity truly chivalric, insisted that La Fayette should mount the horse that he himself rode, and hasten to the place appointed as a rendezvous.—"Fly," he exclaimed—"the alarm is given—the peasants are assembling—save yourself!" The advice was followed, and in a little time, the fugitive was out of sight. Bolman, who had in vain pursued the frightened horse, now returned, and taking Huger up behind him, gallopped away, following the route of La Fayette. They had gone but a little way, when the horse, unequal to such a burden, stumbled and fell, and Bolman was so terribly bruised, as to be scarcely able to rise from the ground. The gallant Huger, aided his exertions to remount, and superior to every selfish consideration, earnestly intreated him to follow La Fayette, declaring that he could easily reach the woods which bordered the plain, and in their recesses find security. Bolman, though with extreme reluctance, complied.

During the rencontre which had taken place, the Soldier, who had remained with the cabriolet, instead of assisting his Officer, ran off towards the town, but the alarm had been given long before his arrival there. The transaction had been seen from the walls, the
cannon fired, and the country raised. Bolman evaded his pursuers by telling them, that he himself was in pursuit. Huger, less fortunate, was marked by a party who never lost sight of him, and being overtaken, was seized and carried back in triumph to Olmutz. Meanwhile, La Fayette was rapidly advancing in his flight, and had actually progressed ten miles, when arriving at a spot where the road divided, he was at a loss which to choose, and unluckily took the wrong one. Its direction very speedily induced him to suspect the truth, and he stopped to make inquiry of a man, who, concluding that he was a prisoner attempting to escape, gave him a wrong direction, running to a Magistrate to communicate his suspicion, so that La Fayette, at a moment that he believed himself regaining a road that would give him security, found himself surrounded by an armed force, and again a prisoner. To the interrogation of the Magistrate, his answers were so apt and ready, and a tale invented to account for the rapidity of his movement, so plausible, and so satisfactory, that expressing his conviction of his innocence, he was about to dismiss him, when a young man entering the apartment, with papers which required Magisterial signature, after fixing his eyes attentively on the prisoner, said—

"This is General La Fayette! I was present when he was delivered up by the Prussians to the Austrian Commandant, at —. This is the man, I cannot be mistaken." This declaration at once settled his fate. He too, was triumphantly conducted to Olmutz. Bolman escaped into Prussian Silesia, but after two days, was arrested and again delivered over to the Austrian authorities.

On the arrival of Huger at Olmutz, he was carried before Count Archo, the Military Commandant of the City, a veteran of high respectability, who conducted himself, during the examination, with gentleness and
humanity, but after some inquiries, delivered him over to the Civil Authority.

Three days after this, chained hand and foot, the dauntless enthusiast was again brought before the Commandant and Civil Officer, to be further interrogated. The temper and disposition towards him, seemed now essentially changed.

The Civil Officer, this day, took the lead in the examination; and when Huger complained with strong expressions of indignation, of his treatment, the Judge imperiously demanded—"Know you, sir, the forfeit of your conduct?" An answer being returned in the negative, he very solemnly and impressively replied—"Your life!" But, apparently in order to remove the impression that such a sentence was calculated to produce, Count Archo immediately turned the discourse into a panegyric upon the Emperor, telling him, that his youth, his motives, and conduct, could not but secure his clemency. "Clemency," said Huger; how can I expect it from a man, who did not act even with justice, towards La Fayette." A check was immediately given to the boldness of the prisoner, and Count Archo then mildly added—"I judge of others from my own feelings. The attempt to injure me I freely forgive; and if ever I shall need a friend, I wish that friend may be an American."

Count Archo's entire conduct, was probably intended, not only to encourage hope in the prisoner, but to beget some consideration for him, and to give him consequence in the eyes of the Civil Officer, which might induce him to treat him better, and with greater respect than he had at first seemed inclined to do. And it certainly had its effect. Yet, with what shadow of excuse can the conduct of the Emperor be palliated? A heart, possessed of any claim to generous feeling, or capable of justly appreciating the enthusiasm of disinterested friendship, would have
spurned the idea of treating with rigour, an intrepid youth, whose generous ardour, in a cause that he idolized, constituted the only crime alleged against him. But chains—a dungeon—restrictions both in food and clothing, were imposed by the imperious fiat of power, and his sufferings regarded with an apathy degrading to the character of man. Yet, the ardent spirit that gave birth to enterprise, did not, under such appalling circumstances, forsake him. His mind was at peace with itself, and his fortitude remained unshaken.

During a long and rigorous confinement, Hope embellished the anticipations of more propitious fortunes, and constancy enabled him, with firmness, to support the immediate goadings and pressure of calamity. Restored at last to freedom, he sought his native country—became conspicuously serviceable in a military capacity, and now, in tranquil retirement, possesses as much of happiness as domestic felicity, and the universal esteem of his fellow-citizens can possibly bestow.
SURVIVORS OF THE REVOLUTION.

Having presented to my young Countrymen, this brief Narrative of the achievements of their ancestors, and of the patriotism of the dead,

"By all their country's wishes blest,"

would it not be blameable, to withhold the tribute of applause from the living, who honoured in early life, with the love and confidence of their Country, give now to the world, in the vale of years, examples of every patriotic virtue, that can evince their devotion to it.

GENERAL C. C. PINCKNEY.

Very early after his appointment, to command a company in the 1st Continental Regiment of his native State, Captain C. C. Pinckney was sent into North Carolina to recruit. He had scarcely established himself in quarters at Newbern, when two persons arrived there as settlers, very evidently, both from personal appearance, and easy address, of superior rank and qualifications. The one was advanced in years; the other appeared in the bloom and vigour of life. Captain Pinckney immediately recollected, that an intercepted letter from General Gage to Governor Martin (which, as a member of the Secret Committee, he had read previously to his departure from Charleston,) assured him, "That a Highland Officer
of ability, well calculated to conduct an enterprise successfully, would speedily appear in his province; and earnestly intreated him, till such a person should produce his credentials, and to his entire satisfaction, make himself known as a zealous Loyalist, that he would use his utmost endeavours to keep the Scotch emigrants quiet, lest, by premature insurrection, they might blight the existing hope, and favourable prospect of a counter Revolution.” Conviction, struck forcibly on the mind of Captain Pinckney, that one of the persons who had attracted his attention, was the very individual alluded to in the letter of General Gage—the other, his assistant and counsellor. He, accordingly, repaired to the Committee of Public Safety, and having stated his reasons for believing, that the strangers were hostile to the views and interests of the country, demanded their arrest. Hostility was, as yet, but in its dawn—Aggression, on the one part, had not excited inflexible resentment on the other. The Members of the Committee were timid, and declined interfering, choosing rather to run the risk of a great evil, than do an act that might be found unjust and oppressive. “Besides,” (it was alleged by one of them) “the intercepted letter spoke but of one, and here are two persons equally liable to suspicions.” “I would recommend the arrest of both of them,” replied Captain Pinckney. “Prudence demands it. The age of the one proclaims him the Monitor to advise; the vigour and activity of the other, the Leader to execute.” “It is enough,” it was replied, “that we allow you to recruit. We cannot any further, while yet a glimmering prospect remains of reconciliation, oppose the Royal authority.” “Then, gentlemen,” rejoined the Captain, “prepare for the consequences.”

The event very speedily evinced the clear and accurate perceptions of Captain Pinckney. The stran-
gers repaired to Cross Creek, and speedily exciting the Countrymen to arm in support of the Royal Government, appeared at the head of a very formidable force. General Moore immediately marched against them. *M'Donald*, the Chief, was intrusted by Governor Martin, with the supreme command, and justified the high opinion entertained of his courage and activity; but, the veteran *M'Leod*, his associate, being killed, and many other Officers of his party, his men abandoned him, and he was compelled to surrender himself a prisoner.

After the repulse of the British Fleet at Sullivan’s Island, little prospect appearing of immediate hostilities in the South, the anxiety of Colonel C. C. Pinckney, (now advanced to the command of the 1st Regiment) to serve his country, and to acquire an increase of military knowledge, induced him to join the army in the vicinity of Philadelphia: There he was immediately received into the family of the Commander in Chief, and appointed his Aid-de-Camp. In this capacity, he was present at the battles of Brandywine and Germantown, and by his intelligence, zeal, and activity, so successfully won the confidence of Washington, as to be honoured by him afterwards, both in the field and in the diplomatic corps, with the most distinguished and important appointments.

As soon as danger threatened the South, he returned to Carolina; and on the approach of General Clinton to Charleston, was intrusted with the defence of Fort Moultrie. Influenced by the recollection of former misfortunes, and intent only on gaining the command of the Harbour, the British Admiral, profiting by the advantage of a favourable breeze, and flowing tide, passed the Fort with rapidity, giving little opportunity to the Garrison, to display either courage or skill. The disappointment was great, and the hopes of en-
hancing the reputation of our arms was completely frustrated. To remain an idle spectator of the siege, was to a soldier of enterprise, ardent in the pursuit of his country's glory, altogether impossible. He hastened with a part of the Garrison, to the post of danger: and so long as a cheering ray of hope encouraged resistance, offered an animating example of courage and of constancy. At the Council of War, summoned during the siege, to deliberate on the propriety of surrendering the City to the enemy, Colonel C. C. Pinckney delivered his opinion to this effect:—"I will not say, that if the enemy attempt to carry our lines by storm, that we shall be able to resist successfully; but am convinced, that we shall so cripple the army before us, that although we may not live to enjoy the benefits ourselves, yet to the United States they will prove incalculably great. Considerations of self, are out of the question. They cannot influence any member of this Council. My voice is for rejecting all terms of capitulation, and for continuing hostilities to the last extremity."

The battle of Bunker's Hill, and the more recent and brilliant victory at New Orleans, show how correct the views of Colonel Pinckney, and prove, how completely militia can cripple, or destroy the most veteran troops, when sheltered (however slightly) behind entrenchments, which, to them, supply the place of discipline.

Captured in Charleston, and a prisoner till the conclusion of the war, no further opportunity was afforded to Colonel Pinckney, of serving his country in the field.

An effort while yet in durance, in the cause of humanity, must not be passed over in silence. Major Hyrne, the Commissioner sent by General Greene into Charleston, for the purpose of negotiating an exchange of prisoners, indignant at the harsh treatment
shown to Colonel Hayne, and anxious to prevent the infliction of the penalties denounced against him, proposed to Colonel Balfour, that the circumstances of his case should be discussed by Colonel C. C. Pinckney of the American Army, and Major Barry of the British Forces, intelligent Officers, at that period engaged in settling some points of controversy betwixt the contending parties. This being assented to by Colonel Balfour, Major Barry, who probably thought, that an American Officer knew just as little of the Law of Nations, as of the Doctrines of Confucius, boldly quoted the opinions of Grotius, as decidedly favourable to, and supporting the justice of the British proceedings; which being instantaneously declared incorrect by Colonel Pinckney, who averred, that the sentiments of that great man were in direct opposition to the statement made by Major Barry, reference was made to the author—whose works being produced by Colonel C. C. Pinckney, Major Barry was compelled to confess, that he was in error, lamenting—"That he had not studied the passage with his usual accuracy." Grotius, however, was no longer his oracle—it was indeed farcical to have named him, for he well knew the resolve of Lord Rawdon, and that the Laws of the Medes and Persians, were not more immutable than his fiat, once pronounced.

As a Member of the enlightened Assembly which framed the Constitution of the United States, he assisted in forming our present Government, and afterwards in the State Convention, by the force of his reasoning, and clear demonstration of its excellencies, contributed amply to its adoption, by a considerable majority.

In 1794, his firm opposition to the arrogance of the French Directory, demanding Tribute as the price of Peace, obtained for him, the universal applause of his country; nor can it be forgotten, while the hallowed
Standard, raised at the construction of the Lines for the defence of Charleston, on the Pinckney Redoubt, proclaims the cherished sentiment of America—"Millions for defence, but not a cent for tribute."

Another trait of character, exhibited at a later period, I cannot withhold from view. An Officer of rank, talent, and distinguished military services, having been nominated in 1794, to a command inferior to General Hamilton's, indignantly exclaimed—"Though my salvation depended on it, I would spurn the Commission, rather than serve under a man whom I had once commanded." When General C. C. Pinckney, on his return from France, was informed that General Hamilton, his junior in rank, had been placed above him, by the nomination of General Washington, in the true spirit of patriotism, he replied—"I am confident that the Commander in Chief had sufficient reasons for this preference. Let us first dispose of our enemies—we shall then have leisure to settle the question of rank."

It is a due tribute to the disinterestedness that I venerate, that I record one other occurrence of peculiar interest. It is a fact well understood, that at the period of the struggle of party, relative to the nomination of a President of the United States, in the year 1800, that General C. C. Pinckney, by consenting to unite his name with that of Mr. Jefferson, would have secured to himself, the unanimous vote of the Electors of South Carolina. But, consistent with his decided principles, such an association could not be entered into; and to relinquish them, satisfied as he was of their purity and correctness, with a view to self-agrandizement, would have evinced a duplicity altogether repulsive to his nature. The scheme of union was, accordingly, dropped. The contest took place, and the dignity aspired to was obtained by Mr. Jefferson. The Ex-President Adams, writing to Gen-
eral Gadsden on the occasion, thus expresses himself—
"I have been well informed of the frank, candid, and
honourable conduct of General C. C. Pinckney at
your State Election, which was conformable to the
whole tenor of his actions through life, as far as they
have come to my knowledge."

GENERAL THOMAS PINCKNEY.

Appointed by the Society of the Cincinnati of
South Carolina, at the commencement of the late war
with Great Britain, to declare their satisfaction on the
nomination of their President, General Thomas Pinck-
ney, to the command of the Army of the South, it was
particularly grateful to me to find, that the sentiments
then expressed, were greeted with the perfect appro-
bation of the public. The sketch of his character,
which I shall now present, will, I trust, be received
with equal favour, since more particular traits are given
of his military career, and details of achievements
that, in a high degree, exalt his claim to applause.

Pursuing his studies in Europe, previous to the Re-
volutionary War, the dawn of hostility towards his
country no sooner appeared, than renouncing his pro-
fessional pursuits, his whole attention was given to
the acquisition of military knowledge, and so rapid was
his proficiency, that the rudiments of discipline were
first taught by him to the infantry of the South
Carolina line. A mutiny among the troops, at an
early period of the war, afforded an opportunity of
manifesting that firmness and decision, so charac-
teristic of him as a Soldier. Persuasion having been
first employed, without avail, while other Officers in-
dulged in menaces and upbraidings, Major Pinckney, unawed by their threats, and regardless of personal safety, walked deliberately into the midst of the mutineers, and with a blow of his sabre cut down the ringleader. The effect was instantaneous—the cry for pardon was universal, and the order to disperse, obeyed without a murmur.

At the battle of Stono, his exertions, as second in command of the light infantry under Colonel Henderson, gained him the highest applause. Two companies of the 71st Regiment, the elites of the British Army, sallying out from their redoubts to support their pickets, were eagerly charged with the bayonet, and so completely routed, that nine only of their number returned within their lines. The credit of the corps was still further increased, by the bravery with which they covered the retreat of the army, enabling General Lincoln, not only to maintain order, but to carry off his wounded without loss.

At the attack at Savannah, he headed an assailing column of the Continental Army, and actually mounted one of the British Redoubts, but was compelled, after sustaining considerable loss, reluctantly to retire.

In the account given of the suppression of the mutiny in his regiment, there appears sufficient evidence of his firmness and decision. No trait of his character more highly entitles him to admiration, than the inflexible steadiness of his temper. The composure of his mind was never ruffled, either by the threaten ing of immediate danger, or pressure of continued misfortune. I was informed by my respected friend Colonel D'Oyley, that while with Major Pinckney, superintending the construction of a redoubt at the siege of Savannah, a shell from the enemy fell into the ditch, and burst so near them, that the earth was thrown with violence over them both, and in such
a manner, as completely to blind them, when the Major, without changing his position, or showing the slightest discomposure, calmly said—"I think, D'Oyley, that must have been very near us;" and continued, with great animation, to encourage the workmen to complete their labours. I state on the same authority, that at this disastrous siege, when the assailing column which he led was repulsed, and a retreat ordered, some confusion arising from the desire of the van, to press forward and get out of the reach of a heavy and destructive fire, by which they were greatly incommode, Major Pinckney hastening into the front, commanded an immediate halt. "Success, my brave fellows," he exclaimed, "though richly merited, has not crowned your exertions; yet, do not disgrace yourselves by precipitate flight; and though repulsed, quit the field like Soldiers." The effect of this address was instantaneously perceptible. Order was immediately restored, and the regiment, with deliberate step, regained their encampments.

At the disastrous battle of Camden, while acting as Aid-de-Camp to General Gates, he was desperately wounded and made a prisoner. His patience and fortitude remained unshaken. Conveyed into the town, it was night when he reached Mrs. Clay's house (then by the fiat of power, converted into a Hospital.) The family had retired, and Major Pinckney was placed on a table in the piazza, where he lay till morning, suffering under a compound fracture of both bones of his leg, as he would not permit the rest of an oppressed and patriotic female to be disturbed. This calm and happy temper of mind, contributed in no small degree to the preservation of his life, for an exfoliation of the broken bones following soon after his removal to quarters, and no surgical aid at hand, he was obliged to direct the dressing of his wound, and to point out to his anxious and intrepid wife, the splinters that occasioned
the greatest agony, while with tenderness she removed them. The trial was, indeed, a severe one, to a lady of uncommon sensibility; but there is no exertion to which the female heart, under the influence of its affections, is not equal. The duty performed, the fortitude of Mrs. Pinckney was no more; her emotion, on seeing her husband's sufferings, so totally overpowered her, that she fainted and fell. The recollection of such tender and heroic conduct cannot be lost; it must ever command the admiration of the world, and to her sex, afford a fascinating example for imitation.

The Embassies of Major Pinckney, both in England and Spain, give ample proof, that the intrepid Soldier was an able negotiator; while the flattering reception he met with, on his return to his native country, evinced the continued affection of his fellow-citizens.* He was shortly after elected to Congress, and there his talents always commanded the most respectful attention.

It is little known, but certainly worthy to be recorded, that during our negotiation with France in 1798, when the dispatches of our Envoys, Generals Pinckney, Marshall, and Mr. E. Gerry, reached the United States, detailing the hostility of the Directory, and the humiliating proposition of tribute, President Adams, apprehending, that their immediate publication might occasion further indignities to be offered to those gentlemen, still remaining in Paris, wished to withhold them for a time from public view. On consulting Major Pinckney, he gave a decided opinion, that they ought immediately to be made public, that the people might obtain a perfect knowledge of the insulting conduct of the French Directory. "And, sir," he feelingly added, "if the situation of my brother causes

* His fellow-citizens took the horses from his carriage, and dragged him in it, amidst loud plaudits, to the place of his residence.
you to hesitate, I speak for him, as I know he would for me, were I similarly circumstanced. The glory of our country is at stake. Individual sufferings must not be regarded. Be the event what it may, life is nothing compared with the honour of America."

During the late war with Great Britain, he commanded the Southern Army, and his utmost efforts were unremittingly employed, in the first instance, to perfect the discipline of the troops, to give them a confidence in themselves, and an ardent desire for fame; and in the second place, to secure our Coasts and Cities by fortifications, at those points the most exposed to the enemy. The Indian War, brought to a speedy termination under his auspices, gives the best testimony of the wisdom of his measures. Before he assumed the command, victories were gained without the acquisition of permanent advantage, and triumph invariably followed by precipitate retreat. The want of means to maintain the superiority acquired, imperiously called for its relinquishment; but, by establishing Military Posts, with depots of provisions, arms, and ammunition, security was given to conquest, and no abandonment of the territory subdued, was ever after necessary. His ready discernment of the talents of General Jackson, who, at a very early period, was pointed out to the Executive as an Officer, in the highest degree, meriting the confidence of Government, has proved of incalculable advantage to his country, while the happy employment of them, by increasing his ardour for enterprise, and skill in turning, to profit every possible advantage, led to one of the most brilliant victories that ever adorned the annals of the world.
It is impossible for me to name this distinguished character, without offering to his merits, the tribute of applause so justly their due. Carolina proudly numbers him among her Sons. The world allow him a degree of excellence, rarely attained, and never surpassed by the military characters of the highest celebrity. To speak of him with enthusiasm, is consistent both with justice and duty. My object, in giving publicity to the Anecdotes I would record, is, avowedly, to honour the Fathers of our Revolution, and to excite that emulation in their descendants, to imitate their example, that will best secure the benefits resulting from their valour, and their virtues.

General Jackson, at a very early period of life, aspired to obtain celebrity. At the age of fourteen, he commenced his military career, and shared the glory of the well-fought action at Stono. Made a prisoner in his native settlement at the Waxaws, shortly after the surrender of Charleston, his manly opposition to the orders of an unfeeling tyrant, who wished to impose on him the duties of a hireling, gave superior claims to applause. Wounds were inflicted, and increase given to persecution, but without effecting either the steadiness of his principles, or firmness of his resolution. He told his oppressor—"You may destroy, but can never bend me to submission."

Pre-eminently distinguished by services of a later period, there is an emanation of glory, giving brilliancy to his achievements, which renders him pecu-

* The severity of his treatment, arose from his refusal to obey an Officer who ordered him to clean his boots. The spirit of the youth, which ought to have called forth applause, excited no sentiment, but that of unbridled resentment.
liarly the object of admiration. Of the prudence of his conduct, and ardour of his intrepidity, when placed in command, I consider it altogether unnecessary to speak, as they transcend all praise. But, there are traits in his character, which, though hitherto but little noticed, should be more particularly detailed, and brought into view. He has, in all his conversations, and on every occasion, appeared a stranger to the arrogance too frequently resulting from success, nor been tempted by it, to deny his obligations to the Commander in Chief, of whom he ever speaks with warm affection, candidly acknowledging, that to a steady adherence to his well arranged plans, and able advice, is greatly to be attributed, the success that brought the war to so speedy, and happy a termination. But, for no part of his conduct do I consider him more entitled to praise, than for his steadiness in resisting the recommendation of Governor Blount, in the campaign of 1813, who advised him to discharge a part of his force, quit the country he had subdued, and to retire for security to the settlements. The Governor hesitated with regard to the exertions of power, and feared reproach in enforcing orders, which, when given, had been altogether neglected, or disobeyed. I admire the manly reply of General Jackson! I admire the Republican feeling that laid aside all the formalities of ceremony, and taught him, in the firm language of truth, to say to the Governor—"If you would preserve your reputation, you must take a determined course, regardless of the applause or censure of the populace, and of the forebodings of that dastardly and designing crew, who, at a time like this, continually clamour in your ears. The very wretches who now beset you with evil council, will be the first, should the measure which they recommend, eventuate in disaster, to call down implications on your head, and load you with reproaches. Your country is in danger;
apply its resources to its defence! Can any course be more plain? There are times when it is highly criminal to shrink from responsibility, or scruple about the exercise of our powers. There are times when we must disregard punctilious etiquette, and think only of serving our country. The Commander in Chief, General Pinckney, supposes me prepared for renewed operations. Shall I violate the orders of my superior Officer, and evince a willingness to defeat the purposes of my Government? Shall I abandon a conquest thus far made, and deliver up the friendly Creeks and Cherokees, who, relying on our protection, have espoused our cause, and aided us with their arms? What! retrograde under such circumstances? I will perish first! I will do my duty—I will hold the posts that I have established, until ordered to abandon them by the Commanding General, or die in the struggle! I would not seek to preserve life at the expense of reputation! What then is to be done? I will tell you what! You have only to act with the energy and decision that the crisis demands, and all will be well! Send me a force engaged for six months, and I will answer for the result; but, withhold it, and all is lost—the reputation of the State, and yours, and mine along with it."

This was, indeed, the language of a patriotic heart; nor did he swerve from it, but nobly persisting in his resolution—fought—was victorious, and gloriously terminated the Indian War. Yet, in how much higher a degree must his resentments have been excited, and patience tortured, when, at a later period on his approach to Orleans, where he was appointed to command, the Governor informed him—"That the Legislature, instead of discharging with alacrity, diligence, and good faith, the duties which had been confided to them by their constituents, had, under the garb of privilege, endeavoured to mar the execution of mea-
sures the most salutary for the defence of the country.” And when he found, that on a requisition for their services, the militia resolutely resisted the call to rise in its defence, his indignation was roused to the highest pitch; and feeling conviction, that without a change of system, and the adoption of measures, energetic in proportion to the danger which threatened, that the country could not be saved, he promptly, and with decision, proclaimed Martial Law, calling on every individual, under the threat of the heaviest penalties in case of refusal, to step forward and defend his country. “He thought, at such a moment, (a powerful, ambitious, and enterprising enemy ready to invade the soil) constitutional forms should be suspended for the preservation of constitutional rights; and that there could be no question, whether it was better to depart for a moment, from the enjoyment of our dearest priviliges, or have them wrested from us for ever.” It is not for me to detail the discussions which followed, nor the irritation eventuating from them, betwixt the civil and military power. I look to results. Disaffection was paralyzed. The spirit of the Commander was communicated to every division of the army. Hope and confidence animated every bosom. General Jackson knew, as he himself expressed it—“That he possessed the best defence, a rampart of high-minded and brave men.” He knew, that his well-tried troops were equal to the most daring enterprises; and that the less experienced levies were ambitious to emulate their glory. He led them to action with success, and when in turn assailed, defended his lines with a degree of skill, and display of intrepidity, that added a victory to the annals of his country, that will, to the end of time, do it honour, while it exalts his name to immortality. The blessings of a grateful nation, are the reward of Jackson.
It may, perhaps, be considered as a departure from my original plan, to give the details of an action of a recent date. But, the battle of the 23d of December, 1814, fought at night before New Orleans, appears to me so highly characteristic of the clear perceptions and intrepidity of General Jackson, and of such momentous importance, by its influence on subsequent events, that I shall present it as communicated to me, by the gallant Lieutenant Colonel Hayne, whose services on that, and every other occasion, cannot be too highly commended.

A brief account of the battle that took place before New Orleans, on the night of the 23d December, 1814, written by Colonel Arthur P. Hayne, at the particular request of Major General Andrew Jackson.

About 2 o'clock, P. M. on Saturday, the 23d of December, 1814, his Excellency the Commander in Chief, was informed by Major Tatam, that the enemy had effected a landing at the extreme point of Villery's canal, and from thence had reached the left bank of the Mississippi, six miles below the city of New Orleans. The Commander in Chief, with much foresight, had anticipated the probability of an attack from that quarter, and had, but one hour before, ordered five hundred men, under the command of Inspector General Hayne, to take post on Villery's Canal. Major Tatam and Mr. Latour, had been ordered to precede this command, for the purpose of reconnoitering. They were in the execution of this order, when to their astonishment, and that of the whole country, they found the British in the possession of the left bank of the Mississippi, only six miles below the City. In conformity with previous arrangements, and with which commandants of corps were made acquainted, signal guns were fired, and all the troops of the different cantonments were placed under arms, and ready to move against the enemy. The Commander in Chief, whose firmness in danger, and promptness in
execution, eminently distinguish him, with a calmness and intrepidity which all must remember, determined to meet the enemy.

But he was well aware, from the manner in which his army was cantoned, that the City might be surprised before he was able to concentrate his forces. In order, therefore, to frustrate such an event, he determined to push the light troops in advance. These troops consisted of the Mississippi dragoons, and two companies of riflemen.* He had orders to proceed forthwith against the enemy, to reconnoitre his position, ascertain his strength, and if possible, to check his advance, so as to enable the Commander in Chief to collect and concentrate his forces. This duty was promptly performed, and without meeting with any opposition. It was supposed, that the enemy's forces amounted to two thousand men, and a report to that effect was made to the Commander in Chief. The troops in advance then halted within a short distance of the enemy, and were joined by the main body of the army, a little after sunset. It was about this time that the order for battle was given, and the plan of attack explained. Commodore Patterson and Captain Henly were directed to drop down the River with the schooner Caroline, come to anchor opposite the enemy's position, and at half-past seven o'clock, to bring on the action. The main army, under the immediate direction of the Commander in Chief, was to attack him in front at eight o'clock; and Brigadier General Coffee's mounted riflemen, supported by Major Hinds' dragoons, had orders to turn his flank and gain his rear.

The following was the disposition of the main army:—The advance guard, led on by Lieutenant McClelland, had orders to proceed in as wide a column as the road would admit, and to attack the enemy's main picket, which was only three hundred yards in advance. He was also charged to make his men reserve their fire, to wait that of the enemy, and to continue his attack for fifteen or twenty minutes, as it would take that time to enable the artillery, whose position was immediately in rear of the advance, to form battery. After execution of this order, the advance was to form in rear of the artillery.

* "To prevent this, Colonel Hayne, with two companies of riflemen, and the Mississippi dragoons, were sent forward, to reconnoitre their camp, learn their position, and in the event they were found advancing, to harass and oppose them at every step, until the main body should arrive."—Life of Jackson, p. 287.
Our main line was only separated from the advance and the artillery, by a post and rail fence. It was composed of the 7th and 44th regiments of regulars, and Majors Planche's and Daquiers' city volunteers. These troops were drawn up in the avenue leading to La Rond's house, and had orders to break off by double files, from the heads of companies, and in that order to proceed against the enemy, dress to the right by the head of the artillery column, and thus to advance till our men should come in contact with the enemy. The line of battle was then to be promptly formed, by filing upon the right of companies.

The enemy's position was some distance in advance of our line, his right towards the swamp, his left resting on the Mississippi, with a chain of sentinels very closely posted in front of his camp, supported by strong pickets.

Our arrangements preparatory to action being all complete, and every thing ready, at half-past seven o'clock the battle was brought on by Commodore Patterson and Captain Henly. This attack produced a very happy diversion in our favour, causing much confusion in the enemy's ranks, and compelling him to throw his whole line immediately under the Levee, thereby exposing his right flank to our main army, and his rear to Brigadier General Coffee's command. At eight o'clock, the main army advanced in line of battle upon the right flank of the enemy, causing him to place his army somewhat in the form of a crotch, in order to meet our attack, and still oppose the Caroline. At about half-past eight o'clock, Brigadier General Coffee's men commenced their attack, taking the enemy in right flank and rear, and involving him in much confusion. The firing of General Coffee's command was distinctly heard by our men. At about nine o'clock, the engagement became general. After an obstinate conflict of about one hour, the enemy was drawn from all of his positions. The heavy smoke occasioned by excessive fire, and a thick fog, induced the Commander in Chief to resume his former position, otherwise there can be very little doubt, that we would have succeeded in capturing the whole army of the enemy. Our series of attacks, in regular succession, had involved their ranks in so much confusion, that they were unable to recover themselves. Our loss was great, but that of the enemy was much more severe.

In the midst of Brigadier General Coffee's engagement, Colonel Rueben Kemper, a man of sound and vigorous mind, and of uncommon coolness, courage, and perseverance, found himself almost
surrounded by the enemy. Perceiving his perilous situation, and that his only chance of escape was in stratagem, he exclaimed in an audible voice, to a group of the enemy—"What the Devil are you doing there? Where is your regiment? Come along with me immediately!" and they all followed him into the American lines, and were made prisoners.

Ensign Leach also deserves particular mention. He received a severe and dangerous wound through the body, but never quitted his post till victory was secured. He then retired to the City; but the first gun that was fired in the lines, recalled him to the post of danger, where he remained till the final overthrow of the enemy.

The Americans engaged in the battle, may be estimated at about fifteen hundred regulars and irregulars; that of the British at about five thousand.

The Commander in Chief, apprehending a double attack, by way of Chef-Menteur, directed Major General Carroll to take post on the Gentilly road.

The result of the battle was the saving of New-Orleans. The pride of an arrogant foe was humbled, the first time that he dared to profane the soil of Freedom by his hostile tread. It produced confidence in our ranks, established unanimity, and at once crushed disaffection. It is thought to be the most finished battle fought during the late war. The ensemble of the general movement, was maintained throughout the whole affair. It was not a mere exertion of physical strength, as is often the case; but in every stage of it, we clearly perceive the effects produced by the admirable arrangements of the Commander in Chief; and like Caesar, he might have exclaimed—"Vini, vidi, vici."
CHARACTER AND CONDUCT OF THE OFFICERS OF THE LEGION.

I feel too proud of the partial friendship experienced from my brother Officers of the Legion, not to be ambitious, in some degree, to acquit myself of my debt of gratitude, by recording the successes resulting from their exemplary good conduct, and the achievements that gave to many of them, peculiar claims to celebrity. Where merited praise is not bestowed, I can truly aver, that it will not proceed from intentional neglect. The title of most of them to distinction, has been repeatedly acknowledged by their General, and confirmed by the flattering concurrence of their confederates in arms. I can only speak particularly of those with whom I was most familiar, and best acquainted. Major John Rudolph, the Captains Archer and Hurd, the facetious Captain Carns, bold in action, in quarters the delight of his associates; George Carrington, Winston, Snowden, Lovell, Power, Harrison, Lunsford, and Jordan, performed every duty with alacrity, and with the highest advantage to the service.

CAPTAIN JOSEPH EGGLESTON.
CAVALRY.

This meritorious Officer was endowed with superior powers of mind, but decidedly better qualified to gain celebrity in the cabinet, than in the field. He had the most perfect knowledge of duty, and was ever prompt in its performance; but the spirit of enterprise particularly requisite in a Partisan, was foreign to his nature. There occurred, however, one rencontre with the enemy, in which he acquired distinction, both for
talent and intrepidity. On the retreat of the British army from Ninety-Six, Lee, knowing that the rich settlement South of Fridig’s Ferry, could alone afford the forage which they would require, determined to avail himself of the probable chance of striking a blow, which should paralyze every future movement, Eggleston was detached for the purpose, to the expected scene of action, and choosing an advantageous position, anxiously awaited their approach. A party of sixty British dragoons, and some foraging wagons speedily appeared, evidently intending to reach the very farm he occupied. The charge was immediately sounded. The Legionary Cavalry rushed forward with irresistible impetuosity, the enemy were at once put to rout, the wagons taken, and forty-five dragoons brought off prisoners, without the loss of a single man.

It is painful to state, though the imputation of blame rests not on him, that the opportunity of totally destroying the British cavalry at Eataw was lost, by his having, from his ardour to perform his duty, obeyed an unauthorized order to engage. Foiled, and compelled to retire, when summoned to advance by Lee, he was too far distant to support Armstrong, who was ready to engage, but unequal with a single troop to meet the superior force of Coffin. On the day following the battle, however, he rendered very essential service, charging the retiring enemy, and taking from them several wagons containing stores and baggage. On this occasion, his horse was killed under him—he himself escaping without injury, though five balls pierced his clothes and equipments.

At the conclusion of the war, turning his attention to literary pursuits, he was returned a Member of Congress, in which respectable body he obtained applause and distinction.
Of warm and impatient temper, while yet in the flower of his age, tormented by the irritation of a disordered leg, and insisting on amputation, mortification ensued, which caused his immediate and untimely dissolution.

CAPTAIN JAMES ARMSTRONG.
CAVALRY.

There was no Officer in the service of the United States, whose feats of daring intrepidity, had made a more salutary impression on the minds of the enemy, than those of Armstrong of the Legion. The British did justice to his merits; they admired his valour; they gratefully acknowledged his humanity; and when he, by an accident, became their prisoner, behaved towards him with marked and flattering attention. Had they displayed the same generous conduct towards others, which they exercised towards him, the asperities of the war would have been softened, and nothing heard of those acts of intemperate violence, which debased their character as men.

The details of his achievements are to be met with in every history of the war; it would be superfluous again to repeat them. But, one instance of his attention to a brave and unfortunate Soldier, has not, in my judgment, been sufficiently dwelt upon. Lieutenant Colonel Lee was certainly a man of strong prejudices; but, where admiration was excited towards a gallant enemy, his generosity was unbounded. Facinated by the consummate skill and bravery of Colonel Browne, in the defence of his post at Augusta, his resolution was immediately fixed, to save him from the fury of an exasperated population, and the better to effect it,
put him under the safeguard of Armstrong, to conduct him to Savannah. The precaution was the more necessary, as the inveteracy of party, in the neighbourhood of Augusta, had given birth to a war of extermination, and he saw that without such interposition a gallant Soldier, who had committed himself to his enemy, on their plighted faith, would otherwise have been sacrificed. Colonel Grierson of the British militia, had already fallen by an unknown hand; and to have risked a repetition of the crime, would have subjected the victorious commanders to merited censure and reproach.

I have often heard the gallant Armstrong declare, that he never had, in his own opinion, encountered equal peril with that which he experienced on this trying occasion. At every turn preparation was made for death—in every individual who approached, was seen the eager wish to destroy. Resentment was excited to the highest pitch, and called aloud to be appeased by blood. Yet, by dint of good management, by the gentleness of persuasion—by forcibly pouring the duty of humanity to a captured and unresisting foe, and occasionally well applied threats, he saved the contemplated victim, and delivered him in safety to his friends in Savannah.

A remarkable scene is said, by Dr. Ramsay, to have occurred on this occasion, which well deserves to be recorded, as exemplifying the firmness of a female, labouring under the deepest affliction of grief. Passing through the settlement where the most wanton waste had recently been made by the British, both of lives and property, a Mrs. M'Koy, having obtained permission to speak with Colonel Browne, addressed him in words to the following effect:—"Colonel Browne, in the late day of your prosperity, I visited your camp, and on my knees supplicated for the life of my son—but you were deaf to my intreaties! You
hanged him, though a beardless youth, before my face. These eyes have seen him scalped by the savages under your immediate command, and for no better reason than that his name was M’Koy. As you are a prisoner to the leaders of my country, for the present I lay aside all thoughts of revenge: but, when you resume your sword, I will go five hundred miles to demand satisfaction at the point of it, for the murder of my son.”

While Armstrong remained a prisoner, he was treated, as I have stated, with distinguished politeness. To Colonel Thompson, afterwards Count Rumford, I have heard him express great obligation; and still more to Commodore Sweeny, whose attentions were such, as none but a generous enemy could have known to bestow. I have only to add, that ever high in the esteem and affection of his associates, admired and respected in every society, he lived beloved, and died lamented.

CAPTAIN O’NEAL.

CAVALRY.

O’Neal was one of the Officers of the Legion, who rose to rank and consideration by the force of extraordinary merit. He entered the army a private trooper in Bland’s regiment, and was one of a gallant band who, when Captain Henry Lee was surprised at the Spread-Eagle Tavern, near Philadelphia, resolutely defended the position against the whole of the British cavalry, and ultimately compelled them to retire. Lee, on this occasion, addressing his companions, and strenuously urging them rather to die than surrender, added—“Henceforth, I consider the fortune of every individual present, as insep
connected with my own! If we fall, we will fall like brothers! If successful in repelling the enemy, (and it needs but a trifling exertion of your energies to effect it) my fortune and my interest shall be uniformly employed to increase your comforts, and secure your promotion.” Nor did he ever swerve from his promise. Appointed, shortly after, with the rank of Major, to the command of a corps of horse, O’Neal and Winston, another of his faithful adherents, received commissions, and to the last hour of the war, by uniform steadiness of conduct, and exemplary intrepidity, gained increase of reputation. It was said, on this occasion, that Tarleton, making his first essay as a military man, but for the accidental snapping of O’Neal’s carbine, would have fallen a victim to a bold effort, which he made to enter by a window at which he was posted, the muzzle of the piece being, at the time, within a foot of his head. Tarleton behaved with great calmness; for, looking up, he said with a smile, “You have missed it, my lad, for this time;” and wheeling his horse, joined his companions, who, deceived by a false alarm, were retiring with precipitation.

CAPTAIN MICHAEL RUDOLPH.
INFANTRY.

There was not, in the Southern Army, an Officer of the same grade, whose activity and daring spirit produced such essential advantages to the service as Michael Rudolph; yet, in the page of history he is scarcely named. I never knew a man, so strictly enforcing the observance of discipline, who, at the same time, maintained so perfect an ascendancy over the
affectations of his men. He was their idol; and such was their confidence in his talents and intrepidity, that no enterprise, however hazardous, could be proposed, where he was to be the leader, but every individual in the regiment became anxious to obtain a preference of service.

His statue was diminitive; but from the energy of his mind, and personal activity, his powers were gigantic.

Fully to detail his services, is beyond my ability; but that he merited the grateful applause of his country, must be allowed, when it is recollected, that he led the forlorn hope, when the post at Paulus' Hook, in full view of the British Garrison at New York, was surprised and carried by Lee; and that the same perilous command was assigned him at the storming of the Stockade Fort at Ninety-Six; that he bore a pre-eminently distinguished part in conducting the sieges of the several Forts reduced in the interior country, and particularly directed that against Fort Cornwallis at Augusta; that at Guilford his conduct was highly applauded, and that he was conspicuous from his exemplary ardour, leading the charge with the bayonet, which broke the British line at Eutaw; that shortly previous to the evacuation of Charleston, he, with sixteen men, took and burnt the Galley protecting the left of the British line at the Quarter House, bringing off twenty-six prisoners; and that, finally, about the same period, fighting hand to hand, he dismounted and made a prisoner of one of the boldest black dragoons employed by the enemy.

Such were the Revolutionary services of the Captain, under whose auspices I entered the army, and whose virtues were no less estimable than his public utility.

At a later period in the war, with the Western Indians, he served with distinguished reputation; but,
anxious to provide for an increasing family, he left the service to engage in trade, and sailing on a voyage of speculation to the West Indies, was heard of no more.

CAPTAIN HANDY.

INFANTRY.

Animated by principles as pure and patriotic, Captain Handy gained distinction by his zealous performance of every duty, and the invincible coolness with which he encountered danger. His activity contributed very essentially, to the reduction of several of the Forts held by the enemy in the interior country, particularly that at Augusta, where his vigorous charge on the British, who had, by a bold sally, actually possessed themselves of the trenches of the besiegers, caused their expulsion, and precipitate retreat into their posts, from whence they never ventured again. On the retreat of Lord Rawdon from Ninety-Six, while Lee was endeavouring to gain his front, Handy, deviating a few paces from his command, was seized and carried to a distance by a party of banditti, who robbed him of his watch, money, and every article of his clothing, leaving him in a state of perfect nudity, to find his way back to his party. The appellation which I have used is not too harsh; the ceremony of a parole was, indeed, insisted on, and given; but on application, at an after period, to the British commander for the exchange of Handy, he candidly acknowledged, that he was not known as a prisoner, and that his captors must have been a set of lawless marauders, of whom the British had no knowledge. Captain Handy, again restored to the service, by patient endurance of all the miseries and privations of the last campaign, had great influ-
ence in tranquillizing the minds of men, driven almost to desperation by famine and disease. The departure of the enemy, at length, closed the scene of calamity.

Handy led the van of the troops taking possession of Charleston, and having the command of the main guard, by his arrangement of patrols, and the correct conduct of his men, preserved a tranquillity that could scarcely have been expected, from Soldiers so long deprived of every comfort, who had now a town, rich in spoil, and many of their most implacable enemies, altogether within their power. To his credit I can assert, that no irregularity was committed—not a murmur heard.

LIEUTENANT PETER JOHNSON.
INFANTRY.

Imbibing, at a very early period of the Revolutionary war, an enthusiastic attachment to the cause of Liberty, and sensible, that the opinions of his father, whose political creed sanctioned the pretensions of Britain, would militate against his ardent ambition to serve, Peter Johnson, at the age of sixteen, eloped from his College, and avoiding successfully the pursuit of his tutors, joined the Legion as a volunteer. His eagerness to acquire military knowledge, and unceasing efforts to obtain distinction, very speedily attracted attention, and obtained for him, the commission to which he aspired, while the whole tenor of his conduct evinced, that it could not have been more judiciously bestowed. He was brave, enterprising, and where duty called, exemplary in its performance. I will give no further proof of it, than his intrepid conduct at the siege of the post at Wright's Bluff, where
the removal of the abbatis, under the immediate fire of the British riflemen, connected with the appalling erection of the Mayham Tower, struck the enemy with so great a panic, as to cause an instantaneous surrender.

To the end of the war, he still acquired an increase of reputation, and so completely gained the favour of the parent he had offended; as to be received, on his return to the domestic circle of his family, not only with affection, but pride. Pursuing the study of the Law, he rapidly obtained professional reputation; and now promoted to a seat on the bench of Judges, is equally admired for the wisdom and justice of his decrees.

JOHN MIDDLETON,
CORNET IN THE LEGION.

Of Middleton, I would speak with justice, equal to his merit. It would, indeed, be a sacred duty were I competent to perform it. He was ever "the man nearest my heart." Brought up together from infancy, and united in our progress through life, by ties of the most disinterested friendship, he was to me as a brother; and I can with truth assert, that he never obtained an honour, nor progressed a step in public favour, which did not occasion, in my bosom, a sensation of delight, as perfect as if the merit had been my own. Every attraction that could induce a man of less exalted feeling, of patriotism less pure, to remain in England at the commencement of hostilities, were held out to him. Wealth, connexion, preferment courted his acceptance. A living in the established Church, of considerable amount, was his by inheri-
tance; but, superior to every selfish consideration, and regarding the violated rights of his country, as injuries to his own honour, he nobly resolved, by the devotion of his life to her service, to become her defender, and ward off the exterminating blow, which the resentments of a merciless administration had denounced against her. Quitting Europe, and arriving safely on the American shores, he joined the Southern Army, and offering himself as a volunteer for promotion, speedily exhibited so many instances of gallantry, and so great an ardour for enterprise, as to be rewarded with a Cornetcy in the Legion. No youthful candidate for fame could ever, with greater success, have acquired the admiration of his superiors, the love of the troops serving under him, the perfect esteem and friendship of his brother Officers. His career was short. He but lived to witness the expulsion of the enemy from our Capital, when seized by a mortal disease, he fell its victim. The regrets of every class of the community, affording the highest proof of his estimable character, his talents, and his virtues.

CLEMENT CARRINGTON,
OF THE LEGION INFANTRY.

Perhaps a more striking instance of the irregular action of fear upon the human mind, was never exhibited than at the battle of Eutaw. Early in the action, Mr. Clement Carrington, then a volunteer in the Legion, received a wound which incapacitated him from advancing with his corps, successfully charging the British with the bayonet. He was leaning on his spontoon, anxiously regarding the intrepid exertions of
his companions, when a militiaman, flying from the field, appeared immediately in his front, rushing directly on him with the blind impetuosity of terror. Carrington, finding that he must be overturned, unless he could arrest his flight, crossed his spontoon over his breast, the more effectually to check his progress, and upbraiding his cowardice in an authoritative tone, commanded him to halt. The terrors of the fugitive were too highly excited to suffer control, he snatched the weapon opposed to him from the hands of Carrington, and passing the blade of it through his body, with redoubled speed ran on. To the satisfaction of his friends, the gallant volunteer recovered—was speedily commissioned in the Legion, and at the conclusion of the war, applying to the study of the Law, has since become a distinguished practitioner at the bar of Virginia.

DR. MATTHEW IRVINE.

It would be difficult to speak with encomium equal to his merit, of this excellent Officer. This is no flattery; a cursory review of his services, will afford ample proof, that he stands in need of no such aid. He commenced his career, in the cause of Liberty, at the very dawning of hostilities, being one of that distinguished band, who, passing through the wilderness, and surmounting difficulties, such as had never before been encountered by man, appeared suddenly before the lines of Quebec.

In the Middle States, he served with great distinction, being present at every action of consequence in the field, and participating in many Partisan enterprises, highly creditable to the American arms. But,
it was in the Southern war that he acquired the highest distinction, not only performing the duties of his profession with consummate skill, and exemplary tenderness and humanity, but frequently serving as an able negotiator with the enemy, and constantly employed as the confidential agent betwixt the General and the Officers, on whose judgment he chiefly relied, in all consultations where important measures were contemplated, and secrecy regarded as essential to success. His great fault, if fault it can be called, was the too great exposure of his person. Possessing an intrepidity that could not be controlled, he was frequently to be found in the hottest of the fight; and it is well known, that he was wounded at Quinby, at the head of Armstrong’s troop, when his proper station was in the rear of the army. His military services ended, the celebrity he had acquired, as a skilful Surgeon and Physician attended him in private life; and it is no exaggeration to say, that he continues the practice of his profession, with infinite advantage to the public, and constant increase of his own reputation.

---

DR. SKINNER.

I had, during the last campaign in the South, continued opportunity of witnessing the eccentricities of this extraordinary character; but while I admired his facetious and entertaining conversation, his exquisite humour, and occasional exhibition of sportive or pointed irony, I could not but consider him as a very dangerous companion. Colonel Lee has stated, that he had a dire objection to the field of battle, yet in private society always ready for a quarrel; it might be truly asserted,
SKINNER.

that it required infinite circumspection not to come to points with him, since he really appeared to consider tilting as a pleasing pastime, and was (as an Irish soldier once said of him) "an honest fellow, just as ready to fight as eat." In his regiment, and among his intimates, he was regarded as a privileged man, and allowed to throw the shafts of his wit with impunity. This was a fortunate circumstance, as he would at any time rather have risked the loss of his friend, than the opportunity of applying a satirical observation in point. When first he appeared in the lower country, he wore a long beard and huge fur cap, the latter through necessity, the first from some superstitious notion, the meaning of which it was impossible to penetrate. An officer, who really esteemed him, asking him "why he suffered his beard to grow to such an unusual length," he tartly replied, "It is a secret, Sir, betwixt my God and myself, that human imper- tinence shall never penetrate." On a night alarm, at Ninety-Six, as Colonel Lee was hastening forward to ascertain the cause, he met Skinner in full retreat, and stopping him, said, "what is the matter Doctor, whither so fast—not frightened, I hope?" "No, Colonel, no," replied Skinner, "not absolutely frightened, but, I candidly confess, most damnably alarmed." His strong resemblance to the character of Falstaff, which Colonel Lee has also noticed, was very remark- able. "He was witty himself, and the cause of wit in others." Like the fat knight, too, in the calculation of chances, not over scrupulous in distinctions betwixt meum and tuum; and, I should decidedly say, in his narrations of broils and battles, too much under the influence of Shrewsbury clock. I have seldom met with a man more fond of good and dainty cheer, or a more devoted idolater of good wine; but when they were not to be met with, the plainest food, and most simple liquor, were enjoyed with the highest relish.
A lady of the lower country, addressing herself to a young officer who had been much accustomed to enjoy every species of luxury, asked, “how he had supported the privations experienced during the last campaign in the interior?” he replied—“That hunger made a simple rasher on the coals, as delicious as the most sumptuous fare, and that where wine could not be obtained, he relished whiskey.” “I am grieved, my young friend,” said Skinner, with great gravity, “mortified, beyond expression, to hear such a declaration from your lips, since it has long been my opinion, that the man who would drink so mean a liquor as whiskey would steal.”

In person, Skinner was not unlike the representation generally given of Sancho; in his government, exhibiting extravagant pretensions to state and self consequence. Nor was he insensible to the influences of the tender passion. He not only could love, but he believed himself possessed of every requisite to inspire passion, particularly priding himself upon a roguish leer with the eye, that he deemed irresistible. When disencumbered of his beard, he was presented at Sandy Hill, (the point of attraction to all the military) to Mrs. Charles Elliott, the amiable and benevolent hostess of the mansion. The facetious Captain Carns, who was his friend on the occasion, indulging his natural propensity to quiz, pointed her out to Skinner, as an object highly worth the attention of a man of enterprise. The bait was attractive, and he bit at it with the eagerness of a hungry gudgeon. On his first appearance, Skinner had shown evident marks of confusion, on account of the uncouth appearance of his cap. Mrs. Elliott had perceived it, and retiring for an instant, returned with an elegant military hat, which she placed on his head, and gracefully bowing, run off. Skinner was mute with astonishment—he looked at the hat, and at the lady,
and then at the hat again, and turning to his friend, seemed, in the language of Falstaff, to say—

"Her eye did seem to scorch me like a burning glass."

The expression of his countenance was, to Carns, a sufficient indication of the agitation of his bosom. The hint was not lost. "Well," he feelingly exclaimed, "if ever a broad and palpable invitation was given, this, certainly, may be considered as such! Why, Skinner, what charm, what philter do you use to produce such havoc?" "Fie, fie," said the enraptured Doctor, adjusting his dress, and rising upon tip-toe, "Tempt me not, my friend, to make myself ridiculous. Mine is not a figure to attract the attention of a fair lady—it cannot, cannot happen!" "I will not," rejoined Carns, "compliment you, Skinner, on your personal attractions. You are a man of sense, a man of discernment, too wise to be flattered; but I certainly have seen men less elegantly formed than your are, and altogether without that je ne sais quoi, so fascinating, that you pre-eminently possess; besides, you have a fine, open, healthy countenance, a prepossessing smile, and a prodigiously brilliant and piercing eye." "Ah, ha," cried Skinner, "have you discovered that? You are a man of penetration! A man of taste! Yes, Carns, I have an eye, and if it has its usual trick, its tender expression, (you understand what I would say) I may, perhaps, be happy." Carns, for a time, gave indulgence to the effusions of his vanity, but would not suffer him to make himself completely ridiculous. Love was very speedily forgotten; and a kind invitation to feel himself at home, in the most hospitable mansion in the State, made Skinner the proudest and happiest of men.

Falstaff maintained, that it was proper for every man "to labour in his vocation." Skinner asserted, "that every man had his sphere of action, beyond the limits of which he ought never to emerge." "Mine,"
said he, "amidst the tumults of war, the conflicts of battle, is in the rear.—There, I am always to be found. I am firm at my post. What did Matthew Irvine get by quitting his?*—a wound—a villainous wound! Shall I follow his example, step out of my sphere, and set myself up as a mark to be shot at? No! I am a stickler for the strict performance of duty, but feel no ambition to shine beyond it.

Being asked, which of the Ladies of South Carolina possessed, in his estimation, the greatest attractions? he very readily replied, "The widow Izard beyond all comparison. I never pass her magnificent sideboard, but the plate seems ready to tumble into my pocket."

Arriving near the bank of the river, on the night of the contemplated attack upon John's Island, he was asked, whether he intended to pass the ford? "By no means," replied Skinner. "I am not fond of romantic enterprise, and will not seek for the perilous achievements where the elements, more than the enemy, are to be dreaded. The river too is deep, and my spirits are not buoyant; I should sink to a certainty and meet a watery grave. Death by water drinking! I shudder at the thought of it! I will remain and take care of the baggage; and as many of you as can boast a change, may be sure to meet, at your return, the comforts of clean linen, and the most cordial welcome that I can give you."

* After the gallant charge made by Captain Armstrong at Quinby Bridge, both himself and his Lieutenant George Carrington, having passed the gap made in it by the enemy, Dr. Matthew Irvine put himself at the head of the dragoons who had failed in the attempt to cross, and made an entire company of the 19th Regiment prisoners, but in the conflict was wounded.
LIEUTENANT MANNING,
AND OCCURRENCES LEADING TO THE DEFEAT OF COLONEL PYLE.

That important consequences have resulted from accidental occurrences, and that achievements have been attributed to foresight and judgment, which originated in some fortuitous incident, cannot be doubted. The following Anecdote may possibly be disbelieved by some, yet I must record it as doing honour to a fellow-soldier, to whom I was bound by the strictest ties of friendship. No man who knew Manning would question his veracity, and from his lips I received it. Nor is it credible, that he would wander into the regions of romance to exalt his reputation, when by the uniformity of his conduct, he was daily adding to the laurels universally acknowledged to be his due. I have besides, in my possession, a letter from my highly valued friend, Judge Johnson of Abingdon, Virginia, at the period of its occurrence, an Officer in the Legion, corroborating the principal fact, though slightly differing in the detail. With regard to the worth and abilities of Manning, his coolness and intrepidity, our sentiments are the same. His delineation of his talents and character I regard as perfect. "I never," says the Judge, "knew any man who was more remarkable for that quality, which is called presence of mind. The more sudden the emergency, the greater the danger in which he was unexpectedly placed, the more perfect was his self-possession, as related to the faculties both of body and mind. In corporal vigour and activity, he was exceeded by few; and there was an ardour about him, which characterised every thing that he said or did. If he had enjoyed the advantages of literary culture, he would have been
as much the object of our admiration every where else, as he was in scenes of danger and military ad-
venture.”

Most of the settlers in North Carolina, in the neigh-
bourhood of Cross Creek, now Fayetteville, were
emigrants from Scotland, who had brought with them
strong prejudices in favour of monarchy. Few among
them had imbibed the spirit of Liberty, fostered with
with enthusiasm by almost the entire population in
their adopted country; but, to the credit of such as
professed attachment, it must be remembered, that
having once declared in favour of the cause of Ame-
rica, none more courageously, zealously, and faithfully
supported it. To Scotland, we owe many a gallant
Soldier. No other foreign nation contributed so many
distinguished Officers in the line of our armies as
Scotland. The intrepid Mercer sealed his devotion
to our cause with his blood, and died in battle. Lord
Sterling, Generals M'Dougald, Sinclair, Stephens,
M'Intosh, and Davie, were among the most gallant
and strenuous champions of Independence. Knowing
these facts, it cannot be imagined, that I could ever
cherish or utter a sentiment injurious to a country to
which I feel the strongest attachment, and from which
I am proud to have derived my origin. A country,
whose sons are brave, and daughters virtuous; where
beauty is adorned with its most fascinating perfections,
and manhood exhibits a vigour and activity that can-
not be surpassed; where industry has produced an
almost incredible influx of wealth, and the energies of
mind an increase of literary acquirement, that places
human knowledge on an eminence that it had never
before attained;—a country where, as a student in a
College of celebrity, I, for four successive years, lis-
tened with delight to the eloquence of the amiable and
enlightened Miller, teaching, how far more congenial
to the best feelings of the heart, and productive of
happiness to man, is the purity of genuine Republicanism, than any system of government that the world has ever known. Where I studied the theory of morals, and witnessed the perfection of their practice, under the immediate protection and tuition of the first of Philosophers, and most virtuous of men, the immortal Dr. Thomas Reid. Where Jardine, the teacher of Eloquence, honoured me with his friendship; and the liberal kindness of other Professors, of the inhabitants of the city, generally, gave birth to sentiments of gratitude and affection, that can never be effaced. Truly, then, I can assert, that prejudices are unknown in the following narrative:

The intrigues and efforts of Lord Cornwallis, to excite insurrection, backed by a very formidable force, had produced among the Highland emigrants a spirit of revolt, which it required all the energies of General Greene to counteract, before it could be matured.—The zeal and activity of Lieutenant Colonel Lee, whose usefulness exceeded calculation, united to his acuteness and happy talent of obtaining intelligence of every movement, and of the most secret intentions of the enemy, pointed him out as the fittest man for this important service. He was accordingly selected, with orders to impede the intercourse of Lord Cornwallis with the disaffected; to repress every symptom of revolt, and promptly to cut off every party that should take up arms for Britain. Constantly on the alert, and equally solicitous to give security to his own command, while he harassed the enemy. A secure position was, on one occasion, taken near a forked road, one division of which led directly to Lord Cornwallis' camp, about six miles distant. The ground was chosen in the dusk of evening; and to prevent surprise, patrols of cavalry were kept out on each fork during the night. An order for a movement before day had been communicated to every individual, and was executed with so
little noise and confusion, that Lieutenant Manning, waking at early dawn, found himself, excepting one Soldier, left alone. Stephen Green, the attendant of Captain Carns, lay near him, resting on the portmanteau of his superior, and buried in profound sleep. Being awakened, he was ordered to mount and follow, while Manning, hastening towards the fork, hoped to fall upon the track, and speedily rejoin his regiment. Much rain had fallen during the night, so that, finding both roads equally cut up, Manning chose at hazard, and took the wrong one. He had not proceeded far, before he saw at the door of a log-house, a rifleman leaning on his gun, and apparently placed as a sentinel. Galloping up to him, he inquired if a regiment of horse and body of infantry had passed that way? “Oh, ho,” cried the man, (whistling loudly, which brought out a dozen others completely armed, and carrying each a red rag in his hat,) “you, I suppose, are one of Greene’s men.” The badge which they bore, marked their principles. Without the slightest indication of alarm, or even hesitation, Manning pointed to the portmanteau carried by Green, and exclaimed—“Hush, my good fellow—no clamour for God’s sake—I have there what will ruin Greene—point out the road to Lord Cornwallis’ army, for all depends upon early intelligence of its contents.” “You are an honest fellow, (was the general cry) and have left the rebels just in time, for the whole settlement are in arms to join Colonel Pyle to-morrow, (naming the place of rendezvous) where Colonel Tarleton will meet and conduct us to camp.” “Come,” said the man, to whom he had first spoken, “take a drink—here’s confusion to Greene, and success to the King and his friends. This is the right road, and you will soon reach the army; or rather let me conduct you to it myself.” “Not for the world, my dear fellow,” replied Manning; “your direction is plain and I can
follow it. I will never consent, that a faithful subject of his Majesty should be subjected to the dangers of captivity or death on my account. If we should fall in with a party of rebels, and we cannot say that they are not in the neighbourhood now, we should both lose our lives. I should be hanged for desertion, and you for aiding me to reach the British army.” This speech produced the effect he desired. The libation concluded, Manning rode off amid the cheers of the company, and when out of sight, crossed to the other road, and urging his horse to full speed, in a short time overtook and communicated the interesting intelligence to his commander. Lee was then meditating an attack upon Tarleton, who had crossed the Haw River to support the Insurgents; but, perceiving the vast importance of crushing the revolt in the bud, he informed General Greene of his plan by a confidential messenger, and hastened to the point of rendezvous, where Pyle, with upwards of four hundred men, had already arrived. It is unnecessary to detail the sanguinary scene which followed. Pyle, completely deceived, and to the last believing the Legionary Dragoons the soldiers of Tarleton, was overpowered, and, with a considerable portion of his force, became victims of credulity.

It has been remarked, that “severity at first is often humanity in the end.” Its policy, on this occasion, will scarcely be denied. As Lee permitted no pursuit, many escaped, and spreading universal alarm, so completely crushed the spirit of revolt, that opposition to government was put at once and effectually to rest. But had the Insurgents been cut off to a man, would not the act have been justified on the score of retaliation? The provocation would have sanctioned it. To Colonel Buford, but a little before, Tarleton had refused capitulation. Deaf to the voice of clemency, and intent on slaughter, a charge was made on an unprepared and unresisting foe. His heart was steeled
against the claims of mercy, and, as Lee has forcibly said, "it needed but the Indian war-dance, and roasting fire, to have placed the tragedy which followed, first in the records of torture and death."

Many other proofs could be adduced of Manning's presence of mind, and cool intrepidity in action. It is grateful to me to mention one of these. At the battle of Eutaw, after the British line had been broken, and the Old Buffs, a regiment that had boasted of the extraordinary feats that they were to perform, were running from the field, Manning, in the enthusiasm of that valour for which he was so eminently distinguished, sprang forward in pursuit, directing the platoon which he commanded to follow him. He did not cast an eye behind him until he found himself near a large brick house, into which the York Volunteers, commanded by Cruger, were retiring. The British were on all sides of him, and not an American Soldier nearer than one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards. He did not hesitate a moment, but springing at an Officer who was near him, seized him by the collar, and exclaiming in a harsh tone of voice—"Damn you, sir, you are my prisoner," wrested his sword from his grasp, dragged him by force from the house, and keeping his body as a shield of defence from the heavy fire sustained from the windows, carried him off without receiving any injury. Manning has often related, that at the moment when he expected that his prisoner would have made an effort for liberty, he, with great solemnity, commenced an enumeration of his titles—"I am Sir, Henry Barry, Deputy Adjutant General of the British Army, Captain in the 52d Regiment, Secretary to the Commandant of Charleston." "Enough, enough, sir," said the victor, "you are just the man I was looking for; fear nothing for your life, you shall screen me from danger, and I will take special care of you."
He had retired in this manner some distance from the brick house, when he saw Captain Robert Joiett of the Virginia line, engaged in single combat with a British Officer. They had selected each other for battle a little before, the American armed with a broad sword, the Briton with a musket and bayonet. As they came together, a thrust was made at Joiett, which he happily parried, and both dropping their artificial weapons, being too much in contact to use them with effect, resorted to those with which they had been furnished by nature. They were both men of great bulk and vigour, and while struggling, each anxious to bring his adversary to the ground, a grenadier who saw the contest, ran to the assistance of his Officer, made a lunge with his bayonet, missed Joiett's body, but drove it beyond the curve into his coat. In attempting to withdraw the entangled weapon, he threw both the combatants to the ground; when getting it free, he raised it deliberately, determined not to fail again in his purpose, but to transfix Joiett. It was at this crisis that Manning approached—not near enough, however, to reach the grenadier with his arm. In order to gain time, and to arrest the stroke, he exclaimed in an angry and authoritative tone—"You damn'd brute, will you murder the gentleman?" The Soldier, supposing himself addressed by one of his own Officers, suspended the contemplated blow, and looked around to see the person who had thus spoken to him. Before he could recover from the surprise with which he had been thrown, Manning, now sufficiently near, smote him with his sword across the eyes, and felled him to the ground; while Joiett disengaged himself from his opponent, and snatching up the musket, as he attempted to rise, laid him dead by a blow from the butt end of it. Manning was of inferior size, but strong and remarkably well formed. Joiett, literally speaking, a giant. This, probably,
led Barry, who could not have wished the particulars of his capture to be commented on, to reply, when asked by his brother Officers, how he came to be taken, "I was overpowered by a huge Virginian."

The reputation of a Soldier, so highly distinguished both for valour and discernment, whose firmness enabled him, in all emergencies, to maintain a composure that neither difficulty nor danger could disturb, has caused the honour of giving birth to Manning to be claimed both by Ireland and America. If my recollection is accurate, he certainly declared himself a native of Carlisle in Pennsylvania. Yet, when I remember the general tenor of his conversation—"the facility he possessed of involving in obscurity, the subject he meant to elucidate"—the accent on his tongue—the peculiar turn of his expression—his calling for example to his servant, walking with naked feet over ground covered by a heavy frost—"Shall I never teach you discretion, Drone!—If you will go barefoot, why the Devil don't you put on your blue stockings." And on another occasion, returning to camp, and looking at a bottle of spirits, half emptied, which he had left full—"Speak quickly, Drone, you big thief, and tell me what you have done with the remainder of my liquor?" My opinion is staggered, and I am inclined to acknowledge the superior claims of Ireland.

* Henry Barry was an eccentric character. He aimed at singularity in words as well as actions. He would send "his bettermost kind of compliments" to a lady; and, in a simple flower, present "the sweetest of all possible flowers." But in nothing was his conduct regarded as so farcical, as in his claim to delicate and liberal feelings. On one occasion, it has been stated, that reading a Poem, of his own composition, on the blessings of Liberty, a gentleman present asked him frankly, "How his actions could be so much at variance with the principles he professed?" "Because, Sir," he unblushingly replied, "I am a Soldier of Fortune, seeking a snug and comfortable establishment. My feelings are as delicate as yours, or any other man's; but I never suffer myself to be humbugged by them." The day at Eutaw was certainly not his fighting day; but he is said to have distinguished himself in India.
Manning, at the conclusion of the war, married into a highly respectable family, and settled in South Carolina. His attachment to a military life continuing unabated, he became a candidate for the appointment of Adjutant General of the Militia of the State, obtained it, and performed the important duties attached to it, with the applause of the public, till his death.
SOLDIERS OF THE LEGION.

Having briefly sketched the characters, and detailed the services of several of the Officers of the Legion, I am confident that I shall gratify my readers, by recording a few interesting Anecdotes relating to the Soldiers of that corps. In proportion as they were removed from that rank in society, in which an enlargement of ideas, and expansion of mind was to be looked for, must be their merit, who, under the exalted influences of military and patriotic enthusiasm, evinced a nobleness of soul, and chivalric intrepidity, increasing their own fame, and giving a higher stamp of celebrity to the American character. I fondly hope, that they will be received with cordiality by every patriotic bosom.

SERGEANT WHALING.

When the importance of wresting the possession of the Stockade Fort at Ninety-Six from the enemy, was clearly ascertained, Lieutenant Colonel Lee, to whom the charge of directing all operations against it, was intrusted by General Greene, adopted (it must be acknowledged too hastily) the opinion, that it might be effected by fire. Accordingly, Sergeant Whaling, a gallant non-commissioned Officer, who had served with zeal and fidelity from the commencement of the war, and whose period of enlistment would have expired in a few days, with twelve privates, were sent forward in open day, and over level ground that afforded no cover to facilitate their approaches, to accomplish this hazardous enterprise. Whaling saw
with certainty, the death on which he was about to rush, but by the prospect of which he was unappalled. He dressed himself neatly—took an affectionate but cheerful leave of his friends, and with his musket swung over his shoulder, and a bundle of blazing pine torches in his hand, sprung forward for the object of his attack. His alacrity inspired the little band with courage. They followed him closely up to the building around which the Stockade was erected, before the troops within fired a shot. Their aim was deliberate and deadly. But one individual escaped with life. Whaling fell deeply lamented by every Officer and Soldier of the Legion. Instead of the rash and unavailing exposure to which he was subjected, all admitted his just claim to promotion—grieved that his valuable life was not preserved for those services he had so often shown himself so capable of rendering.

Poor Whaling!—the Soldier's cherished hope was denied him,

"When all his toils were past,
"Still to return, and die at home at last."

SERGEANT MITCHELL.

It was at Ninety-Six also, that another Soldier of distinguished merit lost his life, and unhappily under circumstances peculiarly distressing. Captain Michael Rudolph commanded the detachment of the infantry on duty on the night after the arrival of the Legion from Augusta, where the corps had been employed, during the early part of the siege of the post now threatened, in bringing Colonel Browne, and his command, to terms of submission. Sergeant Mitchell went the rounds with Rudolph, after having two hours before planted
the sentinels at their posts. Unhappily, among them were several militiamen, who had never before seen service. One of these, without challenging, fired at the relief with which Rudolph and Mitchell were approaching his position, and shot Mitchell through the body. He fell to the ground—told his Captain that he was mortally wounded—warmly pressed his hand—asked if he had ever neglected or omitted any of the duties of a faithful Soldier and true Patriot—regretted that he had not closed his life on the field of battle, and conjuring him to bear evidence, that he died without fear, and without a groan, expired! He was a Virginian from the County of Augusta. I fondly hope that this tribute to his memory, may reach his friends. Whaling was a Pennsylvanian.

---

BULKLEY AND NEWMAN.

Among the incidents in the Southern Army, that excited the highest interest, was the singular and romantic friendship which united two of the most distinguished Soldiers of the Legionary Cavalry. Bulkley and Newman were natives of Virginia, born in the same neighbourhood, and from early infancy united by such a congeniality of sentiment, that it almost appeared as if one soul gave animation to both. Their attachment increased with their years—it strengthened with their strength. As school-fellows they were inseparable; their task was the same, and he who was first perfect in acquiring it, was unhappy till he had impressed it, with equal force, on the mind of his friend. When an appeal to arms, at the dawn of our Revolution, had called forth the youthful heroes of America to fight the battles of their country, and defend her violated
rights, both, on the same day, and animated with the same enthusiastic devotion to her cause, were enrolled in the ranks of her armies. The officers of the Legion, who yet survive, can testify, that through all the perils and difficulties of the Southern War, each seemed more anxious for the safety and alleviation of the sufferings of his friend, than of his own. In action they invariably fought side by side; in the more tranquil scenes of encampment, they were constantly engaged in the same pursuits; their toils and their pleasures were the same. When at Quinby, the memorable charge was made on the 19th British Regiment, by the intrepid Armstrong, Bulkley and Newman were among the few Dragoons, who, having leapt the gap in the bridge, which the enemy were industriously attempting to widen, were able to support their commander. The display of gallantry exhibited could not have been surpassed. Armstrong, seconded by George Carrington, his Lieutenant, his gallant Sergeant Power, the brave Captain M'Cauly, of the militia, and less than a dozen of his own troopers, actually cut his way through the entire regiment, when a heavy and fatally directed fire produced a most direful catastrophe. Power fell desperately wounded; and the youthful friends, Bulkley and Newman, closed their brilliant career in the path of glory for ever. Mortally wounded at the same instant, they fell on the same spot, and, with united hands, reciprocating kindness to the last, expired.

CORPORAL COOPER.

Making a tour to the North, in the year 1817, I was invited to visit the Franklin, then lying at Chester, in company with the Commodores Murray and Dale,
and several other officers of distinction. On our passage to the ship, some mention being made of Carolina, a naval officer present, said, "I do not believe there exists at this day, an individual who has a more perfect knowledge of the Southern War of the Revolution than myself, particularly, all that relates to the battles fought in the Carolinas. I entered those States with the Legion commanded by Harry Lee, and witnessed the conclusion of our toils at the evacuation of Charleston." "Under such circumstances, Sir," I immediately replied, "it must be my good fortune to be in company with an old companion, for I had the honour of holding a commission in the infantry of that regiment, and was, like yourself, attached to the command which took possession of Charleston, when given up by the British." "I am, Sir," rejoined the officer, "altogether at a loss, even to guess at your name; nor do I recollect ever to have seen you before. Attached to the Legion, you must have known Armstrong, who commanded the Sorrel Troop, and have probably heard of Corporal Cooper, who belonged to it." "Good heavens, Cooper," I exclaimed, with delight, "is it you? I now am astonished at my own forgetfulness, for I as thoroughly recognise you as if we had parted but yesterday!" I mentioned my name in turn, and was happy to find that I was not forgotten by him. I am confident that, on this occasion, the sensation of delight and good feeling to men who had served and suffered together, was strongly experienced by both. The surprise and satisfaction of the moment being at an end, Cooper, with a significant smile, said, "By the by, I believe you were one of the officers who sat on the court-martial when I was in jeopardy, and brought to trial at our encampment, near the Ashley River." "No, Cooper," I replied, "I was not; though I well remember, on another occasion, when we lay at M'Pherson's, that, in consequence of your ——"
"Hush, hush, my dear Sir," he exclaimed, "I find that you have an excellent and accurate memory, the less we say on that subject the better." I had known Cooper well; and it is no exaggeration to assert, that a more gallant Soldier never wielded a sabre. The character, indeed, of consummate intrepidity, distinguished every individual of Armstrong's troop. Disciplined by him, and animated by his example, they were invincible. But there were particular traits that characterized Cooper, that entitled him to still higher commendation. If activity and intelligence were requisite to obtain information—if gallantry to strike a Partisan blow, Cooper was always uppermost in the thoughts of Lee. He had a soul for enterprise, and by prompt discernment, and a happy facility of calculating from appearances of events to happen, of incalculable utility to the service. When Armstrong, by the falling of his horse, was made a prisoner, and a flag sent out from the British Commander to say, that his servant and baggage would be expected, as he wished to show every civility to an enemy, whose bravery could only be exceeded by his generosity to all who fell into his power, Cooper was immediately directed by Lee, to act the part of a domestic, and sent forward for the purpose. I mentioned my recollection of the circumstance to Cooper, who replied, "and well I knew my Colonel's motives;" and so perfectly was I disposed to second his views, that while taking the refreshment which was ordered for me by General Leslie, in the front of his quarters near the British lines, I was closely examining the course of a creek in his rear, by which I flattered myself, I should very speedily be able to conduct and introduce him at the Head-Quarters of our own army." He then went on to say—"The arts used by a Captain Campbell, who tried every manner of cajoling, to pick out of my conversation intelligence of our force and position, very highly
amused me. I acted the simpleton's part so naturally, that I could clearly perceive, that he believed me completely entangled in his toils. When suddenly changing my manner, I gave him such a burlesque and exaggerated an account of troops of dragoons and regiments of infantry, that had no existence but in my own imagination, that perceiving my drift, he angrily exclaimed, "Damn you, you rascal, you are too cunning for me. Here, take a drink of grog and depart." I cannot conjecture why it was done; but finding that I was not to be deceived, I think that they might have done me the credit to suppose, that I was not to be intimidated; but, instead of conducting me to my Captain, I was led to, and shut up in the Provost, when looking through the bars, I perceived Armstrong passing merrily along with several Naval Officers, who seemed to vie with each other in civility to him. My situation forbid ceremony, so I called out lustily—"Hollo, Captain Armstrong! pray have the goodness to tell me, is it you or I that am a prisoner?" My speech produced an explanation. I was immediately released; and profiting by every occasion to store my mind with useful intelligence, in a few days left the Garrison, a partial exchange having freed my Captain from captivity. My fortunes have since varied very much. I have gained nautical information—have commanded a ship of my own—have, as a Naval Officer, supported the flag of my country—and now the war being over, find a snug birth in the Navy Yard. My varied life would greatly amuse could I detail it, more especially, as its constant bustle but ill accords with my religious principles; for, though you might not suspect it, whenever my thoughts take a serious turn, I am professedly a member of the Society of Friends, a genuine homespun Quaker."
Although the expedition against Georgetown, conducted by General Marion and Lieutenant Colonel Lee, was not, from a combination of adverse circumstances, crowned with success. Although the flight of a guide, who had engaged to conduct Captain Armstrong and the dragoons of the Legion to a point, which would have effectually prevented the British Soldiers, who had escaped the Legionary Infantry, from reaching a redoubt that afforded perfect security, had given ample grounds for the suspicion of treachery, and disconcerted the plans that had promised the most perfect triumph; yet, advantages arose from it of considerable consequence to the American cause. Colonel Campbell, the Commandant, was taken, and about seventy men either killed or made prisoners. It convinced the British, that however great the distance by which they were removed from their enemy, (the Continental Army being, at the period of attack, on the borders of North Carolina) that they were still vulnerable, and at every moment subject to attack. It checked their marauding, predatory expeditions, gave comparative security to the oppressed inhabitants in their vicinity, and to themselves, full assurance, that to be safe, they must continue inactive, and remain within the limits of their Garrison. It is pleasing to me, to record the singular gallantry of a most meritorious Soldier, who, on this occasion, gained high renown.

SERGEANT ORD.

In every instance where this heroic Soldier was engaged in action, he not only increased his own reputation, but animated those around him by his lively courage. In camp, on a march, and in every situa-
tion, he performed all his duties with cheerfulness and vivacity, preserving always the most orderly conduct, and keeping his arms, accoutrements, and clothing in the neatest possible condition. He might, indeed, be considered a perfect Soldier.

At the surprise of Georgetown, being with a small party of the Legion Infantry, in possession of an inclosure, surrounding a house from which they had expelled the enemy, the recovery of the position was sought by a British force, whose leader, approaching the gate of entrance, exclaimed—"Rush on, my brave fellows, they are only worthless militia, and have no bayonets." Ord immediately placed himself in front of the gate, and as they attempted to enter, laid six of his enemies, in succession, dead at his feet, crying out at every thrust—"No bayonets here—none at all to be sure!" following up his strokes with such rapidity, that the British party could make no impression, and were compelled to retire.

PERRY SCOTT.

There was no Soldier in the Legion Infantry, who appeared more completely to have gained the favour of Lieutenant Colonel Lee, than Perry Scott. His chief merit consisted in his consummate intrepidity, and readiness to engage in hardy enterprise. As often as a Partisan expedition was in contemplation, he was invariably selected as one of the daring spirits to insure success. I am tempted to call for the pity of his countrymen for his untimely end, from the recollection, that in all the battles of the South, from the junction of the Legion with the army of General Greene, till the final retreat of the enemy, he was
noticed for distinguished valour and activity. He was present at the evacuation of Charleston, and shortly after disbanded; but, devoted to a military life, again enlisted with his former commander, Michael Rudolph, then at the head of a Legionary Corps, under the orders of General Harmar, and as Sergeant Major acquitted himself with reputation.

The Indian War terminated, Scott knowing, that many of the Officers of the Partisan Legion of Lee, and several of his old associates, had settled in Carolina and Georgia, resolved to visit them, and actually reached the Cheraws with that intention. Here, for the sake of repose, after a wearisome journey, he took up his quarters at a Public House, kept by an old Soldier, once attached to the volunteers of Ireland, the corps commanded by Lord Rawdon. An amicable intercourse, for a time, increased the attachment of these veterans to each other. Scott eulogized the bravery of the Irish, and his companion was lavish in his commendation of the Soldiers of the Legion, when unluckily drawing comparisons relative to the merits of their respective corps, a serious quarrel ensued, which they immediately determined to settle by the sword. The conflict was maintained with spirit and obstinacy, and its result long doubtful, but Scott gaining a superiority and actively maintaining it, was about to triumph, when the wife of his adversary interfering, and putting a loaded pistol into her husband’s hand, he discharged it at poor Scott, who fell dead at his feet. This conflict being considered as the settlement of a point of honour, no effort had been made to prevent it, but the survivor was now arrested, and being shortly after tried for murder, was condemned and executed.
Patriots in the Civil Line, and Prisoners Confined as Subjects for Retaliation.

While such applause is bestowed on Revolutionary characters, distinguished in the field of glory, I consider it equally a duty, and it is altogether congenial to my inclination, to express my high admiration of the illustrious patriots, who, in defiance of the varied species of oppression by which they were incessantly goaded, adhered, with unshaken resolution, to the principles they had pledged themselves to support. History affords no example of magnanimity, that can surpass the firmness and patient suffering of the intrepid associates, who, selected as objects of peculiar severity, and more refined persecution, were accused of imaginary crimes, and, in violation of the capitulation of Charleston, and every principle of good faith, torn from their families, and exiled to St. Augustine. It has been said, that constancy will give place to despair, when suffering appears without end. To find them, therefore, firm in duty, and meeting their fate with that intrepid assurance which could alone result from greatness of soul, and a consciousness of correct and irreproachable conduct, must, as long as mankind possess sense to perceive, and virtue to approve, the beauty of patriotic worth and excellence, secure to them the gratitude and veneration of their country. This inhuman and unjustifiable measure is said to
have been adopted expressly to ascertain the firmness and constancy of the American character. What was the result? Did tyranny produce submission? Did integrity lose its dominion in the patriotic heart? O, no! The reverses of fortune afforded a more ample field for the display of their exalted magnanimity; and they never appeared less appalled, nor inclined to bend with submission to the yoke, than at the period when not a ray gleamed in perspective, to cheer them through the dark terrors of the storm. Not an individual shrunk from his duty.

It is due to their exemplary firmness to be a little more particular relative to the suffering they were compelled to endure.

When all the exiles (with the exception of General Gadsden, who steadily persisted in his resolution to enter into no new engagement with men who had once deceived him) had given their paroles to confine themselves within certain prescribed limits, and to withhold, until exchanged, all active opposition to the British authorities. The commanding officer of the garrison, as if distrustful of their sincerity, issued an order, that they should attend, at roll-call, thrice every day, in these insulting words:

"St. Augustine, September 16th, 1780.

GENERAL ORDERS.

"The Rebel Prisoners are to appear at gun-fire in the evening, and at guard mounting in the morning, at the Town House, where the Commissary will attend, and call the roll of every name, and report to the Captain of the day if any be absent.

"They are to put some badge of distinction on their Negroes, and other domestics, so that they may be known.

"No Rebel uniform, or any coats in imitation of British or French Regimentals, to be worn by any of them."
"If any Soldier is seen or known to associate with any of the Rebels, he shall be brought to a Court Martial, and tried for a disobedience of orders.

"By order of the Commanding Officer,

"WM. FLOYER, Lieutenant,

"Acting Adjutant in the 60th Regiment.

"To Wm. Brown, Esq.

"Commissary of Prisoners."

Additional severities were constantly imposed; but none that so highly aggravated misfortune, as an order which forbid the worship of the Deity. This was at first communicated by a verbal message, but was speedily followed by a direct order to Mr. Brown, the Commissary of Prisoners to this effect.

"St. Augustine, November 18th, 1780.

"Sir,

"Having been informed that the Rebel Prisoners have very improperly held private meetings for the purpose of performing Divine Service, agreeably to their rebellious principles, and as such proceedings are thought highly injurious to His Majesty's Government, and of seditious tendency, and an infringement of their pledge of honour: I desire you will acquaint them, that such meetings will not be allowed, and that seats will be provided for their reception in the Parish Church, where it is expected they will observe the utmost decency. You are also to mention to these gentlemen, that I consider messages delivered by you of sufficient weight and authenticity, and that it is in compliance with your request, that I descend to this manner of satisfaction, which Lieutenant Colonel Glazier also desires may be understood to be expressive of his sentiments.

(Signed)

"PAT TONYN.

"To Wm. Brown, Esq.

"Commissary of Prisoners of War."

It is unnecessary for me to comment on this outrageous insult both to God and man. I will content myself by giving an extract from the diary of the vener-
rable Mr. Josiah Smith, which plainly, but forcibly, speaks its effect upon the mind of a pious man.

"Behold the act of a British Governor; an act neither charitable in its nature, nor pious in its intention. Totally unworthy of the Christian character, and even short of Heathen tenderness and forbearance. For we read in Scripture, Acts chap. xxviii. ver. 30 and 31, 'that Paul, then a prisoner in Rome, dwelt for two whole years in his own hired house, and received all that came unto him, preaching the kingdom of God, and teaching those things which concerned the Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him.' This only was our desire—and this we think was our duty; to spend a part of every Sabbath in holy adoration of the Divine Being, who not only created, but daily preserveth us, and in tender mercy supplies all our wants. But we are charged with proceedings of a seditious tendency, and violation of our paroles and pledge of honour. This we absolutely deny, having carefully avoided to require any thing tending that way from our reader and preacher, either in sermons or prayers. Once, indeed, some expressions in the latter were made use of by the reader, contrary to the expectations of the company, but never again repeated; nor did we once court or enjoy the presence of any inhabitant in our Sabbath assemblies. But that we might not plead the entire want of religious worship, we are 'invited to attend the Parish Church, where seats will be provided for us, and where it was expected that we should observe the utmost decency.' This is, indeed, an insult upon our understandings; for, can it be expected, that we could, with the least sincerity, join in prayer for the daily destruction or disappointed efforts of our brethren and friends, or implore success for a man that had countenanced every kind of oppression and cruelty towards our friends and connexions, and all with a view of enslaving us and
our posterity, and to whom we have sworn, that we will never be subject while we can have the power of remaining free citizens of the United States of America. Such worship would indeed be no better than solemn mockery; therefore, rather than join in such hypocritical petitions, and perhaps be insulted with sermons calculated to affront us, we have resolved to refuse our attendance on Divine worship, at the Parish Church, and patiently put up with the loss of paying our devotions publicly, and at our own dwellings silently to spend our returning Sabbaths, in the best manner we can, by reading and meditation, until it shall please the Almighty disposer of all events, to restore us again to peace, and to our afflicted families and friends."

But how shall I find expression to do justice to the heroes, who, arrested as objects of retaliation, in the event of General Greene's carrying into effect his threat relative to the execution of Colonel Hayne, were shut up in prison-ships, and kept in momentary expectation of death. Allowed to forward an address to the American General, whose highly excited resentments the British commanders were anxious to deplore. They urge not, as might have been expected, the adoption of measures which would ensure their safety, but raised by their magnanimity above the terrors of an infamous and public execution, alone lament, "that if it be the lot of all or any of them to be sacrificed, that their blood cannot be disposed of more to the advancement of the glorious cause to which they had adhered." Where, in the annals of the world, shall we find an instance of more exalted patriotism. The highly eulogized self-devotion of Regulus, which immortalized his name, and added lustre to the reputation of his country, when compared with such a display of magnanimity, shrinks into insignificance. The Roman had been remarkable for the severity of his
matters, and would have been the last to excuse the failures of another; he therefore preferred a death which would obliterate from the minds of his countrymen the recollections of his misfortunes, and even exalt him in their opinion, to a life which could only subject him to neglect, and the severer pangs of self-reproach. But, in this instance, not a solitary individual, but a band of heroes, regardless of their own safety, bid defiance to the malignity of their persecutors, and calmly solicit, that no consideration of their sufferings, should alter the resolutions that the American General had adopted as necessary to the maintenance of the honour and interests of his country.

It must be acknowledged, that the conduct of the officers of the Continental Line, composing the army of General Greene, gives them a title to distinguished encomium. Regardless of the consequences to which, in case of capture, they would be exposed, they come forward with unanimity, and earnestly solicit that prompt retaliation should avenge the murder of a heroic soldier, and for ever put down the wish to renew such sanguinary proceedings. "We are not," they say, "unacquainted that such a measure will involve our lives in additional dangers, but we had rather forego temporary distinctions, and commit ourselves to the most desperate situations, than prosecute this just and necessary war, upon terms so unequal and dishonourable." This procedure was highly gratifying to General Greene, but scorning to increase the miseries of the deluded loyalists who had joined the British standard, he resolved to retaliate on the Regular Officers alone. Fortunately for those who had been designated as the proper objects of resentment, no one of equal rank with Colonel Hayne was ever after made a prisoner. I well remember when Major Skelly, of the 71st regiment, was taken, report had given him higher rank—he was called Colonel Skelly.
When ascertained that he was really a Major, General Greene, whose mind was evidently extremely agitated, said, "I rejoice at the circumstance, as he has the reputation of having always conducted himself with humanity, and like a gentleman. Had he been a Colonel, he must have suffered."

My admiration of patriotism is such, that I make no excuse for giving the names of the persons, who, by their virtuous example, may teach the rising generation how to act and how to suffer for the honour and prosperity of our Republic.

EXILES TO ST. AUGUSTINE.


Of these distinguished citizens, five only survive, viz: Josiah Smith, Robert Cochran, George Flagg, W. H. Gibbes, and John Todd.
PRISONERS ON BOARD THE PRISON-SHIP TORBAY.


PRISONERS ON BOARD THE SCHR. PACK-HORSE.


There are still other Patriots to be added to the list of persons subjected to peculiar persecution. The dreary vaults of the Provost were assigned to them as a residence, and in some cases, with the additional incumbrance of heavy irons. The Colonels Stark and Beard, Captain Moore, Mr. Pritchard, Messrs. Peter Boquet, Samuel Legare, Jonathan Sarazin, Henry Peronneau, Daniel Stevens, and others, who, incapable of deserting the cause of their country, had shown no disposition to submission, were regarded as the proper objects on whom it was expedient to try the effect of coercion. They underwent the trial, the ordeal of persecution, without the slightest dereliction of principle, their patriotic virtue retained its purity to the last.

THE ANCIENT BATTALION OF ARTILLERY.

Wheresoeuer a display of patriotic devotion to the service of their country, has distinguished any association of Citizens, it has been peculiarly grateful to me to record it. I consider it a tribute justly due to the Charleston Ancient Battalion of Artillery, to state, that their patient endurance of difficulties, their active exertions in the field, gained them, through-
out the war, a continued increase of reputation.—Their exemplary gallantry in the action near Beaufort, where a considerable British force under Gairdner, was defeated by General Moultrie, and steady conduct on the Lines during the siege of Charleston, when the defence of the Horn-Work was particularly intrusted to them, must, for ever, redound to their credit. Nor is it less honourable to them to find, in the list of Exiles banished to St. Augustine, and persons selected for peculiar persecution, and sentenced to close confinement in the Provost and Prison-Ships, the names of all their Officers without an exception, and very many of the Non-Commissioned Officers and Privates of the Battalion. They were the only volunteer corps of the Militia that remained, at the conclusion of the war, unbroken; and after the evacuation of Charleston by the enemy, being speedily reorganized and recruited, have continued to preserve their high and merited reputation. It is a pleasure to me to give the names of the Officers in command at the restoration of peace.

Thomas Grimball, Major.
Thomas Heyward, Captain.
Edward Rutledge, do.
Anthony Toomer, do.
William H. Gibbes, Captain Lieutenant.
Sims White, Lieutenant.
Edward Neufville, do.
Peter Bounetheau, do.
William Morgan, do.
John D. Miller, do.
Edward Weyman, do.
Daniel Stevens, do.
Charles Warham, do.
GENERAL GADSDEN.

The conduct of the British commanders towards this venerable patriot, in the strongest manner evinced their determination rather to crush the spirit of opposition, than by conciliation to subdue it. The man did not exist to whose delicate sense of honour, even a shadow of duplicity would have appeared more abhorrent than General Gadsden. Transported by an arbitrary decree, with many of the most resolute and influential citizens of the Republic, to St. Augustine, attendance on parade was peremptorily demanded; when a British officer stepping forward, said, "Expediency, and a series of political occurrences, have rendered it necessary to remove you from Charleston to this place; but, gentlemen, we have no wish to increase your sufferings; to all, therefore, who are willing to give their paroles, not to go beyond the limits prescribed to them, the liberty of the town will be allowed; a dungeon will be the destiny of such as refuse to accept the indulgence." The proposition was generally acceded to. But when General Gadsden was called to give this new pledge of faith, he indignantly exclaimed, "With men who have once deceived me, I can enter into no new contract. Had the British commanders regarded the terms of the capitulation of Charleston, I might now, although a prisoner, under my own roof, have enjoyed the smiles and consolations of my surrounding family; but even without a shadow of accusation proffered against me, for any act inconsistent with my plighted faith, I am torn from them, and here, in a distant land, invited to enter into new engagements. I will give no parole." "Think better of it, Sir," said the officer, "a second refusal of it will fix your destiny—a dungeon will be your
future habitation." "Prepare it, then," said the inflexible patriot, "I will give no parole, so help me God!"

An opposition to the arbitrary mandate of the prevailing authorities, was estimated as a crime too flagrant to pass unpunished. The rectitude of his character, the respectability of his age, afforded no plea in his favour; he was immediately separated from his companions in misfortune, and for the remaining period of his captivity, condemned to pass his days in solitary confinement. It was not, however, for persecution to daunt and overcome a mind as firm in patriotic virtue as his. Patient under every insult, he felt the pressure of tyranny, but bent not beneath its weight. He uttered no sigh, he made no remonstrance, nor deigned to solicit a mitigation of the severities inflicted upon him; and for ever to his honour must it be remembered, that, superior to the dictates of resentment, however highly excited, at the memorable session of the Legislature at Jacksonborough, no individual advocated with greater ardour and humanity the cause the unfortunates, who had incurred the public displeasure, nor more strenuously endeavoured to mollify the punishments denounced against them.

"Les malheureux, que ont de l'esprit, trouvent des ressources en eux memes." Sensible that activity of mind would increase its energies, and better enable him to support oppression, he diligently engaged in the study of the Hebrew language, and was hourly increasing his reputation as a scholar, while his enemies vainly hoped that he was writhing under the penalties of his political offences.

The character of a disinterested Patriot, pure in principle, and guided by the most honourable intentions, was allowed to him even by the most determined of his political opponents. The late Governor Boone, decidedly the man of the best information and correct
judgment ever sent from Britain to preside over the province of South Carolina, was heard at the commencement of the Revolutionary War, to say—"God knows how this unhappy contest will end, or what the popular leaders in South Carolina can be aiming it—but Gadsden I know to be an honest man—he means well."

A writer of intelligence, immediately subsequent to his death, doing homage to his virtues, recommends, and in my opinion with singular propriety, a sentence from Cicero, as an appropriate Epitaph:

"IN DIFFICILLIMIS REIPUBLICÆ TEMPORIBUS URBEM NUNQUAM DESERUI—IN PROSPERIS NIHIL DE PUBLICO DELIBAVI, IN DESPERATIS NIHIL TIMUI."

And to the still higher increase of his reputation, adds—"The first to raise the standard of opposition against the parent government, he was the first to recommend oblivion in favour of those who differed in opinion, and who were condemned to pay the penalty of their political offences, by the forfeiture of their estates."

An instance of his firm and decided character, which occurred in the year 1777, is highly worthy to be recorded. The Congress of the United States, not long after the declaration of Independence, having recommended to the States, that such of the disaffected as were willing to take the oath of allegiance, should be permitted to do so; Mr. Lowndes, then President of the State, issued his Proclamation, extending the time for taking the oath allowed by the act of the State Legislature. This measure being reprobated by some of the Whigs, a number of persons assembled, who, after tearing the Proclamation from the hands of the Marshal, proceeded with noise and tumult to the State House, where the President and Council were
then in session. General Gadsden, who was one of
the Council, came out to the people, and finding their
resentments directed towards the President, told them
that he, himself, was the man whom they should assail
—that he had advised the Proclamation—that the pub-
lic interest required that the country should be united—
and that all who were willing to embark in the com-
mon cause, should be received, though they came in
at the last hour—that the recommendations of Con-
gress, at such a crisis, should be received as law—that
those who resisted them were little better than the
enemies of the country—that for himself, whatever
might be said, or done, he, as a Magistrate, would
administer the oaths to any person, to the last moment
of the time permitted by the Proclamation. In pur-
suance of this declaration, he sat up till twelve o'clock
of the night of the last day appointed for the purpose
of receiving the oaths, and did, actually, at a late
hour, issue certificates to some who took the oaths
before him.

When first shut up in the Castle at St. Augustine,
the comfort of a light was denied him by the Com-
mandant of the Fortress. A generous subaltern offered
to supply him with a candle, but he declined it, least
the Officer should expose himself to the censure of his
superior.

After André's arrest, Colonel Glazier, the Governor
of the Castle, sent to advise General Gadsden to pre-
pare himself for the worst—intimating, that as Gen-
eral Washington had been assured of retaliation, if
André was executed, it was not unlikely that General
Gadsden would be the person selected. To this mes-
sage he replied—"That he was always prepared to
die for his country; and though he knew it was im-
possible for Washington to yield the right of an Inde-
pendent State by the Law of War, to fear or affection,
yet he would not shrink from the sacrifice, and would
rather ascend the scaffold than purchase with his life the dishonour of his country.

An election of a Governor of the State occurring shortly after his exchange, the suffrages of the majority of the Legislature were in his favour, but he declined the office, and in terms so highly honourable to him, that I fear not to offend by recording their purport.

"Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen,

"I have served my country in a variety of stations for thirty years, and would now cheerfully make one of a forlorn hope in an assault on the lines of Charleston, if it was probable, that with a certain loss of life, you, my friends, would be reinstated in the possession of your capital. What I can do for my country, I am willing to do. My sentiments in favour of the American cause have never changed. I consider it as the cause of liberty and human nature. The present times require the vigour and activity of the prime of life; the increasing infirmities of old age would prevent me from serving you to your advantage. For your sakes, and the sake of the public, I must beg your indulgence for declining so arduous a trust."

JOHN RUTLEDGE.

The extraordinary powers of John Rutledge, his extensive knowledge, and irresistible eloquence, can best be estimated by the high encomium bestowed on him by the celebrated Patrick Henry, of Virginia, who declared, that in the first Congress, where there was as brilliant a display of talent as was ever exhibited in a collected body of legislators, "that he shone with superior lustre." Being asked on his return to his
native State, "what had been done by the representatives of the nation—what kind of men composed that illustrious body, and particularly whom he thought the greatest man," he replied, "If you speak of eloquence, John Rutledge, of South-Carolina, is the greatest orator; but, if you speak of information and sound judgment, Colonel Washington is unquestionably the greatest man on the floor." Of his decision of character there can exist no doubt. It was strongly exemplified at the very commencement of the Revolutionary contest. When the vote to appoint deputies to a Continental Congress was carried in the Assembly of South-Carolina, propositions were immediately introduced, for instructing the Delegates to what point it was admissible for them to pledge the concurrence of the Province to such measures as might be proposed for general adoption. John Rutledge, with great ability, contended, that unless unshackled by restraint, and allowed to act at discretion, that their power to do good would be inadequate to the energies which the crisis demanded; and being asked, "what ought we to do then, with these men should they make a bad use of the power delegated to them, he replied, "hang them."

But to his guidance of the helm of government, during the most calamitous scenes of the war within the State, is in a great degree to be attributed the successes ultimately obtained over a powerful and triumphant enemy. He, at a very early period, perceived the superior ability of General Greene to direct every military operation, and with, indefatigable industry, seconded his views with all the influences of the civil authority. His judicious promotion of the Generals Sumter, Marion, and Pickens, did credit to his discernment, and proved of the highest utility to his country, while the well timed proclamations, promising pardon and protection to all who had in evil hour been tempted to make submission, awakened as
by a charm the slumbering energies of patriotism, and roused the entire population of Carolina, as one man, to seek for conquest, or encounter death. In his speech, when advanced to the Presidential chair of the State, on the first formation of the Constitution, he declared, "I have always thought every man’s best services due to his country;" and to the last hour of the war, his entire conduct gave testimony of his sincerity. His zeal and activity never knew abatement. His decision in refusing to sanction the abandonment of the Fort on Sullivan’s Island, on the approach of the fleet of Sir Peter Parker, must, for ever, redound to his honour, since it not only gave to General Moultrie, and his intrepid Garrison, the opportunity to show how firm the resistance of men determined to be free; but so completely changed the sentiments of the enemy with regard to the opposition which they were to encounter, when engaged with Carolinians, that, though still formidable in force, and capable of doing much mischief, they at once relinquished the idea of further hostility, and precipitately withdrew to New York.

His exertions in collecting the militia of the interior country at Orangeburgh, on the invasion of Provost, and expeditious movement to frustrate the attack on Charleston, by its happy results, increase his claim to applause. Above every other trait of character, (when I consider the propensity of man to indulge with wantonness in the exercise of delegated authority) it must redound to the honour of John Rutledge, possessing dictatorial powers, that the justice and equitable current of his administration, never engendered the slightest murmur, nor gave birth to a single complaint. So mild, indeed, and conciliating were all his actions, that obedience went hand in hand with command; and the ardour of zeal seemed rather to solicit service, than seek the means of avoiding it.
Though taxed by Cassius, a political writer of the day, as being theframer and advocate of the Confiscation Law, (now generally reprobated) it would be the height of injustice exclusively to censure him, when at the moment of its passing, there were not more than a dozen Members of the Legislature, who declared their sentiments, or gave their votes in opposition to it. The fact is, that the provocation to severity had been considered as excessive, and the irritation of the public mind excited beyond control. I was on the spot at the moment that the bill passed, and had strong reason to believe, that though certainly approved, it did not originate with him.

EDWARD RUTLEDGE.

As firmly attached as his brother, to every feeling and sentiment of patriotism, Mr. Edward Rutledge, with equal assiduity, devoted his time and his talents to the public service. If the Demosthenian eloquence of John Rutledge was more impetuous and commanding, the Ciceronian style of Edward was more persuasive. There was a suavity in his manner, and conciliating attraction in his arguments, that had frequently the effect of subduing the prejudices of the unfriendly, and which never failed to increase the ardour and inflexibility of steady friends. The eloquence of John Rutledge was as a rapid torrent; that of Edward as a gentle and smoothly gliding stream—the first hurried you forward to the point it aimed at, with powerful impetuosity—the last conducted to it, with fascinations that made every progressive step appear enchanting. Civil occupations engaged the attention of the elder brother. The younger in the
field, as well as in the cabinet, obtained celebrity. In the well-contested action on Port Royal Island, he had the command of one of the field-pieces which essentially contributed to the victory, and justly received the thanks of the General who commanded. After the capture of Charleston, the influence both of his talents and example, did not escape the penetration of the British Commanders. They plainly saw, how much a man of such superior ability, would be looked up to by the suffering multitude; and to destroy the effect, by an act of as great tyranny as ever was exercised, removed him to St. Augustine. The cheerfulness of his natural disposition, his conciliating attention to his companions in this situation of unmerited persecution, contributed, in no trifling degree, to cherish hope, and oppose intrepid resistance to every encroachment of despondency. After his exchange and freedom from captivity, he was elected a Member of the Legislature of the State; and at the conclusion of the war, served in the Council aiding the administration of Governor Matthews. The act of his life that exalts him to the highest honour, is still to be mentioned. He was one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, on the 4th of July, 1776. This is a sublime test of patriotism, that can never be disputed; and which, as long as the liberties of America shall endure, will secure to him the admiration and blessings of his country.

Hugh Rutledge.

The talents of Mr. Hugh Rutledge were not, perhaps, equally brilliant, nor of so distinguished a cast as those of his brothers; but, for solidity of judgment,
and strong manly sense, he was not inferior to either of them; and as a firm and intrepid Patriot, was preeminently distinguished by the cheerful performance of every duty to his country. He too, like his brother Edward, was deemed of sufficient consequence, to be made an object of peculiar persecution; and being sent into exile, supported all the trials of long confinement, and irritating restrictions, with unshaken constancy. After his exchange, he filled the Speaker's Chair in the Legislature greatly to the satisfaction of its Members, and finally advanced to the Chancery Bench, closed a life of usefulness with the applause and sincere regrets of his grateful country.

DR. DAVID RAMSAY.

The literary character of Dr. Ramsay does honour to his country; his political conduct during the Revolutionary war no less honour to himself. The dawn of hostility found him with a reputation for talents, integrity, and patriotism, which his conduct throughout the contest seemed to extend and embellish. It was the peculiar characteristic of the American Revolution, that the men the most distinguished for genius and virtue were its advocates. In the ranks of the Rebels (as the English delighted to call them) were found almost all the orators, statesmen, and philosophers, of whom the country could boast. Lawyers who had attained the highest distinction in the Legislature, and at the bar; Physicians who had become eminent for their science and professional skill; Merchants who had acquired wealth and honour by commercial enterprise; and even ministers of the Gospel, who, by their learning and piety, had endeared themselves to the people, all united
their efforts in the common cause. Thus was dignity given to the contest, and the public feeling was excited to a state of the most noble enthusiasm. The influence of Dr. Ramsay's example was felt and acknowledged by all. He was universally esteemed as a man of professional learning, and of the purest patriotism, and he was known to be governed in all his actions by a deep sense of moral and religious duty. The purity of his life was considered as the best evidence of the uprightness of his views. The zeal with which he espoused the cause of freedom, could not fail then to produce a powerful effect on the minds of the timid and scrupulous. Dr. Ramsay never hesitated a moment as to the part he should take in the struggle. With an earnestness and ardour which no danger or difficulty could impair, he embarked his life and fortune in the cause of liberty and his country. He was one of the earliest advocates for independence, and in every period of the war he wrote, and spoke, and acted, with the greatest zeal and ability for the accomplishment of that glorious object. As a member of the Council of Safety, of the Provincial Legislature, and finally of the Continental Congress, he was always distinguished for his eloquence in debate, his wisdom in council, and his promptitude and energy in action. Having engaged in the contest from principle, Dr. Ramsay pursued his course with a devotion and perseverance, which proved that his heart was in the work. The press teemed with the ingenious productions of his pen; and at all public meetings his eloquence was exerted to sustain the pride and spirit of the people. Regardless of his private interests, he never hesitated to perform any labour, or to incur any risk, which the general welfare seemed to require. When his professional services were called for he constantly joined the army, and was present with the Charleston Ancient Battalion of Artillery at the siege of Savannah. It was natural that
such a man should become the peculiar object of the vengeance of the enemy. He was accordingly one of the victims selected by Lord Cornwallis to be banished to St. Augustine. After an exile of eleven months, in consequence of an exchange of prisoners, he was released and returned to Carolina, joining Governor Rutledge at the Hills of Santee, and shortly after took his seat as a member of the Legislature, convened at Jacksonborough. Though he had just suffered great indignity from the injustice and violated faith of the enemy, yet always superior to bad passions, and incapable of revenge, he exerted his great talents and influence in the Assembly to prevent the passage of the Confiscation Acts, and to lessen the punishments denounced against political offenders. These honourable exertions were not crowned with success, yet still the praise is due to Dr. Ramsay of having sacrificed his personal feelings, and made a noble effort to stem the torrent of public indignation, which was then sweeping before it many of the wisest and best men of the State.

During the Revolution he was carefully treasuring up materials for a History of its eventful scenes, his ardent character never permitting him to doubt the final success of his countrymen, and the establishment of American Independence. In the year 1785, he published his History of the Revolution in South Carolina, and in 1790, he gave to the world his general History of the American Revolution. No man could have brought to the composition of such works, higher qualifications, or a more valuable stock of information. He was aware, that his feelings as an American Patriot, might affect his impartiality and bias his judgment; and he also knew, that a faithful detail of facts, would probably be received at that period, by both parties, with dissatisfaction. He set out, therefore, with a firm resolution, as he himself declares, "to
decline the fruitless attempt of aiming to please either party, and to follow the attractions of truth whithersoever she might lead." In the prosecution of this honourable determination, "I declare," (says he) "that in the whole course of my writing, I have carefully watched the workings of my mind, lest passion, prejudice, or party feeling should warp my judgment; and I have endeavoured to impress on myself, how much more honourable it is to write impartially for the good of posterity, than to condescend to be the apologist of a party." No higher praise can be bestowed on Dr. Ramsay, than to say, that he acted on these noble principles in the composition of all his works. By the Histories above alluded to, and those which he afterwards published, Dr. Ramsay acquired the distinguished appellation of The American Historian, and erected for himself a monument as lasting as time.

The character of Dr. Ramsay's eloquence was altogether striking and peculiar. I never heard on the floor of our Legislature, a Speaker whose harangues were better calculated to impress on his audience, the truths which he wished to inculcate. His arguments always forcible, and admirably arranged, were brought forward with peculiar effect; for, so strong was his expression of feeling, that it was impossible not to believe him sincere. His biographer, on this subject, expresses himself as follows:—"Dr. Ramsay was a remarkably fluent, rapid, and ready speaker; and though his manner was ungraceful—though he neglected all ornament, and never addressed himself to the imagination, or the passions of his audience, yet his style was so simple and so pure, his reasoning so cogent, his remarks so striking and original, and his conclusions resulted so clearly from his premises, that he seldom failed to convince."* Dr. Ramsay retained

* Vide the Biographical Memoir of Dr. Ramsay, prefixed to his History of the United States. That Memoir was written by Colonel Robert Y. Hayne,
his style of speaking, in all its original ardour, purity, and force, to the period of his death.

As a Politician, Dr. Ramsay was always remarkable for his candor and liberality. As an instance of this, it may be here mentioned, that he had on one occasion, expressed doubts of the correctness of the principles on which the association of the Cincinnati is founded; and in common with many others, entertained fears of the tendency of that Society, to build up an Aristocracy in this country. Experience, "the best test of truth," fully convinced him of his error; and the late war with Great Britain, having brought the patriotism of its Members to the test, gave occasion to Dr. Ramsay, voluntarily, to assure the author, that he was so fully convinced of the Republican virtues of the Cincinnati, that should he publish another edition of his History, he would acknowledge the error of the opinions he had formerly entertained on the subject. This expression of his sentiments, induced the submission to his perusal of an admonitory address to a youthful Member, recently admitted into the Society, when with great expression of feeling he exclaimed—"I will venture to assert, that this young man never heard a sermon which did him so much good. While such your lectures, and such the principles inculcated into the youthful mind, I know of no association more likely to benefit society than the Cincinnati." From a man of so serious a turn of mind, a higher compliment could not have been paid; and I have ever lamented, that his untimely fate prevented the display of a liberality which would have done him the highest honour.

of this city, being the substance of an Oration delivered by him, on the occasion of Dr. Ramsay's death, before the Literary and Philosophical Society of South Carolina, published, by the request of that Society, in the Analectic Magazine, and afterwards prefixed to Dr. Ramsay's History.
WILLIAM HENRY DRAYTON.

It had long been a source of mortification to the Colonists, that no attention had been paid to native talents, and that as often as a post of trust or emolument became vacant, that instead of being filled up by a choice from the candidates for distinction, with whom both the Courts and the Legislature abounded, some needy adventurer, or parasitical sycophant, was seen to arrive, whose only merit consisted in the art of bowing with humility to his superiors, or whose favour was derived from the fascinating influence of some pretty relative, who had skill to impress on an influential minister, the conviction that he was qualified to support the dignity of Britain in her Colonies. There were few communities in which a greater display of ability was shown than in Carolina. What country could boast of superior talents to those exhibited by Peter Manigault, William Wragg, John, Edward and Hugh Rutledge, Charles Cotesworth and Thomas Pinckney, Rawlins Lowndes, William and William Henry Drayton, Thomas Bee, John Matthews, David Ramsay, Jacob Read, and very many others; but these were characters two honest and proud in spirit, implicitly to obey the dictates of a power daily encroaching on the liberties of the people, and alone intent to reduce them to a submission that would have led them to lick the dust beneath the foot that spurned them. Their talents and their virtues appeared but feeble claims to distinction, and their being natives, an insurmountable bar to success. Twice had the respectable Lieutenant Governor Bull been insulted by a cruel departure from the regular routine of succession, having men of the very meanest capacities put over him. It is certainly no scandal to say, that the two last
Governors under the royal administration, were deficient even in common understanding, owing their promotion entirely to their rank, and the powerful influence of their families. There were among the judges some men of ability, but the majority of them, were miserably deficient in political and general information, and of professional knowledge altogether ignorant. It has often been said of Chief Justice Shinner, that he never opened a law book till he was actually on his passage to America. Of the qualifications of Judge Futerel, a little anecdote will give an adequate idea. At a dancing assembly, having too freely sacrificed to Bacchus, he lay extended on a bench, in a retiring room, confused with liquor, when perceiving a gentleman pulling off his coat for the purpose of changing a waistcoat that had been accidentally soiled, he leapt up, and putting himself into a boxing attitude, exclaimed, “O damn you, if you are for that sport, I’m at home—come on.” Such were our Governors, such the men sent from the Parent State to administer justice.

A reference to an interesting debate in the British House of Commons, more fully illustrates the extent to which such insult towards the Colonists were carried. George Grenville, exclaiming, “Shall these Americans, our own children, planted by our cares, nourished by our indulgence, dare to resist our decrees,” &c. &c. &c. Colonel Barré caught the words, and with manly eloquence said, “They nourished by our indulgence? They grew up by our neglect; and as soon as you began to care about them, that care was exercised in sending persons to rule over them, in one department and another, who were perhaps the deputies of the deputies of some members of this House, sent to spy upon their liberty, to misrepresent their actions, and to prey upon them. Men whose behaviour, on many occasions, has caused the blood of these sons
of liberty to recoil within them; men promoted to the highest seats of justice, some of whom, to my knowledge, were glad by going to foreign countries, to escape the vengeance of the laws in their own.”

At the commencement of the Revolution William Henry Drayton, who officiated as one of the Assistant Judges, was the only member of the bench who was a native American. His part was promptly taken, and with decision. His ardour to support the liberties of his country was so highly estimated, as to cause his immediate nomination to the Presidency of the Provincial Congress. His abilities were confessedly great, and popular talents considered so well calculated to conciliate the wavering and unfriendly, and effect their adherence to the cause of their country, that, in conjunction with the Rev. Mr. Tennant, he was sent into the interior expressly to effect the union of parties, and to excite a general and firm opposition to British tyranny. The seeds of disaffection, however, were already too generally sown. The enemies to Revolutionary principles temporized, but as speedily as the hope revived of being supported by a competent British force, broke out in open hostility, and it was quickly found that the swords of Sumter and of Pickens more effectually produced the performance of their duties than the persuasive eloquence of Tennant, and commanding oratory of Drayton. His letters published expressly to controvert the machinations of the British commissioners, holding out the fallacious hope of conciliation, have been considered as replete with irresistible arguments, and written in the best style of composition. His Strictures also on the conduct of General Charles Lee disobeying orders at the battle of Monmouth, and calling in question the military capacity of General Washington, have been, by a great majority of the Union, very highly approved.
MR. JOHN EDWARDS.

It must appear both injudicious and unjust, that Mr. John Edwards has been so little noticed. This name has been scarcely mentioned in the records of our Revolution; yet, there was no citizen of the republic, in whose bosom the love of liberty glowed with more generous enthusiasm. Possessing wealth beyond any other mercantile man of the day, he was the first individual in Carolina who tendered his fortunes in support of the American cause. His friend, the venerable Josiah Smith, was no less liberal in his loans to Government; and it cannot be doubted, but that their example must, in a great degree, have contributed to give stability to public credit, and to induce many of less sanguine hopes, to risk their fortunes for the public good. Warned by his more prudential friends, that he placed too much at hazard; that the success of America, opposed to the power of Britain, could scarcely be expected; and that the total loss of his ample possessions might follow: With a feeling of patriotism that cannot be too highly appreciated, he replied—"Be it so! I would rather lose my all, than retain it, subject to British authority." His subsequent conduct gives ample testimony, that this was no vain boasting. Shortly after the fall of Charleston, invited to a conference by Admiral Arbuthnot, who was quartered on him, and occupied the principal apartments of his house, a conversation took place, the purport of which, immediately after the conclusion, was communicated by him to his son in law, Mr. John Bee Holmes, from whom I received it. "Nothing, Mr. Edwards," said the Admiral, "has appeared more extraordinary to Sir Henry Clinton and myself, than that you, a native of Great Britain,
should have taken part with the Rebels, and appeared, throughout the contest, a strenuous and decided advocate of revolutionary principles. How, Sir, is it to be accounted for?" "Because," replied Mr. Edwards, "I conscientiously approved and have solemnly pledged myself to support them." "But, Mr. Edwards," rejoined the Admiral, "as a man of sense, however, you may have been heretofore deluded, your eyes must now be opened to the futility of resistance; and as a man of honour, you are bound, by every means in your power, to aid in promoting the submission of the people, by a reconciliation with the merciful Government, that would obliter ate every recollection of past offences, and again receive them with favour and forgiveness. We know that your influence can do much—that many look up to you for the regulation of their own conduct—we know too, that no individual has suffered such heavy pecuniary loss, by the depreciation of the paper currency, as yourself. Reject not, therefore, the liberal and advantageous proposition which I am about to make you. Take protection yourself—recommend it to your friends to follow your meritorious example—use your best endeavours to put down opposition to the British authorities, and you shall be forthwith, not only remunerated for every loss that you have sustained, but for the good effected through your means, a pecuniary reward shall be granted you, equal to your most sanguine desires." "Admiral Arbuthnot," said Mr. Edwards, "it is not the temptations of wealth that shall ever induce me to forfeit my honour. I cannot hesitate to choose, where duty, inclination, and every virtuous principle point out the course which it becomes me to pursue. My losses have been great, but they cost me not a sigh. My monies were lent, to support a cause which I consider that of justice and humanity. I have a wife, tenderly beloved, and ten children worthy
of my most ardent affection. They are all dependent upon me, and I may probably have little to leave them but good principles and an un tarnished reputation; but, were a gallows to be raised by your order, in my view, and you were to say—Your fate depends upon your resolve—take protection or perish—I would, without a moment's hesitation—die!"

If the traits of character which I have exhibited, are acceptable to public sentiment, and have a claim to applause, how much must admiration of his patriotic conduct be increased, when it is remembered, that hearing in council the magnanimous proposition to await the event of an assault, and to devote the lives of the Garrison of Charleston to the attainment of general good, rather than surrender to the enemy, he nobly supported the opinion, and herorically declared for death in preference to submission. "I would rather," he exclaimed, "that my breast should meet the British bayonet, than that my signature should be given to any proposition recommending the surrender of the city."

Supporting all the severities of exile and persecution at St. Augustine, with unshaken fidelity to his country, he was sent with the companions of his misfortunes, after the happy negotiation of Major Hynre for the exchange of prisoners, to Philadelphia. There, his virtues gained him respect—his misfortunes friends. He died in exile, and was interred amidst the regrets of an admiring people, whose pity for his sufferings could only be surpassed by their applause and admiration of the firmness with which he supported them.
GOVERNOR MATTHEWS.

To this distinguished patriot I have ever considered the citizens of the Southern States as peculiarly indebted. It might at this late period be difficult to prove the fact, it must indeed at any time have excited astonishment, but I have heard him repeatedly declare, that after the defeat of General Gates near Camden, when the cloud that overshadowed the prospects of America wore its darkest hue, and even to the Revolutionists, the most sanguine of success, the enfeebled rays of hope were scarcely perceptible, that through the intrigues, and at the suggestion of the French Ambassador, it was contemplated to bring forward a proposition in Congress to purchase from Great Britain, peace, and the independency of a large portion of the United States, by the sacrifice of the Carolinas and Georgia. Nor did he conceal the name of the individual who had engaged to introduce and advocate the measure. Fired with resentment, indignant that even in the private circles of society a proposal so base and disgraceful should have been whispered—that it should have been admitted into an American bosom, he determined at once to put the virtue of the Delegates Representatives of his country to the test. Repairing to Congress, he forcibly reminded them of their bond of union; that the several States were pledged to each other, through every variety of fortune, to accomplish the end of their association, or to fall together. "I will regard the man," he exclaimed, "who would attempt to weaken these sacred ties as the fit object of universal execration; and in the event that the members of Congress should so far debase themselves, as to listen to his nefarious proposal, after having, in conjunction with my colleagues, protested against the measure, and
pointed out the source of the evil, I will say to my constituents, make your own terms with the enemy—no longer regard as associates, nor put your trust in men, who appalled by their fears, and under the influence of a foreign power, to secure themselves from harm, make no scruple to doom their friends to destruction.” Happily for our country the energetic conduct of our Delegates crushed the intrigue in embryo. It never saw the light. Mr. Bee and Colonel Eveleigh very nobly supported Mr. Matthews on this momentous occasion.

Sometime subsequent to the writing of the anecdote above recorded, I learnt from General Thomas Pinckney, that while with Governor Rutledge at Camden, subsequent to the fall of Charleston, he was informed by him that he had received a letter from a member of the South-Carolina Delegation in Congress, (probably Mr. Matthews, to whom he was allied by the strictest ties of friendship,) informing him, that despondency for the fate of the Southern States was the universal sentiment, but that he still indulged the hope that Carolina would remain a member of the Union. But that some discussion had occurred in Congress, corresponding with the representation made by Governor Matthews, is more clearly demonstrated by the copy of a declaration made by that respectable body, June 25th, 1780, and extracted from Rivington’s New-York Royal Gazette, September 13th of the same year, which, under other circumstances, would have been altogether superfluous, and inconsistent with common sense.

“Whereas, it has been reported in order to seduce the States of South-Carolina and Georgia from their allegiance to the United States, that a treaty of peace betwixt America and Great Britain was about to take place, and that these two States would be ceded to Great Britain,
"Resolved unanimously, That the said report is insidious, and utterly void of foundation. That this confederacy is most sacredly pledged to support the liberty and independency of every one of the members; and in a firm reliance on the Divine blessing, will unremittingly persevere in every exertion for the establishment of the same, and for the recovery and preservation of any and every part of the said United States that have been, or may hereafter be invaded or possessed by the common enemy.

"Extract from the minutes.

"CHARLES THOMPSON, Sec'y."

BENJAMIN GUERARD.

The distresses of the Patriotic Citizens of South Carolina, transported to Philadelphia, were sufficient in their nature to engender the most gloomy despair. Hospitality opened the doors of the inhabitants to many families, who were kindly sheltered, and treated with the most cordial affection. But there were many unfortunates, accustomed through life to possess every essential comfort, who were destitute of common necessaries, and not a few who actually wanted bread. I record it to the honour of Mr. Benjamin Guerard, a gentleman of extensive property, that he, upon this occasion, generously stepped forward, and offered to pledge his estate as a security, to raise a sum to be exclusively appropriated to the maintenance of his suffering Countrymen, demanding no greater share for himself, than that which should be allowed to every other individual. Carolina estates, however, were regarded as castles in the air, and his generous intentions proved altogether abortive.

It would be painful to me, to neglect to mention names where just claims to humanity existed. My information is limited. Such individuals as I knew
pre-eminently distinguished by their efforts to give relief, I am proud to speak of. Dr. Bond, Mr. Wikoff, Colonel Pettit, Mr. Ingersoll, Dr. Logan, and many others, were liberal with delicacy, and doubled the obligation by bestowing their favours without ostentation. Nor should it ever be forgotten in Carolina, that Colonel John Mitchell, so much the victim of misfortune in his latter years, who lived in Philadelphia at that period, in ease and affluence, never failed, as occasion required, to sooth the afflictions of the exiles, by every attention that benevolence could bestow.

I am sensible, that to many of my readers a considerable portion of the Anecdotes which I record, may appear uninteresting, but as they relate to men, to recollect whom, gives pleasure not only to myself, but to all who remember their constancy and exemplary good conduct in times "that tried men's souls," I am inclined to persist.

JUDGE BURKE,

Throughout the whole of the Revolution, acted a very conspicuous part. He was a steady and inflexible Patriot, and zealous supporter of the Laws. The people had not an advocate more ready to maintain their just rights, nor a more prompt opponent, whenever they manifested the slightest disposition to licentiousness. He always meant well, though he frequently took an awkward way of showing it, and secured confidence by his unremitted endeavours to deserve it.

It had been much the fashion, towards the close of the war, for persons wishing to avoid militia service,
to attach themselves as volunteers to the regular Continental Regiments, engaging to take the field whenever called upon; but it speedily appeared, that self-indulgence was much more their real object, than public good. To counteract this practice, a Bill was introduced into the Legislature at Jacksonborough, to compel every man to serve in the Militia Regiment in which he was enrolled. Judge Burke, on this occasion, after using many arguments in support of the Bill, concluded by saying—"I shall give but one reason more, Mr. Speaker, against the volunteer system, and that is a very powerful one. Your volunteers are a set of very shabby fellows, and I have a good right to say it, I am a volunteer myself." Travelling the Circuit some years previous to the period, when an improved system of education had completely extinguished a ferocity of character, which tolerated gouging, biting, and other disgraceful practices, and being asked why he carried pistols of unusual size and caliber: he replied—"As the best specific for the preservation of my eye sight—country frolics too frequently producing blindness."

The system of espionage, however disgraceful to the party who undertakes to betray, being resorted to in every war, has been regarded as altogether justifiable on the part of the Officer who seeks intelligence. To individuals communicating information relative to the movements of the enemy, both General Greene and General Marion had promised protection, and release from the penalties attached to their political offences. This was a measure, in the highest degree, revolting to a large proportion of the Members of the House of Representatives, who steadily maintained—"that to men so lost to every honourable feeling, the rights of citizenship should never be granted." The singularity of Judge Burke's reasoning on this subject, occasioned much amusement. He briefly said—"I am at a loss,
Mr. Speaker, to conjecture, what the gentlemen would be at. The Generals were authorized to engage Spies, who would be tempted to betray the secrets of the Government they professed to honour; and having done so, this House is bound to fulfil every contract that they have made. They proudly assert, what in my conscience I have little inclination to deny—that such men would be bad citizens any where. But, Spies are confessed to be a necessary evil; and I should be glad to know, if the gentlemen ever expect to find honest men, who will undertake the dirty work required of them, and act the part of villains, to promote the public good? No, Mr. Speaker. You are at liberty to despise the traitors, while you profit by their treason. You may cut their acquaintance—you may withhold the compliment of your hat, your hand, and your heart; but, protected by the pledge given by the Generals, that they should be restored to their rights, and pardoned for their political criminality, the less that is said on the subject the better, since these Scrofts, Yahoos as they are, are as truly citizens as any of us."

Sending a challenge to a person who had grossly offended him, he thus expressed himself:—"Sir, I must insist upon your giving me immediate satisfaction, for having so far imposed on me, as to make me believe for a single moment, that you were a man of honour, or a gentleman."

I myself remember to have heard him relate the circumstances contained in the Anecdote which follows:

When, to give permanency to, and increase the strength of the Union, the adoption of the Federal Constitution was strongly recommended by the most enlightened of our citizens, Judge Burke stood forth its strenuous opposer, using his utmost efforts to render it hateful to the people; but, when he found that a
great majority were of a different sentiment, and that
its acceptance was sanctioned by their applauses, he
gave up opposition, and studiously endeavoured to give
energy to all its operations.

Returning from a Circuit in the interior, he hap-
pened, on one occasion, to fall in with a long train of
wagons near Nelson's Ferry, conveying produce from
North Carolina to Charleston. With their conductors
he immediately engaged in conversation, and wishing
to ascertain their opinions of passing events, asked—
"If they thought the recently adopted Constitution of
the United States, would prove useful and acceptable
to the People." The reply was unanimous—"By no
means. We abominate it, and to such a degree, that
should the President think proper, on any emergency,
to call us into the field, we would refuse obedience to
a man." "Tell that," said the Judge, "to some one
that does not know you. Refuse to obey the call of
your Chief Magistrate, when your country is in jeo-
pardy!—impossible! Look to the discipline which
every mother's son of you keep up on your Farms,
when you wish to know the extent and condition of
your stock. Do you not blow your conchs, and do
not your cattle, and your sheep, your pigs, and your
poultry gather about you, as it were to ask your com-
mands? And when danger threatens, and the Presi-
dent blows his conch, to call you to your duty, would
you have me believe, that you would be more insen-
sible than the beasts of the field? The protection
which the Government which he administers affords,
is to you what feed is to your hogs; and at the first
blast, not one of the swinish herd would be more nim-
ble in seeking his rations, than you would be in the
opportunity of repelling aggression." "You are a
very free spoken man," said one of his auditors, "and
may, perhaps, be a clever one; but, for your want of
civility in comparing us to our hogs, be pleased to
pass to the rear; you cross not the River till the last of our wagons has reached the opposite shore." The Judge was forced to comply; but, recollecting that his presence was required by a particular time in another quarter, he, at the risk of his life, swam his horses, and paddled himself across the River, admiring the independency of character in men, who would not tolerate incivility even from a Judge.

Shortly after the evacuation of Charleston, Judge Burke, under the signature of Cassius, attacked with much point, and decided effect, the acts of the Jacksonborough Assembly against those who had submitted and taken British protections. I have always thought that the censures which he lavished on this occasion would not have been received so favourably, if obnoxious individuals had been allowed to plead in justification of their conduct, or if particular penalties had been attached to particular crimes. But contrary to every principle of justice, prejudice reigned with unlimited sway, and under the protection of influential friends, many escaped even censure, for the very acts for which others were banished, and fined to the full extent of their possessions. Wealth was too frequently regarded as an indication of crime; and in committee, on the reading over the names of the accused, the cry of "a fat sheep; a fat sheep—prick him! prick him!" was followed by immediate condemnation, unless some man of influence, or friend to humanity, in pity, undertook to palliate the misconduct of the offender, and by his eloquence averted the blow which was to destroy him. In his last hours he exhibited the same humour and eccentricity that had distinguished him through life.

On the day previous to his death, having been tapped by Dr. Irvine for a dropsy, he said, "well Irvine, what am I to expect; is the decree life or death." "Life, my good fellow," said Irvine. You are an
Irishman, and will yet last a long time." "Then, by Jasus," said Burke, "I shall be the first thing that ever lasted long in this house, after being once put on tap."

CAPTAIN RICHARD GOUGH.

It is a tribute justly due to the independent spirit of Captain Richard Gough to record, that having in vain opposed proceedings so abhorrent to justice, as those already mentioned, he vacated his seat in the Jacksonborough Assembly, declaring, "that he could never remain a witness to the condemnation of a man who was not allowed the privilege to state, in his own defence, the motives which had decided his conduct."

The magnanimity of this gentleman on another occasion, is highly deserving of praise. Having been a prisoner, he had been thrown into irons, and treated with peculiar indignity. A change in the political occurrences of the time, highly favourable to America, having taken place, many of the adherents of Britain, repenting the imprudence of their conduct, wished, by a full confession of error, to be admitted to the rights of citizenship. An American, who had interested himself very highly in favour of an individual subjected to the penalties of the Confiscation Law, making an appeal to the humanity of Captain Gough, said, "I am sensible that it is only necessary for you to oppose the petition in his behalf, which will be presented to the Legislature, to ensure its failure." "Make yourself easy, then," was the generous reply. "Give me the petition, I will present and support it, and shall be happy if that prevents opposition from any other quarter."
The war is brought to a happy conclusion—my resentments are no more. It gave additional lustre to this act of generosity, that a little before, while at supper with his aged mother, he had been fired upon and desperately wounded by a Tory party from the British garrison.
It is a highly gratifying circumstance to perceive, from the perusal of the interesting "History of the Episcopal Church in South-Carolina," by the Reverend Dr. Dalcho, that five only out of twenty of the Clergy of that persuasion, adhered to the British cause.

**BISHOP SMITH.**

The late Bishop Smith shouldered his musket, and amidst scenes of the greatest danger, both by precept and example, stimulated to intrepid resistance. Made a prisoner at the surrender of Charleston, immediate banishment followed his captivity. Such was the apprehension of his influence, that, though ill and confined to his bed, a centinel placed over him, was not allowed to quit his chamber, till he was taken from it under a guard, to be transported to Philadelphia.

The nature of my work permits me to speak of his political conduct alone. To his credit, however, I must state, that blessed with opulence, his charities were unbounded. The poor and the needy wept his departure with unfeigned sorrow. Benevolence was enthroned in his heart. His Clerical Brothers found in him a friend, and mourned in him a Father. Many charitable institutions were benefited, both by his exertions and by his liberality; but the Clergy Society, which, with utility beyond the reach of praise, gives
relief to the bereaved widow, and rescues the helpless orphan from the pangs of want and misery, originating with him, was, to his latest hour, fostered with peculiar delight.

THE REV. DR. PERCY

Frequently preached to the troops, encouraging them to intrepid exertions, and a patient endurance of the privations necessarily connected with their situation. He was the first Orator who addressed the people on the Anniversary of our Independence. His steady conduct being highly offensive to the British authorities, he was ordered to relinquish his clerical duties, as soon as Charleston fell, under the penalty of a dungeon; and to avoid persecution, retired to Europe.

THE REV. MR. LEWIS,

Of St. Paul's, was a firm advocate for Independence, and an indefatigable agent in promoting its accomplishment. Delivering a patriotic discourse on the text—"The Lord forbid that I should give the inheritance of my fathers unto thee;" he became particularly obnoxious to the British Commanders, was exiled to St. Augustine with many other Patriots, but was speedily separated from them, and shut up in the Castle, and till the period of his exchange, condemned to solitary confinement.
THE REV. DR. PURCELL

Was equally firm in his principles; and acting as Deputy Judge Advocate in the field, supported all the difficulties and dangers of campaigning, with exemplary patience and intrepidity.

---

THE REV. PAUL TERQUAND

Served as a member in the First Provincial Congress, and distinguished himself, not only in his legislative capacity, but by his oratorical powers, and his animating address to that respectable body from the pulpit, and for which he received their unanimous thanks.

---

THE REV. SAMUEL WARREN,

Called by interesting concerns to Europe at the commencement of the Revolution, was tempted by all the arts of persuasion, and offers of liberal preferment, by a brother, a Dignitary in the established Church, to remain in England; but, with a soul superior to all selfish consideration, he thought only of the good that might flow from his exertions in the cause of Liberty; returned to America; with unremitted zeal performed every duty, braved every danger, and both by precept and example, to the conclusion of the contest, pointed out the road to honour and renown.
Nor is less praise due to the Clergy of other denominations, who, with unshaken zeal and firmness, were reckoned among the most strenuous supporters of the Revolution.

THE REV. JOSIAH SMITH,

Pastor of the Independent Church, though advanced to his 77th year, disdaining to receive the favour which would have been allowed him, of remaining in Charleston, from an enemy who had wantonly violated the terms of capitulation, granted to the inhabitants, went into banishment with his family, and died an exile.

THE REV. MR. TENNANT

Stands pre-eminently distinguished. He was born in New-Jersey, in the year 1740, and educated at the College of Princeton, where, in 1758, he received a bachelor's degree, and was two years after licensed to preach. He first settled in Connecticut, but after a lapse of ten years, accepted, on invitation, the pastoral charge of the Independent Church in Charleston, and arrived there in 1772. As a man of learning, eloquence, and piety, he was held in high estimation. It is my province to speak more particularly of his Revolutionary services; and here there is an ample field for praise. His life, from the earliest dawn of hostility, was devoted to the service of his country, and the whole tenor of his conduct gave unequivocal proof, that he considered religion, liberty, and happiness, implicated in her success. The vigour of his mind would
not suffer him, under such circumstances, to act an inferior part. He boldly stepped forward the champion of Liberty and Independence—with zeal and eloquence preached resistance, nor failed to support it with all his energies. As a Member of the Provincial Congress, and afterwards of the House of Assembly, he, in his legislative capacity, acquired great celebrity, and so forcibly impressed upon the minds of his colleagues, the conviction of his superior and persuasive talents, that in conjunction with the Honourable William Henry Drayton, he was delegated to visit the disaffected districts of the interior country; by the exercise of his abilities, to demonstrate to the misguided both the weakness and wickedness of their conduct; and by dint of reason, to reconcile them to those patriotic measures which could alone save their country from destruction. This was a service of extreme difficulty and danger. Suspicion had exerted its baneful influence. Motives and designs were reciprocally attributed by the opposite parties to each other, of the most ungenerous nature and mischievous tendency. Camps were formed preparatory to open contention, and the whole country breathed the spirit of war. A conference, however, betwixt the leaders, put a temporary stop to hostility. The Loyalist engaged to remain in a state of neutrality, and both parties retired to their homes. The good that was expected from the commission of the Delegates, was not as extensive as the government had anticipated; but their eloquence was not without its effect. Many men of character and influence, were induced to sign the Association, and renouncing their errors, became the steady supporters of the popular cause.

To sum up his character as a Politician, it is no exaggeration to say, that resistance to oppression, and firmness in supporting the just rights of the people, were the cherished doctrines of his heart; and to have
attained their accomplishment, he would have laid down his life rejoicing.

The respect to his memory, by the Congregation over which he presided, is feelingly demonstrated by the inscription on his Monument, erected by them in their Archdale-street Church.

In memory
Of the Reverend WILLIAM TENNANT, A. M.
Pastor of this Church,
and principally instrumental in the erection of this building,
dedicated to the worship of Almighty God,
who died at the High Hills of Santee,
August 11th, 1777,
in the thirty-seventh year of his age.
He was distinguished for quickness of perception, solidity of judgment, energy and firmness of mind, for inflexible patriotism and ardent public spirit, for the boldness with which he enforced the claims of the Deity, and vindicated the rights of Man.
As a Preacher, he was prompt, solemn, instructive and persuasive—of every social virtue, he was a bright example.
"Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord."

His valuable life terminated while discharging a filial duty, bringing his aged and recently widowed mother from New Jersey to Carolina.
THE REV. DR. FURMAN.

With great delight I mention a faithful servant both of God and the Republic, who still lives an ornament and blessing to society. In the field a hero, in private life, I know no man, that by the uniform display of talent and of virtue, does greater honour to humanity than Doctor Furman. Strenuous in opposition to the invaders, he fought and he preached with energy and effect, and the recollection of his zeal to promote unanimity and steady resistance to the encroachments of an enemy, who but a little time since, would again have disturbed the tranquillity of his country, demonstrated that the patriot fire that warmed his youthful bosom, burns even in advanced life with all its pristine purity and effulgence.
It is tribute of justice due to our Allies, the French, to state, that during our Revolutionary struggle for Freedom, they invariable endeavoured to harmonize with our citizens, relinquishing, on most occasions, with distinguished politeness, their own modes and prejudices, to conform themselves to the habits and customs of America. They did indeed carry their desire to please and conciliate to such an extent, that I remember, on one occasion, a French Officer being asked by General M’Intosh, (presiding at a Court Martial, and desirous to administer an oath, that his evidence should be given with impartiality)—“Of what Religion he was?” replied very readily—“The American, Sir;” thinking, undoubtedly, that it was a duty to conform as much as possible to the religious opinions of the people in whose cause he had drawn his sword. And this appears the more probable, for time being allowed for reflection, and the question varied, by substituting what faith, instead of what Religion, he exclaimed—C’est bien une autre affaire—Roman Catholique Apostolique, Mon General.

It is needless to speak of their bravery. They were Frenchmen, and enthusiastically attached to the opinions imbibed in favour of Liberty and Republicanism. Their intrepidity was exemplary, and gave them daily new claims to the admiration and gratitude of the people, whose rights and properties they had
pledged themselves to defend. To bring forward the examples that might be produced of the valour of individuals, would be to extend my volume far beyond the limits prescribed; and in naming one, I might offend multitudes. Yet, there is a charm in gallantry when displayed in early youth, which is attended with irresistible fascinations; and, at a risk, I will subject myself to the imputation of partiality, rather than pass over a few selected incidents that appear to have a peculiar claim to applause.

BARON DE CARENDEFFEZ.

At the siege of York, the young Baron de Carendeffez, now an inhabitant of our city, then about the age of fifteen, was sent into the Magazine to distribute ammunition for the use of the French artillery, and while seated on a barrel of powder, saw a shell from the enemy fall within two feet of his position. The Soldiers who were in the Battery, expecting immediate explosion, ran off in every direction. The intrepid youth remained unmoved. The expected catastrophe, however, did not follow—the fuse of the shell was, in its flight, extinguished. This being perceived by the fugitives, the Battery was immediately reoccupied, when Captain Lèmery, the commanding Officer, addressing himself to the youth, who still retained his seat, said—"You young rogue, why did you not fly the impending danger? Why not embrace a chance for life? "Because, Captain," he heroically replied, "my duty required that I should make a distribution of ammunition, and not desert my post, and fly like a poltroon!"
CHEVALIER DE BUYSSON.

The chivalrous gallantry of the Chevalier De Buysson, the Aid-de-Camp of the Baron De Kalb, cannot be too much admired. Perceiving his General fall, every idea of personal safety was abandoned; and rushing towards him, he generously offered his own breast as a shield to the body of his expiring friend, till covered with wounds, and faint from the loss of blood, he was compelled to withhold resistance, and yielded up his sword to the enemy.

THE CHEVALIER DUPLESSIS MAUDUIT,

A young and gallant Frenchman, whose enthusiastic devotion to Liberty, had induced him, at the age of sixteen, to undertake a journey into Greece, expressly to view the scenes where her defenders had so resolutely contended against the encroachments of tyranny and oppression, and who now, in his twentieth year, had drawn his sword in the cause of America, has the credit of having displayed the most romantic gallantry at the battle of Germantown. Perceiving the division of the army, to which he was attached, severely galled by a heavy and destructive fire from Chew's house, into which Colonel Musgrave, of the British army, had thrown himself with his regiment. He immediately brought up two pieces of artillery, (six-pounders) with the hope to dislodge them; but speedily finding that the cannonade, from the size of the guns, produced no effect, he proposed to Colonel Laurens to set fire to the principal door of entrance, by carrying
forward a quantity of combustible matter, and thus obtain access to the interior. The attempt was made, but without success. The heroic intrepidity of two dauntless spirits could not conquer impossibilities. Laurens approached so near, as actually to make a thrust with his small sword through a shot hole, at an Officer within the building, nor desisted from his efforts to force a passage, till a wound compelled him to retire. The Chevalier Mauduit attempted to gain admission through a window on the ground floor which he had forced, and actually saw an Officer, who resolutely opposed his entrance, killed by a musket shot, precipitately fired, and evidently intended for his bosom. Every hope of success having vanished, retreat was the only resource for security, but resolved rather to die, than incur ridicule by running off, he retired with slow and deliberate step, and more fortunate than his comrade, without the slightest injury.

The laurels gained by this chivalrous youth, in the successful defence of the fortress at Red Bank, against a powerful detachment of Hessians, led on by Colonel Donop, were no less honourable to him. So certain were the assailants of victory, so confident of their own superiority, both in discipline and valour, that on their approach to the American lines, one of their Officers, advancing in front of his troops, exclaimed—

"The King of England orders his rebellious subjects to lay down their arms; and they are warned, that if they stand the battle, no quarters whatever will be given." It was immediately answered—"Agreed! The challenge is accepted! There shall be no quarter granted on either side!" It is unnecessary to detail particulars of the action that immediately followed. The defeat of the Hessians was complete. Their leader, and a large proportion of the detachment fell. It might have been expected, after the threatening denunciation of vengeance held out, that
in just retaliation, indulgence might have been given to resentment; but, with victory, humanity regained its benign influence in every American bosom, and the vanquished experienced every kind and benevolent attention that could soothe their misfortunes, and teach them more highly to appreciate the courage and forbearance of an enemy, against whom they were prepared to exercise such deadly animosity. The unfortunate Donop, who fell mortally wounded, turning, when nearly in the agonies of death, to M. de Mauduit, said with great expression of feeling—"My career is short. I die the victim of my ambition, and of the avarice of my King; but in dying in the arms of honour, I have no regrets."

I cannot quit the generous Mauduit without noticing his lamentable and untimely fate. On the 3d of March, 1791, the day previous to his assassination, the Baron de Carendeffez, with a few others of his friends, repaired to the Government House at Port-au-Prince, the spirit of revolt being then at its height in the Island of St. Domingo, to warn him of the danger which threatened him, the storm ready to burst on his head, and emphatically said—"Your regiment—the regiments of Artois and Normandie are in insurrection—the sailors in the port, and every miscreant in the place, have sworn your destruction—believe the information we give you—quit this scene of horror—you cannot otherwise escape destruction!" "With dignity," he replied, "I know the risk that I run—the danger to which I expose myself; but honour bids me remain at my post. Death is my destiny—I expect it. But, there stands my commander, (pointing out M. de Blanchelande)—if he bids me depart, I obey; if he does not, I die on this spot!" He then added—"Remember, my friends, that I predict, that that scoundrel will save himself, leaving me to pay the forfeit." He judged with accuracy; the General
fled to Cape François, leaving the brave Mauduit at the mercy of infuriate assassins, to whose ferocity he became an immediate victim. It was not long, however, before he paid the price of so pusilanimous an abandonment. He sailed for France, but being arrested at the moment of his arrival, perished by the hands of the executioner.

---

**LIEUTENANT COLONEL FLEURY,**

Who had, on many previous occasions, displayed the most heroic gallantry, particularly distinguished himself at the storming of the British post at Stoney Point. How great the difficulties he had to encounter, in his approach to the Redoubt of the enemy, how invincible the resolution of the troops he commanded, to surmount them, may be justly estimated, when it is remembered, that Lieutenant Gibbon, who led the forlorn hope of Fleury's column, with the chivalric gallantry which characterized his entire conduct, removed the abbatis, and entered the post sword in hand, losing seventeen out of the twenty heroes, attached to him on this perilous enterprise. History has attributed to the Lieutenant Colonel, the honour of having struck the colours of the enemy with his own hands.

---

**BARON DE KALB.**

Although a native of Germany, yet, from his long course of service in the armies of France, I cannot but consider the Baron as a Frenchman; especially, as it
appears more than probable, that during the entire period of his holding an American commission, he continued a pensioner of that government, and one of its most indefatigable agents. From his own representations it is evident, that during the war of 1757, he had visited the Colonies of Great Britain, by the direction of the Court of France, expressly to ascertain the points in which they were the most vulnerable, and to discover how far it was practicable, by well-timed insinuations, and winning intrigue, to generate dissatisfaction, and excite a suspicious jealousy against the mother country, so as to shake their confidence in the purity of her views, and beget and cherish a desire of asserting their independence. In political negotiations it cannot be doubted, but that its own peculiar interests and aggrandizement is the cherished object of every State. If there are any who believe that the conduct of France, in taking part with America in her struggle for Independence, proceeded either from attachment to her as a nation, or an admiration of the principles that had caused her to oppose the encroachments of Britain on her rights, their error is extreme; since enmity to Great Britain, and the hope of profiting by her misfortunes, was the great first cause of her hostility, and, I conscientiously believe, the sole object of her wishes—the great end of her interference. There never existed a nation more pointedly distinguished than the French, by the felicitous talent of discovering the influences operating on the governments with which they were connected, studiously counteracting them where they militated against her wishes; encouraging and directing them wheresoever according with, and likely to promote her own views. The great anxiety shown, on all occasions, by the Baron de Kalb, to secure the memoranda of passing events, which were written in cipher, regularly entered in a book, and transmitted to the French Ambassador at Philadelphia, give just reason
to suppose that more was contained in his correspondence with that distinguished character, than he wished to meet the eyes of the associates who surrounded him. His connection with France was doubtless similar to that of other officers of that nation, serving in America; the nature of which may be easily understood, by a reference to an intercepted letter from General Du Portail to the Count de St. Germain, Minister of War, dated "Camp at White Marsh, four miles from Philadelphia, November 12th, 1777," which may be found in Stedman's History of the American War, vol. 1. p. 390. Intent only on the great object of his mission, the transmission of secret intelligence to his trans-atlantic friends, and regardless of his obligations to the government whose bread he ate, and whose character he was bound by every sense of duty to defend, we find him calumniating them without a blush, and boldly asserting, "it has not been owing to the good conduct of the Americans, that the campaign upon the whole has terminated rather fortunately, but to the fault of the English." Again, "before the war the American people, though they did not live in luxury, enjoyed in abundandance every requisite to make life comfortable and happy; they passed a great part of their time in smoking, and drinking wine or spirituous liquors. Such was the disposition of the people. Sore against the grain, then, their sudden transformation into soldiers, reduced to lead a life of hardships and frugality; nor will it be considered surprising, that they should prefer the yoke of the English, to Liberty purchased at the expense of the comforts of life." Still further; "you will be astonished, Sir, at this language, but such are these people,—who move without spring or energy, without vigour, without passion for a cause in which they are engaged, and which they follow only as the impulse of the hand that first put them in motion directs. There is a hundred times more en-
thusiasm for this Revolution in any of our coffee-houses in Paris, than in all the thirteen Provinces united.” Again; “It is necessary, then, that France, to accomplish this Revolution, should furnish these people with every requisite to lessen the hardships of war. True, it will cost some millions, but they will be well laid out in annihilating the power of England, which, when bereft of her Colonies, without a navy, and without commerce, will lose her consequence in the world, and leave France without a rival.” Speaking of the policy of sending French troops to America, he adds, “that would be the way to mar all. The people here, though at war with the English, (we see it every day,) in spite of all that France has done, and means to do for them, would prefer a reconciliation with the English, rather than receive, in force, the men in the world they most fear.” And finally, concludes this precious epistle by saying, “I have perhaps, Sir, in my letter, exceeded what you required, but pardon the length of the dissertations I have gone into, from a desire to satisfy your wishes, and render my stay here as useful as it is in my power to make it.”

That “no man can serve two masters,” we know from the very highest authority. Preferences will be given, and preference is injury. That these political adventurers would act with vigour against the common enemy, there can be no doubt; they would fight for America to repel the encroachments of Britain, but bring into competition the interests of France with those of America, and every wish for the prosperity of their adopted, would be lost in their devotion to their native country. Yet, while I mention these circumstances, the more clearly to develope the decidedly interested views of France, and the services required of her agents, serving under the banners of America, although they necessarily diminish the claims of the Baron de Kalb to the pure and disinterested patriotism,
that, as a leader of an army contending for the most sacred rights of man, he might be supposed to possess, I allow him every possible merit as a soldier, and the most exalted claims to applause for the gallantry with which he fought; the unruffled temper and patient resignation with which he viewed the approach, and met the stroke of death. Nor is he less to be applauded for the grateful recollection expressed for the exemplary intrepidity of the Delaware and Maryland Regiments which he commanded, sending, even in the agonies of death, by his Aid-de-Camp, the Chevalier De Buysson, his warmest thanks for their heroic exertions, and expressing his delight, that though unsuccessful in battle, he had led into action men so highly meriting the palm of victory.

THE MARQUIS DE LA FAYETTE.

The meritorious services of this gallant young nobleman, are too well known to every American, to need recapitulation here. He certainly appeared to engage in the Republican cause, with more enthusiasm, and to feel more genuine and sincere attachment to the citizens of the United States, than any foreigner in the service. He was brave almost to a fault; in executing orders, romantically so: but when intrusted with separate command, though possessing all the fire of youth, conducted himself with a degree of caution and prudence, that would have been creditable to the calm temper and circumspection of age. He was generous in the extreme. On his very first landing in Carolina, in testimony of his respect and high admiration of the gallant defence made by General Moultrie, of the pass
at Sullivan's Island, he presented him with clothing, arms, and accoutrements for one hundred men. When in command at the North, every officer serving under him received a present of a handsome sword; and there was not a private in the line, who did not, by his liberal distribution of clothing and other comforts, reap the benefit of his sympathy and benevolence. Full of ardour during the contest for victory; wheresoever an advantage was obtained, humanity appeared the leading feature in his character, since he invariably showed far greater disposition to sooth than aggravate misfortune. I have, in another place, given a noble example of his forbearance, when storming one of the advanced redoubts of the British at York Town. In short, he possessed in so high a degree the character of an accomplished and perfect soldier, as to gain the confidence of his superiors, the affections of his equals, and the respect and veneration of all who served under him. It is no trifling compliment to say, that next to the Commander in Chief, and the intrepid Greene, no General stood higher in the public favour, or more constantly commanded the admiration of the army, than La Fayette.
DISTINGUISHED NAVAL OFFICERS.

It would be an unpardonable dereliction of duty, did I neglect to mention the services of several Naval Officers, who, even from the very earliest period of the revolutionary struggle for Independence, gave strong indication, and flattering presage of that superior skill and spirit of enterprise, that has, in latter times, so highly exalted the reputation of the American Marine. The field for encomium is extensive—the opportunities for bestowing praise far greater than could have been expected, at a moment when the overwhelming power of the British Navy, appeared to render every effort to resist it chimerical. The first trump of war, however, appears to have been the signal for energy and active enterprise, calling into exertion, whatever the ardent impulses of patriotism could suggest, as beneficial to the public weal; for, while the enemy still held their post at Boston, even in the harbour itself, in view of, and frequently under the very guns of the men of war, achievements of bold and hardy daring were accomplished, that Britons, with all their boast of superiority on the ocean, would have been proud to add to the chronicles of their Naval History. I shall select a few instances in support of my assertion, and could, with great facility, many others, did I not regard the proofs brought forward as amply sufficient.
CAPTAIN MANLY.

At the mouth of the port of Boston, and frequently in full view of the British fleet, Captain Manly made many prizes. I would particularly mention a store ship, bound in, which had on board a thirteen-inch brass mortar, several pieces of brass cannon, several thousand small arms, and a complete assortment of ordnance stores and laboratory utensils. He took, at the same time, an armed sloop, serving her as a tender; and shortly after, another fine ship and a snow of considerable value. The spirit of enterprise, encouraged by success, he sailed in the privateer Hancock, on a cruise, and falling in with His Britannic Majesty's sloop of war Fox, compelled her to surrender. Some time after this, commanding the privateer Jason, he was attacked by two British privateers, the one of eighteen, the other of ten guns. He reserved his fire till he came close upon them—run his vessel betwixt the two, and by a well-directed broadside, fired into each, compelled them both to strike their colours and surrender. The Americans had already learnt to fire with deliberation and effect. Short as the contest was, the larger privateer lost thirty of her crew.

CAPTAIN HARRADEN,

Of the privateer Pickering, of sixteen guns, cruising near Sandy-Hook, fell in with a ship of fourteen guns, a brig of ten, and a sloop of eight guns, and after an action of one hour and a half, captured the whole. In
the same cruise, he captured also, the Pomona of twelve, the sloop of war Hope of fourteen, and Royal George Cutter of fourteen guns.

CAPTAIN GEDDES,

In the Holker privateer, did incalculable mischief to the British trade. But changing into the Congress letter of marque, of Philadelphia, mounting twenty guns, encountered and captured His Britannic Majesty's sloop of war Savage, of the same force.

PAUL JONES,

Sailing in the Ranger, with despatches to our Minister at the French Court, fell in with and took two valuable prizes on his passage; and having quickly prepared his vessel for a cruise, entered the Irish Channel, landed and spiked thirty-six cannon mounted in battery at Whitehaven—encountered, and after a severe action, took the Drake sloop of war—and after an absence of twenty-eight days, returned to Brest with two hundred prisoners. His activity giving great increase to his reputation, he was appointed to the command of a small squadron, and sailed from France with the hope of intercepting the Baltic fleet returning to England. During his cruise he made many valuable captures, and spread great alarm on the British Coast, threatening a descent, and exciting great alarm both at Leith and Hull; and at length, falling in with the fleet which he sought, fought an action of such
desperate severity, that history affords no parallel to it. In the Bonne Homme Richard of forty guns, he compelled the Serapis of forty-four, to strike, and took possession of her at the moment that his own ship sunk at her side, being so shattered by the obstinacy and long continuance of the conflict, that time was not allowed for the removal of the wounded, who had barely time to see the flag of their country floating triumphantly above that of their enemy, before they sunk into eternity!

CAPTAIN BARRY.

While the British were in possession of Philadelphia, Barry, with the boats of the Alliance frigate, which lay considerably higher up, passed the city with muffed oars, and proceeding down the river, near Port Penn, surprised and captured a British schooner of ten guns, and four large transports, without the loss of a man.

In the year 1781, while on a cruise in the Alliance, he took the Alert of ten guns, the Mars of twenty and one hundred and twelve men, Minerva of ten guns and fifty-five men, and heroically closed his victories, by capturing two men of war sent out for the express purpose of destroying him. In the conflict he was very severely wounded; but increasing the efforts of his men by his animating example and harangues, the Atalanta of twenty guns and one hundred and thirty men, and Trepassy of fourteen guns and eighty men, were compelled to surrender.
CAPTAIN BARNEY.

I have received from a friend in Baltimore, a sketch of the life and achievements of this meritorious Officer, that is highly worthy of attention, and replete with occurrences that could not fail to gratify every American Patriot; but, as they chiefly relate to deeds of gallantry that have taken place at a later period, I must content myself, at present, with mentioning the action in the revolutionary war, that in the greatest degree exalted his reputation. I would, however, previously mention to his honour, that he was the first man who displayed the American Flag in Maryland, beating up for volunteers to join the expedition under Commodore Hopkins, intended against New-Providence, and with such success, as to engage a crew for the Hornet, the vessel to which he was attached, in a single day. Great, indeed, was the variety of service in which he was engaged, and as fluctuating his successes and his misfortunes—a captive to-day—to-morrow he triumphed in the arms of victory; but, in all situations, and under every change, however eventful, supported a character of unblemished honour, and of an intrepidity that could not be exceeded.

Early in the spring of 1782, the State of Pennsylvania, fitting out some small vessels to protect the Delaware Bay against the depredations of the Refugee barges, fitted out at New-York, appointed him to the command of a small ship, mounting sixteen six pounders, and carrying one hundred and ten men, called the Hyder Ally. In this vessel, giving convoy to a fleet proceeding down the Bay, he came to anchor near Cape May, waiting for a wind, that the vessels under his charge might proceed to sea, his instructions confining him to the special object of protecting them
against the Refugee boats. Two suspicious ships and a brig making towards him, he ordered the convoy, by signal, to proceed up the Bay, which they did so successfully, that one only, which unfortunately grounded, fell into the hands of the enemy. There are two channels up the Bay. One of the ships, and the brig, followed closely in that which he had entered; the other ship (a frigate) took the second, with the intention of heading him, and cutting off every means of escape. The brig first approached him, fired her broadside, and pressed forward in pursuit of the convoy. The ship then advanced within pistol shot; a well-directed broadside from the Hyder Ally, caused no abatement in the vigour of her attack. She closed, and came very near on board. The Hyder Ally then crossed her hawse, and got entangled in her fore-rigging, and raking her by a continual fire of great guns and small arms, after a severe contest of twenty-six minutes, brought down her colours. His prize proved to be the General Monk, mounting twenty guns, nine pounders, and one hundred and thirty-six men, commanded by Captain Rogers. She lost in killed and wounded 53 men—20 killed. Among the latter were the 1st Lieutenant, Master, Purser, Doctor, Boatswain and Gunner;—among the wounded, the Captain, and every other officer (one midshipman excepted.) The Hyder Ally had four men killed and eleven wounded. The Legislature of Pennsylvania, in testimony of their admiration of his gallantry, presented him with a gold hilted sword, by the hands of the Governor of the State. The prize was purchased by the General Government, and Barney had the happiness to be informed by his friend, Robert Morris, that having added her to the navy of the United States, he was unanimously appointed to command her.

I will mention particularly but one other naval combat.
CAPTAIN BIDDLE,

In the Randolph, in one cruise from Charleston, took the True Briton, of twenty guns, and three other Jamaica men. But sailing a second time from that port, with a detachment of fifty men of the 1st South-Carolina Continental Regiment, who served as marines, fell in with, and in the darkness of night, engaged the Yarmouth, a two decker of 64 guns. The contest was short; the Randolph blew up, and of her crew, 315 persons, four only, who were taken up some days after on a piece of the wreck, escaped. Carolina lost several of her gallant sons, and particularly lamented Captain Joor, and the Lieutenants Gray and Simmons.

The gallant Truxton, Dale, Decatur, (father of our late lamented Commodore,) Young, Robeson, Roberts, Keene, Hall, Foster, Williams, Hallet, Numan, Weeks, Waters, O'Brian, and Murray, performed services of the highest importance to their country, and gave examples of heroism that have not, and I trust never will be lost by their influences, to exalt the naval character of their country.
Having thus far progressed in my Anecdotes, I come to the delightful duty, though last not least attractive, of exhibiting instances of that magnanimity and intrepid firmness, that so pre-eminently distinguished the fair daughters of Carolina. But here the hope of successful effort forsakes me; for, as often as I take up my pen to pay the tribute of applause so justly due to their merits, and strive, with becoming gratitude to record them, I fail in the attempt, and find myself deprived of every ability but that of admiring them.

It is no idle compliment to assert, that to the patriotism of the ladies of South-Carolina, is in a great degree to be attributed the freedom of their country. The invasion of the enemy in 1780 had extended their authority over the whole State. Charleston had fallen. The entire Continental force, and the greater part of the North Carolina and Virginia line were prisoners. The disastrous surprises at Monk's Corner and La-neau's, and total defeat of Colonel Busford, had dissipated every prospect of effectual resistance. Some dauntless spirits, indeed, rose superior to calamity, but it must be acknowledged, that wearied out by hopeless warfare, and by accumulated misfortunes, the voice of the majority led to temporary submission. The enemy triumphing in success, and confident that opposition was at an end, no longer held out the lure of conciliation. Insult and arrogance became the order of the day, and adversity was aggravated by every variety of insolence that malice could invent, and tyranny inflict.
No spirit of moderation restrained the passions excited by what may be esteemed domestic conflicts, nor abated the virulence betwixt contending powers, which is the natural result of war. The most distinguished patriots whose age and superior wisdom, were supposed to influence public sentiments, were arrested on frivolous pretexts, and sent into exile. The young and active, impatiently waiting the hour of exchange, to resume their stations under the banners of their country, were crowded into prison-ships, as fit subjects of retaliation, should General Greene adhere to his purpose of avenging the murder of Colonel Hayne, by the execution of a British officer of equal rank. To aggravate misfortune, two irregular courts, founded in the spirit of military depotism, were established; the Boards of Police and Sequestration, by these new energies were given to injustice and persecution, and their decisions prove, that tyranny never invented instruments better calculated to destroy the peace of society.*

* In the causes brought before the Board of Police, not the Lawyers only, but the Judges also took fees. On one occasion, a suitor, whose case was pending, expressing his fears to a friend, that the decree, in defiance of every principle of justice, would be against him—"Why do you not see Sir Egerton?" was the reply. "Because," rejoined the suitor, "I know that my opponent has already given him ten guineas." "Quick, then, to his house," said the friend, "present a fee of twenty guineas, and rest assured, that your success will be complete. My opinion rests on my experience of his civility." The character of Sir E. Leigh, is so well known in Carolina, that it is sufficient to establish the infamy of a Court, to say that he presided at it. Thomas Phelpoe, pre-eminent in iniquity, and his active agent, declared in Court—"That he had appeared to take part with America, by the advice of his friend, Chief Justice Gordon, the more effectually to bewilder the councils of the Legislature, of which he was a member, and to gain intelligence of the designs of Government, the more effectually to betray them." I would not be supposed to implicate Lieutenant Governor Bull, Colonel Innis, Mr. James Simpson, and other members in the iniquitous decrees of these men. The two last had left the Bench before Sir Egerton Leigh presided at it. The first did not act as a Judge till after his death.
Under such accumulated evils, that manly spirit which alone could secure success, might have sunk, but for the cheering smiles and intrepid firmness of the fair sex, who by sharing the calamities of their suffering countrymen, taught how to oppose and subdue them. Intent by precept and example to frustrate the machinations of the enemy, whatsoever the shape which they assumed, defiance was bid to their threats, and the invitations to engage in scenes of gaiety and dissipation, indignantly rejected. The dungeons of the Provost, the crowded holds of the prison-ships, were anxiously sought, and every delicate attention bestowed on the victims who inhabited them, that sympathy could suggest; every consolation that could mitigate suffering, and encourage hope; every persuasion that could animate to virtuous perseverance, and secure unyielding fidelity to the glorious cause of Liberty.

The instances of magnanimity that occur to memory are innumerable; but, a few only can be mentioned, and my greatest difficulty is, to select examples, where the whole have such exalted claims to admiration.

MRS. JACOB MOTTE.

The patriotic enthusiasm of Mrs. Jacob Motte, demands particular notice. When compelled by painful duty, Lieutenant Colonel Lee informed her, “that in order to accomplish the immediate surrender of the British garrison occupying her elegant mansion, its destruction was indispensable,” she instantly replied, “the sacrifice of my property is nothing, and I shall view its destruction with delight, if it shall in any degree contribute to the good of my country.”
proof of her sincerity she immediately presented the arrows by which combustible matter was to be conveyed to the building.

MRS. THOMAS HEYWARD.

Nor is the firmness of Mrs. Thomas Heyward less worthy of admiration. An order having been issued for a general illumination, to celebrate the supposed victory at Guilford, the front of the house occupied by Mrs. Heyward and her sister, Mrs. George Abbot Hall, remained in darkness. Indignant at so decided a mark of disrespect, an officer (I hope for the sake of humanity, and the honour of the military character, unauthorized) forced his way into her presence, and sternly demanded of Mrs. Heyward, "how dare you disobey the order which has been issued; why, Madam, is not your house illuminated?" "Is it possible for me, Sir," replied the lady, with perfect calmness, "to feel a spark of joy? Can I celebrate the victory of your army, while my husband remains a prisoner at St. Augustine?" "That," rejoined the officer, "is a matter of little consequence; the last hopes of rebellion are crushed by the defeat of Greene: You shall illuminate." "Not a single light," replied the lady, "shall be placed with my consent, on such an occasion, in any window in the house." "Then, Madam, I will return with a party, and before midnight level it to the ground." "You have power to destroy, Sir, and seem well disposed to use it, but over my opinions you possess no control. I disregard your menaces, and resolutely declare, I will not illuminate." Would to God that I could name the man, capable of thus insulting a helpless female, that I might hold him up to
the scorn of the world! Mrs. Heyward was graceful
and majestic in person, beautiful in countenance, an-
gelic in disposition. None but a ruffian could have

treated her with indignity. On the anniversay of the
surrender of Charleston, May 12th, 1781, an illumina-
tion was again demanded, in testimony of joy for an
event so propitious to the cause of Britain. Mrs. G. A. Hall, who laboured under a wasting disease, lay at
the point of death. Again Mrs. Heyward refused to
obey. Violent anger was excited, and the house was
assailed by a mob with brickbats, and every species of
nauseating trash that could offend or annoy. Her reso-
lution remained unshaken, and while the tumult con-
tinued, and shouts and clamour increased indignity, Mrs. Hall expired.*

MRS. REBECCA EDWARDS.

The Orator of the Society of the Cincinnati of
South-Carolina, at the celebration of the National
Festival on the 4th of July, 1797, thus extols the
magnanimity of Mrs. Rebecca Edwards:—“The
Spartan mother delivering his shield to her son depart-
ing for the army, nobly bade him, ‘Return with it or
upon it.’ The sentiment was highly patriotic, but
surely not superior to that which animated the bosom of
a distinguished female of our own State, who,

* I would mention to the honour of the Town-Major Fraser, that he waited
on Mrs. Heyward, and strongly expressing his regret for the indignities that
had been offered her, requested permission to repair the damage done to the
house, but she resolutely refused, assuring him, that though sensible of his
attention, and thankful for it, the efforts of the ruling authorities to obliterate
the recollection of insults, which they ought to have prevented, could not
avail. She could forgive, but never forget them.
when the British Officer presented the mandate which arrested her sons as objects of retaliation, less sensible of private affliction, then attached to their honour, and the interests of her country, stifled the tender feelings of the mother, and heroically bade them despise the threats of their enemies, and stedfastly persist to support the glorious cause in which they had engaged. That if the threatened sacrifice should follow, they would carry a parent’s blessing, and the good opinion of every virtuous citizen along with them to the grave. But, if from the frailty of human nature, (of the possibility of which she would not suffer an idea to enter her bosom) they were disposed to temporize, and exchange their liberty for safety, they must forget her as a mother, nor subject her to the misery of ever beholding them again."

MISS MARY ANNA GIBBES.

During the invasion of Provost, while the British army kept possession of the sea-board, a Hessian battalion occupied the house and plantation of Mr. Robert Gibbes, on the banks of the Stono. To excite general alarm, and more particularly to annoy the post, two gallies from Charleston, ascending the river in the night time, unexpectedly opened a heavy fire of grape and round shot on the house and neighbouring encampment. The family, who had been allowed to remain in some of the upper apartments, were now ordered to quit the premises, and Mr. Gibbes, a martyr to infirmity, and his numerous family, set out at midnight for an adjoining plantation. When beyond the reach of the shot, which had incessantly passed
over the heads of the party, an inquiry being made respecting the safety of the children, it was found, that in the hurry and terror of the moment, a distant relation, a boy as yet in early infancy, had been left behind. The servants were entreated to return for him, but refused; and he must have been left to his fate, had not the heroism and affection of Miss Mary Anna Gibbes, then but thirteen years old, inspired her with courage to fly to his rescue. The darkness of the night was profound, yet she returned alone, the distance being fully a mile; and after a long refusal, having by tears and entreaties, obtained admission from the centinel, ascended to the third story. There she found the child, and carried him off in safety, though frequently covered with the dirt thrown up by the shot, and greatly terrified by their constant approach to her person. Public gratitude is due to this intrepid action, since the gallant Lieutenant Colonel Fenwick, so much distinguished by his services in the late war, was the person saved.

MRS. BREWTON.

The Anecdote which I am now to relate, shows from what trivial circumstances persecution often arose. Mrs. Brewton, (since Foster) one of the most amiable and enlightened of the whig ladies, was an inmate of Mrs. Motte's family, at the time of the destruction of her house. Meeting with her shortly after the signing of the preliminary articles of peace at Philadelphia, I inquired—"How it had happened, that she, a helpless, unprotected widow, without any charge of improper conduct, has so far incurred the enmity of the British Commanders, as to have been arrested without
ceremony, and hurried unprepared, into exile." She answered—"That she knew no act of her's which had merited such ungentlemanly and inhuman treatment." Entering, however, into conversation relative to the siege and surrender of Fort Motte, she gave at once a clue to the transaction. While the American forces were at a distance, Major M'Pherson, the commander of the post, suffered Mrs. Motte and her family to remain, and an appartment was allowed for their accommodation. But when the post at Thompson's, but a little removed from him, was attacked and carried, anticipating the fate which awaited him, immediate removal was not only advised, but insisted on. At the moment of departure Mrs. Brewton seeing a quiver of arrows, which had been presented to Mr. Motte by a favourite African, said to her friend, "I will take these with me, to prevent their destruction by the soldiers." With the quiver in her hands, she was passing the gate, when Major M'Pherson, drawing forth a shaft, and applying the point to his finger, said, "what have you here, Mrs. Brewton." "For God's sake, Major, be careful," she replied, "these arrows are poisoned." The ladies immediately passed on to the out-house, which they were now to inhabit. In the siege which directly followed, when the destruction of the house was determined upon, and missiles eagerly sought for by Lieutenant Colonel Lee, for conveying the fire to the shingles, these arrows being remembered, were presented by Mrs. Motte, with a wish for the happy accomplishment of the end proposed. It was afterwards known, that the first arrow missed its aim, and fell at the feet of the Commandant, who taking it up, with strong expressions of anger, exclaimed, "I thank you, Mrs. Brewton." The second arrow took effect, and set fire to the roof, when the brisk discharge of a six pounder being maintained by Captain Finley, in the direction of the stair-case, every
effort to extinguish it proved fruitless, until, from the
apprehension of the roof falling in, the garrison were
compelled to surrender at discretion. General Greene
arriving soon after, paid to Major M'Pherson the
tribute of applause due to his excellent defence, de-
claring, "that such gallantry could not fail to procure
for him a high increase of reputation." This compli-
ment, however, does not appear to have soothed the
mortified soldier, for, walking immediately up to Mrs.
Brewton, he said, "to you, Madam, I owe this dis-
grace; it would have been more charitable to have
allowed me to perish by poison, than to be thus com-
pelled to surrender my post to the enemy." This
speech alone, accounts for the enmity against Mrs.
Brewton; but by the playfulness of a lively disposition
she had offended another individual, whose clamours
could only be appeased by severe retribution. An
Ensign named Amiel, a Philadelphian by birth, who
had joined the British, made it his chief occupation to
provoke the ladies of the family by taunts and inves-
tives against their countrymen. He particularly de-
lighted to bid them admire his prowess, while cutting
off the heads of pine saplings, which, according to the
whim of the moment, he denominated Greene, Marion,
Sumter, &c. &c. After the surrender of the post, Mrs.
Brewton contriving to join this youth, near the scene
of his former bravadoes, sportively requested that he
would again treat her with an exhibition of his talent
in smiting the foe. "But valiant Captain," she added,
"where is your sword? Such a hero as you would
only have yielded it in death! And where are your
resentments? Did I not see you but a little time since,
bowing to earth before the very man you have so often,
in idea, shortened by the head. Is Marion no more to
feel the power of your arm, nor Sumter be compelled
to bite the dust? Smother your anger, most ferocious
Sir, and let the generosity which you have expe-
rienced, make you more merciful hereafter." Doubtless the irony of this speech was treasured up in his memory, and was one cause of the severity exercised towards this lady. Shortly after this Major Hyrne, appointed a Commissioner to negotiate an exchange of prisoners, being on his way to Charleston, Mrs. Brewton, anxious to see her friends in the garrison, obtained permission to accompany him. On entering the town she was met by an officer, who anxiously inquiring, "what was the news in the country," she replied, "that all nature smiled, for every thing was Greene down to Monk's Corner." Her bon mot was not unnoticed; an order for her immediate departure was issued, and, escorted at a late hour beyond the gates, she was directed to return no more. On the following day, however, from caprice, or probably to confine her influence to more narrow bounds, she was recalled, and for a time was left without molestation. It was her lot, however, perpetually to encounter difficulties. An officer departing for the interior calling on her, politely offered to take charge of her commands to her friends. "I should like to write," replied Mrs. Brewton, "but have no idea of having my letters read at the head of Marion's Brigade." The officer departed, but within a few days repeated his visit, to thank her, he asserted, for the rapidity with which she had communicated the intelligence of his movements, as he had actually been taken by Marion, and returned to town on parole. Nor is it improbable, that an incident still more trivial, might have contributed to her exile. The liveliness of Mrs. Brewton was very fascinating, and the more liberal and enlightened among the British, who met with very little of wit or intellect, anxiously sought her society. Walking in Broad-street, in deep mourning, according to the fashion of the Whig ladies, an English officer joined her at the moment that a crape flounce was accidentally torn
from her dress. She picked it up, and passing the house of John Rutledge, the absent Governor, then occupied by Colonel Moncrief, she exclaimed, "where are you, dearest Governor; surely the magnanimous Britons will not deem it a crime, if I cause your house as well as your friends, to mourn your absence." Saying this, she tied the crape to the front railing, and departed. Whether her companion mentioned the circumstance, or that her conduct was observed by persons within, (which is more probable,) it is certain that, in a few hours after, she was arrested and sent off to Philadelphia.

MRS. CHANNING.

Shortly after the commencement of the war, the family of Dr. Channing, then residing in England, removed to France, and sailed in a stout and well-armed vessel for America. They had proceeded but a little way, when they were attacked by a privateer. A fierce engagement ensued, during which Mrs. Channing kept the deck, handing cartridges, aiding the wounded, and exhorting the crew to resist until death. Their fortitude, however, did not correspond with the ardour of her wishes, and the colours were struck. Seizing the pistols and side arms of her husband, she threw them into the sea, declaring that she would rather die, than see him surrender them to the enemy.
With peculiar gratification I will now speak of a lady in the highest degree entitled to admiration. A Patriot by inheritance, being the daughter of Mr. Thomas Ferguson, one of the most intrepid and strenuous promoters of the Revolution, Mrs. Charles Elliott appeared to consecrate every thought, and every hour of existence, to the interests of America. Undaunted amidst the storms that desolated her country, her energies increased with the pressure of calamity. Her benevolence to the distressed, her persuasive eloquence, skilfully employed to inspire the timid with confidence, and to strengthen the resolves of the firm, were never more conspicuous, than when success was most despairsed of. Beneath her roof the sick and wounded not only found shelter, but the tenderest attentions—the poor shared her purse—the persecuted the consolations of her sympathy. She daily visited her captive friends; and by her cheering smiles and animating conversation, revived and sustained hope, inspiring a confidence of success equal to their most ardent desires. While such her conduct towards her friends, her influence over many of the superior Officers in the British army, was astonishing, Harsh and unbending to others, there was a charm attached to Mrs. Elliott, that rendered them the slaves of her will. Her fascinations forbid denial. Possessed of natural ease of manners, great cheerfulness in conversation, and a captivating sportiveness of disposition, asperities were so much softened, that when compelled to solicit favours, she seldom applied in vain. The advantage to our army arising from her influence, was both salutary and extensive; and the supplies drawn from the British, Garrison in consequence of it, of the highest impor-
tance. I do not know an Officer who did not owe to her some essential increase of comfort, and very frequently gratuitously bestowed. She was a just representative of generosity personified. I have said that her requests were rarely denied. In one instance, however, her application, though for mercy, was unavailing. The impressive petition, in behalf of the unfortunate Colonel Hayne, presented by the ladies of Charleston, and attributed to her pen, was rejected. It merited a different fate; but, when we recollect that it was addressed to Lord Rawdon, astonishment ceases.

When the steady Patriot, Mr. Thomas Ferguson, was first arrested and put on board a transport, to be sent into exile, his daughter, Mrs. Charles Elliott, was in the country, but on receiving the intelligence, immediately repaired to Charleston. Her earnest solicitation to bid her parent a tender adieu, being favourably attended to, she hastened on board the vessel in which he was confined, but had scarcely entered the cabin, when oppressed both with grief and sickness, she fainted and fell. The Captain, much alarmed, recommended a thousand remedies in rapid succession. When saying in conclusion, "I have a box of exquisite French liqueur—a cordial would certainly revive her," she started from her couch and exclaimed, "Who speaks of the French—God bless the nation!" and turning to her father, with much feeling continued—"Oh, my father, sink not under this cruel stroke of fate—let not oppression shake your fortitude, nor the delusive hope of gentler treatment cause you, for an instant, to swerve from your duty. The valour of your countrymen, aided by the friendly assistance of France, will speedily dissipate the gloom of our immediate prospects—we shall experience more propitious times—again meet, and be happy!"
There was in the Legion of Pulaski, a young French Officer of singularly fine form and appearance, named Celeron, as he passed the dwelling of Mrs. Elliott, a British Major, whose name is lost, significantly pointing him out, said—"See, Mrs. Elliott, one of your illustrious allies—what a pity it is, that the hero has lost his sword." "Had two thousand such men," replied the lady, "been present to aid in the defence of our city, think you, Sir, that I should ever have been subjected to the malignity of your observation." At the moment, a Negro, trigged out in full British uniform, happened to pass—"See, Major," continued she, "one of your allies—bow with gratitude for the service received from such honourable associates—caress and cherish them—the fraternity is excellent, and will teach us, more steadily to contend against the results."

In the indulgence of wanton asperities towards the patriotic Fair, the aggressors were not unfrequently answered with a keenness of repartee that left them little cause for triumph.

The haughty Tarleton, vaunting his feats of gallantry to the great disparagement of the Officers of the Continental Cavalry, said to a lady at Wilmington, "I have a very earnest desire to see your far-famed hero, Colonel Washington," "Your wish, Colonel, might have been fully gratified," she promptly replied, "had you ventured to look behind you after the battle of the Cowpens." It was in this battle, that Washington had wounded Tarleton in the hand, which gave rise to a still more pointed retort. Conversing with Mrs. Wiley Jones, Colonel Tarleton observed—"You appear to think very highly of Colonel Washington; and yet I have been told, that he is so ignorant a fellow, that he can hardly write his own name." "It may be the case," she readily replied, "but no man better than yourself, Colonel, can testify, that he knows how to make his mark."
MRS. DANIEL HALL,

Having obtained permission to pay a visit to her mother on John's Island, was on the point of embarking, when an officer stepping forward, in the most authoritative manner demanded the key of her trunk, "What do you expect to find there?" said the lady. "I seek for treason," was the reply. "You may save yourself the trouble of search, then," said Mrs. Hall—"You may find a plenty of it \textit{at my tongue's end}."

MRS. CHARLES ELLIOTT.

An officer, distinguished by his inhumanity and constant oppression of the unfortunate, meeting Mrs. Charles Elliott in a garden adorned with a great variety of flowers, asked the name of the Camomile, which appeared to flourish with peculiar luxuriance. "The Rebel Flower," she replied. "Why was that name given to it?" said the officer. "Because," rejoined the lady, "it \textit{thrives most when most trampled upon}.

MRS. CHARLES PINCKNEY.

To Mrs. Pinckney, the wife of Colonel Charles Pinckney, a British officer of rank once said—"It is impossible not to admire the intrepid firmness of the ladies of your country. Had your men but half their resolution, we might give up the contest. America would be invincible."
MRS. SABINA ELLIOTT.

So much were the ladies attached to the whig interest, habituated to injuries, and so resolute in supporting them, that they would jocosely speak of misfortunes, though at the moment severely suffering under their pressure. Mrs. Sabina Elliott having witnessed the activity of an officer, who had ordered the plundering of her poultry houses, finding an old muscovy drake, which had escaped the general search, still straying about the premises, had him caught, and mounting a servant on horseback, ordered him to follow and deliver the bird to the officer, with her compliments, as she concluded, that in the hurry of departure, it had been left altogether by accident.

MRS. ISAAC HOLMES.

Among the patriots selected for transportation to St. Augustine, was Mr. Isaac Holmes. The imperious call on him at early dawn, to quit his chamber, and deliver himself up to the guard who waited to carry him off, caused him to descend the stairs when but partially dressed. His gentle wife, appalled by no fears, exhibiting no symptoms of despondency, had followed him in silence. The mandate being given for departure, she handed him his coat, and with undaunted resolution said, "take it, my husband, and submit. Waver not in your principles, but be true to your country. Have no fears for your family; God is good, and will provide for them."
MRS. RICHARD SHUBRICK.

Here was, indeed, a heroine to be proud of. Her eyes sparkled with feeling and vivacity, while her countenance so plainly bespoke her kindness and benevolence, that sorrow and misfortune instinctively sought shelter under her protection. There was an appearance of personal debility about her, that rendered her peculiarly interesting; it seemed to solicit the interest of every heart, and the man would have felt himself degraded who would not have put his life at hazard to serve her. Yet, when firmness of character was requisite, when fortitude was called for to repel the encroachments of aggression, there was not a more intrepid being in existence. I will present a noble instance of it. An American soldier, flying from a party of the enemy, sought her protection, and was promised it. The British pressing close upon him, insisted that he should be delivered up, threatening immediate and universal destruction in case of refusal. The ladies, her friends and companions, who were in the house with her, shrunk from the contest, and were silent; but undaunted by their threats, this intrepid lady placed herself before the chamber into which the unfortunate fugitive had been conducted, and resolutely said,—“To men of honour the chamber of a lady should be as sacred as the sanctuary! I will defend the passage to it, though I perish. You may succeed, and enter it, but it shall be over my corpse.” “By God,” said the officer, “if muskets were only placed in the hands of a few such women, our only safety would be found in retreat. Your intrepidity, Madam, gives you security, from me you shall meet no further annoyance.”

Nor is this the only instance of her unconquerable fortitude. At Brabant, the seat of the respectable
and patriotic Bishop Smith, a Sergeant of Tarleton's Dragoons, eager for the acquisition of plunder, followed the Overseer, a man advanced in years, into the apartment where the ladies of the family were assembled, and on his refusal to discover the spot in which the plate was concealed, struck him with violence, inflicting a severe sabre wound across the shoulders. Aroused by the infamy of the act, Mrs. Shubrick, starting from her seat, and placing herself betwixt the ruffian and his victim, resolutely said, "place yourself behind me Murdoch, the interposition of my body shall give you protection, or I will die:" then, addressing herself to the Sergeant, exclaimed, "O what a degradation of manhood, what departure from that gallantry which was once the characteristic of British soldiers. Human nature is degraded by your barbarity;—but should you persist, then strike at me, for till I die, no further injury shall be done to him." The Sergeant, unable to resist such commanding eloquence, retired. The hope, however, of attaining the object in view, very speedily subjected the unfortunate Murdoch to new persecution. He was tied up under the very tree where the plate was buried, and threatened with immediate execution, unless he would make the discovery required. But although well acquainted with the unrelenting severity of of his enemy, and earnestly solicited by his wife to save his life by a speedy confession of the place of deposit, he persisted resolutely, that a sacred trust was not to be betrayed, and actually succeeded in preserving it. When complimented at an after period on his heroic firmness, he asserted, that he was strengthened in his resolution by the recollection that a part of the plate belonged to the church, and that he should have considered it as sacrilege, had he suffered it, though a weakness of disposition, to fall into the hands of robbers.
During the period when the British were confined within very narrow limits, in the neighbourhood of Charleston; Mrs. Ralph Izard, of Fair Spring, residing near Dorchester, and within the range of their excursions, whenever they ventured beyond their lines, was frequently subjected to annoyance, but by the suavity of her manners, and polite attention to the officers who commanded, had happily preserved the plantation from destruction. Mr. Izard, who was distinguished by his activity, acting as Aid-de-Camp to the commanding officer of the Light Troops, was at home, when one of these parties appeared, and had scarcely time to enter a clothes-press, when the house was surrounded and filled with British soldiers. They had been apprised of his visit, and their object was to make him a prisoner. A search was therefore commenced, and menaces held out, that unless he voluntarily surrendered, a torch should drive him from the place of his concealment. The composure of Mrs. Izard, at such a moment, was astonishing; she betrayed no symptoms of apprehension, and though treated with more than usual indignity, an attempt being made to force her rings from her fingers, and much valuable property plundered in her presence, preserved her accustomed politeness, and behaved with such urbanity, as to induce the belief that the information communicated was incorrect, and the party were drawn off. Mr. Izard now quitted his hiding place, and rapidly passing the Ashley, gave notice of the proximity of the enemy. He chose a happy moment for his escape, for speedily returning, the soldiers immediately sought Mrs. Izard's chamber, and burst open the press, which they had not before disturbed, when missing their object, they again re-
tired. On the alarm given by Mr. Izard, all on the other side of the river were on the alert. A body of Cavalry was pushed across Bacon's Bridge, who speedily overtook the retiring enemy, and so completely routed them, that few only of their number returned within their lines to tell of their disaster. The wardrobe of Mr. Izard, consisting of Parisian dress coats, and much of the finery of his gayer days, with which several of these marauders had sportively arrayed themselves, was recovered, and handsomely presented by him to the victors, who had so rapidly revenged the interruption of his visit to his family.

The contrivances adopted by the ladies, to carry from the British Garrison supplies to the gallant defenders of their country, were highly creditable to their ingenuity, and of infinite utility to their friends. The cloth of many a military coat, concealed with art, and not unfrequently made an appendage to female attire, has escaped the vigilance of the guards, expressly stationed to prevent smuggling, and speedily converted into regimental shape, worn triumphantly in battle. Boots have, in many instances, been relinquished by the delicate wearer to the active Partisan. I have seen a horseman's helmet concealed by a well arranged head-dress, and epaulettes delivered from the folds of the simple cap of a matron. Feathers and cockades were much in demand, and so cunningly hid, and handsomely presented, that he could have been no true Knight, who did not feel the obligation, to defend them to the last extremity.

While such the heroism of the Whig Ladies, among those who, favouring opposite principles, became the intimate associates of the successful invaders, there was a wide distinction of conduct and character.
Where peculiar merit calls for admiration, I should consider it unpardonable to withhold it. I have often heard the venerable Mrs. Barnwell of Beaufort, the mother of the patriotic brothers of that name, declare, and the accuracy of her statement has recently been confirmed by the respectable Mrs. Robert Gibbes, that while mirth and revelry invited to scenes of pleasure and dissipation, the good and benevolent Mrs. M'Culloch, was more frequently to be met with in the houses and society of the distressed, assuaging the afflictions of disease, and administering comfort to the captive, than in the gayer circles that surrounded her. Following the fortunes of her husband to Europe, her attachment to her country was never diminished; and falling prematurely a victim to disease, solicited and obtained a promise from her respectable father, that her remains should rest in the tomb of her ancestors.

There was another lady, whose name circumstances of peculiar delicacy compel me to withhold. Did I reveal it, merited encomium might prove offensive to a modesty that is invincible. Led, from the political creed of her friends and family, to favour the British interests, it never caused her, for an instant, to cherish illiberal animosity, or harbour a thought inconsistent with the purest dictates of humanity. If she engaged in scenes of gaiety, it was evident from the calm tenor of her conduct, that it was more from necessity than choice. She could not consider the period, when her country was bleeding at every pore, a season of joy and festivity. Every act of oppression was abhorrent to her nature; and when the noble Hayne became a victim of political animosity, she wept his fate as she would have done that of a martyr. The benevolent feeling that distinguished her early life, has, in no degree, lost its lustre; and though now living much in
retirement, commands a respect and admiration, that proclaims her an honour and ornament to her country.

Connected with her by close ties of consanguinity, and still more by the most generous sympathies of benevolence, another lady, young, amiable, and intelligent, shewed every disposition to assuage the afflictions of the unfortunate. She married immediately after the war a British officer, who settled in Carolina, when unhappily, death arrested her honourable career, and robbed society of one of its greatest ornaments.

It would be ingratitude in me, who knew the value of their friendship, in the hour of the deepest distress, not to say, that in the benevolence of Dr. Baron's family, the oppressed and broken spirit was ever sure to meet sympathy and consolation. The generous exertions of this amiable man, unceasingly employed to soften the asperities of oppressive power, as far as his influence could prevail—his liberal and gratuitous offer of advice and medicine to the afflicted and pennyless, gave him unbounded claim to praise, and justified that ardent attachment to him, which caused his death in the circle of our society, to be regarded as a public calamity.
STRICTURES

ON THE

INJUDICIOUS CONDUCT OF THE BRITISH COMMANDERS IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

The injudicious conduct of the British commanders subsequent to the capture of Charleston, has been the subject of pointed animadversion, even by their own historians. Had the politic and generous Carlton been the victor, and possessed the power of directing the measures of government, instead of the austere and unbending Cornwallis, the difficulties to America in establishing her Independence, would have been increased beyond calculation.

I have frequently heard General Wayne declare, that while he commanded a division of the army on the retreat from Quebec, that the evil he most dreaded, was the arrival in his camp, of men who had been prisoners with the enemy. Since these, after having experienced the most kind treatment, furnished with comfortable clothing, and dismissed by the Commander in Chief, without the imposition of any conditions for the regulation of their future conduct, never failed so gratefully to acknowledge his forbearance and generosity, that rapid desertion was the immediate consequence.
The severity exercised by General Howe towards American prisoners, being the topic of conversation among some officers, who had been taken in Canada by Sir Guy Carlton, General Parsons, who was present, exclaimed, "His inhumanity delights me."—"Why, so?" (was the immediate inquiry) "You, gentlemen," said Parsons, "have been kindly treated by a generous enemy. Say, would you be inclined to fight against him?" The answer was, "No! not if it was possible to avoid it." "Such," added Parsons, "would have been the reply of the troops taken by Howe, had he treated them with kindness; but, now we are confident that his barbarity will raise us another army."

Gates too, according to Gordon, had been repeately heard to say, "Had General Howe treated his prisoners and the inhabitants of Jersey, when subdued, with as much humanity and kindness as Sir Guy Carlton exercises towards his prisoners, it would have proved fatal to the Americans.*

* I had fondly hoped, when speaking thus favourably of the character of Sir Guy Carlton, that I had attributed to him no other virtues than such as he had an indisputable right to claim. That policy had been the leading principle in his conduct towards the Americans who fell into his power, and became his prisoners, I could not doubt; but seduced by the appearance of his generous sympathy in their misfortunes, I had constantly indulged the belief, that motives of a more noble and generous nature were not without their influence; and that, although his duty to his Sovereign compelled him to act with energy to accomplish the subjugation of the revolted Colonists, yet, that a clear perception of the justice of the cause in which they had engaged, and generous admiration of the ardour with which they contended for their liberties, had led him to temper his triumphs with compassion, and to mitigate the sufferings of an enemy whose motives he venerated, though he could not openly approve them. Glad to find an opportunity of bestowing praise, I eagerly embraced it, having no regret, but that with the fairest field for the exercise of benevolence, our enemies had so little profited by it—so rarely availed themselves of their ability to show, that, though resolute to subdue, they had not forgotten to be merciful. I am sorry to say, that circumstances imperiously compel me to acknowledge the precipitancy of my judgment. An extract of a letter received from a gentleman of the highestest respectability, a man incapable of fostering an unjust prejudice, and
What might have been the consequence, if equal wisdom had swayed the British commander in South-Carolina, it appals me to think of. Fatigued by the toils of war, dispirited by reiterated disasters, the prospect of success but glimmering at a distance, and by many altogether despaired of, had the newly submitting inhabitants been suffered to enjoy the sweets of repose, and benefits of the security guaranteed by capitulation—had kindness been substituted for oppression, and persuasion used in lieu of force, although I have no doubt but that Independence would ultimately have been gained, yet it must have been, at a more remote period, and by far greater sacrifices, both of treasure and blood. But, they felt all the debasing influences of despotic power; and deluded by the fallacious hope, that victory had crushed the spirit of opposition, that every spark of Liberty had expired, and that, however burdensome the yoke, the people were sufficiently humbled to bear it, no restraint was whose liberality of sentiment would never permit to sanction a calumny, is to this effect:

"I wish to warn you against holding up Lord Dorchester (Sir Guy Carlton) as a British worthy. His conduct can be so clearly developed, by all who lived at the days of his exhibitions of his opposite characters, that your history will gain no credit by your propensity for impartiality, no doubt sincere.

"His conduct at Quebec was hypocritical and Machiavellian. It was dictated by the motive of seduction. He thought he could dazzle the wavering by an apparent generosity and benevolence towards our unfortunate prisoners. The blaze was but temporary, for every one of intelligence saw through its phosphoric radiance. I heard no exclamation from those who were not misled by false lights: but "temce Daunoos, et dona ferentes." I was in Congress, at Princeton, when he threw off the mask, being the Commander in Chief at New-York, after the preliminary treaty of peace, and left to cap the climax of British hauteur and illiberality. Every arrangement required by the treaty, or the amity of a liberal and gentlemanly mind, he violated. I could give you a number of facts in proof: one only is sufficient. His letters and correspondence of every kind, were so insulting, haughty, impolitic, and insufferable, that by a resolution of Congress, to which I gave my assent, and heartily promoted, our Secretary was directed to send back his letters unopened, and inform him that no further correspondence would be held with him. His littleness, and bitter malignity was shown in every step he took."
imposed on aggression, and exactions insisted on, too grievous for endurance. Thus, with consciences ready to acquit them of every obligation, that it appeared inconvenient to keep, without the slightest consideration paid to the opinions of the parties the most interested, paroles, which had been granted by capitulation, were withdrawn,* and menaces held out—" That all who were found in arms, opposing the Royal authority, should not only be deprived of property, but subject to corporal punishment;" and further declared—" That as it was evident that resistance must prove nugatory, every hope of essential aid being lost, it was expected, that all who could bear arms, should assume them in support of the established government." A more tyrannical measure could not have been conceived of, nor one adopted, more destructive to the prospects and true interests of Britain. Anxious, as I have stated, to remain in peace and in retirement, little disposition appeared on the part of the inhabitants, to engage again in scenes of hostility; but, to be called upon at once to renounce long and fondly cherished opinions—to resist in arms, the very men with whom they had been a little before associated, endeared too, in many cases, by friendship and consanguinity, and to give their aid in forging the chains, which were to hold their country in perpetual bondage, was an insult, that roused to action every dormant faculty, and nerved every arm for opposition and revenge. "Force us into the field," was the universal cry, "and our choice is made. We will die under the banners of our country!"

*Stedman, p. 199, vol. 2, says—" The Proclamation of Sir Henry Clinton, without their consent, abrogated the paroles that had been granted, and in one instant, converted the inhabitants either into Loyal subjects or Rebels. Policy required that they should have been altered, rather at their own application, individually, than by the arbitrary fiat of the Commander in Chief."
When Colonel Peter Horry once said to General Marion, "I am afraid that our happy days are all gone by," he replied, "Do not cherish such idle fears—our happy days are not gone by. Had the enemy wit enough to play a generous game, we should be ruined; but with them humanity is out of the question. They will treat the people with severity, rouse opposition in every quarter, and send recruits to our standard, till they accomplish their own destruction."

**COLONEL ISAAC HAYNE.**

The revocation of these paroles caused the untimely fate of the gallant Colonel Hayne. The motives which induced him to resume his arms, and most interesting particulars relative to his capture and execution, are related by Dr. Ramsay, in his History of the Revolution of South-Carolina, much in detail, but he has omitted to mention some facts which appear to me peculiarly interesting, and worthy of record.

Irregularities in the mode of conducting the war, in the highest degree disgraceful to the American cause, had frequently occurred. That these resulted, for the most part, from excessive provocation on the part of the enemy, and lawless excesses encouraged towards the whig inhabitants of the South, cannot be denied, and as acts of retaliation can alone be palliated, even with a shadows of excuse.* No man lamented them

*I would not willingly enter into details of the sanguinary warfare, which, at this period, prevailed in the Southern Division of the State, but in support of the correctness of the statement I have made, will present two lamentable instances of it. Captain Duharty, a most intrepid soldier, and determined Whig, having, on Provost's invasion, blown up Fort Lytteleton, where he commanded, was hastening with the Beaufort Company of militia by the inland passage, to aid in the defence of Charleston, when, halting on John's Island, his party, by the treachery of an individual, was betrayed, and in a great measure, either destroyed or made prisoners. He himself escaped, and finding Beaufort, on his return to the South, occupied by the British, sought safety in
with greater sincerity than Colonel Hayne, for none more anxiously wished the American character to be free from reproach. Soon, then, as solicited by his neighbours, and the inhabitants generally, of the District, to resume a hostile position, to become their leader, and direct their operations against the enemy, he made an honourable and open declaration: "That he could only be induced to comply with their wishes, by obtaining a solemn promise from all, who were to serve under him, that an immediate stop should be put to every unnecessary severity; a desideratum the more to be insisted upon, as he was resolved that exemplary punishment should be inflicted on every individual who should indulge in pillage, or commit any act of inhumanity against the foe." A copy of the address made to his soldiers on this occasion, was found on him at the period of his captivity; but although it forcibly expressed his abhorrence of concealment. Marked as a particular object of vengeance, from the energy of his character, every exertion was made for his destruction. A Captain Pendarvis was particularly active in pursuit, and having discovered the place of his retreat, surprised, and with circumstances of peculiar cruelty, put him to death, suffering his Lieutenant Patterson, with more than savage barbarity, ere yet the vital spark had expired, to disfigure and mutilate the bleeding corpse. Messrs. Leacroft and Talbird, the friends of the deceased, who were with him when surprised, escaped and retired into the interior country, but speedily hearing that the standard of opposition was raised by Colonel Harding, returned, and were present at the capture of the Fort at Pocotaligo. Disappointed in not meeting their sanguinary persecutor among the prisoners, Mr. Leacroft, accompanied by an associate named Bettersen, set out in search of him, and finding him on his plantation, in company with his Lieutenant, by a rifle ball which passed directly through his heart, laid him dead as he fled from him, and immediately sabring the intimidated Patterson, sacrificed him also to his revenge. Another and truly distressing occurrence took place in the neighbourhood of Colonel Hayne. Mr. John Inglis, a young Scotchman of exemplary conduct and character, was shot during the darkness of the night through mistake—the individual who did the deed bitterly lamenting it as he had been his schoolfellow and companion but a little before at Inverness; candidly avowing, that he meant to kill Colonel Thomas Inglis, who had brought him to the foot of the gallows on some trifling occasion, and would but for the interposition of a superior officer, have hanged him.
crime, and was replete with sentiments that did honour to his humanity, it availed not to soften the rigour of persecution, nor in the slightest degree to mitigate the severity of the punishment denounced against him. When the paper which contained this honourable testimony of generous feeling was presented to Major M'Kenzie, who sat as President of the tribunal before which Colonel Hayne was arraigned, he, with great expression of sensibility, requested the prisoner "to retain it till he should be brought before the Court-Martial that was to determine his fate," assuring him, "that the present Court were only directed to inquire, whether or not he acknowledged himself to be the individual who had taken protection." It is unnecessary to add, that this trial was never granted. Lord Rawdon reached the city from the interior country, and at his command an order for immediate execution was issued. Little did the sympathy that melted every heart to tenderness—little did the pathetic address of the lovely daughters of the soil, calculated to move even the bosom of obduracy, avail. Heedless of the prayers and solicitations of his afflicted friends and relatives, deaf to the cries of his children, who even with bended knees interceded for mercy, insensible to the dictates of humanity, his resolution was fixed as adamant, and a hero was sacrificed.

A gentleman of veracity, who on this occasion vainly flattered himself that an execution was not seriously to be apprehended, from which no present good nor future advantage could possibly arise, has often declared that the Secretary, Harry Barry, assured him, "that his cherished expectations would be disappointed, for that the opinions of Lord Rawdon were immutable; and that since his fiat had been death, execution would inevitably follow.

"Yet this man has become a God."
And because the pusillanimity of the Duke of Richmond occasioned him to shrink from an accusation, which, having made, he was called upon by every principle of justice and manly virtue to support, he is deemed a hero, and without the slightest imputation of criminality, regarded as free from every reproach.*

I would mention, that immediately previous to the commencement of the Revolutionary War, this nobleman was in Italy, and in habits of intimacy with a gentleman of our country,† who was afterwards sent by Congress to the Court of Tuscany, then governed by a branch of the House of Austria, the better to conciliate the good will of the Emperor of Germany towards America. The language of Lord Rawdon was, at that period, altogether favourable to the cause of Liberty. He approved our resistance, and cordially wished us success. How little his subsequent conduct corresponded with his declarations, and conformed to these sentiments, it is scarcely necessary to state. While the hope of conquest remained to Britain, no man was more indefatigable in his efforts to achieve its accomplishment; and as a soldier, he justly acquired a very high degree of reputation. Yet how lost must we consider him to every sense of the duty which he owed to his king and to his country, when it is remembered,

* The Duke of Richmond called the attention of the House of Lords, to the inhuman execution of Colonel Hayne, the particulars of which had been forwarded to him by Mr. John Bowman. Lord Rawdon, arriving in Europe, denied the charge, threatening to call on the Duke for personal satisfaction, unless an immediate apology should remove the stain from his injured honour. The Duke knew full well the justice of the charge. He was personally acquainted with Mr. Bowman, had often sought information from him relative to American affairs, and had never any cause to question his veracity; but his courage at the moment must have been at a low ebb. He hesitated indeed on the inconsistency of his conduct; but ultimately averred, "That he had received his information from one Bowman, whom he knew nothing about. He was, he confessed, rash in his charge, and solicited pardon for having made it."

† Ralph Izard, Sen. Esq.
that he retired from command at the very period that his services were most required to contend against the increasing difficulties of the station, leaving the conduct of the army to men miserably deficient in talent, and altogether unequal in energy to meet the exigencies of the times. And why was this done? Not on the plea of health, which he would willingly have insinuated, by a fruitless effort made to procure from a physician of distinguished talent, a certificate of his inability to continue in the field; but, from a clear perception of the events which the current of success in the affairs of America, directed by General Greene, was speedily to produce, and a tender, irresistible solicitude, Platonic we must suppose, from the great purity of his character, to give to the wife of his truly civil and courteous friend protection across the Atlantic.*

It will be recollected, that on his passage to Europe, Lord Rawdon was captured by the French fleet, hastening to the Chesapeake, and on board of one of their vessels sent to France. At Paris he again met with a part of the family with which he had once been intimate in Italy, and hearing in every society the severity exercised towards Colonel Hayne reprobated, as equally impolitic and unjust, unblushingly insinuated, "that contrary to his opinion, it had been urged, and insisted upon by the Commandant of Charleston." But can this calumny be believed? Can an accusation

Lord Rawdon applied, but in vain, to Dr. Alexander Garden, a Physician of high reputation, for a certificate, testifying his inability to continue in the field. This statement is made on the authority of Mr. James Penman, a British subject of great respectability, who further assured the author of these Memoirs, that the anger of Dr. Garden was so highly excited by the scandalous dereliction of duty by Lord Rawdon, that on the manifestation of a design by many tories, to pay him the compliment of a farewell address, he boldly protested against it; declaring, that if they would draw up a remonstrance, reprobating his determination to quit the army at a moment that he knew that there was not, in the Southern service, a man qualified to command it, his name should be the first inserted.
so improbable be tolerated? Charged as Colonel Balfour has been with severity, he has never been considered as thirsting for blood! No execution had disgraced his administration in Charleston. At Camden, where Lord Rawdon commanded, they were too frequent to excite surprise. Had Colonel Balfour wished the death of his prisoner, would he not, in the first instance, have commanded it? He had the power to do so. The imperious orders of Lord Cornwallis would have sanctioned the act, and at his nod the victim must have suffered. Yet he remained for several weeks uninjured; strictly guarded, it is certain, but with due attention to his rank and to his sufferings; but Lord Rawdon arrived, and the influences of Heaven-born mercy were extinguished. Colonel Hayne, as the object of his deadly hate, was condemned, and suffered with the patience and fortitude of a martyr,* while from his tomb a flame arose, which widely diffused, gave constant increase to the spirit of revolt, till the expulsion of the enemy caused justice to triumph, and confirmed the Independency of the Union.

Such a man was Lord Rawdon. Can it, then, be attributed to prejudice or malignity that I deny his right to the honours heaped upon him, and exhibiting

*Colonel Lee gives the following affecting narrative of the last scene of his life:—"Accompanied by a few friends, he marched with unruffled serenity through a weeping crowd, to the place of execution. The sight of the gibbet occasioned a momentary expression of agony and dismay. He paused—but immediately recovering his wonted firmness, moved forward. At this instant, a friend whispered his confidence, that he would exhibit an example of the firmness with which an American could die. "I will endeavour to do so," was the reply of the modest Martyr. Never was intention better fulfilled.—Neither arrogating superiority, nor betraying weakness, he ascended the cart unsupported and unappalled. Having taken leave of his friends, and commended his infant family to their protection, he drew the cap over his eyes, and illustrated, by his demeanor, that death in the cause of our country, even on a gallows, cannot appal the virtues of the brave.

"C'est le crime qui fait la honte, et non pas l'échafaud."

Corneille.
him in his proper colours to a deceived and infatuated nation, exclaim with the Poet,

"Ye Gods it doth amaze me,  
A man of such a feeble temper, should  
So get the start of this majestic world,  
And bear the palm."

The frequent allusion made in the subsequent part of this work, to the violation of the Capitulation of Charleston, and the consequences resulting from it, require that a more particular statement should be given of the acts of injustice and oppression particularly complained of. But it appears altogether unnecessary for me to write a line on the subject. An extract from the eloquent speech of Governor Rutledge, delivered to the Legislature at Jacksonborough, will fully detail them. The statement may perhaps, at the present day, be considered as highly coloured, and dictated by the strong impulses of political prejudice and party feeling, but when the fair and impartial statements which I shall bring into view are considered, when the instances are detailed, not only of the irritation produced by the violence of individuals, but of oppression sanctioned by authority, it will be seen that it is founded upon a basis of truth that cannot be controverted.

Governor Rutledge, eloquently animadverting on the rigorous and unjustifiable conduct pursued by the British authorities, thus spoke to the Assembly:—"Regardless of the sacred ties of honour, destitute of the feelings of humanity, and determined to extinguish, if possible, every spark of freedom in this country, the enemy, with the insolent pride of conquerors, gave unbounded scope to the exercise of their tyrannical disposition, infringed their public engagements, and violated the most solemn engagements. Many of our worthiest citizens, without cause, were long and closely confined—some on board of prison-ships, and others in the town and castle of St. Augustine; their properties disposed of at the will and caprice of the
enemy, and their families sent to a different and distant part of the Continent, without the means of support. Many who had surrendered prisoners of war, were killed in cold blood. Several suffered death in the most ignominious manner, and others were delivered up to savages, and put to tortures, under which they expired. Thus, the lives, liberties, and properties of the people were dependent solely on the pleasure of the British officers, who deprived them of either or all, on the most frivolous pretences. Indians, slaves, and a desperate banditti of the most profligate characters, were caressed and employed by the enemy to execute their infamous purposes. Devastation and ruin marked their progress, and that of their adherents; nor were their violences restrained by the charms or influence of beauty and innocence; even the fair sex, whom it is the duty of all, and the pleasure and pride of the brave to protect, they, and their tender offspring, were victims to the inveterate malice of an unrelenting foe. Neither the tears of mothers, nor the cries of infants, could excite in their breasts pity or compassion. Not only the peaceful habitations of the widow, the aged, and the infirm, but the holy temples of the Most High were consumed in flames, kindled by their sacrilegious hands. They have tarnished the glory of the British arms, disgraced the profession of a British soldier, and fixed indelible stigmas of rapine, cruelty, perfidy, and profaneness on the British name."

CAPITULATION.

"Art. IV. The militia now in garrison, shall be permitted to return to their respective homes, as prisoners on parole; which parole, as long as they observe, shall secure them from being molested in their property by the British troops."

"Art. IX. All civil officers, and the citizens who have borne arms during the siege, must be prisoners on parole; and with respect to their property in the city, they shall have the same terms as are granted to the militia."
Proceeding in my strictures on the conduct of the British commanders, I would briefly advert to the mode adopted by them for strengthening their military force, declaring it equally impolitic and inhuman. At an early period of the war, it had been considered expedient to raise Provincial Corps. The more effectually to accomplish it, commissions were distributed, and rank established according to the number of recruits produced by the candidates who wished to obtain them. No questions were asked with regard to character—it was *men*, not *morals* that were in demand. The intriguer, in consequence, who could, by the liberality of his purse, the arts of insinuation, or cajoling of any kind, produce soldiers, secured the highest appointment. From such men, with the current of success in their favour, little of moderation could be looked for; their object was to better their fortunes; and nought appeared so propitious to the accomplishment of their desire, as a determined opposition on the part of their adversaries. Submission effectually destroyed their hopes—resistance sanctioned oppression—the profession of allegiance called for indulgence—the term *Rebel*, gave licence to plunder with impunity. Can it be wondered at, then, that far less inclination was shown to conciliate, than condemn? I disdain every feeling of prejudice; and in a contest, where great diversity of opinion was to be looked for, willingly grant the due tribute of praise to all who, conscientiously adopting principles, steadily supported them. Far be it from me, to censure without discrimination the adherents to the cause of Britain. Many of the officers of the Provincial Corps, were pure in character, and are to be named with respect. They were the decided enemies of our cause, but free from the pollution of insatiable avarice; and in the hour of victory, alive to the impulses of humanity, they forgot not that they were *men*. Their
zeal and activity in the cause in which they had engaged, were of the highest utility to our enemies, and leads to the development of a melancholy fact, *that in almost every instance where our armies have been foiled in action, the opposition proceeded from our own countrymen.*

At Savannah, the defenders of the Spring-Hill Redoubt, where the gallant Tawse fell, were *Americans.* The Garrison of the post at Augusta, so long and obstinately maintained by Browne, were *Americans.* Ninety-Six was preserved to the British by Cruger and Green, commanding the *New-Jersey Volunteers and Delancy's Regiments,* both composed of *native Americans.* The occupation of the brick building at Eutaw, by the same Cruger and his *Provincials,* could alone have saved the British army from destruction. Allen's, Skinner's, Browne's, Hamilton's, Simcoe's, and other *American Corps,* greatly distinguished themselves by their bravery, and were comparatively generous and merciful. The stigma remains on *Tarleton's Legion alone,* that as often as they gained an advantage, and triumphed in success, the virtue of humanity was lost.

But far greater injury was done to the cause of Britain, by the latitude allowed by the established authorities to the marauding corps of M'Girth, Fanning, Huck, and others, which could not fail to increase the spirit of opposition, and deadly hate to a government that would sanction their barbarities. To detail the deeds of horror perpetrated by this merciless banditti, would revive recollections, that for the honour of human nature, had better be buried in oblivion. Suffice it to say, that notwithstanding solemn conventions, that surrender should secure protection from injury, death was made the constant attendant on victory. Thus, at the close of the year 1781, Captain Turner and twenty men, after receiving the most
solemn assurances,* that they should be treated as prisoners of war, were deliberately murdered. Colonel Hayes and Captain Williams, with fourteen of their followers, were, in like manner, after surrendering, cut to pieces in cold blood. The activity and cool intrepidity of Mr. John Hunter, at the period a mere youth, but in latter times, distinguished as an enlightened legislator, saved him from the merciless vengeance of Fanning. Ordered for immediate execution, he had reached the foot of the fatal tree on which he was to suffer, and appeared to be alone intent on the exercise of his devotions, when, observing a very spirited horse within his reach, he, by sudden exertion, freed himself from confinement, leapt into the saddle, and putting the animal to his speed, though followed by a shower of bullets, escaped uninjured.

Another cause of injury to Britain, arose from the fallacious promises held out in the *Proclamations* of their commanders. In North-Carolina, the pledge of oblivion for offences, of permanent protection to person and property, and of liberal rewards to all who should take up arms in the service of the King of Great Britain, to men already partial in their attachment to his cause, held out temptations that were irresistible; and it is well known, that at Hillsborough, seven effective companies were raised in one day. But when it appeared, that in the narrow circle of encampment, security could alone be found; when to venture beyond its limits, was to meet captivity or destruction—when the boast of power was succeeded by precipitate retreat, and the unfortunates who had been seduced, were left in the midst of their exasperated neighbours, to suffer the penalties of their disaffection and precipitancy, or compelled to renounce the delights of home, and for ever abandon their possessions, the

* Vide Ramsay, vol. 2; p 272-3.*
delusion ceased, and confidence was so completely withdrawn, that at Cross Creek, the settlement considered the most loyal, although supplies were as liberally furnished as the slender means of the inhabitants would permit, the retiring army of Lord Cornwallis was not strengthened by a single recruit.*

In South-Carolina, even after the surrender or evacuation of all the posts in the interior country, the farce was still kept up by Lord Rawdon and Colonel Balfour.† And at the eleventh hour, a Proclamation issued by General Leslie,‡ called for submission, and made a tender of pardon to the deluded inhabitants for past offences, which, ere it could be well put into circulation, was followed by a second, strongly recommending to the Loyal inhabitants, “by the offer of submission to the American Government, to obtain a mitigation of the penalties denounced against their political offences.”

Finally; with regard to the details of victories, which, founded in misrepresentation, could not fail to injure the cause of Britain, I shall content myself with

* Lord Cornwallis, after the battle of Guilford, published a Proclamation, boasting of a complete victory, and erecting the Royal Standard, promised pardon and protection to all who should join it by a particular day; but this was scarcely done, before he found it necessary, after destroying his baggage, and abandoning his wounded, and newly acquired friends, to the mercy of his enemy, to march off with precipitancy to Wilmington §

† In a Proclamation, dated Monk’s Corner, May 24th, 1781, Lord Rawdon and Lieutenant Colonel Balfour gave assurances, “that every support should be afforded to the Loyal inhabitants, and that they would shortly reinstate them in the free and peaceable possession of the property from which they had been driven.”||

‡ General Leslie further assured “his Majesty’s loyal subjects in the Province, that they might rely on speedy and effectual support being given to them by the exertion of the forces under his command; and that in every event and situation, their interests and security should be considered as inseparably connected with those of his Majesty’s troops.”

copying the words of M'Kenzie, taken from his Strictures on Tarleton's campaigns.

"It has before been shown, that Lord Cornwallis, with respect to the action of Blackstocks, had bestowed a laurel on Lietuenant Colonel Tarleton, that should have adorned the brows of Sumter.

"Official dispatches have been frequently forwarded, founded on misrepresentation, the consequence of which has been, that whole garrisons have fired vollies, and bonfires been raised to commemorate advantages which never existed."*

One extract more shall be given, and taken from a dispatch published immediately subsequent to the defeat of Colonel Buford, which states, that "the inhabitants from every quarter had repaired to the Royal Army, and to the garrison of Charleston, to declare their allegiance to the King, and to offer their services in arms to support the government, and in many instances had brought in their former oppressors and leaders."† Was this the fact? Who is there that has the slightest claim to veracity, that will assert it? The happy repartee of an Irish officer, gives an admirable illustration of the policy pursued. This candid gentleman being asked, why an order had been given by the Commandant of Charleston for a general illumination, after the doubtful victory at Guilford Court-House, replied,—"Beyond question, the better to keep the people in the dark."

Considering it a maxim, that the military character should be "free from reproach," justice requires, that where tarnished with crime, or even in the slightest degree suspected of incorrectness, that the transgres-

* M'Kenzie's Strictures on Tarleton's Campaign.
ors should be named, lest others, to whom their atrocities were altogether abhorrent, should, equally with themselves, be subjected to the stigma of reproach and infamy. That British officers, natives of those isles, heretofore so distinguished for correct feelings and generosity of conduct, educated as gentlemen, and with a proper sense of the dignity attached to the military character, should depart from the strict line of propriety, and aggravate misfortune by insult and injury, would almost surpass credibility. Yet, such was the fact. It is not a solitary instance that will be produced to support the charge. The power to injure by temporary advantage, was rendered supreme; and as long as its influences remained unshaken, it was neither age, nor sex, nor respectability of character, that could shield the unfortunate from its baneful influences. It is my wish to examine with candour,

"And give the palm, or shake the rod
"As Justice turns the scale."

While, therefore, the sword of Tarleton,* the torch of Weymess,† the rapacity of the Lieutenant Colonels Cochran‡ and Provost,§ sweeping over the land with

* Of Tarleton I shall speak particularly in another place.

† Weymess was chiefly distinguished by his insatiable desire to destroy the habitations of his opponents. It is said that when taken, his pocket book contained not only the list of the houses already destroyed, but of those also which he intended, at a future day, to commit to the flames.

‡ There was not a marauder in the army, not even McGirth, more distinguished for sagacity in discovering the secret deposits of plate, and appropriating all that came within his grasp, than Colonel Cochran: and he is much belied by the reports of his military friends, if he did not ship to Europe several barrels filled with the article, to revive at a future day the recollection of the toils endured in procuring it.

§ A blundering Refugee, one of a number who gave a dinner to Lieutenant Colonel Provost, on his arrival in London with dispatches, relative to the repulse of the French and Americans at Savannah, said to him, on being presented,—"Well, Colonel, you have had a peep at Charleston, and given a ter-
more than pestilential destruction, expose the feebleness of age, the helplessness of infancy, the timid maidens’ innocence and hapless widows’ griefs to every variety of wretchedness. It is a pleasure to state, and great would be my delight could I do it on a more extended scale, that to the names of Brigadier A. Clarke,* of the Colonels Webster of the 33d, Campbell of the 71st, Small and M’Arthur, of the Majors Majoribanks, Money and M’Lereth, the Officers of the Staff, M’Mahon and Black, no act of inhumanity, or of oppression, was ever attached.

To the officers of the 63d and 64th, and 71st Regiment, with the exception of Weymess and Baird, the generous protection of property, and delicate attention to the sufferings of the afflicted, has been uniformly attributed; and to this hour, the names of Roberts, Lloyd, D. Campbell, Grahame, and Torrianno, are never mentioned, but with affection and gratitude.

rible fright to the Rebels. "Tis true, that on your expedition you gained but few laurels, but you made a devilish good trading voyage, plundering, as we are credibly informed, all the Islands on your retreat." "Sir," said the Colonel, with the benignant smile of innocence, "you are misinformed. His Majesty’s troops never plunder." The company blushed for the incivility of their associate; but who that had an opportunity of witnessing the extent of Colonel Provost’s depredations, will deny the justice of the accusation. One of the party, a gentleman of high respectability, who after the war returned to Carolina, told me that four of his best negroes were selected from his plantation, and carried off by Provost.

* This excellent officer, and perfect gentleman, was sent by General Carl­ton, to Philadelphia, at the conclusion of hostilities, to receive the British prisoners, who were to be released from captivity. On seeing the comforts that had been afforded them, the attention paid to their accommodation and food, contrasting it probably with the miseries that our unfortunates in British Prison­ships had been destined to endure, he appeared altogether overcome by his feelings, and unable by words to express his thanks, did it in a far more flattering style, in an abundant effusion of tears. He had previously gained the good will of the Americans, by the gentleness of his government while commanding the British forces in Georgia, and by the protection afforded to property when they finally retired on the evacuation of Savannah.
The Lieutenant Colonels St. George and Fox, Captain Steward of the Guards, Wynyard of the 33d, M'Kenzie, Charles Morris the Purveyor, old Westminster, suffered not a difference of political opinion to destroy the recollection of early attachments, but to their suffering school-fellows, extended every gratifying attention and liberal assistance that could mitigate the severity of their sufferings.

Though reluctant to enter upon a detail of enormities, revolting to humanity, it is necessary, particularly to state some of the occurrences which daily took place, to sanction the accusation of ruthless severity that might otherwise be deemed unmerited.

It was not age, in those days of sorrow and oppression, that could protect from insult. The venerable Mrs. Brandford witnessed the indecorous conduct of an officer, high in the confidence of the Commandant of Charleston, putting a stick into the hands of a slave, with a positive command to chastise her son-in-law, a respectable Planter, advanced in years, because he had advised his return to the service of his lawful master.

It was not sex—far from it, the delicacy and respect due to the female character, was disregarded and forgotten. Ladies of the first respectability, accused of imaginary crimes, were thrust into the dungeons of the Provost, and compelled, promiscuously, to mingle with a motley rabble, distinguished alone by their profanity, and the atrocity of their offences. The most tender and estimable feelings of nature, were treated with callous indifference.

To one afflicted parent, permission was refused to witness the interment of an only son. To another,||

* Benson.  † Mr. E. Horry.  ‡ Misses Scarcens.
§ General Charles C. Pinckney.  || Mrs. K. Izard, Broad-street.
admission denied at her own door, while holding an expiring infant at the threshold.

The Steward of the American Hospital, an excellent and honourable man, was dismissed from his post because he had endeavoured to prevent the enlistment of the Continental Soldiers into the Regiment of Lord Charles Montague. The officiating Physician, D'Oliphant, and Surgeons of the department, were prevented from administering relief to the patients under their care, for having openly reprobated the injustice of the measure.

The Captains G. A. Hall and Heyward, having surrendered their swords as prisoners under the capitulation of Charleston, were assailed by a party of officers on the public street, had their cockades torn from their hats, and indignantly trampled under foot. The prisoners selected as fit objects of retaliation, while conducted to the ships prepared for their confinement, were insulted by the ribaldry of an infuriate mob, and pelted with every species of filth that could annoy or offend.

Naught but the insatiable desire to persecute, could have occasioned the innocent correspondence of friends, as in the case of Colonel Grimké and Mr. Kean, to be construed into a violation of parole, so as to subject them to an increase of severities already inflicted.

Naught but the determination to give to malignity a sharper sting, caused the Commandant of St. Augustine, to sentence Captain Jacob Read to rigorous and solitary confinement, for no other offence alleged against him, than having transmitted to a friend in Charleston, an extract from a Jamaica paper, giving intelligence of an advantage gained by a Spanish squadron over a fleet of British transports in the West Indies. The ostensible cause, in neither instance, could have been the true one. A shadow of excuse
appeared to goad with vexations, the stubborn virtue that could not be subdued; and every shadow was caught at that afforded pretext for aggression.

The liberty of working for the support of their starving families, was denied to all who refused to solicit protection. Suits to distress them were encouraged; but against their pleas, the doors of Justice, as well as of Mercy, were closed.

Capitulants could not pass the boundaries of the Garrison on the land side, and were strictly prohibited from undertaking any water excursion on the other. If they ventured abroad, they were saluted at every turn by the keenest taunts of irony and reproach. If they remained at home, the numbers and temper of the military quartered upon them, left them without a ray of comfort to cheer them under the pressure of calamity. It may truly be said, that the cup of misery was filled to an overflow. I must be still more particular.

Where the exercise of peculiar severity was contemplated, and the prevailing authorities wished to bend the haughty spirit of patriotism to submission, or humble the constancy that bid defiance to oppression, the ready instrument of tyranny was at hand. Who could hear of the wanton insults of Major Hanger, without the slightest regard either to decency or cleanliness, introducing into the best apartments of the most respectable families, his cats, his dogs, and his monkeys, while revelling himself in every species of sensuality, under the eyes of the unprotected females on whom he was billeted, and not lament that Heaven had not spared some chosen bolt to punish his atrocity. I cannot be more particular, for

"'Twould fill each generous breast with wild amazement,
"'To hear the story told."

A person, requiring of this unfeeling man the particulars of Gates' defeat, he replied, "Flushed with
victory, and eager in pursuit, my arm was too well employed to allow much time for observation; but, overtaking the wagon of De Kalb, on which was seated a Monkey, fantastically dressed, I ceased to destroy, and addressing the affrighted animal, exclaimed, 'You, Monsieur, I perceive, are a Frenchman and a gentleman.' *Je vous donne la parole.*"

"Where were thy terrors, conscience? where thy justice?
"That this bad man dare boldly own his crimes,
"Insult thy sacred power, and glory in it."

Francis.

It cannot be easily conceived, from what unpromising soil Hope will spring up in the bosoms of the unhappy. From such delusion originated the fatal propensity to temporize with the enemy, and to seek protection. Its victims paid the penalty of their rashness, and were speedily convinced, that they had gained but little by the change. Indulgence, however, was occasionally granted to their wishes, while towards the inflexible in principle, a rigid austerity and an undeviating system of oppression was maintained, that has not its parallel in history. In the rejection of requests the most reasonable, a littleness and unmanly spirit of revenge was exhibited, that cannot be reprobated with sufficient severity.

Pre-eminent in malignity stood the Engineer Moncrief. The instances of oppression issuing from his implacable resentment would fill a volume. I shall confine myself to one Anecdote, to show how little he knew, justly to appreciate the dignified inflexibility of a patriotic heart.

A lady of the highest respectability,* solicited, as a favour, that he would not suffer certain Oak Trees of remarkable beauty, on a farm which he occupied, to be destroyed, as they were highly valued by her son,

*Mrs. Pinckney, mother of General C. C. Pinckney.*
having been planted by his father's hand. "And where is your son, Madam?" said Colonel Moncrief. "At Haddrell's, Sir—a prisoner." "And he wishes me, Madam, to have these trees preserved?" "Yes, Sir, if possible." "Then, tell him, Madam, that they will make excellent fire-wood, and he may depend upon it they shall be burnt." Colonel Moncrief was no jester—the promptitude of his actions left no room for suspense. An opportunity was offered to injure and to insult, and he did not fail to embrace it. The trees were burnt.

A lady of the highest respectability, writing to Colonel Tarleton, requesting the liberty of using one or two apartments in her house, immediately occupied by him; as they would essentially contribute to her comfort, he concisely replied, "Madam, after mature deliberation, my eyes are so opened, and senses convinced, that the enemies of my country should not enjoy every convenience, that I hold it an act of propriety to retain the house in Broad-street, given me by the Commander in Chief for my sole accommodation. B. Tarleton."

When Provost invaded Carolina, a considerable British force occupied the house and plantation of Mr. Robert Gibbes, on the Stono River. At the period of their arrival there, Mr. John Gibbes, a respectable gentleman, worn down by age and infirmity, was on a visit to his brother. His usual residence was on a farm called the Grove, where the Race Ground is now established, comprehending several of the neighbouring gentlemen's seats, and at the period improved not only with taste in the disposition of the grounds, but by the introduction of numberless exotics of the highest beauty. He had in addition, a green-house and pinery, in the best condition. A Major Sheridan, arriving from the army on the Neck, at Mr. Gibbes, was asked by an officer, in the presence of the brothers,—"What
news? shall we gain possession of the city?” “I fear not,” replied Sheridan, “but we have made glorious havoc of the property in the vicinity. I yesterday witnessed the destruction of an elegant establishment belonging to an arch Rebel, who luckily for himself was absent. You would have been delighted to see how quickly the pine apples were shared among our men, and how rapidly his trees and ornamental shrubs were levelled with the dust.” Mr. John Gibbes, who was a man of strong passions, could hear no more, and regardless of consequences, with indignation, exclaimed, “I hope that the Almighty will cause the arm of the scoundrel who struck the first blow to wither to his shoulder.” “How is this, Sir,” said Sheridan. “Dare you, Sir, use such language to me.” “Yes,” said Mr. Gibbes, “and would repeat it at the Altar.” “The provocation,” said the commanding officer present, “sufficiently justifies the anger of Mr. Gibbes; for your own credit, Sheridan, let the matter drop.” The catastrophe was dreadful. To banish thought, Mr. Gibbes, unhappily driven to the indulgence of an intemperance before unknown, retired to his bed—and rose no more.

A certain day being appointed, after which none but protection-men were allowed to exercise either trade or profession. A poor mechanic, the cries of whose family for bread were irresistible, humbly solicited that a protection might be allowed him, though the hour of demanding it had gone by. “God knows,” he added, “that my intention was to have asked it, had it not escaped my memory.” “Retire, Sir,” said Harry Barry, “you had ample time given you for repentance, and you refused to embrace it. You call God to witness your intention. Jesus Christ thought it no disgrace to receive a certificate from the hands of John the Baptist, of his faith in the utility of baptism to salvation. You should not have felt ashamed to
receive from the hands of Nesbit Balfour, a certificate that would do away the remembrance of your political sins, and renovate your faith in the talents and virtues of your neglected master George 3d." Thus, allusions to ceremonies the most sacred, were treated with levity, and a trifling neglect, probably arising from forgetfulness, magnified into an unpardonable crime. But respect to the name of the Saviour could scarcely be expected where it was denied to worship him. The sanctity of the Temple could not protect its Altars. The Church in Prince William's was wantonly burnt, and for no other reason, as the incendiaries asserted, than that it added greatly to the beauty of the scenery about Sheldon, the seat of General Bull. The Churches also, in St. Bartholomew's and St. Paul's were reduced to ashes. The Bible and books of prayer, presented by Mrs. Jacob Motte, taken from the Church of St. James', Santee, were purchased in London, after the peace, by a member of the Church, and restored as a sacred gift, according to the intention of the original donor.

But as a further proof that no species of tyranny was left unessay'd, that could force the unfortunate to profess sentiments abhorrent to their hearts, a more forcible and appropriate instance cannot be given, than in the case of Mr. Seabourn Jones, of Georgia. This gentleman had relinquished his country, friends, and home to oppose the enemy, from whom he neither expected, nor would willingly have received favour. But being a prisoner, and denied the privilege of procuring bread, he was compelled to solicit it. The reply was laconic: "Take protection, and gain your bread. Adhere to the standard of Rebellion, and starve." His heart forbade the one; the other would necessarily have followed, had not the happy negotiation of Major Hyrne succeeded, and restored him to liberty and his country.
DISTINGUISHED BRITISH OFFICERS.

LORD CORNWALLIS.

The Bard, who best knew the human heart, has said,

"Sweet are the uses of adversity."

In the instance of Lord Cornwallis, I am ready to subscribe to his opinion; for, from the moment that the sun of his glory set at York-Town, and from the exalted station of a conqueror, whose prowess was long esteemed irresistible, he became himself a captive, he appeared as much distinguished by gentleness and amiability, by justice and generosity, as he had been previously characterized, by an unbending haughtiness of demeanor, and a severity that neither the powerful solicitations of the oppressed, rendered eloquent by their sufferings, nor the imperious calls of mercy and humanity could ever subject to control. Had the same dispositions swayed his actions in America, that influenced his conduct while in command in Ireland and in India, I might have represented him, although a decided, still a generous enemy—active and indefatigable in his exertions to obtain victory—considerate and humane in the use he made of it; but, grateful as the duty would have been to me, it is denied me to perform it. I cannot compliment at the expense of truth, and must speak of the acts of aggression which were heaped by him upon my bleeding country, as those acts deserve.
I have never read of any distinguished military character, either in ancient or modern times, let the predominancy of vicious propensities be ever so conspicuous, that had not some trait of merit, some emanation of noble and generous feeling to recommend it. Take from Lord Cornwallis, as commander of the British army in the Southern States, the lustre of dauntless intrepidity, patient in supporting difficulties, indefatigable in surmounting them, and, where, in contemplating his character, shall a claim to any perfection be found, that could entitle him to praise or admiration.

When the power to show mercy is unlimited, its exercise cannot be withheld without guilt. The sentiment was in no manner congenial to the heart of Lord Cornwallis. Forced, for the preservation of their families, to solicit British protection, he, by an increase of severity and unlooked for exactions, compels his converts to fly to the hostile camps for security; and then, in a letter dated August 18th, 1780, thus addresses Colonel Cruger, the commandant at Ninety-Six:*

*I have given orders, that all the inhabitants of this Province who had submitted, and who have taken part in its revolt, shall be punished with the greatest rigour—that they should be imprisoned, and their whole property taken from them or destroyed. I have ordered in the most positive manner, that every militiaman, who had borne arms with us, and afterwards joined the enemy, should be immediately hanged; and have now, Sir, only to desire, that you will take the most vigorous measures to extinguish the rebellion, and that you will obey, in the strictest manner, the directions given in this letter."

Had he exhibited a spark of humanity, had he soothed the afflictions of the wretched, softened the pains of captivity, or with generous compassion as-

suaged the agonies of the wounded spirit; some grateful heart that had been cheered by his smile, and rescued from despondency—some parent, thankful for a child preserved, or wife, whose tears had saved the partner of her affections from unmerited persecution, would have proclaimed the deed, and blessed his memory. But, in vain do we seek such testimony of his worth. One universal sentiment towards him is cherished in every bosom, "He but enjoyed power to abuse it."

That I may not be supposed to speak at random, or give indulgence to prejudices that are without a foundation to support them, I will give his character as thrice presented to the public view.

The flagrant violation of the capitulation of Charleston, in innumerable instances, being considered a sufficient reason to deprive Lord Cornwallis of the benefits of that which was granted to him at the surrender of York-Town, it was moved in Congress by the Honourable Arthur Middleton, a Delegate from the State of South-Carolina,* that—"In order to prevent future controversy on the subject of an exchange, Congress, who represent the feelings, as well as the sense of the nation, do declare, that Lieutenant General Charles Earl Cornwallis ought not to be exchanged by composition, not from any apprehensions of his influence, or superior abilities, but because they look upon him, not in the light of a British General, but a barbarian. In proof of their justice in classing him in so degrading a predicament, they appeal to the impartial history of his conduct, during his command in the Southern and Middle States, where his progress may be traced by blood wantonly spilt, by executions unwarranted even by military regulations, and by the indiscriminate plunder of property, and destruction of

the habitations of the widow and orphan; circumstances disgraceful to the arms of any enlightened people—because he has governed himself solely upon principles of eastern tyranny—has broken the faith of treaty, solemnly pledged in the capitulation of Charleston, by ordering the seizure of the property and persons of the capitulants, by the confinement of some on board of prison ships, and transportation of others to St. Augustine, and the banishment of their wives and children—because he has authorized and countenanced the enlistment of upwards of five hundred American Soldiers into the British service, or rather suffered them to be compelled, by cruelties and hard usage, to take arms against their country; and in numberless other instances, has infringed every rule of war established among civilized nations."

On the anniversary of his capture, the 19th of October, 1814, in an address to the youth of the Cincinnati Society, he is thus noticed:

"GENTLEMEN OF THE CINCINNATI.

"The anniversary of the eventful day which we celebrate, fills the heart of every American with pride and gratitude. We recollect, with exultation, the valour which broke the sceptre of oppression, and bow with thankfulness before the beneficent Providence, whose protection secured to us the blessings of Peace, Liberty, and Independence. On this day the cloud of misfortune obscured the brilliant achievements of our most active and implacable enemy. The visionary confidence that his genius was unequalled, vanished. The rapid current of his successes rose no longer superior to opposition—his triumphs ceased—CORNWALLIS fell. He was, indeed, a hero in arms, but dead to the gentler feelings of humanity; a stranger to that moderation and forbearance which gives to victory its highest attraction. The establishment of the nefarious instruments of oppression, the Boards of Police and Sequestration, too fatally prove the justice of my assertion; while the sanctioned and applauded barbarities of the sanguinary TARLETON, indisputably evince,
that "Mercy, the first attribute of Heaven," had no place in his heart."* This is no exaggerated picture. I would not unnecessarily excite indignation. My only wish is, to present your enemy, such as he was at the period, when the subjugation of America was the cherished aim of Britain, that you may anticipate what you may now expect, when he approaches our coasts, not to conciliate, but destroy."

In the life of General Marion, compiled from the notes of a distinguished Partisan, Colonel Peter Horry, we find this passage—"It has been said, that Lord Cornwallis, struck with the bravery of De Kalb, generously superintended while his wounds were dressed by his own Surgeon, and that, after his death, he ordered him to be buried with the honours of war.—British officers have often been known to do such noble deeds; but, that Lord Cornwallis was capable of acting so honourably, is very doubtful."†

If we seek the opinions of the British writers, relative to his conduct, Tarleton accuses him of injustice, M'Kenzie of partiality and misrepresentation, Stedman of impolicy and unnecessary severity. If they who partook of his triumphs, and rejoiced at his successes, thus openly censure, how can we withhold the expression of our resentments, subjected by him to every misery and degradation that relentless tyranny could impose.

* No censure, no expression of dissatisfaction was ever used to check the wanton barbarities of Tarleton. On the contrary, in a letter dated November 11th, 1780, Lord Cornwallis says to him, "I wish you could get three Legions, and divide yourself into three parts. We can do nothing without you."

† Vide Weems' Life of Marion.
LIEUT. COL. ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL,
71st REGIMENT.

Quitting a character so justly reprobated as that of Cornwallis, it is truly grateful to present, by way of contrast, that of Lieutenant Colonel Campbell, of the 71st British Regiment. A conqueror at Savannah, his immediate care was to soften the asperities of war, and to reconcile to his equitable government, those who had submitted, in the first instance, to the superiority of his arms. Though but lately released from close and rigorous confinement, which he had suffered in consequence of indignities offered to General Charles Lee, a prisoner at New-York, he harboured no resentments, and appeared to consider his sufferings rather the effect of necessity, than wilful persecution. Oppression was foreign to his nature, and incompatible with his practice. He made a proper allowance for an attachment to cherished principles, nor withheld his applause from those who bravely supported them. He used no threats to gain proselytes, no artifice to ensnare them. Such of the inhabitants as voluntarily made a tender of service, were favourably received; but he was ever disinclined to invite them to take up arms in the British cause, lest in the fluctuating councils of his government, he should lead them to destruction. He had too frequently seen them lavish of professions of permanent support, leaving their deluded adherents to the mercy of the government, which, in evil hour, they had abandoned. The friends of our Independence had every thing to dread from his wisdom and humanity, but their alarm was of short duration. Lieutenant Colonel Campbell had too nice a sense of honour to be made the instrument of injustice and oppression, and he was speedily called on to relin-
quivo his command, to a superior, less scrupulous, and better disposed to second the harsh measures of the Commander in Chief.

---

LORD RAWDON.

I have already, in detailing particulars relative to the murder of Colonel Hayne, said so much of Lord Rawdon, that it may appear superfluous to bring forward further proof of that unrelenting severity, that appears never to have been satisfied but by the sacrifice of its object. Executions under his mandate had become so frequent in Camden, that they were regarded with *mute* astonishment. If words found utterance, the inquiry was, not "who," but "how many, are to be hanged to-day." Of his humanity towards his own troops, and particularly *his own countrymen*, an accurate judgment may be formed from the extracts of his letter to Colonel Rugely, which I have selected, and which will immediately follow. But before they are brought into view, I would observe, that at the moment this letter was written, *poor Ireland,* the most op-

"The Irish nation were, in sentiment, altogether favourable to the cause of America. In the year 1775, when I was removed from Westminster School to College, I remember, that in a debating Society at Edinburgh, it was proposed as a subject for discussion, "Whether it was just, wise, or practicable, for America to resist the decrees of Great Britain;" a Speaker, who appeared extremely tenacious of the authority and power of the parent state, vehemently maintaining, that it was not only impolitic, but impossible for America, yet in her infancy, to support the contest with the slightest prospect of success. Dr. *Drennan*, a youthful Irish student, exclaimed, "I readily admit a part of the gentleman's proposition, but deny the accuracy of the conclusion drawn from it. His assertion relative to the infancy of America is undeniable; but it may well be compared to the infancy of Hercules—since secure in her cradle, she sees the approach of hostility without terror, and will not fail to crush the vipers sent for her destruction, by an unnatural step mother."
pressed nation in the civilized world, began not only more keenly to feel the injustice of Britain, but more openly to express her abhorrence of the tyranny imposed upon her. America offered an asylum against the evils she endured. Nor was it disregarded by her gallant sons. Many adventurous youths, till the moment should arrive when a struggle for freedom could be made at home, inspired by the most exalted feelings of the heart, sought our shores to enrol themselves under the standard of Liberty; and in supporting our cause, none were more distinguished. In the North, the gallant Montgomery, the Generals Irvine, Armstrong, Moylan, and Walter Steward, obtained the highest reputation for zeal and intrepidity. In the South, the valour of Armstrong, O'Neale, Manning, and Irvine of the Legion, merited, and were rewarded by universal admiration and applause. In the ranks of our armies there were many of the sons of Erin, who felt the injuries heaped upon us, as injuries to themselves, and fought for America as they would have fought for Ireland. It was to check this noble spirit, to extinguish the dawn of resistance in their expanding views of the rights of man, that Lord Rawdon issued his sanguinary orders. They might have produced some effect; but they plainly showed, that in his troops, generally, he had no confidence; and that with his own Regiment, the Volunteers of Ireland, the language of the lips had no correspondence with the emotions of the bosom; and that on rejoicing days, while peals were fired, and the air resounded with loud huzzas for the king, their hearts were with the cause and the armies of America.
"If attachment to their Sovereign will not move the country people to check a crime so disastrous to the service (desertion) it must be my care to urge them to their duty, as good subjects, by using invariable severity against every one who shall show so criminal a neglect of the public interest. If any person shall meet a soldier, straggling without a written pass, beyond the picquets, and shall not do his utmost to secure him, or shall not spread an alarm for that purpose, or if any person shall give shelter to soldiers straggling as above mentioned, or shall serve them as a guide, or shall furnish them with passes, or any other assistance, the persons so offending may assure themselves of rigorous punishment, or by whipping, imprisonment, or by being sent to serve in the West Indies, according as I shall think the degree of criminality may require; for I have ordered that every soldier who passes the picquet, shall submit himself to be examined by any militiaman who has a suspicion of him. If a soldier, therefore, attempts to escape when ordered by a militiaman to stop, he is immediately to be fired on as a deserter."

And then, as a mark of peculiar distinction, he adds, "I will give ten guineas for the head of any deserter belonging to the Volunteers of Ireland, and five guineas only, if he be brought alive."

GENERAL WEBSTER.

Among the British officers serving in the South, there was certainly no one who possessed so just a claim to celebrity as General Webster. To consummate skill and intrepidity, and a devotion to the cause of the Monarch whom he served and loved, (a trait of character which gained him the highest applause of his

* Vide Ramsay’s Revolution of South-Carolina, vol. 2. p. 133:
own army) he united a generous forbearance and humanity towards such of his enemies as fell within the influence of his power, as secured their gratitude and most exalted admiration. Tarleton, in his history of the Southern Campaigns, thus briefly, though comprehensively, notices his merits. "He united all the virtues of civil life, to the gallantry and professional knowledge of a soldier." And Lee, under the impression of sentiments that do him honour, speaking of his untimely fate, says,—"So long as the tenderest feelings of sorrow, expressed in language that can only flow from the heart, shall be admired, Lord Cornwallis, in his letter to the afflicted and affectionate parent of the departed hero, has left an imperishable monument to his fame."

An extract of this letter cannot be unacceptable to the heart that feels.

"It gives me great concern to undertake a task which is not only a bitter renewal of my own grief, but must be a violent shock to an affectionate parent. You have for your support the assistance of religion, good sense, and the experience of the uncertainty of human happiness. You have for your satisfaction, that your son fell nobly in the cause of his country, honoured and lamented by all his fellow soldiers; that he led a life of honour and virtue, which must secure to him everlasting happiness.

"When the keen sensibilities of the passions begin to subside, these considerations will give you real comfort. That the Almighty may give you fortitude to bear this severest of strokes, is the earnest wish of your companion in affliction.

"Cornwallis."

He further enumerates his services throughout the war, proving him at all times, and in every situation, where an opportunity was offered to display his talents or his virtues, a distinguished commander and exemplary man.

I have but little to add; but what I have to say is so much to his credit, that it would be unpardonable to
withhold it. Encamped, during the siege of Charles-
ton, at Brabant’s, the seat of the late Bishop Smith, where many of the Whig Ladies, whose friends were serving within the garrison, had retired for security, his attentions to them were uniformly polite and generous; he was liberal in the offer of service, and afforded them security and protection from the insults and op-
pression to which unlimited license was allowed in almost every other quarter. And it is highly to his honour, that while in mere wantonness the Temples of God were elsewhere either levelled to the dust, or given up to devouring flames, that he caused a Church in the neighbourhood, the destruction of which had already commenced, to be rebuilt, and guarded by the very men whose aim was to render it a mass of ruins.

**COLONEL SMALL.**

It would be superfluous to detail particular instan-
ces of the exemplary good conduct of this gallant soldier, whose constant aim was to soothe the sorrows of the afflicted, and to give exercise to the beneficence of a generous heart.

There was no measure adopted by the British author-
ities, that appeared more irksome and oppressive, than that of billeting their officers upon the unfortunates, to whom, under the capitulation of Charleston, was guaranteed the uninterrupted possession of their pro-
erty. Yet, such was the known character of Colonel Small, that a billet presented by him was regarded as a distinguished mark of favour; security from insult, and from every species of imposition, being insepa-
rable from his presence. What must have been the delightful sensations of his heart, who, idolized by his
own troops, saw himself, at the same time, courted as a friend, and reverenced as a protector, by the helpless families of the enemy, with whom he contended? The sympathies of his benevolence shielded them from harm, and was repaid with tenfold gratitude. He assuaged their sufferings and relieved their wants; and every prayer which they offered to Heaven, was mingled with ardent solicitations for blessings on his head.

Towards the conclusion of the war, Colonel Small expressing a wish to meet with General St. Clair of the American army, the friend and companion of his early years, a flag of truce was immediately sent by General Greene, with an invitation to come within our lines, and remain at his option therein, free from every restriction. It was accepted, and such attentions were paid to him, not only by the Commander in Chief, but by all the superior officers of the army, as must have been highly grateful to him, since it not only evinced their gratitude, but exalted opinion also of the liberal and generous conduct that excited it.

Paying a visit to our Ambassador, Major Thomas Pinckney, shortly after his establishment in London, it was my good fortune to meet with Colonel Small, who, in the course of conversation, said, "I have been sitting this morning to Colonel Trumbull for my portrait, he having done me the honour to place me in a very conspicuous situation in his admirable representation of the battle of Bunker's Hill. But his politeness far exceeds my claim to merit. He has exhibited me as turning aside the bayonet aimed by a grenadier at the breast of General Warren. I would certainly have saved his life, had it been in my power to do so, but when I reached the spot on which his body lay, the spark of life was already extinguished. It would have been a tribute due to his virtues and to his gallantry, and to me a sacred duty, since I am well apprized, that when at a particular period of the
action, I was left alone, and exposed to the fire of the whole American line, my old friend, Putnam, saved my life by calling aloud, 'kill as many as you can, but spare Small;' and that he actually turned aside muskets that were aimed for my destruction.'"

When the attack was made some years since on the military reputation of General Putnam, I communicated these circumstances to my friend, Major Jackson, of Philadelphia, who published them as a proof of its illiberality, since it is not possible to suppose that the soldier, who with such anxious solicitude endeavoured to screen from harm the life of a generous enemy, could, from apprehension of his own personal safety, in the manner insinuated, have swerved from his duty, and must have fixed a stigma on the reputation of the Commander in Chief, for the want of that discernment universally attributed to him, that he continued to the last hour of the war to bestow his entire confidence on one, who in the very dawn of hostility had proved himself unworthy of it.

---

**COLONEL TARLETON.**

With every disposition to moderation and forbearance, it is difficult to speak with temper of a man, whose invariable aim was to destroy, and whose resentments were only to be appeased by an unceasing effusion of blood. Acting in strict conformity with his declared opinion,*—"That severity alone could effect the establishment of regal authority in America," the bounds of humanity were overleapt. The destruction of property scarcely merited notice, where the goadings of personal insult were so ardently che-

rished, and death made the primary object of enterprise. It is no exaggeration to say, that wheresoever the influences of Tarleton extended, with scarcely an exception, his progress might be traced by merciless severity. Contemplate the destruction, the desolation of the plantation of Colonel Hill, in the New Acquisition, his flourishing iron works, mills, dwelling house, buildings of every description, exhibiting a frightful scene of universal ruin. His wife and children subjected to the inclemency of an insalubrious climate, without shelter, food, or raiment. See the wanton exercise of his authority, hanging, on the most trivial pretexts, men of the first respectability, exemplified in the execution of Mr. Johnston, an upright and intelligent Magistrate.† Witness the slaughter of the unresisting force of Colonel Buford;‡ crying out for quarter; and finally view him, after partaking of the hospitality of the widow of General Richardson, not only plundering her property, and burning her house, but degrading manhood, by spurning with his foot this helpless female, even on the verge of the grave of her husband, who, in palliation of his enormities, he pretended to believe still in arms.

Great, but certainly unmerited credit has been given to Tarleton, for the achievement of deeds of hardy enterprise. Where celerity of movement was necessary to secure victory, he is clearly entitled to unqualified praise. In reaping all the fruits resulting from an attack by surprise, he was judicious in his arrangements, and prompt in their execution. But, where can it be said that he ever encountered opposition that

† Ramsay, vol. 2, p. 159.  

† An officer of our army, whose accuracy it is impossible for me to doubt, assured me that he visited the Hospital at the Wassaws, in which the wounded were left, that many of them were in a state of perfect nakedness, having been stripped of every article of clothing, and that the wounds inflicted, amounted on an average to sixteen to each individual.
he did not experience discomfiture. At Monk's Corner and Laneau's Ferry, he was actually in possession of his adversary's camp, before they were apprized of his approach; and meeting but feeble resistance, was completely triumphant. At the defeat of Buford, the panic that deprived both the commander and his forces of every power of exertion, precluded the possibility of resistance, and they were literally butchered almost to a man. Again, at Fishing Creek, unexpectedly appearing, and by an impetuous attack bearing down the opposition made by a few individuals, commanded by Captain Taylor of Columbia,* he gained new laurels as a soldier of enterprise, but additional disgrace as a man, recording his triumph in blood. Here ended the successes of Tarleton. The energies which distinguished his early career, were never again exhibited.

* I wished to have spoken more particularly in this work of the services of this gallant soldier and determined Whig—they richly merited praise, and I would gladly have bestowed it, but my efforts to be made acquainted with the eventful scenes of his life have proved abortive, and it is denied me to record them. Lord Cornwallis very quickly perceived both the abilities and extensive influence of Captain Taylor, and so far departed from the usual austerity of character, as to seek his society, and condescend to argue with him on the impolicy and inutility of resistance, offering him a carte blanche for military promotion and pecuniary emolument, would he but consent to join the British Standard, and aid the establishment of the Royal authority. The proposition was at once rejected; and Sumter appearing in arms in support of the cause of Liberty, Captain Taylor, with enthusiastic ardour, joined him. The resistance made at Fishing Creek, proceeded almost altogether from Captain Taylor's company, but was of little avail, and both himself and brother were made prisoners. While conducting under a guard of Cavalry to the British Head-Quarters, perceiving that the dragoons were much intoxicated, and those near them particularly so, Captain Taylor proposed to his relative, that when they should arrive at a part of the road thickly wooded, where the pursuit of cavalry would be unavailing, that on a signal agreed on, they should dash into the thickets on opposite sides, and make an effort for liberty. The scheme was agreed to, and carried into effect with the happiest success. Both escaped uninjured. At Blackstock-Hill, Captain Taylor acquired increase of military reputation, but lost his gallant brother, who fell in the action. His zeal never knew abatement during the continuance of the war; and to the present day, as a distinguished Patriot, he possesses the most gratifying of all rewards, the esteem and confidence of his country.
Foiled by Marion at every point, and incessantly harassed by him, while the combat which he eagerly sought for was declined, he indignantly exclaimed, "Since the Fox (meaning Marion) avoids me, I will seek the Old Cock (Sumter.) He, I know, will fight, and shall pay the penalty for all the vexations I have suffered from his wily rival." The result of his bravadoes is well known. Sumter beat him at Blackstock Hill, Davie at Charlotte, Lee in every encounter where there was a contention for superiority; and Washington, at the Cowpens, put to rest the exaggerated opinions of his prowess and invincibility, never to be revived again.

Is it not wonderful that this man, so frequently indulging his passions without restraint, and blotting out the fair characters of victory by unexampled severities, could occasionally exhibit all the mildness and urbanity that might be expected from a perfect and well-bred gentleman, a tenderness of feeling, and liberality of soul, that do him the highest honour.

There were a circle of ladies assembled, during the siege of Charleston, at Brabant's, the seat of Bishop Smith, near which Colonel Tarleton had fixed his quarters. The delicacy of his attentions to them could not be surpassed; and they with unanimity declare, that they never witnessed any act proceeding from his orders, that did not entitle him to their respect and gratitude.

When our gallant countryman, Major Pinckney, received the wound at Gates' defeat, which placed him in the hands of the enemy, the generous feelings of an old school-fellow, Captain Charles Barrington M'Kenzie of the 71st British Regiment, under the blessing of Heaven, preserved his valuable life. Applying to Tarleton for his interposition in behalf of his suffering friend, he immediately received an order to call from the field his Surgeon, whose early attention
in all probability, prevented the catastrophe which befall General Porterfield and other officers, whose wounds not being dressed for thirty-six hours, from exhaustion and loss of blood, expired. The character of the wounded prisoner had excited a deep interest in his bosom. The ferocity of his temper was laid aside. He ordered, that every attention should be paid him, that could mitigate the severity of his wound—supplied him amply with port wine, considered essential to prevent the spasms that threatened his life—tendered the restoration of the horses recently impressed from his family at Fort Motte—and urged with the generous spirit of a soldier, the free and unlimited use of his purse. I could pardon him a thousand errors for this emanation of generous sympathy. Such attentions were received with the gratitude they were well calculated to excite. The sincerest acknowledgements were expressed for all—though neither the horses nor purse were accepted. This gave an opportunity to M'Kenzie, to display a trait of chivalric gallantry that cannot be too much admired. “Give me his charger, then;” he feelingly exclaimed, “it shall never be said, that the horse that carried Tom Pinckney, was ever employed against the friends and the cause that were dear to him.”

BENEDICT ARNOLD.

That treachery creates its own punishment, and to the detestation of the world adds, the inward agony “that passeth show,” is strikingly exemplified in the history of the apostate Arnold. What were the results of his desertion? The fair fame acquired by his early exertions, as a Patriot soldier, was blasted. Children that had learnt to lisp his deeds of gallantry, now
shuddered with abhorrence at his name. Execrated by his former friends, despised by his new associates, proscribed by his country, reluctantly obeyed, and by the meanest sentinel held in supreme contempt, his life was a constant scene of apprehension, misery, and remorse. A cloud hung over his fortunes that shaded his countenance with the gloom of despair, and betrayed the increasing agonies of his guilty heart. That such was the state of his mind is clear, from his anxiety to learn from others, what they supposed his fate would be should he fall into the hands of his countrymen. While commanding the predatory expedition on the shores of Virginia, a service peculiarly suited to his character, it is stated, that on one occasion, when some danger appeared of his being taken, he asked an officer near him,—"What treatment think you, Sir, am I to look for should the rebels make me their prisoner." "I have no doubt," replied the officer, "though my frankness may offend, but that they will cut off the leg that was wounded in storming the British Lines at Saratoga, and bury it with the honours of war, but having no respect for the rest of your body, they will gibbet it." The contempt that followed him through life, is further illustrated by the speech of the present Lord Lauderdale, who, perceiving Arnold on the right hand of the King, and near his person, as he addressed his Parliament, declared, on his return to the Commons, "that however gracious the language he had heard from the throne, his indignation could not but be highly excited, beholding, as he had done, his Majesty supported by a traitor." And on another occasion, Lord Surry, since Duke of Norfolk, rising to speak in the House of Commons, and perceiving Arnold in the gallery, sat down with precipitation, exclaiming, "I will not speak while that man (pointing to him) is in the House." I myself witnessed a remarkably strong
proof of it. Sitting in a Coffee-house at Cowes, in 1792, with a British officer of high distinction, he purposely turned the conversation on the blessings of the Americans, declaring with earnestness, that he believed them happier, and more to be envied than any people in the world. A stranger who sat near, and who appeared intent on these encomiums, rose hastily and left the room, when my companion said, "I perceive that you are unacquainted with the traitor, once the pride of your army; the man who has just retired is Benedict Arnold. The language which I used must have appeared extravagant. I spoke of America with enthusiasm, to make him feel his degradation, as no one, in my opinion, so highly merits execration." Well then may we say to fame,

"Here and there leave a blank in the page,
"To record the fair deeds of his youth.
"When you speak of the deeds of his age,
"Leave a blank for his honour and truth."

Sir C. H. Williams.

Or still more forcibly to speak our abhorrence,

"Let ignominy brand his hated name,
"Let modest matrons at its mention start,
"And blushing virgins, when they read our annals,
"Skip o'er the guilty page that hold his legend,
"And blots the noble work."

Shakespear.

It must ever be lamented, that while so generous and high spirited a soldier as André paid the penalty of the treason, the traitor should live to enjoy pecuniary recompense and command. I cannot say honour, for from the moment of his apostacy, he sunk into the most profound abyss of infamy. The very services required of him, showed the opinion of the Commander in Chief. What was the object in Virginia? Plunder. What at New-London? Destruction. He was an adept at both, and failed not to add to the
black catalogue of his former atrocities. To finish the climax of iniquity, as if insensible to the results contemplated by his treason, the destruction of the liberties of his country, and of the friends who had fought by his side, he has presumed to say,—"That as Major André came within the American posts at his request, he ought also, under the same sanction, to have been allowed to return in safety." In other words; after having obtained every possible information as to our strength and resources, and having learnt the points at which West Point was most assailable, that he should have been allowed to communicate all this to an active enemy, prepared to take advantage of it. Such is his reasoning. He then proceeds to threats. "I have further to observe, that forty gentlemen, inhabitants of South-Carolina, have justly forfeited their lives, which have hitherto been spared, through the clemency of his Excellency Sir Henry Clinton, who cannot, with propriety, extend his mercy to them any longer, if Major André suffers, which will open a scene of blood at which humanity will revolt." It is well known that the falsity of the accusation against these patriotic citizens was so gross, that the British never attempted to support it. Had but a shadow of reason appeared to countenance it, there is no doubt but that severity would have been pushed to its utmost limit.

MAJOR ANDRE.

It is certainly a very singular circumstance, that André should, in a very satirical Poem, have foretold his own fate. It was called the "Cow Chace," and was published by Rivington, at New-York, in consequence
of the failure of an expedition undertaken by Wayne for the purpose of collecting cattle. Great liberties are taken with the American officers employed on the occasion. With

"Harry Lee and his Dragoons, and Proctor with his cannon."

but the point of his irony seemed particularly aimed at Wayne, whose entire baggage, he asserts, was taken, containing

"His Congress dollars, and his prog,
"His military speeches:
"His cornstalk whiskey for his grog,
"Black stockings and blue breeches.

And concludes by observing, that it is necessary to check the current of satire,

"Lest the same warrio-drover Wayne,
"Should catch—and hang the Poet."

He was actually taken by a party from the division of the army immediately under the command of Wayne.

**CAPTORS OF ANDRE.**

I shall not further notice the attempt to take from the captors of Major André, the credit so justly acquired by their refusing the bribes which he offered, than to express my satisfaction at its complete failure. To deprive such men of honours, that not only established their fame, but increased the reputation of their country, merely on report, and the suggestions of the prisoner, is, indeed, as has been forcibly said,—"To tear the fairest leaf from our history." But after the
Fascinated by the manners and character of Major André, and particularly by the firmness he displayed, it is evident that Major Talmadge was prepared to believe whatever he might assert; for he stands too high in the estimation of his brother officers, and of the community, to be suspected of a desire to depreciate the merits of men to whom honour is due. But why such delay—why suffer medals to be delivered to them in presence of the army, in testimony of fidelity. Why suffer Congress to settle a pension on each, reciting in their journals, "In consequence of their virtue in refusing a large sum offered to them by Major André, as a bribe to permit him to escape;" and then, after a lapse of 37 years, assert, "that had the bribe been higher, the men possessing the blessings of their country, would have been stigmatised by its curses." An extract of a letter from General Hamilton, in 1780, to Colonel Sears, of Boston, settles the point to my satisfaction. He says, "to the conduct of Arnold, that of the captors of André forms a striking contrast. He tempted their integrity with the offer of his watch, his horse, and any sum of money they should name. They rejected his offers with indignation; and the gold which could seduce a man, high in the esteem and confidence of his country, who had the remembrance of past exploits, the motives of present reputation and future glory to prop his integrity, had no charms for
three simple countrymen, leaning only on their virtue and a sense of their duty.” While Arnold is handed down with execration to future times, posterity will repeat with reverence the name of Van Wert, Paulding, and Williams.

To commemorate the capture of Major André, Adjutant General of the British army, Congress ordered a Medal to be struck, highly flattering to the patriotic virtue of the soldiers who arrested him:

Device.—A Shield.
Legend.—Fidelity.
Reverse.—A Wreath.
Legend.—Vincit Amor Patriæ.
COMPARATIVE SUFFERING OF THE CONTENDING ARMIES.

Before I make a comparison relative to the degrees of calamitous suffering experienced by the contending armies, I would briefly contrast their situation at the commencement of hostilities, when candour will not hesitate to pronounce, that every advantage was on the side of the British forces. Nor would it surprise, when my statement is brought to a conclusion, that my reader should accord with the opinion of a late writer, and exclaim, "How much must we ever admire the constancy and heroism of that band, whom defeat could not conquer, or calamity subdue—who rallied in the face of adverse fortune, and found a noble compensation for her reverses in the sacredness of that cause to which they had offered up the libation of their blood, and the tribute of their lives. A cause on which they had conferred an unfading splendour by the practice, of more than the courtesies of civilized warfare, in the midst of provocations, which would have justified a retaliation full, sanguinary, and exterminating."

The invaders approached our coasts prepared at all points for conquest. Attached by the tenderest ties of affection and consanguinity to the Parent State, the people of America had indulged the delusive idea, that a few commercial restrictions, aided by the justice of their claims, and humility with which they were offered to the throne, would speedily effect a recon-
ciliation with it. An appeal to arms had never been seriously contemplated,—no preparation had been made for defence,—and an absolute want of every military implement, of ammunition, troops, and money, prevailed throughout the continent, when the peaceable inhabitants beheld themselves invaded by the hostile armies of a nation, according to the prejudice of long cherished opinion, the most powerful and bravest in the world.

While the distresses experienced were fully proportioned to the extent of the delusion, they produced the advantage of rendering the firmness of the American character conspicuously eminent. The rich contributed their fortunes for the support of the war—the enlightened their abilities, to fix the wavering, convince the unfriendly, and give unanimity to all. A general conformity of opinion, with regard to the necessity of opposition, was the immediate consequence. Every idea of personal danger or inconvenience, was lost in the desire of contributing to the public weal. The spirit of enterprise was universal—it nerved every arm, and animated every bosom. Old age forgot its weakness—decrepitude its infirmities—the levities of youth were laid aside, and the only contention was, who should be foremost in the career of glory—who should render the most essential services to his country. These circumstances premised, we can more justly estimate the virtues and sufferings of the hostile armies contending for superiority.

Lord Cornwallis, in a letter to Lord George Germaine, giving an account of the battle of Guilford, says, "The conduct and actions of the officers and soldiers that compose this little army, will do more justice to their merit, than I can do by words. Their persevering intrepidity in action, their invincible patience in the hardships and fatigues of a march of above six hundred miles, in which they forded several
large rivers and numberless creeks, many of which would be reckoned large rivers in any other country in the world, without tents or covering against the climate, and often without provisions, will sufficiently manifest their ardent zeal for the honour and interest of their Sovereign and country."

If a patient endurance of privations and difficulties, such as are here mentioned, give claim to distinction, how pre-eminently superior must we consider the merits of the Continental Soldiers, contending without a murmur, through a long course of service, against the accumulated miseries of famine, nakedness and disease. The British, though occasionally restricted in the indulgence of their appetites, and scantily supplied with food, were abundantly furnished with every necessary article of clothing, were well shod, enjoyed an ample supply of salt and liquor, when engaged in active service; and in sickness, were liberally supported with wine, medicine, and every comfort that could mitigate the severity of disease. Their arms and accoutrements were perfect, and ammunition so abundant, that no soldier carried less than thirty-six rounds; and when in expectation of battle, each individual was accommodated with a double supply. On the other hand, the Continental Troops, exposed to every inclemency of weather, without one comfortable article of clothing, without shoes, without blankets, without salt, liquor, or medicine, poorly fed, badly armed, and scantily furnished with ammunition, could alone support the severity of their trials, by the steadiness of their principles, and perfect conviction of the justice of the cause in which they fought. Their zeal too acquired an energy which danger seemed only to improve; and from adversity they derived new honour by the inflexible firmness with which they met its severest trials. This is no delusive representation! With less devotion to their cherished creed, "Or Death,
or Liberty," nature must have sunk under the oppression of calamity. Let us for a moment more particularly view the miseries to which they were exposed! When on a march, from the want of shoes, they might have been traced by the blood flowing from their lacerated feet. When in camp, the most gallant soldiers of the line, who never turned their backs upon an enemy, have often been discovered shrinking from observation, and soliciting to be excused from duty, from the shame attending the absolute want of clothing to cover their nakedness. To the comforts enjoyed by their opponents they were altogether strangers. Salt was a luxury when it could be obtained, and liquor still more so; but rarely indeed did they partake of either. Often were they known to subsist for weeks together on Rice alone; the food (from the received opinion that it produced blindness) the most hateful to them; unless, when the neighbouring ponds and ditches afforded a mess of Frogs and Crayfish, or a scanty supply was tendered of beef, so miserably poor, that it was not uncommon to support for slaughter, the wretched animal on which they were invited to feed.

A letter from the Baron de Kalb, dated August 14th, 1780, to the Chevalier de la Luzerne, gives the clearest proofs, both of their sufferings and fidelity. He writes, "You may judge of the virtues of our small army from the following fact. We have, for several days, lived upon nothing but peaches, and I have heard no complaint. There has been no desertion."

Of liquor it would be farcical to speak. One quart of spirits per head to each officer, one gill to every private sentinel, being the allowance distributed once every fortnight by the issuing Commissary. Arms, with the exception of bayonets, were in sufficient abundance; but the supply of ammunition so very scanty, that on one occasion, when called on to ex-
amine the quantity possessed by the Legion Infantry, in momentary expectation of engaging the British, within view of their post at the Quarter-House, I found that it did not exceed three rounds to a man. This is a topic that may, with propriety, be more particularly dwelt upon, since deprived of the most essential means of resistance, to face danger with undaunted spirit, gave evident proof of superior fortitude, and higher title to praise. I will mention an occurrence of a very singular nature, and certainly interesting, as the fate of the army in a great measure depended on it. After the retreat of the American army across the Yadkin, Dr. William Read, superintending the General Hospital, received instruction from General Greene to organize a guard of invalids and convalescents, as well for the protection of the stores of the Department, as for the better security of several prisoners committed to his charge. Thirty stand of arms was furnished for the purpose. Such, at the moment, was the enfeebled state of the army, that the General, ordering Dr. Read to incline to the left, and to reach Virginia by the nearest route, said,—"You are to march through a country much disaffected, yet I can neither spare you a sufficiency of ammunition, nor a military superintendant; you must use every exertion to defend yourself, and all expedition to reach your destination."

The General himself, taking a road to the right, an ammunition wagon that had been sent forward, deviated from its course, and actually preceded the party attached to the Hospital Department. On its being discovered that it was missing, Major Call, of Washington's, was detached in search of it, but was unsuccessful in all his inquiries, when falling in with Dr. Read, he delivered a letter from the General, earnestly urging him to use every possible means to discover and secure it, and to send the contents, which were highly important to the army, with all expedition, and
by the most direct route to him. On reaching Salem, the wagon, which had been particularly described by the General, was discovered in the principal street, locked up, and to all appearance its contents untouched. A report had been spread that Cornwallis had crossed the Yadkin, and several Georgia families flying to the North, and the women, generally wearing red cloaks, appearing in view, had been mistaken by the drivers for the enemy, who immediately cut loose their horses, abandoned their charge, and mounting them, precipitately fled. Dr. Read, in compliance with his instructions, now applied to Mr. Trangut Baggu, the respectable principal of the Moravian Settlement, telling him that necessity compelled him immediately to put in requisition a certain number of men and horses, whose services could not be dispensed with, and who acting faithfully, would be liberally rewarded. Abundant objections were immediately raised, as any service promoting the purposes of war, militated directly against the principles of the Society; but these being quickly overruled, the cartridges which the wagon contained were carefully packed in sacks, and sent off on six stout horses, under the direction of men who could be relied on, and who, crossing the country by an unfrequented route, reached the General in safety. To the honour of the Superintendant, I was informed by Dr. Read, that tendering pay for the attention shown to the sick and wounded, he said, "they were sufficiently afflicted by their sufferings, and that he could not think of aggravating misfortune by draining their purses." To Lieutenant Saunders, an officer severely wounded, who wished to compensate him for distinguished civilities received, by his orders, he said, "were I disposed to take your money, humanity would forbid it. The groans that you uttered during the last night, too sensibly excite my pity to suffer me to think of receiving compensation for the trifling services I have been able
to render you.” When Dr. Read wished to settle his own private bill, the worthy Principal decidedly refused all remuneration, saying, with much expression of feeling,—“You have passed the night without sleep, administering comfort and consolation to the afflicted; you have mitigated the sufferings of your fellow men; such conduct too highly excites my admiration, to suffer me to treat you otherwise than as a brother. Accept, gratuitously, what you have received, and be assured, that to the best that I can bestow you shall ever be welcome.”

In European warfare the loss of a single ammunition wagon would be regarded as a circumstance too trivial to excite anxiety, or to be mentioned with regret; but at the period which I speak of, the scarcity of powder and ball was such that it became necessary to husband them with the strictest attention; and it is not to be questioned, but that the chance of victory to America, at the well contested battle of Guilford, which immediately followed, must have been greatly diminished but for the important service rendered by Dr. Read. But at a later period, the difficulties arising from the want of ammunition were still further increased. It is well known, that in the year 1781, when the services of General Marion were most required to check the depredations of an active enemy, that from the deficiency of this essential article, he was too frequently compelled to remain in a state of inactivity. Writing to General Greene on the subject, Colonel Otho Williams, the second in command, replied, “General Greene being absent, I took the liberty of opening your letter of the 9th instant. Our stock of ammunition is quite exhausted. We have not an ounce of powder, nor a cartridge in store.”

To return to the miseries sustained from other privations.
An officer of rank, belonging to our army, severely wounded at Gates' defeat, informed me, that as he passed over the field of battle in the wagon which was to convey him to Camden, a Sergeant of the 33d British Regiment looking into it, with an expression of generous sympathy, said, "You appear, Sir, severely injured, and much exhausted by the loss of blood. Take my canteen, its contents may revive and strengthen you." An expression of compassionate feeling, at all times fascinating, could not, at such a period, be received but with peculiar gratitude. The gift was accepted, and contained wine of an excellent quality. Let me suppose that other soldiers were supplied with liquor as liberally as this benevolent Sergeant, and how great the contrast with the condition of our unfortunates, who, for many days previous to the battle, had not, even under the pressure of their greatest fatigues, been cheered with a single glass of spirits. Dr. William Read, superintending the Continental Hospital at Hillsborough, subsequent to the defeat at Camden, making a representation to General Gates, of the deplorable condition of the sick and wounded, was asked by him, "What have you to comfort them?" "Literally nothing," replied Dr. Read. "Then," rejoined the General, "their situation is truly deplorable, since I neither possess the means of yielding present relief, nor immediate prospect of affording any."

Even to those who still retained their health, the loss of baggage was attended with incalculable increase of calamity—the comfort of a necessary change of linen was denied; and more than one officer, from the impossibility of appearing with decency on parade, was compelled altogether to avoid it.

Of the deplorable situation of the Continental officers, even of the highest grade, some idea may be formed from the fact I am about to relate, and which
may be relied on as perfectly correct. Dr. Fayssoux joining the army of General Greene in North Carolina, called at the hut of General Huger, the second in command, but was refused admission. The Doctor insisted on his right to enter, the sentinel in conformity to his orders, denied it. The altercation was heard by the General, who recognizing the voice of his friend, desired that he might be allowed to pass into the hut. "Pardon me, Doctor," said the General, who lay on the ground wrapped up in an old military cloak, "for giving you so ungracious a reception; but, the fact is, the chances of war have robbed me of every comfort, and I confined myself to solitude and an old cloak, while my washerwoman prepares for a future occasion, the only shirt I own." If an officer of distinguished rank, universally beloved and respected, for whose accommodation there was not an individual in the service who would not have made sacrifices, was thus circumstanced, what must have been the miseries of the lower grades, and wretchedness of the private sentinels? Applying to a gentleman, on the accuracy of whose information I could place the most implicit confidence, relative to the sufferings of the army after the battle of Guilford, he replied, "I have known the whole army subsist for several days on Indian Corn, grated down on tin canteens, in which holes had been punched for the occasion, having no other subsistence of bread kind, every Mill having been destroyed by the enemy. This was particularly the case during the pursuit of the army of Cornwallis retiring upon Wilmington, when such was the extremity of suffering, from the want of animal food, that the Continental Soldiers were feign to put up with the offal left in the slaughter-pens of the retreatting army. Of our privations relative to the comforts of necessary clothing against the inclemencies of a rigorous season, I can, with truth, assure you, that for the greater part of the winter I shared with Gen-
eral Huger and Colonel Kosciusko, an old cloak of the General's, being without a blanket, or any other protection whatever."

From long marches, incessant fatigue, and scanty and unwholesome food, the diseases which prevailed, had, for the most part, a malignant tendency, and stimulants were considered as essential to counteract their threatening symptoms. Wine, spirit, and the medicines that were most requisite, were not to be procured, and on decoctions of snake-root alone, to obtain which the whole country was ransacked, depended the chance to the afflicted, of recovery. Where surgery was necessary to give relief, the difficulty to the operator was no less distressing. When the gallant Captain Watts, of Washington's, fell at Eutaw, a ball having passed through his lungs, Dr. Irvine assured me that he was compelled to cut up a tent found on the field to make bandages, before he could dress his wounds. On another occasion, I knew a gentleman attached to the Medical Department, whose anxious mother, at the moment of his departure for the army, apprehending accident to himself, slipped six rolls of bandages into his portmanteau, and who assured me, that a smart engagement speedily following, none other were to be found for the relief of the wounded, than the bandages in his possession. The evidence of the medical gentlemen who still survive, Drs. Read, Irvine, Broomfield, and Stephens, if it were necessary to call for it, would fully corroborate the statement made of the total want of the supplies essential to the support of exhausted nature. And in more than one instance, I have myself beheld the hardy veteran sink into his grave, to whom even a small portion of renovating wine or cordial might have restored sufficient vigour to resist the fatal pressure of disease. In addition to this evil, despondency too frequently gave birth to that longing after home, productive of the most fatal consequences. One
instance is very strongly impressed on my recollection. Emblen, one of the most distinguished soldiers of the Legion, who had but a few days before exhibited, in action, consummate bravery, applied to Captain Rudolph for permission to visit his friends in Jersey. "I would willingly grant you permission," said Rudolph, "but consider, Emblen, how pernicious the example which you set. Others will think themselves equally entitled with yourself to demand a furlough, and what will be the consequence. If granted, much injury will be done to the service, if refused, just cause given for offence." "I know Captain, that you are right," replied the unfortunate petitioner, "but sensibly feel, that to me denial is death." He had not, at the period, a symptom of disease, never after uttered a complaint, and in three days was a corpse. The Irish and Northern soldiers, though insensible of danger in the field, were, in the event of sickness, more than all others subject to despondency; insomuch, that it was constantly said, "Let a Yankee or Irishman say, I will die, and all medical aid might be withheld, since die he would." Equal, then, in active courage to their adversaries, I do not consider it an unfair conclusion, to say, that in adverse fortune, they greatly surpassed them, or probably any other soldiers that ever took the field. The opinion of General Charles Lee, which I consider as high authority, was to this effect. "I solemnly declare, that were it at my choice to select from all the nations of the earth, to form an excellent and perfect army, I would without hesitation give the preference to Americans. By publishing this opinion, I cannot incur the suspicion of paying court to their vanity, as it is notoriously the language which I have ever held."*

The sentiment which I have advanced is still further corroborated by the steadiness with which they adhered
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to the standard of their country, since in defiance of all the temptations held out to encourage desertion, pardon for treason, pecuniary reward, and liberal promotion, the miseries of rags and rice were forgotten, and the sufferings of the immediate hour lost, in the cheering hope of a more propitious futurity. The Anecdote which follows evinces the accuracy of my statement. During the severity of the winter campaign in North Carolina, General Greene, passing a sentinel who was barefoot, said, "I fear, my good fellow, you must suffer from cold." "Pretty much so," was the reply; "but I do not complain, because I know that I should fare better, had our General power to procure supplies. They say, however, that in a few days we shall have a fight, and then, by the blessing of God, I shall take care to secure a pair of shoes."

Nor did the retirement of the enemy within their lines, cause any mitigation of suffering. Who but one that experienced the calamity, can form a conception of the wretchedness of the soldier exposed, in a dreary pine barren, to the scorching heat of an almost vertical sun, without a breeze to renovate his enfeebled strength, or a single comfort to cheer him, experiencing the still severer evils of the night, when baleful vapours, loaded with pestilential effluvium, and dews that chilled even to the marrow of his bones, associated with the incessant buzzing and goading stings of innumerable insects, bid defiance to the comfort and refreshment of sleep, and caused the day, with its comparatively trivial horrors, to be longed for again.

To the enemy the loss of men by desertion, was alone prevented by the difficulties impeding every effort to escape. The Navy, always on the alert, cut off every possibility of escape by water; and by land, the Neck on which Charleston stands was the only outlet. Yet many did pass it, and it was to the vigilance alone of their Black Dragoons, whose orders
were "to strike, and spare not," that the number was not greatly augmented. Had but the opportunity been afforded to the battalions of Hesse, few of their number would ever have returned to Germany. Fourteen of these unfortunates, detected on one occasion in an attempt to escape, were found by our patrol, near their outposts, cut up to atoms. And there need no stronger proof of their anxiety to remain, than to mention, that on the night of the evacuation of the city, considerably upwards of one hundred Germans were brought to the main Guard, who had concealed themselves in chimneys and common sewers, risking their lives, and supporting for many days all the miseries of hunger and thirst, rather than return to their Prince, and the soil of their nativity.

I would next endeavour, by candid comparison, to prove, that in generosity to their enemies the soldiers of the American army had decided claims to superiority. The intrepid band, whose devotion to the cause of Liberty had taught them not only how to act, but how to suffer, by the same inspiration of exalted feeling, had learnt to temper the triumphs of victory with mercy and forbearance. Ready on all occasions to meet and actively repel the hostile attacks of an approaching enemy, none were more happy to spare a suppliant foe, than the soldiers of America.

_Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos,_
was the cherished principle of their hearts, and they never suffered even the most outrageous provocation, to cause the slightest deviation from it. Witness the moderation of the conquerors at Trenton, Saratoga, the Cowpens, and Eutaw. Contrast the forbearance of Lieutenant Colonel Lee, preventing the pursuit of the misguided Insurgents under Pyle, with the severity of Tarleton, on every occasion where the opportunity was offered, to indulge his propensity to slaughter;
and finally, having viewed the refinement in cruelty of Arnold at Fort Griswold, wading through blood to victory, turn to the siege of York-Town, and remember how honourable to his detachment, storming the advanced redoubt of the British, the expression of the Marquis de la Fayette. "That incapable of imitating examples of barbarity, and forgetting recent provocations, they spared every man that ceased to resist." Still more fully to show how strong the desire of the Americans to soften asperities towards the unfortunate, I would record the generous forbearance observed, in an hour of extreme irritation, towards the wife and child of the traitor Arnold. Soon as it was known to him that his guilt was discovered to its full extent, Arnold, entering the apartment of his wife, exclaimed, "All is lost,—André is a prisoner,—burn all my papers; I fly to New-York." The unfortunate lady fainted and fell. Her servants, apprised of the circumstance by the cries of the child, whom she fed at the breast, by the application of proper remedies, restored her senses; but recollecting that she was in the midst of friends treacherously forsaken, and of an army that her husband had basely endeavoured to betray, it may well be imagined, that her anguish was ineffable. She trembled lest he should have been arrested in his flight, and distracted by her fears, called aloud for pardon. General Washington, who knew her to be an excellent wife, and respected her as a good mother, unwilling to increase the poignancy of her anguish by prolonging suspense, with delicate kindness informed her, that the object of her solicitude had escaped his pursuers, and was safe on board the Vulture sloop of war. His attentions did not stop at this point. It was left at her option to receive safe conduct to the British lines, or to return to her friends and family in Philadelphia. She said, "She would share the fate of her husband; but, before joining him, was anxious to see her parents, and
THE CONTENDING ARMIES.

bid them a tender and final adieu." In this request too she was indulged. Not only the General himself, but even the sternest Republicans, rejected the idea of making her answerable for the apostacy and crime of her husband; and of this moderation a signal proof was immediately given. In a town where she stopped, on her way to Philadelphia, preparations were on foot to burn Arnold in effigy. On its being announced to the populace, that his wife was within its limits, humanity assuaged the irritations of just indignation, and these preparations were, by universal consent, suspended. I mention with pleasure, the conduct of the Chevalier de la Luzerne on this occasion. Letters were found among the papers of Arnold, which treated his character with indignity. They were brought to him, and he at once consigned them to the flames, without the slightest expression of curiosity to know their contents.

It is equally certain, that in the exercise of reciprocal good offices and acts of kindness to each other, the soldiers of America were actuated by sentiments of affectionate feeling, with which their adversaries appear to have been altogether unacquainted. Their association in difficulty, the adverse events which they had shared together, united their minds and their affections in the closest ties. It rendered the severities of service more supportable, soothed the afflictions of the sick and wounded, and even to the bed of death, conveyed the most grateful consolations. To contribute to the comfort of a suffering companion, I know not the man who would not have sacrificed every consideration of self; and if even a glimmering prospect appeared of procuring relief, who would not, with unceasing industry, have aimed at its attainment.—This was, by no means, the case in the British army; distinction of rank, and inequality of fortune, might have weakened the enthusiasm of military attachment,
and even fashion* may have had its influences in preventing the greatest intimates from depending too much on each other. It may be stated in opposition to my assertion, that after the fatal lot had been drawn by Sir Charles Asgill, which doomed him as a victim of retaliation, to death, that his friend Ludlow would not consent to be separated from him. But, it must be recollected, that their intimacy had been formed in early life at Westminster School, long before their entering into the army; and it was never known, in the hour of adversity, that one Westminster would forsake another. I will adduce, in support of my charge, an Anecdote received from the distinguished personage to whom it particularly relates. An officer of the Guards, severely wounded at Guilford, was passing the tent of Colonel Howard, since Lord Suffolk, on a litter, the morning subsequent to the battle, when thus addressed by him:—"Ha, Jack, my good fellow, how do you find yourself to day?" "In much agony, Colonel; but I think likely to feel better, if favoured by a cup of the good tea which I see before you." "Why, as to the tea, Jack," said the Colonel, "you shall be welcome to it; but, damn me if I would find sugar in this desolate wilderness for a brother." "Pass on," said the wounded man, "refreshment so ungraciously bestowed, could do me no good."

But, with what shadow of excuse could any man attempt to palliate the insolence, and still more, the ingratitude of which there were perpetual examples. The contempt with which they affected to regard the citizens of America, the free indulgence of insolence towards captives, placed by the chances of war within their power, increased the arrogance of many military

---

*An officer of the Guards assured me, that however great the familiarity and appearance of friendship in the guard room, or in mixed society, that it gave no sanction to an intimacy in the family of an associate, or even to make a visit, unless by particular invitation.
characters to so high a pitch, that they actually appeared to consider themselves as beings of a superior order. The military in France, in latter times, applying the contemptuous appellation of *pequins* to the rest of the world, were not more arrogant. A thousand instances gave proof of it in Charleston. One has been particularly mentioned. A military coxcomb of the garrison, having a dispute with a gentleman in the Civil Department, significantly pointing to his coat, exclaimed, "I, Sir, by my coat, am a gentleman. You a Mohair, a mere man of fustian, and too contemptible to excite resentment." Of their ingratitude I will give a very striking example. They had but few friends in Carolina, but those who had adhered to them did it with a pride and devotion that claimed their utmost gratitude. Yet it is certain, that they laughed at and despised the very persons to whom they were the most indebted.

The Harry Barry, so frequently mentioned in these Anecdotes, while in public he flattered with marked attention, was well known in the circle of his intimates, to ridicule in miserable doggerel the females, at the shrine of whose beauty, he affected to pay his adoration. And after the war, I heard a very respectable refugee declare, that having been absent from England for some time, and on his return, meeting in the streets of London with Major Skelly, who, when in the garrison of Charleston, had been received in his family on the footing of a brother, he began anxiously to inquire about the fortunes of many of their former acquaintances, when laconically and with a very significant bow, he replied, "Mr. R—, I am a man of candour, and would not wish to deceive you. My American acquaintances were altogether the acquaintances of convenience, and I have cut them all. I take the liberty, therefore, to wish you a very good morning."
THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS PATRIOTS

OF GREAT BRITAIN,

OPPOSED TO THE AMERICAN WAR.

In looking back to the history of our Revolution, it is pleasing to recollect, that the characters throughout the United States, the most distinguished by their talents and their virtues, with scarcely an exception, embraced the principles which were to free their country from a servile dependence upon a corrupt and tyrannical government. In Great Britain, the individuals the most exalted in the esteem of the public—the wisest in council,—the most renowned for integrity, and entertaining the most correct views of the just rights of the people, and true interests of the nation, not only commended the zeal and unanimity with which the Colonists resisted the attempts of the administration to oppress them, but, both by their sentiments freely disseminated abroad, and irresistible eloquence on the floor of Parliament, encouraged them to persist in defence of their violated rights and privileges, even when sensible that successful opposition, by giving birth to the independency of the revolted Provinces, would rob the Crown of its brightest and most inestimable jewel. Ambition alone, it is generally said, bears predominant sway in the bosoms of political characters; but I cannot think that the line of conduct
adopted by the distinguished men to whom I allude, proceeded either from a determined spirit of opposition, or the secret, though fondly cherished hope, that by rendering the acts of the Administration unpopular, they might open the way to their own advancement to power, and the attainment of the authority which would place the reins in their hands, by which the destinies of the nation were to be guided. Such contracted views were surely inconsistent with the well tried patriotism of many of the advocates of America. They opposed the inordinate strides of the Ministry towards the establishment of despotism, from a clear perception that their success in America, would be but the prelude to their efforts to destroy domestic liberty, and that the extinction of freedom in the Western world, would be speedily followed by its annihilation in their native land. In the House of Lords, the immortal Chatham, the Dukes of Richmond, Grafton, and Devonshire, the Marquis of Rockingham, the Lords Camden, Shelbourne, Fitzwilliam, Effingham, and others; in the House of Commons, Burke, Colonel Barré, Fox, David Hartley, Lord Thomas Cavendish, General Conway, and Wilks; among men of letters, Drs. Price and Priestly, John Miller, of Glasgow, advocated the resistance of the Americans, and rejoiced at their successes, as essentially beneficial to the liberty and happiness of the world. On the other hand, the Administration, with blind infatuation, persisted in their resolution to put down opposition, and by the most absurd and gross misrepresentations strove to render the people propitious to their views. The information which they might have received, and which could not have failed to dissipate the delusive hope of successfully terminating the war, was either not sought for, or when given, not attended to. I have often heard a respectable Loyalist, Mr. Henry Peronneau, the first Refugee from South Carolina, who
Patriots of Great Britain, declare, that when examined by the Lords North and Germaine, relative to the state of affairs in America, that although the first named of these noblemen listened with politeness and complacency to the statements which he made, that the last invariably checked the current of his information, where it did not altogether correspond with his views and cherished hopes of conquest. And it to this day remains a blot upon the character of the nation, that when the venerable Dr. Franklin was called up for examination before the Privy Council, that instead of the interrogations being made, that would have led to the development of the truth, and probably healed the wounds that were festering with incessant increase of irritation, that the stern and vindictive Wedderbourne was encouraged to indulge in a degree of ribaldry and invective, disgraceful to his character as a gentleman, and betraying an extent of prejudice, dishonourable to him as a man. The more certainly to effect their purposes, no calumny was restrained by the Administration, no act nor device was left unessay'd to excite to the highest pitch the resentments of the people against their persecuted brethren. The steadiness of their resistance to the arbitrary decrees, and the rejection of the burdens they wished to impose, were styled the stubborn aggressions of rebellious children against the just rights of their parent, an open violation of the duty and submission which nature demanded, and which ought to result from its love, and fostering care and protection. The avarice, too, of the people was excited by being perpetually told, that this obstinate race not only refused to contribute to a share in the expenditure lavished for their support and protection, but refused to bear a proportion of the burden of taxation, which, equitably divided, would greatly lessen the proportion, under existing circumstances, unjustly imposed on the Parent State. The people were deceived, and led to
approve the war. The opinions of the patriots of the nation were not so easily influenced. In proof it I will present to my readers extracts from two letters of that excellent man and profound politician, the late Right Honourable William Windham, written to a deceased patriot of our own State, Paul Trapier, jun. Esq. who had been his intimate friend, and the companion of his early years, at Eaton.

COPY OF A LETTER FROM THE HONOURABLE WILLIAM WINDHAM, TO PAUL TRAPIER, JUN. ESQ. OF SOUTH-CAROLINA, DATED

"London, July 30th, 1777.

"My Dear Friend,

"An opportunity is at length given to me, of writing to you with some prospect of safe conveyance; let me avail myself of the means offered to me, though it be only to send you a few lines—a few lines may answer the chief purpose of my writing, and relieve me from an uneasiness that has dwelt upon my mind, ever since the first interruption of communication between the two countries. You may remember, that, though in all your letters you used to enter upon subjects of Politics, I seldom used to take much notice of them in return, or give you any satisfactory account of my opinions. The reason was, that at that time, the subject had never come within my consideration, nor had I employed my thoughts long enough on the matters you used to propose, to form any determinate opinion. Things soon after came to a crisis, in which it was no longer possible for a man of understanding or feeling to remain without inquiry; and the result of that inquiry has been, to render me a firm and zealous friend, as firm and zealous as any one either in this country or your's, to the cause in which you are engaged. Be assured, that through the whole of this business, my fears and hopes have kept exact pace with your's. I have exulted at your success, and repined at your miscarriage—have heard with as much grief any advantage of Howe, and triumphed as much at the success of Washington, as any man on your side the water. The hope is now lost for ever, of seeing this country blended again with our former brethren on the
other side of the Atlantic, in bonds of mutual honour, interest, and affection. The mischievous designs of a corrupt court, operating in the midst of universal luxury and depravity, have spread rancour and devastation through millions of people, that ought to have been united in the ties of brotherly love; and shaken an empire to pieces, that was the greatest, and might have been the happiest on earth. But, out of this scene of evil, final good, I hope, will be produced. America, rising in the vigour of new-born virtue, will be better, perhaps, for her separation from this corrupt and depraved country, and will, I hope, long continue the asylum of freedom and virtue. For the fate of us here, I am much less solicitous, than for the general interests of mankind, the preservation of freedom in some part of the globe, and the success of a people engaged in so righteous a cause; and these, I am happy to say, are the sentiments of numbers of the people, whom I rank among my friends.

"Though you are now safely, I hope, established in Independence, and though this country, if it is to be judged by its public acts, has but little claim to kindness, yet all memory, I hope, will not be lost of those, (not an inconsiderable number) who had viewed with horror, the measures that have been pursued, and of the hundreds and thousands who have had no other crime, than a total ignorance of what concerned them as well as you. I am fully persuaded, that there is a fund of candour, and honest good sense among the people here, that would have made three-fourths of them Partisans of America, if the merits of the cause had been properly made known to them. But, the higher orders of society are lost in vice and dissipation, and the nation has been left to itself, abandoned to the wicked industry of the court. Nothing will save us, lost and devoted as we are, but a general insurrection of the lower orders of the people, purging off the contaminated spume, that has mantled over the top of the spring, and threatened to choke it up.

"In all relations and situations, our sentiments and attachments will remain, I hope, the same; and I shall be happy if friendship to an individual may dispose you to a more favourable regard of people, a great portion of whom, perhaps the greatest, are still such as deserve the name of countrymen and brethren. I could name many of those you formerly knew, warm in the sentiments which animate me. Many go with the stream of ministerial corruption. Grymes, John Grymes, of whom I had entertained other hopes, is, as I take it for granted you know, actually engaged against you."
"The Americans have one reason to feel less resentment at Howe's army, which is, that I am persuaded the greatest part of them would act with precisely the same alacrity, against any part of the people here, as against those in America; I have heard many declare it in so many words. If it should be possible, it would give me infinite satisfaction, to know that you have received this, and in what situation you are, for I can hear nothing. I must leave off now immediately, believe me, my dear friend, with every wish for your success. Your's."

"Dunkirk, March 12th, 1778.

"My Dear Trapier,

"An opportunity has offered of writing to you, which I could hardly have looked for. I must write in a hurry, but that shall not prevent my writing. A few words may express what is essential, as well as a great many. You are to know, that since the commencement of this fatal war, I have written to you numerous letters, the purport of all of which has been, to tell you what I hope you will hear with pleasure, that I am a firm and zealous friend to the cause of America in the fullest extent. I reprobate from the beginning the conduct of Great Britain. I feel, with the fullest conviction, the madness and wickedness of our Councils; and I exult in the resistance which America has made, and the success with which it has been crowned. The weakness of Great Britain, and not the justice or generosity will now, I hope, put a period to the progress of calamity. Though I have no expectations from the propositions now made in a manner the most disgraceful to the country, yet I flatter myself we shall not have much more war. I have looked upon the affair for some time as decided, and decided in favour of justice, liberty, and the general happiness of mankind. It terminates, indeed most completely, to the dishonour of England; but, if England will depart from all those generous principles which have hitherto enabled it, and become the invader, instead of the supporter of the liberties of the world, I shall be the first to say, let her meet with disgrace. I could wish very much to see the two countries united in some shape or other, so as to feel again a common interest and glory. The point of Independence is not a matter with me of any consequence. If Independence is necessary to the welfare or safety of America, let a treaty be instantly formed on that ground; but, if Liberty can be as well secured without that, and that the countries considered as one,
will be likely to settle into a closer union, I would wish it were given up. Nor can I see, that the condition of America, considered not as an appendant to this country, but as a partner in a common empire, will be less respectable, then as a collection of independant States. This is the sum of my sentiments, which it would be an infinite relief to me to know, that you were acquainted with. It has been, for these three years, a most painful reflection to me to think, that you might possibly be under the impression of my entertaining sentiments which I hold in utter abhorrence.

"I write this letter to you from a place where you will be surprised to hear of me—Dunkirk—whither I have come for a day by accident, having come over for ten days to St. Omer's, to see a friend, who has been obliged lately to reside there. An American Captain of a privateer is here, who lately escaped from England, of the name of Johnson, and to him I have intrusted this letter, inclosed in one to Arthur Lee, whom I knew at Paris. I think in the summer, I shall with some other persons of the same sentiments as myself, make a trip to Paris to see him and Deane, &c. I think by his means we may effect the correspondence, which I am happy to find you express a strong wish for, in the letter I received from you at the end of last summer. I know enough of him to desire in my letter, that he would take charge of such letters. Write to me, therefore, my invaluable friend, and don't have any apprehension, that any political sentiments that you can express, will not accord with my own. You have given, in the forbearance of all political subjects in your former letter, the strongest instance of your friendship; but you will not, for the future, be under the necessity of giving that proof, Let me beg to offer my best respects to Mrs. Trapier, though I have not yet the pleasure of knowing her. Believe me, ever,

W. W."
NOTICE OF BOTTA'S HISTORY OF THE REVOLUTION.

It is altogether incomprehensible to me, on what grounds a modern historian, (Botta) should have advanced an opinion, that the French nation, wearied out by disastrous warfare, and compelled to accept the conditions of the Peace of Paris, concluded in 1763, had resorted to the means of address to excite the resentments of the Colonists against the Parent State, and that the Independence of the United States resulted, in a great measure, from the success of their intrigues. Emissaries, he boldly asserts, traversed the American continent, saying to all who would hear them:

"To what end have the Americans lavished their blood, encountered so many dangers, and expended so much treasure in the late war, if the English supremacy must continue to press upon them, with so much harshness and arrogance? In recompense of such fidelity, of so much constancy, the English Government, perhaps, have moderated its prohibitions, have enfranchised commerce from trammels so prejudicial to the interests of America? Perhaps the odious, and so much lamented laws against manufactures, have been repealed? Perhaps the Americans no longer toil upon their lands, or traverse the immensity of the seas, exclusively to fill the purses of English Merchants? Perhaps the Government of England have shown a disposition to abandon for ever, the project of
parliamentary taxes? Is it not, on the contrary, evident, that with its forces and power, have increased its thirst of gold and the tyranny of its caprices? Was not this admitted by Pitt himself, when he declared, the war being terminated, he should be at no loss to find the means of drawing a public revenue from America, and of putting an end once for all to American resistance? Has not England, at present, being mistress of Canada, a province recently French, and as such more patient of the yoke, has she not the means of imposing it on her colonists themselves, by the hands of her numerous soldiery? Is it not time that the Americans no longer, in the state of infancy, should, at length, consider themselves a nation strong and formidable in itself? Is it only for the utility of England, they have demonstrated in the late war what they are capable of achieving? And by what right should a distant Island pretend to govern by its caprices, an immense and populous Continent? How long must the partialities and the avarice of England be tolerated? Did ever men, arms, riches, courage, climate invite to a more glorious enterprise? Let the Americans then seize the occasion, with a mind worthy of themselves, now they have proved their arms, now that an enormous public debt overwhelms England, now that her name has become detestable to all! America can place her confidence in foreign succours. What could be objected to a resolution so generous? Consanguinity? But have not the English hitherto treated the Colonists more as vassals, than as brothers? Gratitude? But, have not the English strangled it, under the pretensions of that mercantile and avaricious spirit which animates them?"

There surely never was a more gross tissue of absurdity and falsehood published. Hear the opinion of the veteran De Kalb. He frequently mentioned, that he had traversed the British Colonies at the insti-
igation of the French Court, in a concealed character, doubtless to sow the seeds of discontent, if he had found the minds of the people prepared to receive them; but, this was far from being the case; for, when speaking of the war of the Revolution, he never failed to express his astonishment, how any government could have so blundered, as to have effaced the ardent and deep rooted affection, which to his knowledge existed, on the part of the Colonies to Great Britain, previous to the existing rupture. A preference, he observed, equalled only by their antipathy to the French Nation, which was so powerful as to induce him to consider it, as he called it—instinctive. It cannot be possible, that opinion should waver between the accurate discernment of the one, and the chimerical dreams of the other. The statement of De Kalb, accounts for the total neglect of every preparation for war at the commencement of hostilities. They loved and had confidence in the affection of the Parent State; nor believed it possible, that their rights would be so trampled upon, as to render an appeal to arms a necessary result from the dispute existing between them. If, as Botta asserts, intrigue had been used with success to instigate revolt, the Americans must have been more than mad, not to have prepared the means to have met their adversaries on a footing of equality, and to have repelled force by force. But, it would be farcical to contend against an opinion, which the conviction of every man, acquainted with the events of the times, would declare, not only visionary, but decidedly false. One truth comes home to the recollection of every man, who lived in those days. The attachment to England was such, that to whatever the Colonists wished to affix the stamp of excellence, the title of English was always given. The best of its kind, whether in the vegetable or animal kingdom, was always English. Nay, to such a length
was the prejudice carried, that attachment to the soil
of their nativity was weakened by acknowledging the
superior claim of England to their warmest affections.
To reside in England was the object of universal
desire, the cherished hope of every bosom; it stimulated
to industry, it was the goal at which every individual
in pursuit of fortune wished to arrive. It was con-
sidered as the delightful haven, where peace and hap-
piness were alone to be looked for. A parent send-
ing his sons to Eaton or Westminster, would say, "I
am sending my sons home for their education." If he
himself should, at an after period, cross the Atlantic,
though but for a summer season, to witness their pro-
gress, he would say, "I am going home to visit my chil-
dren, and so forth." Such language would ill accord
with the sentiments of men engendering, according to
Botta, resentment, and opinions hostile to Britain.
Persuaded, then, that the Colonists bore the sincerest
attachment to the Parent State, and that from the reci-
procity of affection, they looked for a speedy and per-
manent reconciliation with it, I can correctly state,
that in Carolina nothing was less thought of or desired,
than Independence; and moreover, that it was so little
contemplated, that there was not in the possession of
the Whig inhabitants throughout the State, a sufficiency
of arms to supply a single Battalion. These observa-
tions relative to the work of Botta, lead me to mention
an occurrence very highly creditable to the parties con-
cerned in its accomplishment.

The determination to oppose the unjust encroach-
ments of Britain upon the liberties of the nation, once
resolved on, it became an object of the first conse-
quence to obtain the means of effectual resistance.
The King's Arsenal was kept in the attic story of the
State-House, and contained, as it would appear by the
proclamation of the Lieutenant Governor Bull, offering
a reward for the apprehension of the individuals who
plundered it, about 800 stand of arms, besides 200 cutlasses, and other military stores. The possession of these essential implements of war, necessarily appeared in the eyes of the Committee of Safety of the utmost consequence. Secret meetings were accordingly held to digest a plan for the purpose, which was speedily adopted, and executed with the happiest success. The regulation of the entire business was entrusted to Messrs. Daniel Cannon, William Johnson, Anthony Toomer, Edward Weyman, and Daniel Stevens, and so admirably arranged and conducted throughout, that the whole of the arms were carried off, and safely deposited for the future use of the citizens, before the Governor, or Armourer, had the slightest suspicion of the event. The alarm excited by this bold measure, at once opened the eyes of the Royal Officers to the peril of their situation. It decidedly accelerated the flight of the Governor Lord William Campbell. He could not mistake the motives of the seizure, nor believe that respect would be shown to his person, where so little regard was paid to his authority. He accordingly went on board the Cherokee; and on the arrival of Sir Peter Parker, volunteered his services, fought gallantly, received a severe wound, and died of its consequences.
Without the affectation of habitually indulging in serious meditation, or contemplating with reverential awe the beneficence of the Deity—without presuming to boast a pious gratitude, to which I can have, when compared with men of more serious temper, but slight pretension, I conscientiously declare, that in no contest that I ever heard, or read of, has the favour and protection of the Almighty, appeared to incline with such preference, and been manifested in such multiplied occurrences, as in the war which separated the United States from the dominion of Great Britain. In thus expressing myself, I trust I shall not be considered as apologizing for sentiments that I delight to cherish. The man, whose exalted worth not only does honour to his country, but to the human race, the immortal Washington, in the height of success, in the achievement of his most brilliant victories, never failed to express his perfect belief in the interposition of Providence. In his Public Despatches, his Private Correspondence, his General Orders, he spoke not of his own prowess, but of the goodness of God, the giver of Victory, who taught him to overcome difficulties
that would, without his aid, have proved insurmountable; nor would ever assume to himself, honours that he regarded as due to the Almighty alone.

I presume not to depend upon my own inferior and contracted ability, to support my opinions; but rest them on the surer basis of incontrovertible facts—on events that cannot be denied, and if acknowledged, decisively conclusive.

There is no man so impious, as to deny the Providence of God over the works of his creation; and where his power to rule is acknowledged, it cannot excite surprise, that his mercy and goodness should shield the oppressed from wrong, and cause the evils denounced against an injured and insulted people, to recoil on their enemies, and overwhelm them with disappointment and disgrace. I will select a few from the many instances that strike forcibly on my recollection.

During the period that Boston was closely invested by the American forces, the news of the restrictions imposed on commerce, and of the resolution of the Parliament of Britain to employ Foreign Mercenaries to bring them under subjection, having reached the Colonists, Congress, to profit by the irritation universally excited among the people, strenuously urged General Washington (then lately invested with the chief command) to brave all dangers, and to endeavour, by every possible exertion, to effect the expulsion of the enemy. It was at once perceived, by the discerning eye of the General, that to possess the heights of Dorchester, was to secure the decided command of the city. Accordingly a large detachment of the army proceeded in profound silence, on the night of the 4th of March, 1775, and gaining possession of them before their movement was perceived, commenced, with indefatigable exertion, to throw up entrenchments. Their labour, however, was not without interruption;
the noise of the workmen was distinctly heard, and a heavy fire kept up by the shipping; but as they aimed at random, without a correct knowledge of the position of their enemy, with little effect. The morning's dawn showed to the besieged the danger of their situation, should the works be completed, and it was necessary either to dislodge the Americans, or evacuate the city. General Howe decided for the attack. The day was mild and serene, not a cloud obscured the heavens. His troops were assembled, and distinctly perceived preparing to enter the boats which were to transport them to the Dorchester peninsula, when the tide ebbing, and wind rising suddenly, so as to blow with extreme violence, the passage was rendered impracticable. Delay became necessary, and proved fatal to the hopes and designs of the British General, for a tempest followed the gale, and a heavy and incessant fall of rain for three days, increasing the difficulties of enterprise, he saw that the American General had given such perfection to his works, as to render them unassailable, with the slightest prospect of success. Compelled to renounce the attempt, he immediately abandoned the city.

After the disastrous battle on Long-Island, and the retreat of the American forces within their lines at Brooklyn, there can be but little doubt, but that these might have been carried by assault, had the British General profited by the ardour of his troops, elate with victory, and eager to reap new honours, to lead them to the attack. But, happily for America, he adopted the more prudent plan of seeking superiority by regular approaches, and of waiting the co-operation of the fleet. The situation of the Americans in their camp, was critical in the extreme. A superior enemy in their front, their defences trivial and incomplete, their troops fatigued and discouraged, and the English fleet ready (though previously prevented by a North-East
wind) to enter the river, which would preclude the possibility of retreat, and leave them no alternative but to surrender. General Washington viewed the impending catastrophe, and at once determined to evacuate the position and withdraw to New-York. The passage was, in the first instance, prevented by a violent wind from the North-East, and the ebbing tide, which ran with too great violence to be encountered, when fortunately it veered to the North-West, which rendered the passage perfectly secure. But, in a still more miraculous manner the interposition of Providence became manifest. A thick fog involved the whole of Long-Island in obscurity, covering the retreat of the American forces, while the air was perfectly clear on the side of New-York, and nine thousand men, the artillery, baggage, camp equipage, and munitions of war, were brought off, without loss. The rising sun dispersing the fog, the British saw with astonishment, that the Americans had abandoned their position, and were already beyond the reach of pursuit.*

On the 11th of October, 1777, General Gates having received information, which he believed correct, that the main body of Burgoyne's army had marched off for Fort Edward, and that the rear guard only was left in camp, determined to advance with his entire force, and in half an hour to attack them. At the period the whole country was covered with a thick

*A Clerical friend to whom I related this interesting fact, made the following reply: "The interposition of Providence in the affairs of nations, has been too often witnessed to be called in question. What you have now stated, will bring forcibly to the mind of every religious reader, the wonderful display of God's Providence to the Israelites in the passage of the Red Sea. 'The pillar of the cloud went from before their face, and stood behind them: And it came between the camp of the Egyptians and the camp of Israel; and it was a cloud and darkness to them, but it gave light by night to these.' But for the interposition of this cloud of darkness to the Egyptians, they would have overwhelmed the Israelites upon the sea-shore. And but for the Providential intervention of the fog upon Long-Island, which was a cloud resting on the earth, the American army would have been destroyed, and the hopes of every patriot bosom extinguished, perhaps for ever."
fog. General Nixon's Brigade crossed the Fishkill Creek in advance. General Glover was on the point of following him, when he perceived near his column a British soldier, making across the stream with precipitation. Concluding that he was a deserter, from whom interesting information might be obtained, he immediately ordered him to be brought forward for examination. Inquiring into particulars relative to the state and position of the British army, the soldier replied, "You will find them encamped as they have been for several days past." "But, have not large detachments been sent off to Fort Edward," said the General. "No," replied the deserter; "a small detachment left our camp a day or two ago, with the hope of reaching that post, but finding the passes on their route occupied by the Americans, returned; and the whole army are now in camp." Glover promptly sent advice of this important communication to Nixon, urging his retreat; and mounting the soldier behind an Aid-de-Camp, sent him to General Gates, who, having examined him, hurried away the Aid-de-Camp, the Adjutant-General, and others, to countermand his former orders, and prevent the attack. General Nixon, on receiving the message of Glover, immediately ordered a retreat; but, before he could recross the creek, the fog breaking away, the enemy's cannon opened on his rear, and killed many of his men. It was a critical moment, in which the probable fate of the army was at stake. A quarter of an hour longer, might have caused the ruin of the entire brigade, and given a turn to affairs that might have restored the fallen fortunes of the British army, and afforded them, if not the ability of progressing in their route to Albany, a safe retreat into Canada.

General Burgoyne, in speaking in his narrative of the expedition under his command, of this event, says, "The disposition of the enemy being to pass the
Fishkill in different columns, and to make their great effort on the plain, they must have formed under the fire of all our park of artillery and musketry of the entrenched corps on the hill, and the musketry of the 20th Regiment, which was at easy distance, to be supported by the Germans in front. Add to this would have been the advantage which, though always wished for, never attained, of a charge upon an open plain. I cannot, therefore, sufficiently lament the accident which prevented the enemy's design, (which so far advanced, as actually to have passed the river with a column) as one of the most adverse strokes of fortune during the campaign."

After the victory of the Cowpens, heroically gained, in contradiction of all calculation of probable results, General Morgan took immediate measures for retreat, and crossing the Broad River on the evening of the day of battle, strove by forced marches to gain the Catawba. Lord Cornwallis lost not a moment in pursuit. He knew the importance of striking the victor before he could gain the point at which he aimed, and so eagerly and perseveringly followed, that Morgan had scarcely crossed the river into North Carolina, when the British army appeared on the opposite bank. This event happened on the 29th of January, 1781. A very heavy fall of rain during the night, rendered the Catawba unfordable. For two days the swell of the river continued. In the interim Morgan, availing himself of so fortunate an occurrence, sent off his prisoners, (in number nearly equal to his effective force) with the arms and stores which he had taken, and happily placed them in security. What must have been the result but for this Providential rain? Inevitable defeat, and ruin to Morgan and his corps; and such a decided superiority gained over the portion of the army under the immediate command of General Greene, that safety could only have been obtained by
retreat into Virginia; and the Carolinas and Georgia must necessarily have remained (at least for a much longer period) in the possession of the enemy.

At the Yadkin, as at the Catawba, the same propitious fortune crowned the efforts of Morgan; he passed at the ford, and in flats, without loss. The British appeared in sight as the rear of his force was landed, but a powerful fall of rain causing a sudden swell of the river, the cherished hopes of the British of annihilating his command, were again frustrated, and pursuit was abandoned. One hope still remained to Cornwallis, and that was, by rapid movement to prevent the retreat of Greene into Virginia; and it must for ever redound to his credit, that no Commander ever made greater sacrifices, or subjected himself and his troops to severer privations, than he did to accomplish his object. His wagons, baggage, and every superfluous article that could impede celerity of movement, were sacrificed, and the ardour of pursuit maintained with a perseverance almost incredible. But against the foresight of Greene his efforts could little avail. He did, indeed, overtake, and harass the retiring American army; but the rear was so well protected by the genius of Otho Williams, commanding a selected corps of cavalry and infantry, that the Dan was passed without any material interruption, and the army placed in perfect security.

At the siege of York-Town in Virginia, Lord Cornwallis perceiving no possible chance of resisting, successfully, the combined forces of America and France, his advanced redoubts already captured—the greater part of his artillery dismounted—his lines of defence crumbled into his ditches—resolved to attempt the accomplishment of an escape by crossing the river to the opposite bank; or at all events of protracting surrender, and obtaining more favourable terms for the garrison. Already a part of the troops had reached Gloucester
Point—a second division was embarked, when, in the critical moment of excited hope, when every thing appeared to favour his design, a storm of wind and rain arose, which at once disconcerted all his measures. The boats were driven down the river, and the army, weakened and divided, left in extreme peril. To increase misfortune, with the return of day, a most tremendous and destructive fire was opened by the besiegers. The tempest, however, abated, and the boats returning, brought back the division of the army that had crossed to Gloucester, and Cornwallis, so long triumphant, was compelled to submit.

I will bring forward one other instance. At the most distressful period of the war, General Washington wrote to Congress, "That he was surrounded by secret foes, destitute of the means of detecting them, or of getting intelligence of the enemy's movements and designs. The army was in rags, had few or no blankets, and military stores were in the dregs. The troops reduced in numbers, must retreat, without the means of defence if attacked, and would probably disperse from the want of subsistence and clothing in an inclement season, too severe for nature to support. In a word, we have lived upon expedients till we can live no longer; and it may truly be said, that the history of this war, is a history of false hopes and temporary devices, instead of system and economy, which results from it." All business was, in consequence, suspended in Congress, and dismay was universal, since no supplies of the requisitions demanded could be provided.

Mr. Robert Morris, to whom the United States is more indebted for their prosperity and happiness, than to any other individual, with the exception of General Washington, overcome by his feelings, quitted the Hall with a mind completely depressed, without a present hope, or cheering expectation of
future prosperity. On entering his Counting-House, he received the welcome intelligence, that a ship which he had despaired of, had, at that moment, arrived at the wharf, with a full cargo of all the munitions of war, and of soldiers' clothing. He returned to Congress almost breathless with joy, and announced the exhilarating good news. Nor did propitious fortune end here. Accidentally meeting with a worthy Quaker, who had wealth at command, and a hearty well-wisher to the American cause, although from his religious principles averse to war and fighting, he thought it no departure from the strict line of propriety, to endeavour, by every exertion, to awaken his sympathy and obtain his assistance. Assuming, therefore, an expression of countenance indicative of the most poignant anguish and deep despair, he was passing him in silence, when the benevolent Quaker, who had critically observed him, and marked the agitation of his mind, feelingly said, "Robert, I fear there is bad news." The reply was, "Yes, very bad; I am under the most helpless embarrassment for the want of some hard money." "How much would relieve thy difficulties, Robert?" The sum was mentioned. "But I could only give my private engagement in a note, which I would sacredly pledge my honour to repay," rejoined Mr. Morris. "Cease thy sorrows, then, Robert; thou shalt have the money in confidence of thy silence on the subject, as it regards me." The specie was procured, immediately remitted to General Washington, and saved the army.

I should find no difficulty in producing many other, and equally satisfactory proofs of the opinion advanced, but shall content myself with asking—Is it possible, that so many occurrences should be considered as casualties depending altogether on chance? Do they not rather appear as the orderings of the beneficent Ruler of the Universe, extending his protecting arm
over a people whom he cherished, and checking the wild and inordinate ambition of the oppressor? It is the light in which it ought to be viewed, that the gratitude of the nation should be proportioned to the blessings bestowed on it, and that the pride of success restrained within just limits, nor overstepping the bounds of moderation, the victors in the contest may, with humility, exclaim, "Not unto us, but unto the powerful protection of an all wise and beneficent God, are such providential escapes and unexampled successes to be attributed."

ROBERT MORRIS.

Having but slightly mentioned this distinguished patriot, both justice and gratitude require that I should speak more particularly of his extraordinary powers in the department of Finance; the extent of his influence in the commercial relations of the nation, both at home and abroad, and successful exertions in the accomplishment of its independence; more especially, as it is acknowledged, that to the zeal and ability of Washington alone, were superior honours due. My information in all that relates to this distinguished citizen, is derived, in a great measure, from one of the most enlightened and active patriots of our Revolution, Judge Peters; but better authority could not be adduced, since, placed for many years at the head of the Board of War, he possessed the most perfect knowledge of every military transaction, and of the influence of Mr. Morris, in giving efficacy to enterprise. Independent of which, that from personal friendship and constant co-operation, in labouring for the nation's glory, there appeared
but one object and one mind betwixt them. The Anecdote which follows is from his pen; it would be an injustice on my part to attempt the alteration of a single sentence, a single word.

"In 1779, or 1780, two of the most distressing years of the war, General Washington wrote to me a most alarming account of the prostrate condition of the military stores, and enjoining my immediate exertions to supply deficiencies. There were no musket cartridges but those in the men's boxes, and they were wet; of course, if attacked, a retreat or a rout was inevitable. We (the Board of War) had exhausted all the lead accessible to us, having caused even the spouts of houses to be melted, and had offered, abortively, the equivalent in paper of two shillings specie per pound for lead. I went in the evening of the day in which I received this letter, to a splendid entertainment given by Don Mirailles, the Spanish Minister. My heart was sad, but I had the faculty of brightening my countenance even under gloomy disasters, yet it seems then not sufficiently adroitly. Mr. Morris, who was one of the guests, and knew me well, discovered some casual traits of depression. He accosted me in his usual blunt and disengaged manner. 'I see some clouds passing across the sunny countenance you assume—what is the matter?' After some hesitation I showed him the General's letter, which I had brought from the office with the intention of placing it at home in a private cabinet. He played with my anxiety, which he did not relieve for some time. At length, however, with great and sincere delight, he called me aside, and told me that the Holker privateer had just arrived at his wharf with ninety tons of lead, which she had brought as ballast. It had been lauded at Martinique, and stone ballast had supplied its place, but this had been put on shore and the lead again taken in. 'You shall have my half of this for-
tunate supply; there are the owners of the other half,' (indicating gentlemen in the apartment.) 'Yes, but I am already under heavy personal engagements, as guarantee for the Department, to those and other gentlemen.' 'Well,' rejoined Mr. Morris, 'they will take your assumption with my guaranty.' I instantly, on these terms, secured the lead, left the entertainment, sent for the proper officers, and set more than one hundred people to work through the night. Before morning a supply of cartridges was ready, and sent off to the army.

"I could relate many more such occurrences. Thus did our affairs succeed. 'Per varios casus, per tot discrimina rerum.' And these discrimina rerum occurred so often, that we had frequently occasion feelingly to exclaim,

'Quod optanti divum promittere nemo,
'Anserat—Fors en! attulit ulro.'—Virgil."

But at once to give the stamp of excellence to his zeal and decided influence in the most momentous concerns of the nation, I will, from the same authority, show in how great a measure his activity decided the fate of Cornwallis.

"It may not be generally known, but it is an incontrovertible fact, that the plan of the campaign for the year 1781, as agreed upon by General Washington and Admiral De Grasse, was to aim at the reduction of New-York, and that the Southern enterprise was never contemplated until, unexpectedly, and to his extreme surprise, General Washington (by the French Admiral's breaking his engagements to come into New-York Bay, and announcing his intention, through the Admiral commanding the squadron at Rhode-Island, to enter and remain, for a few weeks, in the Chesapeake) was obliged to change the whole plan of operations; which, from the powerful resources of his mind,
he planned and performed in a sudden and masterly manner. An account has been published, by which it appears that the Count Rochambeau claimed the credit of planning the enterprise a year before it was put in execution. A military character who had rendered such important services to our country as were, by universal consent, attributed to him, needed no borrowed plume. He avows his having advised Count De Grasse not to venture into New-York Bay. He should, (had he acted consistently with his duty) with candour, and in due season, have made this communication to General Washington; whereas, the first intimation of a change of the original plan, was the French Admiral’s letter from Rhode-Island, which the General put into my hands a few hours after he had received it, with strong expressions of surprise and resentment. Assuredly, at this period, the expedition to the Southward had never been thought of; but as Count Rochambeau’s countervailing advice had been attended with successful consequences, he adroitly takes advantage of this good fortune and turns, an otherwise unjustifiable interference, into personal merit. I was sent by Congress, under the belief that New-York was the object, to consult with General Washington, on the supplies necessary for the attack. But, the apprehension expressed by Count de Grasse, of danger to his heavy ships, should they enter the Bay, and the avowal of his intention to sail for the Chesapeake, put at once an end to deliberation on the subject. A new object was now to be sought for, on which the co-operation of the allies might be employed with effect. I was present when the Southern enterprise was resolved on, (claiming no merit or agency in the military part of it) and superintended the provision of every thing required by the General, for the operation. From seventy to eighty pieces of battering cannon, and one hundred of field artillery, were completely fitted and furnished
with attirail and ammunition, although, when I returned from camp to Philadelphia, there was not a field carriage put together, and but a small quantity of fixed ammunition in our Magazines. The train was progressively sent on in three or four weeks, to the great honour of the officers and men employed in this meritorious service. All this, together with the expense of provision for, and pay of the troops, was accomplished on the personal credit of Mr. Robert Morris, who issued his notes to the amount of one million four hundred thousand dollars, which were finally all paid. Assistance was furnished by Virginia and other States, from the merit whereof I mean not to detract. But, as there was no money in the chest of the War Office, and the Treasury of the United States empty, the expedition never could have been operative and brought to a successful issue, had not, most fortunately, Mr. Morris' credit, superior exertions, and management, supplied the indispensable sine qua non, the funds necessary to give effect to exertion."

Such important services rendered to his country, while they entitled Mr. Morris to the admiration, should, at the same time, have secured him some distinguished testimony of public gratitude. He richly merited, and ought to have enjoyed in old age, the uninterrupted blessings of peace and happiness. But, at the conclusion of the war, the propitious fortunes that seemed attendant on all his prior enterprises, forsook him. He engaged in deep speculation, to the entire ruin of his pecuniary concerns. He had husbanded, and with success, the funds of the public, but dissipated his own. Penury and wretchedness closed the scene of life. The memory of a man of such distinguished utility cannot be lost; and while the recollection of his multiplied services are deeply engraven on the tablet of every patriotic heart, I fondly hope, that the day is not distant, when some public monu-
ment, recording the most momentous occurrences of his life, and characteristic of national feeling and gratitude, may mark the spot where rest the remains of Robert Morris.

To the instances given by Judge Peters, of the happy arrival of supplies for the army, at the moment that they were most needed, I would add another occurrence derived from the same authority. "On our entering Philadelphia, in June 1778, after the evacuation by the British troops, we were hard pressed for ammunition. We caused the whole city to be ransacked in search of cartridge paper. At length, I thought of the garrets, &c. of old Printing Offices. In that once occupied as a lumber room by Dr. Franklin, when a printer, a vast collection was discovered.—Among the mass was more than a cart body load of Sermons on Defensive War, preached by a famous Gilbert Tenant, during an old British and French war, to rouse the Colonists to indispensable exertion. These appropriate manifestoes were instantly employed as cases for musket cartridges, rapidly sent to the army, came most opportunely, and were fired away at the battle of Monmouth against our retiring foe.

TIMOTHY PICKERING.

Where the shafts of malevolence have been directed against a patriot who never harboured a thought, nor cherished a principle inconsistent with the honour and interests of his country, though they fail to injure, they do not the less offend. It is most grateful, therefore,
to me to speak of the services of a patriot, who, though not always a successful candidate for public favour, never ceased to deserve it. Thoroughly approving the opinions of Judge Peters, I will give them in his own words. Speaking of Colonel Pickering, he says,—"He is too well known to need any eulogium from me. He was one of the first Commissioners of the Board of War; and a most diligent and able co-adjutor we had in him, during eighteen months, when he was called to the field, first as Adjutant, then as Quarter-Master General. I have known him intimately forty-five years. A man of more firmness and sterling integrity never lived. Yet he has been persecuted with shameless obloquy. His present situation gives a practical rebutter to some gross aspersions. He does not claim a title to the brilliant fame of Cincinnatus, but he emulates his virtues in retirement; and now, in the seventy-seventh year of his life, personally labours on a farm of very moderate extent, in his native State, where his merits are best known and justly appreciated. This moderate establishment he was enabled to purchase by the grateful and generous assistance of an association of liberal fellow-citizens, who bought his investment of title to his military certificates in forest lands in Pennsylvania, with a view of serving him, and not themselves. And, to their immortal honour, those lands have been transferred, gratuitously, to the widow and orphans of the late eminently distinguished and poignantly lamented General Hamilton, another of our Revolutionary patriots, who reaped but a pittance of the fruits, though he led the way in sowing and maturing the harvest."
BARON STEUBEN.

It is with peculiar delight that I bring into view the services of this excellent soldier and inestimable man, conscientiously believing, that after the Generals Washington and Greene, and the Financier, Robert Morris, there was no individual in the United States, who, in equal degree, contributed to the victories of our armies, and the establishment of our Independence.

It was my good fortune, shortly after the conclusion of the war, to be presented to Baron Steuben, an officer who had served in the armies of the United States with the highest distinction. To give a just idea of his merit, it is necessary to state his previous situation in Europe, and the sacrifices which attended his devotion to the cause of Liberty. Most of the foreigners who had engaged in the service of America, were men of desperate fortunes, ambitious to acquire honour and emolument. They had possessed but inferior grade in the armies in which they had served, yet, to a people totally unacquainted with the art of war, their knowledge was of importance, and on all occasions rewarded with flattering promotion. It was far otherwise with Baron Steuben. At the commencement of our contest with Great Britain he was a Lieutenant General in the circle of the German Empire, called Swabia, and commanded in chief the forces of the Prince of Beven. He was also a Canon of the Church, and Aid-de-Camp to the King of Prussia, with a revenue from these offices amounting to nearly six hundred pounds sterling per annum. By entering into the service of the United States his rank as a soldier was diminished, and expectation of bettering his fortunes for ever destroyed. The regulations of Congress (except in the case of the Commander in Chief) admit-
ted of no rank superior to that of Major General, and the poverty and distress of the country, destroyed every hope of pecuniary advantage. Yet, actuated by motives superior to ambition and self-interest, offering his services even without pay, he, by unwearied industry, activity, and perseverance, called into service the army that gave liberty to America. A letter received from Judge Peters, of Philadelphia, to whose politeness I am proud to acknowledge myself peculiarly indebted, supplying many of the most interesting Anecdotes of my collection, says,—"Your mentioning the name of Baron Steuben recalls to my memory a valued friend, whose merits have never been duly appreciated. Our army was but a meritorious irregular band before his creation of discipline. His Department and personal conduct were particularly under my observation. One fact, to prove his usefulness, will go further than a thousand words. In the estimates of the War Office, we always allowed five thousand muskets beyond the actual numbers of our muster of the whole army. It was, in early times, never sufficient to guard against the waste and misapplication that occurred. In the last inspection return of the Main Army, before I left the War Department, Baron Steuben being then Inspector General, only three muskets were deficient, and those accounted for."

A friend, on the accuracy of whose statements I can confidently rely, told me that it could not easily be conceived to what severe trial the patience of the Baron was put in his first efforts to establish a regular system of discipline; and that, on one occasion, having exhausted all his German and French oaths, he vociferated to his Aid-de-Camp, Major Walker, "Vien Walker—vien mon bon ami. Curse—God damn de gancherie of dese badauts, je ne puis plus. I can curse 'dem no more."
In private life his virtues were exalted; and it would be difficult to determine, whether he most excites our admiration for zeal and activity as a patriot and soldier, or tenderness and humanity as a man. As I hold his character in high veneration, I have great delight in relating an Anecdote which I received from General Walter Stewart; the truth of which may confidently be relied on. After the capture of York-Town, the superior officers of the allied army, vied with each other in acts of civility and attention to the captive Britons. Lord Cornwallis and his family were particularly distinguished. Entertainments were given in succession by all the Major Generals, with the exception of Baron Steuben. He alone withheld an invitation, not from a wish to be particular, nor that his heart was closed to the attentions due to misfortune! His soul was superior to prejudice; and, as a soldier, he tenderly sympathized in their fate, while poverty denied the means of displaying that liberality towards them, which had been shown by others. Such was his situation, when calling on Colonel Stewart, and informing him of his intention to entertain the British Commander in Chief, he requested, that he would advance him a sum of money as the price of his favourite charger. "'Tis a good beast," said the Baron, "and has proved a faithful servant through all the dangers of the war; but, though painful to my heart, we must part." Colonel Stewart, to prevent a step that he knew must be attended with great loss, and still greater inconvenience, immediately tendered his purse, recommending, should the sum it contained prove insufficient, the sale or pledge of his watch. "My dear friend," said the Baron, "'tis already sold. Poor N. was sick and wanted necessaries. He is a brave fellow, and possesses the best of hearts. The trifle it brought is set apart for his use. My horse must go, so no more, I beseech you, to turn me from my pur-
I am a Major General in the service of the United States, and my private convenience must not be put in the scale with the duty, which my rank calls upon me imperiously to perform."

The liberal disposition of Baron Steuben, afforded to his Aid-de-Camp, Major North, an opportunity of making a peculiarly happy repartee. On the summit of a hill, on the farm occupied by the Baron, a monument was erected to the memory of a certain Mr. Provost, who, on account of his constant command of cash, had been styled, when living, *Ready Money Provost.* A gentleman observing, that in the event of death, the Baron would be at no loss for a snug place of interment, Major North replied, "Then, Sir, his disposition must alter with his state, for in life he will never tolerate the idea of laying by ready money."

Though poor himself, the Baron had a number of pensioners. Of one of these I must relate an interesting Anecdote. When Arnold apostatized and attached himself to the British Standard, Baron Steuben, at that period Inspector General of the army, to show his perfect abhorrence of the traitor, commanded, that every soldier who bore the name should change it, or be immediately dismissed the service. Some days after, finding a soldier of Connecticut, who had paid no attention to the mandate, he insisted that he should instantaneously be expelled from the ranks. "I am no traitor, my worthy General," said the soldier, "and will willingly renounce a name that the perfidy of a scoundrel has for ever tarnished, if allowed to assume one, which is dear to every American soldier. Let me be Steuben, and be assured that I will never disgrace you." "Willingly, my worthy fellow," replied the Baron. "Be henceforth Steuben, and add to the glory of a name that has already acquired lustre by the partial adoption of a brave man." The soldier, at the conclusion of the war, kept a tavern in New-
England, exhibiting a representation of his patron as a sign; and as long as the Baron lived, received a pension from him as a reward for his partial attachment.

The hospitality of Baron Steuben was unbounded. Introduced at his villa by a friend, to whose exertions in Congress he considered himself peculiarly indebted for a pension settled on him for life, he treated me with marked attention; and at the moment of my departure said with great politeness, (Sunday being the day on which he kept open table for his friends,) "Souvenez-vous, mon jeune ami, pendant votre sejour à New-York, que le Dimanche, est consacré a Dieu et à Steuben."

Dining with him shortly after the resignation of Mr. Robert Morris, as Financier of the United States, the cause of which appeared inexplicable to the company present, "To me," said Baron Steuben, "there appears no mystery. I will illustrate my sentiments by a simple narrative. When I was about to quit Paris to embark for the United States, the better to insure comfort when in camp, I judged it of importance to engage in my service a cook of celebrity. The American army was posted at Valley Forge, when I joined it. Arrived at my quarters, a wagoner presented himself, saying that he was directed to attach himself to my train, and obey my orders. Commissaries arriving, furnished a supply of beef and bread, and retired. My cook looked around him for utensils, indispensable, in his opinion, for preparing a meal, and finding none, in an agony of despair, applied to the wagoner for advice. 'We cook our meat,' replied he, 'by hanging it up by a string, and turning it before a good fire till sufficiently roasted.' The next day—and still another passed, without material change. The Commissary made his deposit. My cook showed the strongest indications of uneasiness by shrugs and heavy
sighing; but, with the exception of a few oaths, spoke not a word of complaint. His patience, however, was completely exhausted; he requested an audience, and demanded his dismissal. 'Under happier circumstances, mon General,' said he, 'it would be my ambition to serve you, but here I have no chance of showing my talents, and I think myself obliged, in honour, to save you expense, since your wagoner is just as able to turn the string as I am.' 'Believe me, gentlemen,' continued the Baron, 'the Treasury of America is, at present, just as empty as my kitchen was at Valley Forge; and Mr. Morris wisely retires, thinking it of very little consequence who turns the string.'

It is a gratification to add, that as a tribute to his merit, and reward for his important services, Congress, at the conclusion of the war, settled on him a pension of two thousand dollars per annum for life; and that the State of New-York gave him, as a donation, a very fine tract of country. General Washington, who was well acquainted with his liberality, said, on this occasion, to a friend, who repeated it to me,—"I rejoice that Congress have given to so excellent a patriot an independency, and by an annuity; for had they bestowed a specific sum, were it ten times the amount, the generous heart of Steuben would keep him poor, and he would, in all probability, die a beggar."

GENERAL GATES.

Although blame must ever attach to General Gates, for his ungenerous effort to rise to supreme command, by effecting the downfall of his superior, encouraging intrigue, and countenancing disaffection the
more readily to accomplish it. Although the world, too apt to censure from appearances, have fixed the stigma of precipitancy upon his conduct, which led him with blind confidence in the superiority of his own judgment and military talent, to mock the admonition of General Charles Lee, warning him to avoid the chance of exchanging "The Laurel already gained, for a wreath of Willow;" and would lead us, by its censures, to blame with asperity, his pointed neglect of the prudential advice of De Kalb—"Not too hastily to risk a battle." Yet, let us do justice, even when compelled to blame. I have, from the information of an officer high in his confidence, whose word is truth, just cause to believe, that it was not his intention to risk a battle when compelled by Cornwallis to engage near Camden. His avowed object was to choose a position in the vicinity of Lord Rawdon, and to fortify it, so that if the British General ventured to attack him, he would be compelled to do it at considerable hazard. He frankly declared, that he was not sufficiently strong in Continental force to risk an engagement. And to increase the strength of the irregular army, Colonel Harrington, an officer of great influence, was ordered into North-Carolina, and Colonel Marion detached to the lower Pedee, to rouse as many effective men to arm in his favour as possible. In confirmation of this statement, the Colonels Porterfield and Senff were actually sent forward to reconnoitre, and fixed upon a position behind Granny Creek, which was esteemed altogether fitted to the General’s purposes, having the creek in front, a deep and difficult swamp on the right, and commanding grounds on the left, which, strengthened by a redoubt and abattis, would give security from attack. Had Lord Rawdon remained in command, his schemes might have been crowned with success, as that Nobleman had shown no disposition to meet him; but Lord Cornwallis
arrived, whose enterprising spirit at once discerned the danger of delay, and fixed his determination to fight. Remaining, therefore, but one night in Camden, he marched forward to battle, justifying the wisdom of his measures by the success which attended them. Gates was actually on his march to occupy the position fixed on, when met by his vigilant enemy, and compelled to risk, in an unguarded moment, an action, for which he was unprepared, and of which the results were more disastrous than any battle fought during the progress of the Revolution. I would not attempt to palliate his faults when they call for censure, and freely blame his disregard to the reiterated solicitations of the Colonels White and Washington, to give the sanction of his name and authority to recruit the cavalry; a measure, had it been adopted, that might have given an entire change to the current of success, and at all events have saved the lives of hundreds, who fell under the merciless sabres of Tarleton’s Legionary Cavalry.

Lieutenant Colonel Lee, the accuracy of whose judgment is undeniable, thus adverts to this fatal and mistaken policy.

"White and Washington, who, after the disasters of Monk’s Corner and Lenud’s, had retired into North Carolina with the view of recruiting their regiments, earnestly solicited General Gates to invigorate their efforts by the aid of his authority, so as to enable them to advance with him to the theatre of action. Gates paid no attention to this proper request, and thus deprived himself of the most operative corps belonging to the Southern army. Although unfortunate, these regiments had displayed undaunted courage, and had been taught in the school of adversity, that knowledge which actual service only can bestow. It is probable, that this injurious indifference on the part of the American commander, resulted from his recurrence to the
campaign of 1777, when a British army surrendered to him unaided by cavalry; leading him to conclude that Armand's corps, already with him, gave an adequate portion of this species of force. Fatal mistake! It is not improbable that the closeness and ruggedness of the country in which he had been so triumphant, did render the aid of horse less material, but the moment he threw his eyes upon the plains of the Carolinas, the moment he saw their dispersed settlements adding difficulty to difficulty in the procurement of intelligence and provisions; knowing too, as he did, that the enemy had not only a respectable body of Dragoons, but that it had been used without intermission, and with much effect, it would seem that a discriminating mind must have been led to acquiesce in the wish suggested by the two officers of horse. To the neglect of this salutary proposition may, with reason, be attributed the heavy disaster soon after experienced. In no country in the world are the services of cavalry more to be desired, than in that which was committed to the care of Major General Gates, and how it was possible for an officer of his experience to have been regardless of this powerful auxiliary, remains inexplicable. Calculating proudly on the weight of his name, he appears to have slighted the prerequisites to victory, and to have hurried on to the field of battle with the impetuosity of youth; a memorable instance of the certain destruction which awaits the soldier who does not know how to estimate prosperity. If good fortune begets presumption instead of increasing circumspection and diligence, it is the due precursor of deep and bitter adversity."

Yet for the gallantry and good conduct displayed in his conflicts with Burgoyne, which caused the surrender of an entire British army, and his indefatigable industry in bringing under control, the refractory spirit impatient of subordination, manifested in every depart-
ment of the army before Boston, he is certainly entitled to the gratitude and applause of his country. With particular pleasure, therefore, we view the magnanimous conduct of the Legislature of Virginia, who sensible that

" 'Tis cruelty to wound a falling man."

regardless of recent misfortunes, and alone remembering the important services performed by him in happier days, as he passed through the city in which they were in session, presented, by a select Committee, the following complimentary resolution:

"IN THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES.

"Richmond, December 28th, 1780.

"Resolved, That a Committee of four be appointed to wait upon Major General Gates, and to assure him of the high regard and esteem of this House; that the remembrance of his former services cannot be obliterated by any reverse of fortune; but that this House, ever mindful of his great merit, will omit no opportunity of testifying to the world, the gratitude, which, as a member of the American Union, the country owes him in his military character."

I have already stated, that great blame was attached to his ambitious project of supplanting the illustrious leader of our armies in command. Evidence may be wanting to prove him a principal in this iniquitous conspiracy; but he may justly be said to have encouraged what he did not endeavour to prevent. Yet in the hour of affliction, contrition fell heavy on his heart, and the honourable manner in which he evinced it, will, I fondly hope, cause his dereliction of duty in the first instance, to be buried in endless oblivion.

I received the following highly interesting Anecdote from Dr. William Read, at the period of its occur-
rence, superintending the Hospital Department at Hillsborough:

"Having occasion to call on General Gates, relative to the business of the Department under my immediate charge, I found him traversing the apartment which he occupied, under the influence of high excitement; his agitation was excessive—every feature of his countenance, every gesture betrayed it. Official despatches, informing him that he was superseded, and that the command of the Southern Army had been transferred to General Greene, had just been received and perused by him. His countenance, however, betrayed no expression of irritation or resentment; it was sensibility alone that caused his emotion. An open letter which he held in his hand, was often raised to his lips, and kissed with devotion, while the exclamation repeatedly escaped them—'Great man!' 'Noble, generous procedure!' When the tumult of his mind had subsided, and his thoughts found utterance, he, with strong expression of feeling, exclaimed—'I have received this day a communication from the Commander in Chief, which has conveyed more consolation to my bosom, more ineffable delight to my heart, than I had believed it possible for it ever to have felt again. With affectionate tenderness he sympathises with me in my domestic misfortunes, and condoles with me on the loss I have sustained by the recent death of an only son; and then, with peculiar delicacy, lamenting my misfortune in battle, assures me, that his confidence in my zeal and capacity is so little impaired, that the command of the right wing of the army will be bestowed on me as soon as I can make it convenient to join him.'"
GENERAL CONWAY.

There was no officer in the service who engaged with greater zeal in the intrigue, by which it was designed to deprive General Washington of command, and place General Gates at the head of the army, than General Conway. Intrigue was the cherished sphere of his actions; ambition the predominant passion of his heart; and he appeared but little scrupulous as to the means employed, while he successfully pursued his plans for its indulgence. His aim was to vilify, and by the degradation of others to advance his own fortunes. We accordingly find him incessantly harping on the incapacity of the Commander in Chief to direct the operations of the army; and denouncing not only the ignorance of military tactics, displayed by the leaders of particular corps, but the total want of knowledge in the army generally, of the exercises the most essential to its perfection. Nor were his censures without effect. He gained proselytes in Congress, and through their influence promotion. But, when convinced of the injustice of his conduct, and awed by the superior virtue and talents of General Washington, he threw aside the veil of prejudice that had obscured perception. The handsome manner in which he made his apology, does him high honour, and ought to be recorded.

Severely wounded in a duel with General Cadwallader, and believing death inevitable, he thus addressed General Washington:

"Philadelphia, February 23d, 1778.

"Sir,

"I find myself just able to hold my pen during a few minutes, and take this opportunity of expressing my sincere grief for having done, written, or said any thing disagreeable to your Excellency."
My career will soon be over; therefore, justice and truth prompt me to declare my last sentiments. You are in my eyes the great and good man. May you long enjoy the love, esteem, and veneration of these States, whose liberties you have asserted by your virtues.

"I am, with the greatest respect,
"Your Excellency’s most obedient and humble servant,
"PH. CONWAY.

"His Excellency General Washington."

GENERAL CHARLES LEE.

Another and more virulent enemy, with unremitting industry sought to destroy the fair and unspotted fame of the Commander in Chief, and to impress upon the minds of the people an opinion, not only that he was unequal to the duty of conducting, successfully, the enterprises of the army he commanded, but that the jealousy of his disposition induced him to view with jaundiced eyes the claims to merit of military men whom he knew to be his superiors in talent, and to leave no efforts unessayd to accomplished their ruin.

"What pow’r so strong
"Can tie the gall up in the sland’rous tongue."—SHAKESPEARE.

There can be no misapprehension relative to the individual alluded to. Previous to his captivity I am ready to allow, that General Lee rendered the most essential service to America. He engaged in her cause, and in defence of her violated rights, with ardent enthusiasm, and, both by precept and example, gave encouragement to firm and intrepid resistance. But captivity appears to have broken down his manly spirit, and in the place of that bold, frank, and open
independency of character, by which he had been distin-
guished, to have made him the slave of the most
malignant and degrading passions, and to have given
birth to a caution and timidity inconsistent with his
natural disposition, and altogether unbecoming a cham-
pion for the emancipation of an oppressed nation.
He cordially hated the British; but he appeared for the
first time, to have a most exalted opinion of their
spirit for enterprise. Made a prisoner himself, by a
shameful carelessness, and exposuse of his person to
captivity, he was constantly looking forward for some
new effort of prowess that would increase their reputa-
tion for daring achievement. He made comparisons
betwixt the Giants (for so he styled the British) and our
own soldiers, (the Pigmies) which passed not without
reproof. He called on Congress, (then sitting at York,
in Pennsylvania,) to order a survey of the Susque-
hanna, seventy-eight miles from the British Lines, in
order to fortify a river that could not be fortified, and
where neither prudence nor necessity required that it
should be done.

With regard to his conduct at the battle of Mon-
mouth, I shall only say, (acquitting him thoroughly of
the infamous motives that have been alleged against
him) that had he obeyed orders, and made a better use
of the picked troops of the Line immediately under his
command, a most decisive victory might have been
gained, and probably the war itself, promptly and
decidedly, brought to a conclusion. From this moment,
both in his conversations and his writings, the great
aim of his life appears to have been to lessen the reputa-
tion of the Commander in Chief in public estimation.
But public opinion, and that of the men who were
more particularly acquainted with facts and circum-
stances, consigned not only a pamphlet which he pub-
lished, but his verbal allegations also, to the contempt,
and I might add, detestation of all good citizens. The
best refutation that can be given to his calumnies will be found in the extract of a letter, not intended by the writer for publicity, which I have been favoured with from one of our most distinguished patriots, which shows the unadorned, genuine impulses of a heart and mind devoted to the service of his country, without the alloy of selfish vain-glorious views, or sordid pursuits. It was written to a confidential friend, and dated

"West-Point, July 29th, 1779."

"Dear Sir,

I have a pleasure in acknowledging the receipt of your obliging favour of the 15th instant, and in finding by it, that the author of the Queries, political and military, has had no great cause to exult in the favourable reception of them by the public. Without a clue, I should have been at no loss to trace the malevolent writer; but I have seen a history of the transaction, and felt a pleasure, mingled with pain, at the narration.

To stand well in the estimation of one's country, is a happiness that no rational creature can be insensible of. To be pursued, first under the mask of friendship, and when disguise would suit no longer, as an open calumniator, with gross misrepresentation, and self-known falsehoods, carries an alloy which no temper can bear with perfect composure.

The motives which actuate this gentleman, are better understood by himself than me. If he can produce a single instance in which I have mentioned his name, (after his trial commenced) where it was in my power to avoid it; and when it was not, where I have done it with the smallest degree of acrimony or disrespect, I will consent, that the world shall view my character in as disreputable a light as he wishes to place it. What cause there is, then, for such a profusion of venom, as he is emitting upon all occasions—unless by an act of public duty, in bringing him to trial at his own solicitation, I have disappointed him and raised his ire—or conceiving, that in proportion as he can darken the shades of my character, he illuminates his own. Whether these, I say, or motives yet more dark and hidden,
govern him, I shall not undertake to decide; nor have I time to inquire into them at present.

"If I had ever assumed the character of a military genius, and the officer of experience—if under these false colours I had solicited the command I was honoured with—or if, after my appointment, I had presumptuously driven on, under the sole guidance of my own judgment and self-will—and misfortunes, the result of obstinacy and misconduct, not of necessity had followed, I should have thought myself a proper object for the lash, not only of his, but the pen of every other writer, and a fit subject of public resentment. But, when it is well known, that the command was in a manner forced upon me,—that I accepted it with the utmost diffidence, from a consciousness that it required greater abilities, and more experience than I possessed, to conduct a great military machine, embarrassed as I knew our's must be, by a variety of complex circumstances, and as it were but little better than a mere chaos—and when nothing more was promised, on my part, than has been most inviolably performed, it is rather grating to pass over in silence, charges which may impress the uninformed, though others know that these charges have neither reason nor truth to support them: and that a simple narration of facts would defeat all his assertions, notwithstanding they are made with an effrontery which few men do, and for the honour of human nature, ought to possess.

"If this gentleman is envious of my station, and conceives that I stand in his way to preferment, I can assure him, in most solemn terms, that the first wish of my soul is, to return to that peaceful retirement, and domestic ease and happiness, from whence I came. To this end all my labours have been directed; and for this purpose have I been more than four years a perfect slave, endeavouring, under as many embarrassing circumstances as ever fell to any man's lot to encounter; and as pure motives as any man was ever influenced by, to promote the cause, and service I had embarked in.

"You may form a pretty good judgment of my prospect to a brilliant campaign, when I inform you, that excepting about four hundred recruits from the State of Massachusetts, (a portion of which, I am told, are children, hired at about fifteen hundred dollars each, for nine month's service) I have had no re-enforcement to this army,
since last campaign; while our numbers have been, and now are, diminishing daily, by the expiring terms of men, death and desertion, &c. &c. &c."

The patriotic friend above alluded to, says,—"In this letter, and many others that I have seen, General Washington consoles himself with his unaffected piety and reliance on Providence, whose frequent favours all of us in our days of Revolutionary tribulation witnessed." He adds—"Discouraging as all this is, I feel more from the state of our currency, and the little attention which hitherto appears to have been paid to our finances, than from the smallness of our army: and yet, Providence having so often taken us up, when bereft of all other hope, I trust we shall not fail even in this."

MAJOR EVAN EDWARDS.

Among the many meritorious officers who gained distinction in the service, there were few who better deserved, or in a more extensive degree obtained the respect of the public, and affectionate esteem of his military associates than Major Edwards. I will not indulge my inclination to detail his talents and his virtues, his ready wit and poignant humour, but confine myself to a single Anecdote, perfectly characteristic of the man.

The Major was of the Baptist persuasion, and originally designed for the Ministry, but imbibing the military spirit of the times, entered the army, and appeared, at the commencement of the war, as one of the defenders of Fort Washington. A brave and stubborn re-
sistance could not save the post, which fell into the hands of the enemy, and Edwards became a prisoner. I have often heard him make a jest of the whimsical and fantastic figure which he exhibited on this occasion. “It was not to be wondered,” he said, “that starch in person, emaciated as an anatomy, with rueful countenance, rendered more ghastly by misfortune, my dress partly military, but showing much of a clerical cut, that the risibility of the conquerors should have been very highly excited. One of the leaders, however, of the successful assailants, anxious to excite a still higher degree of merriment, ordered me to ascend a cart, and as a genuine specimen of a Rebel officer, directed that I should be paraded through the principal streets of New-York. It was at the entrance of Canvass Town, that I was much amused by the exclamation of a Scottish female follower of the Camp, who called to a companion—‘Quick, quick lassie, rin hither a wee, and devarte yoursel, they’ve cotch’d a braw and bonny Rebel, ’twill de ye guid to laugh at him.’ Hooting and derision attended my whole career, and at the conclusion of the farce I was committed to prison.”

In the eventful changes of the war it so happened, that the very individual who had so ungenerously abused his power became a captive, experiencing the additional mortification of yielding his sword into the hands of the man so lately treated with scornful indignity. Struck with the singularity of the rencounter, and thoroughly ashamed of his former behaviour, he with frankness, said—‘You are the last man, Sir, that I wished to meet on such an occasion, for no one have I ever so wantonly offended; from you I have nothing to look for but merited retaliation.’

‘Not a word more on the subject, I beseech you, Sir,’ was the reply of Edwards, ‘the surrender of your sword destroyed every recollection of former animosity; rest assured, therefore, that while you remain with us,
it will be equally my pride and pleasure to soothe the pains of captivity, and to render you every service in my power."

The cheerful disposition of Edwards, rendered him as I have already stated, an universal favourite. The occasional indulgence of satirical propensities, peculiarly so, of General Charles Lee, who made him his Aid-de-Camp, and at his death left him a third of his estate. I never knew him, however, make an ill-natured remark, where he was not provoked to do so—then indeed, he spared not.

A Colonel in the army, who was too much inclined to be poetical in his prose, telling Edwards, that he had heard a report concerning him, that had greatly amused him, the Major assured him that it was altogether without foundation. "O, no," said the Colonel, "deny it not—it must be true, and I will report and give it currency." "Thank you, thank you, kind Sir," rejoined Edwards, "your doing so, will save me the trouble of contradicting it."

Among the intelligent men connected with the army of the South, none was more admired in society than Mr. Richard Beresford. He pleased by his eccentricity, and still more by the satirical shafts of his wit, which he threw with the happiest success. His observations were laconic, but ever pointedly severe; which occasioned Edwards to say, "I like that cynical humourist, Beresford; he constantly reminds me of one of your snapping turtle, never putting his head beyond his shell, but to bite at somebody."
Prejudices that it would be difficult to account for, having rendered General Schuyler unpopular among the troops, Congress were induced to supercede him, and to nominate General Gates, commander of the army opposed to Burgoyne. The patriotism and magnanimity displayed by the Ex-General, on this occasion, does him high honour. All that could have been effected, to impede the progress of the British army, had been done already. Bridges were broken up—causeways destroyed—trees felled in every direction to retard the conveyance of stores and artillery. Patrols were employed to give speedy intelligence of every movement of the enemy, and detached corps of light troops to harass and keep up perpetual alarm.

On Gates' arrival, General Schuyler, without the slightest indication of ill-humour, resigned his command, communicated all the intelligence he possessed, and put every interesting paper into his hands, simply adding, "I have done all that could be done as far as the means were in my power, to injure the enemy, and to inspire confidence in the soldiers of our own army, and I flatter myself with some success; but the palm of victory is denied me, and it is left to you, General, to reap the fruits of my labours. I will not fail, however, to second your views; and my devotion to my country, will cause me with alacrity to obey all your orders." He performed his promise, and faithfully did his duty, till the surrender of Burgoyne put an end to the contest.

Another Anecdote is recorded to his honour. General Burgoyne, dining with General Gates immediately after the Convention of Saratoga, and hearing General Schuyler named among the officers presented to
him, thought it necessary to apologize for the destruction of his elegant mansion a few days before, by his orders. "Make no excuses, General," was the reply, "I feel myself more than compensated by the pleasure of meeting you at this table."
QUAKER
CONGRATULATIONS
AFTER
THE BATTLE OF GUILFORD.

Lord Cornwallis, immediately subsequent to the battle of Guilford, having broken up his encampment, and recommended his wounded to the humanity of General Greene, commenced his march upon Wilmington. Every movement was anxiously watched, and already Lee was on his flank, ready to strike, where the least appearance gave the hope of doing it advantageously. It was on the second day's march that the Legion was approached by a company of about two hundred men, riding on pacing ponies, in the costume of Quakers, broad brimmed and short skirted, and headed by a marauder in full military dress, on their way to congratulate his Lordship on the brilliancy and importance of his victory. The same mistake was again made that led to the defeat of Pyle. Lee and his Dragoons were mistaken for Tarleton and his Legion; and these Sons of Peace supposing that they might speak with impunity, were as free of invective against the supporters of American principles, as if they had been blasphemers from their cradles. Their leader was pre-eminently distinguished by his abuse and insolence, which he
ultimately carried to such extremity, and so highly exasperated the surrounding Dragoons with whom he conversed, that, yielding to the dominion of passion, one of them drew forth a pistol, and fatally discharging it, laid him dead at his feet. The consternation which followed cannot well be conceived of; fear paralyzed exertion; the whole party, stupified and silent, remained as if awaiting annihilation. Lee, who was ever eloquent, and conspicuously so when called on to speak on the spur of occasion, now advanced, and bidding them dismiss every apprehension for their personal safety, harangued them for a full half hour in such impressive and pathetic language, pointing out the folly and wickedness of their procedure, and representing the vengeance that would inevitably follow the repetition of their offence, that one and all avowed their sense of error, and promised to sin no more. "Retire, then," said Lee, "seek your homes, and secure safety by submission." The troop immediately wheeled, and for a short distance moved forward with regularity, but as if the words sauvé qui peut had been given, first one, and then another squad, broke off from the main body, and in a little turn, as you list, a Quaker was seen pushing forward his tackey to the full bent of his speed; and he appeared to consider himself the most happy who could fastest fly from an enemy, who, though humane, might prove capricious, and end the interview in slaughter.
FAILURE OF THE CONTEMPLATED ATTACK ON JOHN'S ISLAND.

Lieutenant Colonel Lee, in his Memoirs, appears to consider the circumstance which occasioned the abandonment of this enterprise, as one of the most unfortunate of the war. He had anticipated a brilliant Partisan stroke, when by an unlooked for accident, his views were completely blasted. I shall record it, if only to show, that in the occurrences of war, destruction is often at hand, when conviction exists of the most perfect security.

Colonel Craig, one of the most distinguished officers in the British service, was encamped with a considerable force near the centre of the Island, firmly believing it impossible for him to be surprised by an enemy. By the aid of numerous gallies and gun-boats, he had the entire command of the navigation, and all the small craft in the vicinity were in his possession.

At the Church Flats, the River Stono dividing the Island from the Main, was known to be fordable at low water; but, to command this pass two stout gallies were stationed, and so near to each other, as to admit of conversation betwixt their crews, while the sentinels every half hour passed the watch words—"All's well!"

To strike at the command of Colonel Craig, two powerful detachments were selected and placed under the orders of Lee and Laurens. Had these reached the Island, they were sufficient to ensure victory, and
they would have had the advantage of falling upon an enemy, in all probability careless from a false security, and altogether unprepared for action. But, unfortunately in the approach to the river, the division of Laurens, commanded by Major James Hamilton, as good and intrepid an officer as any in the service, being badly guided, missed its way, and was lost in the woods. The division of Lee, under the guidance of Captain Freer, a patriotic Islander, arrived at the pass at the happiest moment. The tide was out, and Captain Rudolph, who led the van with the Legion Infantry, passed the river between the gallies, undiscovered. The remainder were ready to follow, when some uneasiness being entertained on account of the delay of Laurens' division, a halt was ordered. Thus exposed, the troops remained above an hour, the British sentinels on each side continuing the cry of "All's well!" The rapid flow of the tide soon increased the difficulty of passing so much, the water being up to the breast of the tallest man, that Rudolph was recalled; and to the mortification of all concerned, the expedition ended in retreat.

What has been suggested of the consequences which would have resulted, had the American forces passed the river, is justified by the conduct of the enemy; for on the next day, being apprized of the contemplated attack, the whole force, which was dispersed over the Island, was collected, and with great precipitation removed to Charleston.
CONTEMPLATED MUTINY OF THE ARMY UNDER GENERAL GREENE.

When the Continental Army reached the lower country, in the fall 1781, and encamped at the Round-O, the means of subsistence were abundant. Plenty begat waste, and the consumption of every essential article of provision and forage, was so extravagant, that before the end of the winter, the difficulty of procuring food made it doubtful, whether it would not be necessary again to retire into the interior. The season was altogether unpropitious to the transportation of supplies. The rains were incessant. This caused the good humoured Linton of Washington’s, with more truth than politeness, to say to a lady who asked him, “How he liked the low country of Carolina? “Were I a duck, a crane, or a curlew, I might be qualified to give you an answer, Madam; for, since my arrival in it, the face of the earth has never been within my view.” These discouraging circumstances, the absolute want of decent clothing—the increase of disease, and dangerous predicament of having no active employment, gave existence to that spirit of mutiny of which I shall now speak. I wish that this disgraceful event could be blotted from our history; but, as it did happen, there are circumstances connected with it, that deserve to be recorded.

The mutiny of the Pennsylvania Line in Jersey, had spread dismay throughout the continent, and was regarded by the enemy as the prelude to universal re-
volt. Their disappointment was great, for a redress of grievances was all that was sought for; and satisfaction being judiciously offered to the insurgents by our Government, they gave up the emissaries who had been sent from New-York, to encourage the spirit of opposition, and cheerfully returned to their duty. No immediate evil was the result; but this example of insubordination was, at a later period, productive of alarming consequences. Destitute, as I have stated, of clothing—stinted in food—severely afflicted by disease, discontent began to manifest itself in the most appalling colours. The first indication of it that I recollect, was a placard near the quarters of General St. Clair, who commanded the Pennsylvanians, to this effect—"Can soldiers be expected to do their duty, clothed in rags, and fed on rice." Suspicion attaching to a few disorganizing characters, they, to escape punishment, went over to the enemy, and tranquillity was, for a time, restored. The embers, however, that had been smothered, but not extinguished, were speedily revived, and were ready to burst into flame, through the intrigues of a Sergeant of the Pennsylvanians, and two domestics attached to the family of General Greene, who opened a correspondence with the enemy, and engaged, on a given day, to deliver up their commander and every officer of distinction. A female, who had noticed the murmuring of the disaffected, and unguarded expressions of the ringleader, occasioned the discovery of the plot. The light troops, who had for some little time been indulged with comfortable quarters in the rear, to recover from the fatigues of severe service, were immediately brought forward. To them, not a shade of suspicion attached. Washington's, Gill's, and the Legion Cavalry, took their station in advance. The Delawares, Smith's company of Virginia Regulars, and Legion Infantry, were drawn nearer to Head-Quarters. A troop of
horse was pushed forward to watch the motions of the enemy. The Sergeant was arrested, tried, and executed. The fate of the country was suspended by a thread—destruction would inevitably have followed irresolution. Greene was sensible of it, and striking with decision, gave a death blow to faction, and every symptom of revolt. It was a melancholy sight, awful indeed, and appalling, to behold a youth, an Apollo in shape, as fine a military figure as ever trod the earth, led forth to pay the penalty of his perfidy. He walked with a firm step, and composed countenance, distributing as he passed along, to such of his companions as approached him, several articles of his clothing, at that period precious legacies. His hat he gave to one, his coat to another, his sleeve buttons to a third. Every countenance expressed sorrow, but not a murmur was heard. Arrived at the fatal spot, he in few words, but in the most impressive manner, called upon his comrades, "not to sully their glory, nor forego the advantages they would speedily realize from the termination of the war; and if a thought of desertion was harboured in their bosoms, at once to discard it. I have no cause (he added) to complain of the Court; I certainly spoke imprudently, and from the evidence given of my guilt, they could not have acted otherwise." He then gave the signal to the platoon selected from his own corps—was fired on, and expired. Great pains had been taken by General Greene, as soon as suspicion was excited, to make a full discovery. As soon, however, as sufficient evidence was obtained, he waited not to ascertain the extent of the evil, but by a decided step crushed it effectually. The delay of a few hours must have occasioned the loss of our officers, and probably the death of every faithful soldier. O'Neal had been sent to watch the motions of the enemy, accompanied by Middleton as his second, and Captain Rudolph, who had volunteer-
ed. Passing Bacon and Eagle bridges, they patrolled the road for several miles below Dorchester, and seeing no appearance of any party without their lines, wheeled his troop to return. Rudolph, with two Dragoons, was in advance. On a sudden three well-mounted Black Troopers appeared in front. These were immediately charged. The chief fell by the arm of Pope, a soldier of distinguished gallantry. Rudolph dismounted the second, and made him a prisoner; the third escaped. The captive being asked if the British Cavalry were out in force, declared—"That a single troop, under the command of Captain Dawkins, had gone by the way of Goose Creek Bridge, a few miles higher, and were to return by the way of Dorchester." Knowing the firmness of Rudolph, the valour of Middleton, and tried bravery of his troop, O’Neal pushed forward in full expectation of a complete triumph. Dawkins was soon discovered passing through the village of Dorchester, and bearing down upon him. The charge was sounded on both sides, and a fierce conflict began; but before any material advantage could be gained, the bugle was heard from another quarter, and infantry rose in every direction. A road leading towards Goose Creek, afforded the only chance of retreat; this was immediately taken, and though exposed to a heavy fire, the officers and most of the privates escaped without injury. Nine men and fifteen horses of the troop fell into the hands of the enemy. Twelve of the traitors attached to the Main Army, quitted the standard of their country, and reached the British Lines in safety. The spirit of discontent appeared to fly with them. Till the final departure of the enemy no sign of dissatisfaction was ever again discovered.
EVACUATION OF CHARLESTON.

Long had the departure of the enemy been looked for with anxious solicitude; yet still was it protracted, till many adopted the opinion of General Gadsden, who, whenever the intention of abandoning the Capital was mentioned, said, "I will never believe that they are sincere in their intention to quit us, till they have fairly crossed the bar of Charleston." At length, on the evening of the 12th December, 1782, the Legion were ordered to cross the Ashley and move forward towards the British Lines, and to endeavour as much as possible to harass the retiring garrison.

A detachment of Refugees, know from circumstances to have left the city expressly to murder Mr. John Parker of Goose Creek, who had, but a few nights before, in defending his house against their attacks, killed their leader, Robins, were met with, and driven back so much under the influence of terror, that they eluded the pursuit even of our swiftest courser. They were entering the plantation at one gate, when the Legion reached the house by another. Sensible that their motives could not be misunderstood, (their threats had indeed declared them) they shrunk from action and fled.

*Pediusque timor addidit alis.*

A considerable detachment of infantry that had crossed during the night at Ashley Ferry, under the command of Major James Hamilton, and a company
of artillery under Captain Singleton, joined at day light, and the whole under the direction of General Wayne, moved towards the British out-post at Shubricks; but, before any indication of hostility could be shown, a gentleman of respectability advancing, proposed on the part of General Leslie, "That no impediment should be offered to embarkation; in which case, he pledged himself that no injury should be done to the town. But, in the event of attack, he should use every means to insure security, and not be answerable for any consequences that might follow." General Wayne gave a ready consent to the proposition, and immediately withdrew his troops to Accabbee—not to refresh them, for they were totally destitute of food—but to prepare themselves, to make as handsome an appearance as circumstances would admit of, on the following morning. On the 14th, at day-break, a gun was fired to apprise the British of the approach of the American force, which now moved forward towards the city. Arrived at their lines, as the ramparts were mounted, the Yaugers were seen retreating about fifty yards in front; and some of our officers, not in command, rode forward, and conversed with those of the army who were embarking. Orders had been issued by General Leslie, for the inhabitants to remain in their houses, and so strictly obeyed, that the Main Guard-House had actually been taken possession of, by Captain Rouvrey of the Maryland Line, before it was known that our troops were in the city. It appeared, however, that the enemy were not without suspicion, that they might receive a parting blow—for gallies in the Ashley and Cooper Rivers, dropped down in a line with our troops, the whole length of the Neck; and in front of the Bay, as the cavalry moved in their view, the men of war and armed vessels were ranged, with lighted matches, and every preparation for action; but
not a shot was fired on either side, and the articles of convention strictly adhered to.

In the evening General Greene entered the town, and was received with respectful homage. Great rejoicing could not be expected, as the persons found in the garrison were chiefly British merchants, who remained with permission to dispose of their goods, or Americans who had submitted, and who, though rejoiced at heart, might have considered it as indecorous to have shown external manifestation of it. The guard at night was committed to the Legion; and, in a very little time, every apartment was crowded with soldiers and sailors, who had emerged from their hiding places, and surrendered themselves, or who were brought in by the patrols, being found at improper hours in the streets. On the following morning General Wayne called at an early hour at the Guard-House, and handsomely said,—"I wish not to take advantage of circumstances. If there are any men among you, who have inadvertently remained behind, and not with intention to quit the British standard, let them speak; they shall not be regarded as prisoners, but be immediately conveyed on board the fleet." Nineteen sailors stepping forward, declared, "that they had only remained on shore to see the end of a frolic, and that they should be glad to profit by his generous offer." Lieutenant Middleton, with a proper compliment to General Leslie for the handsome manner in which he had prevented the town from being injured, embarked with a flag of truce, and delivered the men in his charge to Commodore Sweeney, who commanded the Naval department.

On the morning of the evacuation, a very singular occurrence took place. Captain Carns observing a soldier, as he believed, dressed in a regimental exactly resembling that worn by the Legion, stepping hastily into the very last boat, put his hand on his shoulder,
and demanded, "Whither so fast, my lad; you surely cannot wish to desert." "Sir," said the person held, "you are mistaken. I am a Captain in the British service." Carns immediately relinquished his hold, and apologized for his error. The boat pushed off, when it was discovered that the imprudent being who had so long delayed his departure, was Mr. William Oliphant, late a Captain in the Continental Army, who, seduced by the promises of Lord C. Montague, had, to the unutterable grief of his venerable father, forsaken the cause of his country, and accepted a commission in his regiment.
One of the most singular occurrences of the war, was the midnight attack upon the Camp of General Wayne, then laying at Gibbons' Plantation, about five miles distant from Savannah, by Gurestessego, a chief of the Creek nation. The intrepidity of this gallant warrior was, in the first instance, attended with complete success. The sentinels were surprised, the camp entered, and cannon taken. The endeavour to render them serviceable proved his ruin; the time was lost which should have been employed in pursuing his success; and the confusion occasioned by so unlooked for an attack having subsided, the bayonet of Parker's Light Infantry, and desperate charge made by Gunn, proved irresistible. The chief, fighting hand to hand with Wayne, was killed. Seventeen of his warriors fell; the rest, abandoning their pack-horses, and leaving a very considerable prize of peltry to the victors, fled. It must for ever be regretted, that this rencounter, in which consummate gallantry was displayed on both sides, did not terminate here; but, unhappily, a report, which the very nature of the attack rendered probable, produced the most dire catastrophe. It appeared incredible that Indians, accustomed for the most part to resort to stratagem for success, should, without the certainty of timely support, venture on so bold and hazardous an enterprise. An alarm was spread that
the enemy from Savannah, led on by the gallant Browne, were at hand, hastening to support their allies; and twelve young warriors, who were prisoners, were doomed to die, lest they should join the expected assailants. The precipitancy of the order caused many a pang to the heart of the General, for before the falsity of the intelligence could be ascertained, the devoted victims were delivered up a sacrifice, and unresisting fell.

**MAJOR MAXWELL.**

Towards the conclusion of the war, the hostile attacks of the Cherokees on our frontier, compelled General Greene to order General Pickens to invade their territory, and by exemplary punishment bring them to a proper sense of their error. With his accustomed zeal and activity Pickens performed the service, and with complete success. Mounting his men, and adopting the sword instead of the rifle, he so confounded his enemy, that unable to withstand the boldness and fury of his charge, they speedily relinquished every idea of resistance, and precipitately fled. Forty Indians were killed, many prisoners taken, and thirteen towns reduced to ashes. Opposition ceased.

Having often heard of a desperate conflict that had taken place on this occasion, betwixt a Chief of renown and Major Maxwell of the militia, I asked the particulars of that gentleman, and received the interesting communication which follows:

"While charging the enemy, my horse was shot dead beneath me; I received a very injurious fall, and had scarcely time to rise and put myself on my guard,
when an Indian of prodigious power and activity, rushing furiously upon me, inflicted a deep and dangerous wound with his tomahawk; receiving at the same moment from my arm a deep sabre cut, that prostrated him to earth. Recovering about the same time, the first shock of our renounter, we closed with increased animosity, and resolutely contending for victory, in turn appeared to obtain a superiority. In activity the Indian surpassed me. In strength I was his superior; and my advantage was still increasing, as the copious flow of blood issuing from his wound, rendered him at every instant more enfeebled. I perceived a creek to be near us; I profited by the circumstance, and lifting my adversary in my arms, rushed into the deepest part of it, forced his head beneath the surface, and held it there, till life had completely left him.

GENERAL WILLIAM BUTLER.

The interesting Anecdotes relative to the sanguinary warfare in our interior country, which immediately follow, were obtained from Mr. Pickens Butler, son of the distinguished revolutionary Partisan, the late General William Butler.

The first unfortunately gives an appalling picture of the savage ferocity exercised by the Tories, while aiming at the subjugation of their adversaries, and must in the eyes of candour, tend to palliate the retaliatory measures resorted to by the Whigs. At a time when the Loyalists were numerous and powerful in the interior of the State, James Butler, who was at the head of a party of Whigs, finding himself closely followed, and likely to be overpowered by Cunningham’s horse,
sought shelter in a house near Cloud's Creek. He was quickly assailed by his pursuers, and defended himself with great gallantry; but, his ammunition being totally expended, he was driven to the necessity of listening to the tender of mercy proposed by Cunningham, and surrendered. The house was now closely surrounded to prevent escape. The arms of Mr. Butler and his party were demanded, and given up, when, to the disgrace of human nature, the unfortunate prisoners were marched out one by one, and deliberately cut to pieces. The ferocious leader of the Loyalists singled out Mr. Butler as his victim, and slew him with his own hand. One man alone escaped.

A monument, erected by William Butler, with pious regret for so cruel a bereavement, marks to this day the spot where his intrepid father fell.

 Shortly after the capture of Charleston, Captain Michael Watson, a man of great courage, at the head of a party of eighteen mounted Rangers, raised at the ridge of Edgefield, took the field with determined hostility against the Tories. William Butler (at an after period so highly distinguished as an active and intrepid Partisan) commanded a small body of cavalry, fifteen only in number, near the same place. These gallant Patriots, receiving information that a party of Tories were encamped in Dean's Swamp, near Orangeburgh, resolved to attack them, and uniting their forces for that purpose, marched forward at sundown, with great rapidity, the more certainly to surprise them. About midnight, they met with and detained as a prisoner, one Hutto, a disaffected man, and taking him along with them, pursued their march. At the dawn of day, when very near the encampment of their enemy, Hutto escaped, which at once destroyed the hope of meeting their adversaries unprepared for action. Watson declared it madness to proceed, but Butler, who had recently wept a murdered parent, and
whose feelings were excited to the highest pitch of irritation, avowed his firm determination to proceed at all hazards. Watson, though disinclined in the first instance to pursue the enterprise, was not a man to be left behind, when a prospect appeared of gaining renown, and of serving his country. On the verge of Dean's Swamp, two men were seen standing alone. Butler, Watson, and Varney, a Sergeant of great intrepidity, rode rapidly forward to secure their capture, the rest of the party closely following them. Butler was now within twenty yards of them, when Watson cried aloud, "Beware! the whole body of the enemy are at hand!" The Tories rose, as he spoke, from their ambuscade, and by a well directed fire, brought Watson, Varney, and several others to the ground. "Suffer me not," exclaimed Watson, "to fall into their hands." Butler heard the appeal, and though severely galled in the attempt, in retiring carried with him the bodies of his friends.

It was now seen, that the Tories doubled the number of the Whig Party, who experienced the additional mortification of seeing themselves abandoned by some few of their associates, who fled; and of finding, that in the conflict, though short, the whole of their ammunition had been expended. The Royalists were now advancing with perfect confidence of victory, when Butler, forming his troop in compact order, and naming an intrepid soldier, John Corley, his Lieutenant charged into their ranks, depending entirely on the sword. The violence and suddenness of the onset, astonished and disconcerted the enemy to such a degree, as to throw them into confusion. Had the opportunity been given them to rally, their numbers would have given them victory; but, pressed by Butler with an impetuosity even superior to that with which the attack was commenced, they turned their backs in despair, were driven into the swamp with
great slaughter, and dispersed. The Whigs now returned to the high land. As they passed the gallant Varney he made an effort to rise—waved his hand in triumph—fell again—and expired! Administering comfort to those whom their care could benefit, a soldier's grave was dug with soldiers' swords, and Varney’s body deposited where the brave are proud to lie—the field of Victory!

GALLANTRY OF A BOY OF FOURTEEN.

When Captain Falls, at the battle of Ramsour's Mill, received a mortal wound and fell, his son, a youth of fourteen, rushed to the body, as the man who had shot him was preparing to plunder it; regardless of his opponent's strength, the intrepid youth, snatching up his father's sword, plunged it into the breast of the soldier, and laid him dead at his feet.

LIEUT. BALLARD SMITH, OF VIRGINIA,
ATTACHED TO THE LEGION OF INFANTRY.

Shortly after the capture of the British Galley by Rudolph, where Lieutenant Smith acted as second in command, a Partisan enterprise was undertaken by him, which, had it succeeded, must have filled the British garrison with confusion and dismay. A tavern, called at that time Dewees', was kept at a farm house about two miles from Charleston. To this the British
officers frequently repaired for recreation. It was often the scene of entertainments, and on one occasion of a splendid ball. Lieutenant Smith being previously apprized of this, took with him twelve men, and Sergeant Du Coin, of the Legion, a soldier of tried courage, and passed the river with a boat rowed with muffled oars, from the American, to the opposite shore. The night was dark and gloomy. The negro who served as guide bewildered by it, and probably apprehensive of consequences if discovered, missed the landing place, and ran the boat into the marsh that skirted the shore. Du Coin, to make discoveries, slipped silently overboard, but, from the softness of the mud, with infinite difficulty reached the shore, immediately below the house. Curiosity led him to see what was passing within; the noise of music and revelry facilitated his approach, he leapt the fence, and passing through the garden, gained access to a window, through which he perceived a large and elegant assemblage of company enjoying the delights of dancing. Alone and unarmed, without a chance of success, he returned to the water's edge, and after ascertaining the exact situation of the landing place, regained the boat. So much time had already been lost, the ebbing tide too being unfavourable to his purpose; Lieutenant Smith thought it best to retire, hoping to return, on some future occasion, with better success. The following night being favourable to enterprise, the river was passed as before, and the boat, steered by Du Coin, made the landing. Lieutenant Smith immediately surrounding the house, entered it, in full expectation of making a handsome capture of officers, but his evil genius forbade it. Instead of twenty or thirty officers, many of them of high rank, a Hessian Major, and a Lieutenant of the volunteers of Ireland, who had sacrificed too freely to Bacchus, were the only persons found on the premises. These he parolled, and returned without molestation.
LIEUTENANT FOSTER, OF VIRGINIA,
ATTACHED TO THE LEGION.

About the same period, a British armed vessel anchored opposite to Mr. Fuller's plantation, near Ashley Ferry. Lieutenant Foster, who commanded a scouting party in the neighbourhood, concluding that plunder was the object, and Mr. Fuller's, the point of destination, secreted his men so effectually in the marsh, near the landing place, that the marauders advancing in their boat, never suspected their danger till they saw the muskets of eighteen men, within ten yards, directly levelled at them. One man snatched up a blunderbuss and would have resisted, had he not been restrained by his companions, who, calling loudly for quarter, surrendered at discretion. This was a very acceptable prize. A fine boat, completely equipped, well provided with comforts, and twenty-six prisoners, well armed, surrendered without a shot being fired. Freed from alarm on account of personal safety, the captives could not avoid jesting with each other on their misfortune, so completely and unexpectedly ensnared when confident of success, they had made their descent, well provided, not only with bags to carry off property, but with poles with slip-knots fixed to their ends, for the purpose of securing pigs and poultry. Their captivity was of short duration. Colonel Laurens, who commanded in the neighbourhood, sent them in their own boat, under the sanction of a flag of truce, to Charleston, making them the heralds of their own disgrace.
LIEUTENANT JOHN RHODES,
OF PRINCE WILLIAMS.

The British, while in possession of Port-Royal Island, kept a strong detachment of troops at Roupell's Ferry. A small militia guard, commanded by Lieutenant Rhodes of the Prince William's Company, were stationed at Page's Point, on the opposite shore. Sensible that it would be easy for an enterprising enemy, from the number of navigable creeks that led to his rear, to cut off his party, the Lieutenant judiciously made a representation of his perilous situation to the commanding Continental Officer at Sheldon. Brigade Major Hamilton of the 1st Regiment, was immediately sent to judge of the accuracy of the statement, who, finding it strictly correct, wrote for and obtained a Sergeant's guard of Continentals, to strengthen the command. "While so near the enemy," said Hamilton, "I would pay them a closer visit could I find a proper guide." "I am acquainted," replied Lieutenant Rhodes, "with every foot of the ground they occupy, and will willingly accompany you across the river." Hastily conceived, and promptly entered on, the expedition was immediately carried into effect. A boat was prepared, and the river passed with muffled oars. A Sergeant's guard was approached, surrounded, and with the exception of one man who escaped, and the Sergeant, who resisting, was severely wounded by Lieutenant Rhodes, brought off. This Partisan stroke was accomplished by eleven men, officers included, four of whom never quitted the boat.
LIEUTENANT PARHAM.

During the action at Stono, Lieutenant Parham, the Adjutant of the Light Infantry, was stationed by Major Pinckney in the rear of the Continentals, purposely to keep the men in their stations, and prevent the possibility of skulkers falling behind. As he passed over the field of battle, a British officer, desperately wounded, pressed him so earnestly to afford him a drink of water, to slake consuming thirst, that to refuse was deemed impossible, and the request was complied with. The British officer now presenting an elegant watch, said,—"Take it, Sir, 'tis yours by conquest; your generous procedure, too, gives you still greater title to it." "I came into the field," said Parham, "to fight, and not to plunder; it gives me pleasure to have rendered you service; I ask no other recompense." "Keep it for me then, in trust," rejoined the officer, "till we meet again, for if left in my hands, it may be wrested from me by some marauder, who, to secure silence, may inflict death." "I will accede to your wishes, and take charge of it," said Parham, "but soon as opportunity offers, consider it a sacred duty to return it."

A very considerable period elapsed before a second meeting took place; but, in strict conformity to his honourable feeling, and voluntary promise, Parham no sooner found himself within reach of the man to whom he had pledged the restitution of his property, than he waited upon him, presented the watch, and was greeted with an expression of grateful commendation, that amply rewarded his correct and liberal conduct.
MRS. WRIGHT.

At the commencement of the Revolution, Mrs. Wright, a native of Pennsylvania, and distinguished modeller of likenesses and figures of wax, was exhibiting specimens of her skill in London. The King of Great Britain, pleased with her talents, gave her liberal encouragement, and finding her a great politician, and enthusiastic Republican, would often enter into discussion relative to passing occurrences, and endeavour to refute her opinions, with regard to the probable issue of the war. The frankness with which she delivered her sentiments, seemed rather to please than to offend him; which was a fortunate circumstance, for when asked an opinion, she gave it without restraint, or the least regard to consequences. I remember to have heard her say, that on one occasion, the monarch, irritated by some disaster to his troops, where he had prognosticated a triumph, exclaimed with warmth, “I wish, Mrs. Wright, you would tell me how it will be possible to check the silly infatuation of your countrymen, restore them to reason, and render them good and obedient subjects.” “I consider their submission to your Majesty’s government, as now altogether out of the question,” replied Mrs. Wright. “Friends you may make them, but never subjects. For America, before a king can reign there, must become a wilderness, without other inhabitants than the beasts of the forest. The opponents of the decrees of your Parliament, rather than submit, would perish to a man; but if the restoration of peace be seriously the object of your wishes, I am confident that it needs but the striking off of three heads to produce it.” “And whose are the three heads to be struck off, Madam.” “O, Lord North’s, and Lord George Ger-
maine's, beyond all question." "And whose the third head?" "O, Sire, politeness forbids me to name him. Your Majesty could never wish me to forget myself, and be guilty of an incivility."

In her exhibition room, one group of figures particularly attracted attention; and by all who knew her sentiments, was believed to be a pointed hint at the results, which **might follow** the wild ambition of the Monarch. The busts of the King and Queen of Great Britain, were placed on a table, apparently intently gazing on a head, which a figure, an excellent representation of herself, was modelling in its lap. It was the head of the unfortunate Charles the First.

---

**DELIESSELINE.**

After the disastrous surprise of the cavalry commanded by White, at Lenud's Ferry, an exploit was performed by Mr. Deliesseline, the present Sheriff of Charleston District, that entitles him to a very high degree of praise. Although but sixteen years of age when Charleston fell, inspired with ardent enthusiasm in the cause of his country, he determined to encounter every danger, and to submit to every privation, rather than yield to a foe who had already shown a fixed determination to rule with the iron hand of oppression; and to avoid impending danger, had sought safety in concealment. On the appearance and first attack of the British, thirteen of the best horses of the corps surprised, broke through the ranks of the assailants, and galloped off in a body; but, being speedily followed by a party of the victorious dragoons, were taken, and conveyed to a neighbouring plantation, and
there left in possession of an inhabitant named Deschamps, with strict injunction from the officer commanding, not to suffer them to be removed, till he should return and reclaim them. Deschamps being a Whig in principle, paid little regard to the order; and through the medium of a lady strongly attached to the American cause, information was immediately conveyed to the retreat of Deliesseline, in the swamp on the opposite side of the Santee. The fair opportunity to serve his country was not neglected. Accompanied by a youth of his own age, named Dupré, the river was immediately passed, the stables of Deschamps assailed, and in spite of the resistance of the domestics, the horses seized, swam across the Santee, and delivered, with all their equipments, to Major Jamison, who, with several officers who had escaped the swords of the enemy, were assembled at Georgetown. The delight of these gentlemen, to see the finest of their cavalry thus unexpectedly restored, surpassed expression. Major Jamison immediately tendered a certificate to the full amount of their value; but the patriotic spirit that had given birth to enterprise, spurned the idea of being paid for its accomplishment. The youthful associates modestly declared, "That their motives were altogether disinterested; and that the happiness of having rendered a service to their country, was a sufficient reward."

CAPTAIN GEE.

At the battle of Eutaw, when General Marion's Brigade was displaying in face of the enemy, Captain Gee, who commanded the front platoon, was shot
down, and supposed to be mortally wounded. The ball passed through the cock of a handsome hat, that he had recently procured, tearing the crown very much, and in its progress, the head also. He lay for a considerable time insensible; the greater part of the day had passed without a favourable symptom; when, suddenly reviving, his first inquiry was after his beaver, which being brought him, a friend, at the same time, lamenting the mangled state of the head, he exclaimed—"O, never think of the head; time and the Doctor will put that to rights; but it grieves me to think, that the rascals have ruined my hat for ever!"

CAPTAIN ZEIGLER, OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The conclusion of the war, though in the highest degree acceptable to a great majority of the citizens of the United States, proved far otherwise to the soldiers of fortune, who sought not only reputation, but support, by their swords.

I remember full well, that when the army was reviewed for the last time on James' Island, and a feu de joie fired to celebrate the return of Peace, that Captain Zeigler of the Pennsylvania Line, after saluting General Greene, significantly shrugging up his shoulders, and dropping the point of his sword, gave vent to an agony of tears. The review ended; on being questioned as to the cause of his emotion, he feelingly said—"Although I am happy in the thought, that my fellow soldiers may now seek their homes, to enjoy the reward of their toils, and all the delights of domestic felicity, I cannot but remember, that I am left on the busy scene of life, a wanderer, without friends,
and without employment; and that, a soldier from infancy, I am now in the decline of life, compelled to seek a precarious subsistence in some new channel, where ignorance and inability may mar my fortunes, and condemn me to perpetual obscurity." I have given the purport of his speech in plain language—it certainly was not his usual style of speaking; in which, the mixture of German and English words, formed a dialect not easily to be comprehended.

An excellent and intrepid soldier, he was particularly proud of the discipline and military appearance of the company he commanded. On one occasion, while conducting a number of prisoners to a British out-post, addressing himself to his men, whom he was ambitious to show to the best advantage, he said, assuming an erect posture, and an air of great dignity, "Gentlemens, you are now to meet with civility the enemy of your country, and you must make dem regard you with profound and respectful admiration. Be please, den, to look great—to look graceful—to look like de Devil—to look like me!"

FICKLING.

A circumstance occurred during the encampment of General Lincoln at Purysburg, that from its singularity deserves to be recorded. A soldier named Fickling, by the irregularity of his conduct, long excited the indignation of his comrades, and, at length, from repeated efforts to desert to the enemy, had been brought to trial, and condemned to death. It happened, that as he was led to execution, the Surgeon General of the army passed accidentally on his way to
his quarters, which were at some distance off. On being tied up to the fatal tree, the removal of the ladder caused the rope to break, and the culprit fell to the ground. This circumstance, to a man of better character, might have proved of advantage; but, being universally considered as a miscreant, from whom no good could ever be expected, a new rope was sought for, which Lieutenant Hamilton, the Adjutant of the 1st Regiment, a stout and heavy man, essayed by every means, but without effect, to break. Fickling was then haltered, and again turned off, when, to the astonishment of the by-standers, the rope untwisted, and he fell a second time, uninjured, to the ground. A cry for mercy was now general throughout the ranks, which occasioned Major Ladson, Aid-de-Camp to General Lincoln, to gallop to Head-Quarters, to make a representation of facts, which were no sooner stated, than an immediate pardon was granted, accompanied with an order, that he should, instantaneously, be drummed, with every mark of infamy, out of camp, and threatened with instant death if ever he should, at any future period, be found attempting to approach it. In the interim, the Surgeon General had established himself at his quarters, in a distant barn, little doubting but that the catastrophe was at an end, and Fickling quietly resting in his grave. Midnight was at hand, and he was busily engaged in writing, when hearing the approach of a footstep, he raised his eyes, and saw with astonishment, the figure of the man, who had, in his opinion, been executed, slowly and with haggard countenance approaching towards him. "How! how is this?" exclaimed the Doctor. "Whence come you? What do you want with me? Were you not hanged this morning?" "Yes, Sir," replied the resuscitated man, "I am the wretch you saw going to the gallows, and who was hanged." "Keep your distance," said the Doctor; "approach
me not till you say, why come you here? "Simply, Sir," said the supposed spectre, "to solicit food. I am no ghost, Doctor. The rope broke twice while the executioner was doing his office, and the General thought proper to pardon me." "If that be the case," rejoined the Doctor, "eat and welcome; but I beg of you, in future, to have a little more consideration, and not intrude so unceremoniously into the apartment of one who had every right to suppose you an inhabitant of the tomb."

HAPPY ESCAPE.

I hope I shall be pardoned for relating an occurrence, which, though of no consequence to the public, was to myself of such momentous importance, as not be recollected, even at this distant day, without the keenest and most appalling sensations. To check the predatory excursions of the British garrison, the light troops were so placed as to be ready, on the slightest alarm, to encounter them. The enemy were not without energy, and did occasionally venture beyond their lines, but rarely with impunity; a partial sacrifice of men was the general result, frequently the entire loss of the party. They had their successes too, and on three different occasions, Armstrong and George Carrington of Lee's, and Kelty of Baylor's, were made prisoners. Information being communicated to Colonel Laurens, that a considerable detachment of cavalry had passed by Goose Creek Bridge, higher up the country than they had usually ventured, Rudolph's company of the Legion, and Quinault's of the Delawares, were thrown across the Ashley, to await them in ambuscade. Quinault
took post near Eagle Bridge, below Dorchester; Rudolph above it, immediately opposite to the avenue leading to Cato's Plantation: I acted as his subaltern. It was at the close of the day, that information was communicated by a dragoon, that the enemy were certainly above us, and retiring towards their lines. Rudolph, commanding the strictest silence, placed out three sentinels, each a little in advance of the other, with orders not to hail, but to retire cautiously before any party that should approach: then, addressing his men, he said,—"I know you too well to think it necessary to recommend obedience and energy. When the first sentinel reaches us, whom I have ordered to retire as the enemy appears, a single clap of my hands shall be the signal to prepare. When the second, I shall again clap my hands, you must stand ready to level your pieces; and I trust you will do so with that deliberation, that, from your proximity to the road, must occasion great execution. When I clap my hands the third time, give your fire, shout loudly, and rush forward with the bayonet." He had scarcely ceased speaking, when horsemen were distinctly heard crossing an old field, directly in our front, to Cato's house. To ascertain who they were, Captain Rudolph quitted his command, directing me, should the enemy appear, to act in strict conformity to the orders he had communicated. But a very few minutes had elapsed before the sentinel most advanced, retiring, proclaimed that he had distinctly heard the approach of cavalry. I clapped my hands, and every soldier was prepared. The second sentinel made his appearance also; from him communication was unnecessary, the trampling of horses, slowly approaching, was heard by every one. I clapped my hands, and all were ready to level; the third sentinel came in, and I now perceived, though indistinctly, from the darkness of the night, the head of the advancing troop. I candidly own that it was a moment
of breathless expectation. It was about twenty yards distant, and I only waited till it should be immediately in our front, to give the signal to fire, when the exalted voice of Rudolph was heard, exclaiming, "Stop, for God's sake stop; do not fire, they are friends." He speedily reached me with the information, that the horsemen he had met at Cato's were two of our own regiment, who had been sent forward to seek him, to give information that Captain Armstrong, with the third troop of the Legion, had crossed at Bacon's Bridge, and to caution him against mistaking them for the enemy. Good God! what an escape was mine; it was Armstrong who was now immediately before me; and had not the interposition of Providence saved me, I should in an instant, though innocently, have done a deed that must have imbittered every hour of my future life.

While the Legion lay at Mr. Izard's Villa Plantation, near Bacon's Bridge, anxiously looking forward to the evacuation of the Capital, having long assiduously attended to the duties of camp, my superior officer, Captain Handy, advised me, as there was little appearance of an immediate call for active service, to visit a friend in the neighbourhood, and enjoy the luxury of a comfortable meal. I was not unthankful for the favour, and with great satisfaction rode to Mrs. Barnard Elliott's, a few miles distant, from whose hospitality I was certain to meet a hearty welcome. Dinner was served up, and I was about to take my place at table, when a dragoon gallopping up, presented a note from Captain Handy, requiring me, without delay, to join the regiment about to cross the Ashley, with orders to harass the rear of the retiring enemy, who were on the eve of departure. I had no alternative, and without a moment's hesitation, set out. Ar-
riving at the Villa, I found that the regiment had already moved, and hastening forward, speedily joined it. Encamped for the night at Parker's, below Dorchester, and expressing to Handy and Manning, my companions, the disappointment recently experienced, and the cravings of immediate appetite, a soldier, who had heard the conversation, with great civility, said, "While on our march, Perry Scott purchased of a negro, who was passing us, a turkey, which we have cooked. If you will partake of it, Lieutenant, I have a leg and a little rice, altogether at your service." It was not a moment to refuse. The leg and rice were produced, and my friends and self eat our scanty portion with great relish. We had halted at Parker's during the night, to give General Wayne an opportunity of crossing, with a large body of infantry, the Ashley Ferry; and at early dawn moved forward to join him, but not before a second soldier had presented to Manning, the other leg of the turkey purchased by Scott. Soon after our junction with the infantry, General Wayne, escorted by the whole of the cavalry, moved forward to reconnoitre the enemy's position at Shubrick's.

The usual hour of refreshment having passed, with little appearance of relief from our Commissary, a third soldier advancing, said, "I hope Captain Handy will not refuse from me, a leg of the turkey which Scott purchased the last night on the road, as it is a particularly fine one: and I wish, with a tempting mess of rice, to offer it to him." The third leg was eaten; and, to shorten my story, for three succeeding meals, still another, and another leg of Scott's purchased turkey were presented. The mystery was soon explained. A messenger, with dispatches from Head Quarters to General Wayne, brought an order also, that the knapsacks of the troops should be strictly examined, as Mr. John Waring's poultry-house
had been robbed, and thirty turkeys carried off, about the time of our removal from Izard's. Search was accordingly made, but not a feather found that could justify suspicion of criminality in any Legionary Soldier. A detachment of Pennsylvanians were but a little removed from the spot, and as they enjoyed high reputation for their partiality to delicate fare, this unceremonious transfer of property, was generally attributed to them.

A story is recorded in testimony of the ready wit of a soldier of that Line, to this effect. A turkey-cock being found in his knapsack, and inquiry made as to the right of possession, he declared, "that in his gobbling the saucy bird had so often called him tory, tory, tory, that he had killed him to prevent further insult." "But," said the inquiring officer, "here is a hen also in your knapsack; she does not gobble—why was she brought." "Oh, an please your honour, as an evidence. She heard the insult, and if she had not been smothered by her close confinement, might have told you how much I bore, before I could persuade myself to do the rascal an injury."

GENERAL WASHINGTON.

A FRIEND who assured me that his information was derived from the best authority, related an Anecdote highly characteristic of the humanity and discretion of the good and great Washington. Stopping for refreshment at a house in Jersey, in which a wounded officer lay, who was sensibly agitated by the slightest noise, he constantly spoke in an under tone of voice; and at table, in every movement, evinced marked considera-
tion for the sufferer. Retiring to another apartment at the conclusion of the meal, the gentlemen of his family, unrestrained by his presence, were less particular. They spoke in higher tones; when the General, who heard them with uneasiness, immediately returning, opened the door with great caution, and walking on tip toe to the extremity of the apartment, took a book from the mantel-piece, and without uttering a syllable, again retired. The hint was not lost—respectful silence was the immediate consequence.

Dr. M'Caule, some time since Intendant of Charleston, who served with distinction during the war of the Revolution, has frequently declared, that after the surrender of York-Town, while the Continental Troops were preparing to receive the British, who were to march forth from the garrison, and deliver up their arms, that he heard the Commander in Chief say, (addressing himself to the division of the army to which he was attached) “My brave fellows, let no sensation of satisfaction for the triumphs you have gained, induce you to insult your fallen enemy—let no shouting, no clamourous huzzaing increase their mortification. It is sufficient satisfaction to us, that we witness their humiliation. Posterity will huzza for us!”

OLD LYDICK.

Shortly after his election to the presidency of the United States, General Washington, his lady, and Secretary, Major Jackson, on their way from the seat of Government to Mount Vernon, stopped for the night at Chester. The President had scarcely arrived, and expressed a wish not to be disturbed, when a message was brought, that an old gentleman, once honour-
ed with his favour and protection, anxiously requested permission to pay his respects, adding, that his name was Lydick. "Let him enter, by all means," said General Washington, "he is the man, Major Jackson, who, at the hazard of his life, entered New-York, while in possession of the enemy, for the purpose of distributing among the German troops, proclamations, inviting them to our standard; and who, at an after period, superintended for many years our baking establishment with zeal and diligence." As the old man entered, the General, taking him kindly by the hand, said, "My worthy friend, I am rejoiced to see you, and truly happy to express my thanks to a man to whom I feel myself under great obligation. You ever served your country with exemplary fidelity, and her warmest gratitude is richly your due." "Such praise from my beloved commander," replied Lydick, "is high reward. I shall now go to my grave in peace, since it has been my happiness, once again, to meet and pay my duty to your Excellency. I have but one regret. You are childless! You leave your country no representative of your virtues! But you are not as old as Abraham; and she, (gently touching the shoulder of Mrs. Washington) as old as Sarah; and through the favour of the Almighty, I hope that a son may still be born to bless us." The General, with a smile, thanked him for his good wishes, and the old man retired, praying, that fruitfulness might crown the last years of their existence with perfect felicity.
MICHAEL DOCHERTY.

The character of the Soldier of Fortune, so inimitably well drawn, and which constitutes the chief merit of the popular tale, "A Legend of Montrose," has been considered altogether imaginary. The careless facility with which he changed sides, and embraced opposite principles, regarded as the sportive invention of the author's brain. I will briefly relate the adventures of a sentinel in the Continental service, as received from his own lips, and leave it to my readers to determine whether the character of Dalgetty, "though it never did, might not have existed."

At the moment of retreat, on the 12th of May, 1782, when Colonel Laurens, commanding the Light Troops of General Greene's army, beat up the quarters of the enemy near Accabbee, Michael Docherty, a distinguished soldier of the Delawares, said to a comrade who was near,—"By Jasus, it does my heart good to think that little blood has been spilt this day, any how, and that we are likely to see the close of it without a fight." No notice was taken of his speech at the time, but meeting him shortly after in camp, I inquired, "how he, who was so much applauded for uncommon gallantry, should have expressed so great delight on finding the enemy indisposed for action." "And who, besides myself, had a better right to be pleased, I wonder," said Docherty. "Wounds and captivity have no charms for me, and Michael has never yet fought, but, as bad luck would have it, both have been his portion. When I give you a little piece of the history of my past life, you will give me credit for my wish to be careful of the part that is to come. I was unluckily from the jump. At the battle of Brandywine, acting as Sergeant of a company in the Delaware Re-
regiment, my Captain killed, and Lieutenant absenting himself from the field for the greater safety of his mother's son, I fought with desperation till our ammunition was expended, and my comrades being compelled to retire, I was left helpless and wounded on the ground, and fell into the hands of the enemy. Confinement was never agreeable to me. I could never be aisy within the walls of a prison. A recruiting Sergeant of the British, who was at home in his business, and up to all manner of cajolery, by dint of perpetual blarney, gained my good will, slipped the King's bounty into my hand, which I pocketed, and entered a volunteer into the 17th Regiment. Stoney Point was our station, and I thought myself snugly out of harm's way, when one ugly night, when I did not even dream of such an accident, the post was carried at the point of the bayonet, and an unlucky thrust laid me prostrate on the earth. It was a great consolation, however, that although this was rather rough treatment from the hand of a friend, that the Old Delawares were covered with glory, and that as their prisoner, I was sure to meet the kindest attention. My wound once cured, and white-washed of my sins, my ancient comrades received me with kindness; and light of heart, and hoping to gain any quantity of laurels in the South, I marched forward with the Regiment, as a part of the command destined to recover the Carolinas and Georgia. The bloody battle of Camden, fought on the 16th of August, bad luck to the day, brought me once again into trouble. Our Regiment was cut up root and branch, and poor Pilgarlic, my unfortunate self, wounded and made prisoner. My prejudices against a jail I have frankly told, and being pretty confident that I should not a whit better relish a lodging in the inside of a prison-ship, I once again suffered myself to be persuaded, and listed in the infantry of Tarleton's Legion. O, botheration, what a mistake.
I never before had kept such bad company; as a man of honour, I was out of my element, and should certainly have given them leg bail, but that I had no time to brood over my misfortunes, for the battle of the Cowpens quickly following, Howard and Old Kirkwood gave us the bayonet so handsomely, that we were taken one and all, and I should have escaped unhurt, had not a dragoon of Washington's added a scratch or two to the account already scored on my unfortunate carcass. As to all the miseries that I have since endured, afflicted with a scarcity of every thing but appetite and mosquitoes, I say nothing about them. My love for my country gives me courage to support that, and a great deal more when it comes. I love my comrades, and they love Docherty. Exchanging kindnesses, we give care to the dogs; but surely you will not be surprised, after all that I have said, that I feel some qualms at the thought of battle, since, take whatever side I will, I am always sure to find it the wrong one.

—

COLONEL MENZIES.

Some time previous to the evacuation of Charleston, Colonel Menzies of the Pennsylvania Line, receiving a letter from a Hessian officer within the garrison, who had once been a prisoner, and treated by him with kindness, expressing an earnest desire to show his gratitude, by executing any commission with which he would please to honour him. Colonel Menzies replied to it, requesting him to send him twelve dozen Cigars; but, being a German by birth, and little accustomed to express himself in English, he was not very accurate in his orthography, and wrote Sizars. Twelve dozen pair of Scissors were accordingly sent
him, which, for a time, occasioned much mirth in
the camp, at the Colonel's expense; but no man knew
better how to profit from the mistake. Money was
not, at the period, in circulation; and by the aid of his
runner, distributing his Scissors over the country, in
exchange for poultry, Colonel Menzies lived lux-
uriously, while the fare of his brother officers was a
scanty pittance of famished beef, bull-frogs from ponds,
and crayfish from the neighbouring ditches.

The want of active employment was, at this time,
extremely prejudicial to the service; for, while it en-
gendered discontent among the men, it gave birth to
perpetual feuds among the officers. Having little to
apprehend from the exertions of the enemy, confined
within the narrow limits of the garrison of Charles-
ton, indolence gave birth to peevishness and discontent,
and bile was generated to an overflow. A look, a
smile, and even the slightest inuendo, though uttered
without the most distant idea of giving offence, was
too frequently the prelude to a call to the field. The
loss of some valuable lives, and infliction of many
wounds, was the consequence. I will mention but
one instance of the trivial causes that gave birth to
intemperate hostility. Colonel Menzies, boasting of
the antiquity of his family with true German pom-
posity, Lieutenant Colonel Jack Steward of Mary-
land, laughingly observed, "That it was impossible
for him to entertain a doubt upon the subject, since he
remembered in the reading of his boyish days, to have
formed an acquaintance with a Jew of celebrity, one
Mordecai Menzies, the confidential and bosom friend
of the law giver Moses." This jeu d'esprit produced
a duel; and nothing but the interposition of cooler
heads (the first shots being exchanged without mis-
chief) prevented it from ending fatally.
Till the last hour that the British kept possession of New-York, independent of Custom-House forms, they obliged the Captains of American vessels, bringing in articles for sale, to dance attendance, in many instances, for days together, seeking passports to prevent detention by the guard-ships. An unfortunate Yankee, who had sold his notions, and was impatient to depart, having been repeatedly put off with frivolous excuses, and bid to "call again," indignantly exclaimed, "Well, I vow, for a beaten people, you are the most saucy that I ever met with." "Make out that fellow's passport immediately," said the superintendent to an officiating clerk, "and get rid of him."

EXCHANGE OF SHELLS.

The enmity of the contending armies, during the siege of Charleston, was not confined to open hostility, but manifested itself in the indulgence of irony, too pointed not to give increase to mutual animosity. Towards the conclusion of it, the British believing that the fare of the garrison was both indifferent and scanty, a thirteen-inch shell was thrown from their lines, which passing immediately over the Horn Work, manned by a detachment of the Ancient Battalion of Artillery of Charleston, fell into a morass immediately in the rear, without exploding. An officer of that corps who saw it lodge, approaching it after some time, perceived a folded paper attached to it, directed
"To the Yankee Officers in Charleston." The contents of which expressed a wish, "That in their known state of starvation, they would accept from a compassionate enemy, a supply of the necessaries they most delighted in." The shell was filled with rice and molasses. To return the compliment, a shell was immediately filled with hogshead and brimstone, and thrown into the British works, accompanied by a note, expressing thanks for the present received, and begging that the articles returned by a considerate enemy, might be appropriated to the use of the Scotch gentlemen in the camp, to whom, as they were always of consequence, they might now prove peculiarly acceptable. It was understood after the siege, that the note was received, but not with that good humour that might have been expected, had it been considered as a jeu d'esprit resulting from justifiable retaliation.

SINGULAR INSTANCE OF STERN REPUBLICAN SUBMISSION TO MISFORTUNE.

The sternness of Republican principles may certainly be carried to extremity. I received from General Barnwell, what has appeared to me a striking instance of it. Hastening to return to his military duties, after his exchange, accompanied by his brothers Edward and Robert, his nephew William Elliott, and Aid-de-Camp John B. Holmes, they overtook in a dreary and desolate pine barren, in North Carolina, Dr. George Bellinger, riding on a miserable broken down tackey, a blanket serving him as a saddle, and sugar-loaf strings as a bridle, to direct his motions. An invitation was immediately given him to partake of...
the refreshment, which the more fortunate group carried with them, and accepted. Merrily passed the entertainment. At the conclusion of it, General Barnwell commiserating the deplorable situation of a gentleman of the most decided Whig principles, said to Mr. Elliott, “I cannot bear the idea, that a staunch Patriot, pressing forward to resume a station of utility in the service of his country, should be thus ill provided, while your servant is well mounted, and riding at his ease. An exchange is necessary for your credit, and for the sake of humanity.” “My wishes,” replied Mr. Elliott, “accord with your own. Come, Doctor,” continued he, “take my servant’s horse, and join our party. He will mount your’s, and in due time rejoin us.” “I have partaken of your fare,” said Bellinger, “with thankfulness; but can never accept a favour, that I candidly confess, I should not have sufficient generosity to return. I might have spared you liquor and food, had you been in my place, and I in yours; but, further than that, I could not have imitated the noble effort of generous feeling exhibited. Republican independency, while it bids me admire your liberal offer, prevents me from profiting by it; therefore, pass on. I shall, in due season, be with you.”

LEVINGSTONE.

A soldier of General Marion’s Brigade, named Levingstone, an Irishman by birth, meeting with an armed party, on a night profoundly dark, suddenly found a horseman’s pistol applied to his breast, and heard the imperious command,—“Declare, instan-
taneously, to what party you belong, or you are a dead man." The situation being such as to render it highly probable that it might be a British party, he very calmly replied, "I think, Sir, it would be a little more in the way of civility if you were to drop a hint, just to let me know which side of the question you are pleased to favour." "No jesting," replied the speaker, "declare your principles, or die." "Then, by Jassus," rejoined Levingstone, "I will not die with a lie in my mouth. American, to extremity, you spalpeen, so do your worst, and be damn'd to you." "You are an honest fellow," said the inquirer, "we are friends, and I rejoice to meet a man faithful as you are to the cause of our country."

LOASTER.

An instance of intrepidity in an individual belonging to the Brigade commanded by General Sumter, deserves to be recorded. A detachment of mounted militia, had been sent out by the General to watch the movements of the enemy, hastening, under the command of Lord Rawdon, to the relief of Ninety-Six, and came up with their rear guard at a place called the Juniper Springs, about fifteen miles distant from Granby. The British cavalry, who composed it, were of much superior force, and being in every respect better prepared for action, quickly disconcerted the American detachment, and put them to flight. A poor German, named Loaster, belonging to the American party, mounted on a sorry poney, with a rope bridle, and corresponding equipments, with no other arms than a musket, which he had already fired off, was
assailed by a British dragoon, who aimed several desperate blows at him with his sabre, which were warded off with extraordinary dexterity, Loaster calling out after every parry, "Huzza for America." While in this perilous situation, a Mr. Fitzpatrick, determining, if possible, to save him, rode up, and with the butt end of his pistol, which had been previously discharged, struck the dragoon so violent a blow in the face as to fell him to the ground. Loaster, thus happily rescued, rode off and escaped, vowing most earnestly never again to go into action without a cutting iron, his musket being nearly severed in two, in five different places.

GEORGE PETRIE.

Where generous interposition preserves the life of an intrepid enemy, it ought not to be passed over unnoticed. At the battle of Stono, though nearly annihilated by the charge made upon them by the American Light Infantry, led on by Colonel Henderson and Major Pinckney, no troops could have behaved better, or fought with greater obstinacy, than the detachment of the 71st British Regiment, that sallied from their line of Redoubts to oppose them. A Captain Campbell was particularly distinguished, by his activity and daring courage, but ultimately subdued by the severity of his wounds, and loss of blood; he was leaning against a tree, awaiting the result of the contest, when a Continental soldier, raising his piece, was about to inflict an exterminating thrust with the bayonet, had he not been prevented by Lieutenant George Petrie, of the South-Carolina Line, who, upbraiding him for a want
of humanity to an unresisting and fainting foe, arrested
his arm, and saved his gallant enemy. Colonel Hen-
derson, who had seen the whole transaction, at this
moment rode up, and exclaiming, "That is too brave
a fellow to die," committed him to the care of the
very soldier who would have destroyed him, with a
strict injunction to guard him, at the peril of his life,
from injury.

REMARKABLE INCIDENT.

A very singular occurrence took place during the
siege of Augusta, to the truth of which many living
witnesses can give testimony. I mention my friend,
Dr. Irvine, as one who was present when it happened.
Two outlaws, distinguished by the enormity of their
offences, were taken and condemned to die. An exe-
cutioner could not be found. Every soldier in the
army shrunk with abhorrence from the office. It was
at length determined that the one deemed the least
guilty should receive a pardon, on the condition of
serving as hangman, while his companion paid the
penalty of his crimes. The terms were accepted, and
the most atrocious culprit turned off. He, however,
who was pardoned, had little time for triumph, for his
part was scarcely performed before a four pound shot,
from the enemy's battery, struck him on the breast, and
laid him dead at the side of the man who had been
executed.
AN UNINVITED GUEST.

During the siege of York-Town Baron Steuben, giving a breakfast to several of the Field Officers of the army, in the course of the entertainment, while festivity was at its height, and in anticipation of the honours which awaited them, mirth and good humour abounded, a shell from the enemy fell into the centre of the circle formed by his guests. There was no time for retreat; to fall prostrate on the earth afforded the only chance of escape; every individual stretched himself at his length; the shell burst with tremendous explosion, covering the whole party with mud and dirt, which rather proved a source of merriment, than serious concern, since none of the party sustained any further inconvenience.

IMPORTANT SERVICE OF MAJOR EDMUND HYRNE:

In the spring of the year 1781, General Greene, commisserating the wretched situation of the Exiles at St. Augustine, and of the inflexible patriots confined in the Provost and Prison-ships; anxious too to relieve, and profit by the services of the Continental troops confined in Charleston, sent his Aid-de-Camp, Major Edmund Hyrne, to the city, with the hope of accomplishing an equitable exchange. A man better qualified for so important a commission, could not have been selected. He was liberal in all his ideas; and where reason would justify concession, willing to yield and
conciliate; but against the encroachments of arrogance and injustice, firm as adamant.

The British commanders, well apprized of the talents and influence of many of the individuals within their power, showed little disposition to accede to the terms proposed by the American negotiator; and on their part offered such, as it was altogether impossible for him to accept. Under these circumstances, Major Hyrne, who was in the constant habit of visiting the Prison-Ships, informed the unfortunates in captivity, "that his efforts to relieve them, would, according to appearances, prove altogether abortive; and that they must endeavour to support with patience and fortitude, the evils they were destined to endure." "But one hope remains," he added, "of bringing the business to a happy conclusion; and the test shall be made without delay."

Returning to his quarters, a note was sent to every British officer enjoying the benefit of a parole, (of whom there were, at that time, a very considerable number within the garrison) desiring that preparation should be made to accompany him, at an early day, to the country, as every effort to accomplish an exchange had proved fruitless; and it could not be expected, that liberty should be longer granted to them, while men of the first character and highest respectability in the State, were subjected to all the miseries and inconveniences of the most rigourous confinement.

The effect of this notice was instantaneously perceptible. The doors of the Commandant were besieged by petitioners, (many of high rank and powerful connexions) soliciting him to relinquish his opinions; and by relaxing, in due season, his severity, save them from the horrors and destruction which they deemed inevitable, should they be compelled, in the month of June, to remove into the sickly interior country. Their clamours and reiterated remonstrances
could not be resisted—the dictates of policy yielded before them. The terms of exchange were speedily adjusted, and the gratified prisoners restored to liberty and their country.

LIEUTENANT SAMUEL SELDON,
OF VIRGINIA.

This gallant officer commanded one of the advanced parties, when General Greene, after having invested the post at Ninety-Six for several weeks, determined to attempt its reduction by assault. At the signal appointed to attack, Seldon entered the ditch of the principal work; and while his right arm was raised with the intention of drawing down a sand-bag from the top of the parapet, a ball entering his wrist, shattered the bone of the limb nearly to the shoulder. For so severe a wound, the only remedy was amputation. It is well known, that on such occasions, the operating Surgeon requires the assistance of several persons to hold the patient's limb, and to support him. To this regulation Seldon would not submit. It was his right arm he was about to lose. He sustained it with his left during the operation, his eyes fixed steadily on it; nor uttered a word, till the saw reached the marrow, when in a composed tone and manner, he said, "I pray you, Doctor, be quick." When the business was completed, he feelingly exclaimed, "I am sorry that it is my right arm; if it had been my left, the occasion would have caused me to glory in the loss." He recovered and lived many years afterwards, the object of affection and esteem to all who had the good fortune to know him.
INSTANCE OF TARLETON'S SEVERITY.

The advancement of a powerful and victorious army into the interior country, immediately subsequent to the fall of Charleston, caused many of the inhabitants, rather than witness the desolation of their property, to take protections. In the neighbourhood of Rocky Mount a young man named Stroud did so, but speedily repenting the dereliction of his duty to his country, resumed his arms in her defence. In a rencontre with Tarleton, which happened immediately after, he was taken and instantaneously, without form of trial, hung up, \textit{in terrorem}, on the public road, with a label attached to his back, proclaiming,—"Such shall be the fate of the man who presumes to cut him down." The body was thus exposed for upwards of three weeks, when an affectionate sister ventured out, performed the pious act, and gave the body interment.

ADDITIONAL INSTANCES OF SEVERITY.

From the same neighbourhood of Rocky Mount, an almost beardless youth, of the name of Wade, was seduced to enrol himself in the ranks of Tarleton's Legion. Repentance quickly followed his departure from duty, and he deserted with the hope of rejoining his family and friends. Fate forbade it. He was taken, tried, and sentenced to receive \textit{a thousand lashes}. I need scarcely relate the sequel! He expired under the infliction of the punishment!

The Anecdote which follows, was presented by a gentleman, intimately acquainted with Colonel Forrest, and as related by \textit{him}, giving a true picture of
the times, appears worthy to be recorded. "At the period of the war, when our Treasury was most exhausted, the men of my regiment became so refractory from the want of pay, that I was compelled to resort to every shift and stratagem to keep them in necessary subordination. Necessity at last obliged me to enter into a compromise with them. I pledged myself, that if they would only promise to conduct themselves with propriety, and preserve the discipline essential to the well being of the army, during my absence, that I would personally apply to the Treasury, forcibly represent their grievances, and exert every energy to obtain the justice they required. My proposal was acceded to, and I quitted the regiment. Having, at the period, many friends in the Paymaster's Department, my representations were attended to, and through their kind attention I obtained a month's pay, according to the tenor of my request. Arriving in camp, I ordered my Regiment to be paraded, and candidly submitted to them the result of my negotiation. The entire corps expressed content and satisfaction, save only one individual, a son of Erin, who appeared to exhibit decided marks of extreme discontent. Dissatisfied with his conduct, and more highly irritated by his surly looks, I approached, and upbraiding him for his unreasonable behaviour, asked his motive for showing such signs of discontent, while the rest of the Regiment, his companion in arms, appeared cheerful and well pleased on the occasion. He sarcastically replied,—"Upon my salvation, my Colonel, and the honour of a true soldier, which I will be bound to say you have ever found me to be, I had not the least idea of being dissatisfied with your happy negotiation; God bless you, my jewel, for I am sure you have done as much for us, and more than any other, besides yourself, could have done any how; but I believe I was only sorry a little, when I looked so highly provoked, that
your honour had not brought me an old razor instead of my month's pay, that I might scrape my beard with, just to appear a little ducent on parade."

How little the unfortunates, who had accepted British protections, were to be depended upon, with what apathy they offered up their petitions to heaven for the prosperity of their Sovereign, and success of his arms, may be judged of from an incident that occurred in the Parish Church of St. James', Goose Creek. The Rev. Mr. Ellington, in the course of service, praying, "That it may please thee to bless and preserve his most gracious Majesty, our Sovereign Lord King George," a dead silence ensued, and instead of the usual response, "We beseech thee to hear us, good Lord," a murmuring voice pronounced, "Good Lord, deliver us."

While the administration of Great Britain were carrying on the war with ruthless severity, it appears to have been a constant object with them, to cherish the acknowledged prejudices of the Sovereign against his American subjects. That their effort was crowned with success, cannot be doubted, for such was the abhorrence of the King to every invention deemed American, that he ordered the sharp conductors recommended by Dr. Franklin, to be removed from Buckingham House, and blunt ones to be substituted in their place. On this occasion the following pointed Epigram appeared in one of the morning prints.

"While you, great George, for knowledge hunt,
And sharp conductors change for blunt,
The nation's out of joint;
Franklin a wiser scheme pursues,
And all your thunder heedless views,
By sticking to the point."
But in genuine point, and happy allusion to the propensities of the monarch, no lines were offered to the public more severe than those which follow:

“In eastern kingdoms, of the weakest man,
With idiot Councils, rules the grave Divan.
Nor there alone of late such wonders rest,
But reach the confines of the enlightened west;
Where some dull leader, fixed, by partial fate,
Now turns a button—now overturns a State.
Now for his boys a whistle carves in wood,
Or signs a warrant for a nation’s blood.
The place of Kings, thus toymens’ pupils take,
And wield the sceptre they were born to make.
Turn, cruel Pinchbeck,* lengthen yet thy score,
And turn thy Monarch at one corkscrew more;
Lest England’s sons, a game like thine should play,
Nor keep the workmen thou hast turned away.”

Even within the British garrisons, in the presence of the Commander in Chief, jests were indulged in, such as plainly evinced how faint the hope of a successful issue of the war.

During an interval of dancing, at a splendid ball given by the officers of the army, to the ladies of New-York. Sir Henry Clinton, previously engaged in conversation with Miss Franks, called out to the musicians, “Give us, Britons strike home.” “The Commander in Chief has made a mistake,” exclaimed the lady; “he meant to say, Britons—go home.”

MISS FRANKS.

This intelligent and highly accomplished lady, in throwing the pointed shafts of her wit, spared neither friend or foe. Having mentioned the “palpable hit,”

* Pinchbeck was a toymaker, and manufacturer of every species of knick knack.
given to Sir Henry Clinton, it is but fair to show, how keen her irony when aimed against the foes of Britain. At the Mischianza, given at Philadelphia by the officers of the British army to Sir William Howe, previously to his relinquishment of command, Miss Franks appeared as one of the Princesses, in supporting whose claims to superior beauty and accomplishment, the assembled Knights were to contend at a Tournament exhibited. The evacuation of the city immediately following, Miss Franks remained behind. Lieutenant Colonel Jack Steward of Maryland, whose previous intimacy with her, could alone justify the familiarity of his conduct, dressed out in a handsome suit of scarlet, taking an early occasion to pay his compliments, said to her in the true spirit of gallantry, "I have adopted your colours, my Princess, the better to secure a courteous reception—deign to smile on a true Knight. To this speech Miss Franks made no reply; but turning to the company who surrounded her, exclaimed—"How the Ass glories in the Lion's skin."

Nor was this the only rub experienced by the Lieutenant Colonel. While the company were enjoying themselves in lively conversation, their mirth was interrupted by loud clamours from the street, which occasioned them to hasten to the windows, the better to ascertain the cause. High head-dresses were then the reigning fashion among the British belles. A female appeared on the street, surrounded by a crowd of idlers, ragged in her apparel, and bare-foot, but adorned with a towering head-dress in the extreme of the mode. Miss Franks readily perceived the intent of this tumultuous visit; and on the Lieutenant Colonel's observing, that the lady was equipped altogether in the English fashion, replied, "Not altogether, Colonel; for though the style of her head is British, her shoes and stockings are in the genuine Continental fashion."
There were very few men qualified to enter the lists with this intelligent lady—for her information was extensive, and she had wit at will. She did, however, on one occasion, meet a superior, and appeared bereft of her brilliancy of talent, by receiving with anger, what was only intended as a sally to excite merriment. I allude to her correspondence with General Charles Lee, whose letter is but little known, and certainly possesses a stamp of humour that renders it worthy to be preserved.

**GENERAL LEE'S LETTER TO MISS FRANKS.**

"**Madam,**

"When an officer of the respectable rank I bear, is grossly traduced and calumniated, it is incumbent on him to clear up the affair to the world, with as little delay as possible. The spirit of defamation and calumny (I am sorry to say it) is grown to a prodigious and intolerable height on this Continent. If you had accused me of a design to procrastinate the war, or of holding treasonable correspondence with the enemy, I could have borne it: this I am used to; and this happened to the great **Fabius Maximus.** If you had accused me of getting drunk, as often as I could get liquor, as two **Alexanders** the Great have been charged with the vice, I should perhaps have sat patient under the imputation; or even if you had given the plainest hints, that I had stolen the soldiers shirts, this I could have put up with, as the great Duke of **Marlborough** would have been an example: or if you had contented yourself with asserting that I was so abominable a sloven, as never to part with my shirt, until my shirt parted with me, the anecdotes of my illustrious namesake of Sweden* would have administered some comfort to me. But the calumny you have, in the fertility of your malicious wit, chosen to invent, is of so new, so unprecedented, and so hellish a kind, as would make Job himself swear like a Virginia Colonel.

"Is it possible that the celebrated Miss **Franks,†** a lady who has had every human and Divine advantage, who has read, (or at least

---

* Charles 12th.
† The young lady was a Jewess.
MISCELLANEOUS ANECDOTES.

might have read) in the originals, the New and Old Testaments, (though I am afraid she too seldom looks even into the translations) I say, is it possible that Miss Franks, with every human and Divine advantage, who might, and ought to have read these two good books, which (an old Welch nurse, whose uncle was reckoned the best preacher in Merionethshire, assured me) enjoin charity, and denounce vengeance against slander and evil speaking; is it possible, I again repeat it, that Miss Franks should, in the face of day, carry her malignity so far, in the presence of three most respectable personages; (one of the oldest religion in the world, one of the newest, for he is a New-Light Man, and the other, most probably, of no religion at all, as he is an English sailor) but I demand it again and again, is it possible that Miss Franks should assert it, in the presence of these respectable personages, 'that I wore green breeches patched with leather?' To convict you, therefore, of the falsehood of this most diabolical slander, to put you to eternal silence, (if you are not past all grace) and to cover you with a much larger patch of infamy than you have wantonly endeavoured to fix on my breeches, I have thought proper, by the advice of three very grave friends, (lawyers and members of Congress, of course excellent judges of delicate points of honour) to send you the said breeches, and with the consciousness of truth on my side, to submit them to the most severe inspection and scrutiny of you, and all those who may have entered into this wicked cabal, against my honour and reputation. I say I dare you, and your whole junto, to your worst: turn them, examine them inside and outside, and if you find them to be green breeches patched with leather, and not actually legitimate Sherry Vallies,* such as his Majesty of Poland wears, (who, let me tell you, is a man who has made more fashions than all your knights of the Mischianza† put together, notwithstanding their beauties) I repeat it, (though I am almost out of breath with repetitions and parenthesis) that if those are proved to be patched green breeches, and not legitimate Sherry Vallies, (which a man of the first bon ton might be proud of) I will submit in silence to all the scurrility which I have no doubt you and your abettors are

* A kind of long breeches, reaching to the ankle, with a broad stripe of leather on the inside of the thigh, for the convenience of riding.

† An entertainment given to General Howe, just before his departure for Europe, at which were introduced tilts and tournaments in honour of the ladies, of whom Miss Franks was one.
prepared to pour out against me, in the public papers, on this important and interesting occasion. But Madam! Madam! reputation, (as 'Common Sense' very sensibly, though not very uncommonly, observes) is a very serious thing. You have already injured me in the tenderest part, and I demand satisfaction; and as you cannot be ignorant of the laws of duelling, having conversed with so many Irish officers, whose favourite topic it is, particularly in the company of ladies, I insist on the privilege of the injured party, which is to name his hour and weapons; and, as I intend it to be a very serious affair, will not admit of any seconds; as you may depend upon it Miss Franks, that whatever may be your spirit on the occasion, the world shall never accuse General Lee of having turned his back upon you. In the mean time, I am yours, C. L.

"P. S. I have communicated the affair only to my confidential friend, who has mentioned it to no more than seven members of Congress, and nineteen women, six of whom were old maids, so that there is no danger of its taking wind on my side, and I hope you will be equally guarded on your part."

About the period of the final departure of the British from New-York, an excellent repartee made by Major Upham, Aid-de-Camp to Lord Dorchester, to Miss Susan Livingston, has been much celebrated. "In mercy, Major," said Miss Livingston, "use your influence with the Commander in Chief, to accelerate the evacuation of the city; for among your encarcerated belles, your Mischianza Princesses, the scarlet fever must continue to rage till your departure." "I should studiously second your wishes," replied the Major, "were I not apprehensive, that freed from the prevailing malady, a worse would follow, and that they would be immediately tormented with the Blue Devils."
SIR GUY CARLTON.

While the gallant defence of Quebec by General Carlton, evinced the excellence of his military talents, and his liberal treatment of the vanquished did honour to his humanity, particular credit is due to him, for his skilful management even of the prejudices of the troops under his command. Apprehending, during the protracted siege, that the return of St. Patrick’s Day would occasion the soldiers of the garrison, chiefly Irishmen, to indulge too freely in generous libations to the memory of the Patron Saint of Erin; and that his vigilant adversary would profit by their intemperance to attack the town; in orders, issued on the 16th of March, he invited “All true Irishmen to meet him on the following day, at 12 o’clock, on parade, to drink the health of the King, St. Patrick’s Day being, for that year only, put off till the 4th of June.” An Irishman himself, and highly honoured by all who served under him, his proposition was applauded, and perfect sobriety reigned; where, according to all former experience, riot and disorder alone were to be looked for.

CAPTAIN MILLIGAN.

The esprit du corps, which so decidedly marks the attachment of military men to their companions in arms, was never more strikingly exhibited than on the occasion of which I am now to speak.

On the 4th of July, 1798, while the Society of the Cincinnati were celebrating the Anniversary of the
Independency of the United States, a letter was delivered to Major Lining, the Treasurer, a part of whose duty it was, to levy fines on absentees, and other defaulters, from Captain Milligan, a Member of the Association. It was written in these words:

"My Dear Major,

The Society, at its first formation, very properly imposed a fine upon every Member, who being within reach of the city, neglected to attend the celebration of the Birth Day of our Liberties. A fine too, to an equal amount, was imposed on every one, who on the decease of a Brother Soldier, neglected to pay due honour to his memory, by absenting himself from his funeral. I have a little to say on both subjects. On the verge of the grave, with scarcely strength to hold my pen, suffering under the affliction of extreme penury, I think it no degradation to state, that the Guinea which I forfeit this day, by non-attendance, while it can add but a trifle to your funds, will be essentially useful to my afflicted family. Let me hope, then, from the generous sympathy of your hearts, that the fine be, on this occasion, remitted.

And now, that my friends are collected to celebrate the event, the most propitious to the happiness of man that the world ever witnessed, permit me, while I offer my congratulations, wishing them much present enjoyment, and future felicity, to request, that as many of them as can make it convenient, will do me the honour to attend my funeral, which, from certain feelings not at all calculated to deceive, must necessarily happen within a very few days. Attention to this, my earnest solicitation, will not fail to sooth the last moments of your brother, and affectionate well-wisher,

"T. MILLIGAN."

Within a week Captain Milligan expired, justly and sincerely lamented. The Society, to a man, attended his funeral—they did more, they adopted and educated his orphan daughter, who married well, and is now happily settled in Ireland.
The Anecdote which follows is given on the authority of Mr. Samuel Brailsford, formerly of Bristol, in Great Britain. He was a native of South-Carolina, and enthusiastically attached to the American cause, which gained him the affection and confidence of all his youthful countrymen, who, at the commencement of the Revolutionary War, were pursuing their studies in Europe. Inspired with the most exalted admiration of Scævola, and the Roman youths, who aimed, by the devotion of their lives, to give liberty to Rome, by cutting off Porsenna, its most formidable enemy; an intrepid enthusiast, in the year 1775 proposed, in an assembly of twenty of his countrymen, who had met in London, that each of them, in the disguise of a sailor, should enter on board of as many different British men of war, and pledge himself, by a solemn oath, within a limited time, to blow up the vessel in which he embarked. So desperate a scheme could only have originated in a mind deeply wounded by the injuries inflicted upon his country; and my knowledge of the noble and generous feeling of the mover, makes me bold to say, that in a moment of sober reflection, he would have been the last to encourage it. The recommendation, however, was not received, at the moment, as he wished it to be. Some five or six of the company approved it, and declared themselves ready to second his wishes, and give the pledge required; but by the majority, open generous hostility was preferred, and the project was abandoned.
M'GILL AND VAN SKIVER.

I would not, when speaking of the good conduct and meritorious services of several of the Legionary soldiers, in a former part of these Anecdotes, have introduced the names of the men I am now to mention, on any consideration. They belonged, it is true, to the corps, but their crimes far more than their talents or their virtues attracted attention; and they are now noticed merely to show, when once the path of honour is forsaken, to how great a degree human depravity can be extended. It must, however, be acknowledged that they were not equally atrocious in villainy; the errors of M’Gill were the result of intemperance; Van Skiver’s proceeded from consummate and boundless depravity.

In giving an account of the ardour with which Lieutenant Colonel John Laurens sought, on all occasions, to encounter the enemy, I mentioned that a British soldier, who had been whipped and drummed out of the 64th Regiment for intemperance, had, by carelessly throwing his coat on a bush, endangered the life not only of that gallant officer, but of many of the most intrepid soldiers of the Legion, who swam the Ashley River, in the expectation of immediately engaging an ambuscaded force, whose position accident alone had betrayed.

Some months after this, Sergeant Du Coin, of Rudolph’s company, who had contrived to gain the affections of a widow possessing considerable property, solicited his discharge, and was promised it, on condition of bringing forward four substitutes to supply his place in the Regiment. Captain Rudolph retiring, at the moment, to sick quarters, left it to my charge to examine the men who should be offered by Du Coin,
and, if approved, to bring the business to a close, cau-
ing me at the same time, to remember the strict in-
juctions of Lee, never to enlist a British soldier, a for-
igner, or a drunkard. The substitutes were brought for-
ward. Three fine looking youths, recently dis-
charged from the North-Carolina Line, the time of
their service having expired, were examined, approved,
and enlisted. A remarkably handsome man, of fine
martial appearance, well dressed, and of a prepos-
sessing countenance, now advanced, declaring himself a
Pennsylvanian, of Irish parentage, who, ambitious to
distinguish himself, had taken a long journey purposely
to see service. He looked and acted his part so ad-
mirably, that I was completely thrown off my guard, and
enlisted him also, but had speedily the mortification to
find, that I had so far departed from my instructions,
as to have admitted into the corps a British soldier, a
foreigner, and an habitual drunkard. His propensity
to liquor was in a few days discovered, and on my re-
primanding him for it, he, with undaunted insolence,
exclaimed, “You, Sir, are the last man who should
find fault; for, at our first meeting, you may remember,
that I frankly told you that I had been expelled with
disgrace from the 64th British Regiment, because the
the drummer’s lash had lost all its terrors for me, when
I could lay my hand on liquor. You saw that my
flayed back would not admit the use of my coat, so
that the error of my enlistment is altogether your
own.” I would not have wasted time on a subject so
little important, were it not to show, that even in
minds the most debased, instances may occur of gene-
erous feeling, that are creditable to human nature.
M’Gill, by associating with men of regular habits,
became daily more humanized, and was on the whole
a good, though, occasionally, an irregular soldier.

Captain James Grahame, of the British 64th Re-
giment, married and settled in South-Carolina. It was
some time after the peace, that riding out unarmed, in
the neighbourhood of his plantation, he was accosted
by a man in military dress, with a naked bayonet in
his hand, who stepping up in front of his horse, and
seizing the bridle, said, "I suppose, Captain Grahame,
you have no inclination to recognize an old acquaint-
ance, particularly one so much the victim of your
severity as I have been." "On the contrary, M'Gill,"
replied the Captain, "I feel no inclination to deny my
knowledge of you,—I remember you perfectly; and
although I cannot misunderstand your present inten-
tion, and am probably destined to fall by your hand,
do not hesitate to tell you, what, as a soldier well
acquainted with his duty, you know to be strictly cor-
rect, that finding you drunk on your post, I brought
you, and very properly, to punishment. The love of
life can make no change in my sentiments. Were it
to do over again, I would act as I have done." "And
you would do right," said M'Gill, sheathing his bayo-
et. "Captain Grahame, my resentments cease: I
thought I never could have pardoned you; but I now
consider my enmity altogether unjust, my punishment
and disgrace richly merited. Pass on; you need never
more fear injury from me." Saying this he bowed and
retired.

Such a display of generous feeling encourages the
hope of a return to virtue. But, I am now to speak
of a character so completely abandoned, that from the
free and constant indulgence of vice, clothed in its
darkest attributes, it appeared alone susceptible of re-
ceiving delight and gratification.

Van Skiver was a native of New-York, and private
soldier in the corps raised by Colonel Buskirk, for the
service of Great Britain. A Loyalist from convenience,
it is probable that some flagrant irregularity had subjetc-
ed him to the anger of his superiors; and that to avoid
merited punishment, he had sought security by desertion.
Arrived at the American camp, she showed so much of inveterate and deadly animosity against the friends whom he had abandoned, and spoke with such confidence of the practicability of injuring them by an attack upon their out-posts, that Lieutenant Colonel Lee was induced to listen to his plans with complacency, and ultimately to accede to his proposal, to attempt the carrying of the post at Paulus' Hook, by surprise. Entire confidence, however, was not placed in him. Armed with an axe, he was placed at the head of the advancing column, a file of men with fixed bayonets, following immediately in his rear, ready to terminate his existence, if he either faltered, or showed the slightest symptom of treachery. With steady step, and undaunted resolution, he advanced and actually cut down two barriers in succession, giving free admission to our troops into the body of the place; a third, however, was still to be gained, which was defended with great resolution, and so heavy a fire kept up upon the assailants, that after many fruitless efforts to dislodge the enemy, they were compelled to retire. It might be imagined, that such a display of hostility against the British, might have caused Van Skiver to be ranked amongst the most determined of their enemies; but, even at the moment, his appearance of zeal was merely intended as a lure, to gain respect and confidence, for he had scarcely returned to camp, when it was discovered, that he was in treaty, and actually far advanced in a plan, to deliver Lee and his Legion into the hands of the enemy. Severe was the penalty which he paid. Sentenced to receive five hundred lashes, he had the greater part of them inflicted, and was drummed out of the army. When again expressing decided attachment to the Royal Standard, he returned to New-York, and was heard of no more.
CAPTAIN LAND.

In the year 1781, while Lord Rawdon was in command at Camden, and Sumter lay on the borders of North-Carolina, the male inhabitants of the intervening settlements, who were capable of bearing arms, resorted to one or the other, according to the political principles which they cherished. The Whigs in the neighbourhood of Rocky Creek, forty miles above Camden, having, previously to their joining Sumter, chosen John Land, a respectable resident, as their Captain, adopted a practice of occasionally visiting the settlement, to pass the night with their families, and return at early morn to camp. On the evening of the 2d of March, Captain Land, with seven of his companions, arrived at his home, placed a sentinel at the door, and having for some hours enjoyed the society of his delighted family, retired to rest. The period of repose was but of short duration. The Tories had, by some unknown means, obtained information of his intended visit, and a party of them, thirty in number, under the command of a Captain Daniel Muse, arrived at midnight in the neighbourhood, and having carefully secured all the old men and boys, likely to communicate intelligence, pushed on for Land's. When within about an hundred and fifty yards of the log-house which he inhabited, they were perceived by the sentinel at the door, who having hailed, fired on them. A momentary halt was made, and a guard being placed over their prisoners, two old men, a youth, and two boys, a furious charge was made on the house. The gallant inmates received them with firmness, kept up a lively fire through the open spaces betwixt the logs, and finally repulsed them, having previously mortally wounded Lieutenant
Lewis Yarborough, the second in command. The Tory party taking up their line of march through woods and by-ways, now retreated, and moved with such celerity, as to reach the British Head-Quarters at Camden, by twelve o'clock the same day, carrying the youth and two boys, one of them, Dr. John Mackey, now an inhabitant of Charleston, as trophies of their prowess and gallantry. The old man and wounded officer, were left on the way.

Poor Land did not long enjoy the triumph of this little victory. Emboldened by success, he ventured in about three weeks on another visit to his family, accompanied by betwixt twenty and thirty of his neighbours. The party reached Rocky Creek in the evening, and having agreed to assemble at the house of one Boyd on the following day, dispersed each individual retiring to his own family. But, alas! Treachery was again on foot. The enemy were apprized of every movement; and Lord Rawdon having lost much of his confidence in his Tory auxiliaries, by the failure of their former essay, sent a detachment of his Regular Cavalry, united with them, to cut off Land and his followers. Their success, on this occasion, was but too complete. Many of the party were killed as they approached the place of rendezvous, and among them the unfortunate Captain Land, who was butchered in cold blood, in revenge, no doubt, for the death of Yarborough, whom he had killed in just and honourable combat.
JUDGE BURKE.

In sketching the character of this worthy citizen, I neglected to mention an Anecdote highly characteristic of his singular turn of mind, which I shall now briefly detail. A friend, with whom he lived in habits of the strictest intimacy, once observing, that he was tempted to engage in a law-suit, from the prospect of deriving very great advantage from its results; the Judge, with great frankness, replied, “The time you take for deliberation will not be lost, believe me, since to insure success, three things are essentially necessary. You must have a good cause, a good Lawyer, and a good Judge.” “Then, my friend,” said the would-be litigator, “I will proceed.” “Be not too precipitate,” rejoined the Judge, “for I forgot to mention another requisite to success—good luck.”

EXTRAORDINARY ESCAPE.

During the siege of Charleston a shell from the British lines, fell on the tent occupied by two volunteers, Mr. Lord and Mr. Basqueen, who had, from excessive fatigue, retired to seek repose, and were at the moment buried in profound sleep. The explosion was violent. The body of Mr. Lord was wretchedly mangled, being torn literally to pieces. Mr. Basqueen escaped without injury; for although the hair of his head was singed, his sleep was not disturbed; and when dragged from the ruins of the tent appeared altogether free from hurt.
It is ever delightful to me to speak of a soldier as much distinguished by exemplary good conduct as Power, and therefore hope to be excused for mentioning a very singular occurrence which took place while the Legion lay at Mrs. Legere's plantation, on the Santee. Mr. Power, afterwards promoted, but at the time a Sergeant in the cavalry, being reduced to extremity by disease, and despaired of by the Surgeon of the Regiment, earnestly solicited that he might be allowed to eat a cucumber, many of which he collected to have seen in the garden, previously to his confinement. "Nature is exhausted," said the Surgeon, to the friends who surrounded him, "he must inevitably die,—indulge his longing therefore,—give him a cucumber, but let it be a small one." The advice was attended to—Power received it with strong indication of joy, and immediately became so tranquil, that the guard, who had been greatly fatigued by watching over him, embraced the opportunity, and indulged in a refreshing sleep. Waking up at length, and finding the most profound stillness in the apartment, he approached the bed, not doubting but that the unfortunate Sergeant had expired, but his astonishment may well be imagined to have been excessive, when the sick man exclaimed, "I have got it, I have got it," and showed the remains of a half eaten cucumber, of an immense size, that had been left for seed, and was now, from age, as yellow as gold. He had actually descended, while his attendant slept, into the garden, and brought off the prize, that, seen from his window, he declared had been the object of his constant and unconquerable desire. His recovery was rapid, and
much rejoiced at, for his talents and bravery did him honour; and to the end of the war he not only increased his own, but the reputation of his Regiment.

PETITION OF THE LADIES IN CHARLESTON, IN BEHALF OF THE UNFORTUNATE COL. ISAAC HAYNE.

In noticing the particulars of the capture, unmerited sufferings, and execution of this martyr to the cause of freedom, I should have recorded the petition presented, in his behalf, by the ladies of Charleston. The sentence that threatened his life, by all deemed harsh, and by many considered as having a greater tendency to excite revolt than to check it, called forth the most tender and compassionate feelings of the heart, and caused such general sympathy, that many even of the most decided enemies of the principles he supported, solicited its mitigation, or rather that it should be altogether annulled. Many of the Tory as well as Whig Ladies signed the petition of which I shall now give a few extracts. Had Lord Rawdon remembered that

"Not the deputed sword,"
"The Marshal's truncheon, nor the Judge's robe,"
"Become him with one half so good a grace"
"As mercy does,"

humanity had triumphed, and they would not have tendered their prayers in vain.

TO LORD RAWDON, COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE BRITISH FORCES IN SOUTH-CAROLINA, AND COLONEL BALFOUR, COMMANDANT AT CHARLESTON,

"My Lord and Sir,"
"We should have reason to reproach ourselves, for having omitted a proper occasion of manifesting the tenderness peculiarly
characteristic of our sex, if we did not profess ourselves deeply inter-
rested and affected by the imminent and shocking doom of the most unfortu-
nate Mr. Hayne; and if we did not intreat you, in the most earnest manner graciously to avert, prolong, or mitigate it. We pre-
sume to make this intercession for him, from the knowledge of your dispositions, as well as from the reflection, that humanity is rarely separated from courage; and that the gallant soldier feels as much reluctance, to cause by deliberate decrees, the infliction of death on men in cold blood, as he does ardour in the day of battle, and heat of action, to make the enemies of his country perish by the sword. He may rejoice to see his laurels sprinkled with the blood of armed and resisting adversaries; but regret to see them wet with the tears of unhappy orphans, mourning the loss of a tender, amiable, and worthy parent, executed like a vile and infamous felon. To the praises of your military virtues and prowess, we trust you will give the Ladies occasion to add the praises of your milder and softer vir-
tues, by furnishing them with a striking proof of your clemency in the present instance. To that clemency, to our prayers, and to his merits in other respects, let the unhappy object of our petition owe what you might not think him entitled to, if policy were not out-
weighed in his behalf. To any other men in power than such as we conceive you both to be, we should employ on the occasion, more ingenuity and art, to dress up and enforce the many pathetic and favourable circumstances attending his case, in order to move your passions and engage your favour; but, we think this will be need-
less, as obviated by your spontaneous feeling, humanity, and liberal reasoning. Nor shall we dwell on his most excellent character, the outrages and excesses prevented by him; nor lay any stress on the most grievous shock his numerous and respectable connexions must sustain by his death, aggravated by the mode of it; nor shall we do more than remind you, of the complicated distress and sufferings that must befall his young and promising children, to whom death would be preferable to the state of the orphanage they will be left in.

"We are, my Lord and Sir,

"With all respect, your very anxious petitioners

"And humble servants."
DUEL BETWEEN GENERAL CADWALLADER AND GENERAL CONWAY.

The particulars of this duel, originating in the honourable feelings of General Cadwallader, indignant at the attempt of his adversary to injure the reputation of the Commander in Chief, by representing him as unqualified for the exalted station which he held, appears worthy of record. Nor ought the coolness observed on the occasion by the parties, to be forgotten, as it evinces very strongly, that although imperious circumstances may compel men of nice feeling to meet, that the dictates of honour may be satisfied without the smallest deviation from the most rigid rules of politeness. When arrived at the appointed rendezvous, General Cadwallader, accompanied by General Dickenson of Pennsylvania, General Conway by Colonel Morgan of Princeton, it was agreed upon by the seconds, that on the word being given, the principals might fire in their own time, and at discretion, either by an off-hand shot, or by taking a deliberate aim. The parties having declared themselves ready, the word was given to proceed. General Conway immediately raised his pistol, and fired with great composure, but without effect. General Cadwallader was about to do so, when a sudden gust of wind occurring, he kept his pistol down and remained tranquil. "Why do you not fire, General Cadwallader?" exclaimed Conway. "Because," replied General Cadwallader, "we came not here to trifle. Let the gale pass, and I shall act my part." "You shall have a fair chance of performing it well," rejoined Conway, and immediately presented a full front. General Cadwallader fired, and his ball entering the mouth of his antagonist, he fell directly forward on his face. Colonel Morgan run-
uing to his assistance, found the blood spouting from behind his neck, and lifting up the club of his hair, saw the ball drop from it. It had passed through his head greatly to the derangement of his tongue and teeth, but did not inflict a mortal wound. As soon as the blood was sufficiently washed away to allow him to speak, General Conway, turning to his opponent, said good humouredly, "You fire, General, with much deliberation, and certainly with a great deal of effect." The calls of honour satisfied, all animosity subsided, and they parted free from all resentment.

EXPULSION OF CONGRESS FROM PHILADELPHIA.

Some months subsequent to the signing of the preliminary articles of Peace, General Greene, in order to spare the Pennsylvanians the fatigues of a tedious march, and to save expense to the United States, engaged a letter of marque belonging to Rhode-Island, to transport two companies of that line to Philadelphia. A change of climate being considered as necessary to the re-establishment of my health, which was, at that period, much impaired, I obtained permission to embark with them, promising to await the General's arrival in that city, where he expected to have much business to transact with Congress. We arrived at a most important moment. As our troops disembarked, a considerable number of mutineers of their own line, from Lancaster, surrounded the Hall of Congress, demanding the prompt settlement of their accounts, and threatening vengeance in case of refusal, or even an attempt to procrastinate the consideration of their claims. It was my misfortune to witness this outrage;
and to find, that too many of the men, who had returned with honour from the South, forsook their officers to join the disaffected, and support their unwarrantable proceedings. Violence was now increased to so high a pitch, that General Hamilton, at the time a member of the National Legislature, having fruitlessly endeavoured, by expostulation, to subdue the wrath of the revolters, and moderate the extravagance of their demands, joined his colleagues in the Hall of their deliberations, and calmly advised them “to think of eternity, since he confidently believed, that within the space of an hour, not an individual of their body would be left alive.” “The supineness of the authorities of the State, under these circumstances, was the cause of general astonishment. It was said, that General Read, and many distinguished military characters, indignant at the treatment offered to the National Representatives, strongly urged the calling out of the militia, volunteering their services, and pledging themselves, by a decisive blow, to restore tranquillity. Governor Dickinson, however, was determined to avoid violent measures; and as danger was inseparable from delay, Congress, during the night, left the city for Princeton. The mutineers, with increasing insolence, now threatened to take the law into their own hands, and to satisfy their claims from the spoils of the Bank. The menace at once electrified every bosom; and it appeared every man's concern, to render the threat abortive. The whole city were instantaneously in arms; and in a few hours, the insurgents were either dispersed or prisoners. To their honour it should be known, that Major James Hamilton of the 1st Pennsylvania Regiment, recently arrived from the army of General Greene, and Captain Boud, who commanded the troops from the south, immediately landed, used every exertion to check these disgraceful proceedings,
till frenzy increased to such a height, that to save them from assassination, their friends compelled them to retire.

---

LIEUTENANT COLONEL BUTLER,
OF MORGAN'S RIFLE REGIMENT.

As some months would elapse before General Greene could reach Philadelphia, I gladly embraced the opportunity of visiting the interior country; and at Lancaster, considered myself particularly fortunate in forming an acquaintance with Lieutenant Colonel Butler, at that period the Commandant of the post. His reputation as a military character, had already won my admiration; his frankness, polite attentions, and generous hospitality, confirmed every prepossessing in his favour.

It was the cause of great astonishment, to hear a gentleman, the suavity of whose manners would have graced a Court, declare, "That to the simplicity of the savage life, he gave a decided preference over the modes of polished society; and that he impatiently waited the definitive signing of a Peace with Britain, to repair to the wilderness, and resume habits peculiarly suited to his disposition." "The ease and indolence," he would say, "which characterized Indian manners, when plenty abounded, the activity and enterprise resorted to, to procure subsistence, and obtain comforts in times of necessity, had to him great fascinations; and that, compared with them, the habits and uniform indulgences of polished society, seemed irksome and insupportable."
I have never been informed, whether or not he carried his schemes into execution; though I rather suppose that he did not, for he married a young wife, and in the war against the Western Indians, which broke out very shortly after the conclusion of that of the Revolution, we find him in arms, an active Partisan, and second in command at the disastrous defeat of St. Clair. It was on this occasion, that the intrepid Butler closed his military career in death—his coolness preserved, and courage remaining unshaken, till the last moment of existence. While enabled to keep the field, his exertions were truly heroic. He repeatedly led his men to the charge, and with slaughter drove the enemy before him; but, being at length compelled to retire to his tent, from the number and severity of his wounds, he was receiving surgical aid, when a ferocious warrior rushing into his presence, gave him a mortal blow with his tomahawk. But even then the gallant soldier died not unreavenged. He had anticipated this catastrophe, and discharging a pistol which he held in his hand, lodged its contents into the breast of his enemy, who uttering a hideous yell, fell by his side and expired!

COMMODORES AFFLECK AND SWEENEY.

While waiting the arrival of General Greene at Philadelphia, I was introduced to the British Commodores Affleck and Sweeney, by Captain Armstrong of the Legion, who had been treated by the latter, while a prisoner in Charleston, with marked attention; and gladly united with him, in using every exertion to render their visit interesting and agreeable to them.
We accompanied them, in consequence of a polite invitation from Captain Barry, on a visit to the Alliance frigate; and on returning towards the shore, received a complimentary salute, for which they expressed great thankfulness.

Visiting Peale's Gallery of Portraits, where the likenesses of the officers who had most distinguished themselves by their Revolutionary services, were preserved, I could not but observe, that the attention of Sir Edmond Affleck was altogether engrossed by one head, which he appeared to regard with peculiar satisfaction; and was not a little surprised to hear him say, "I know not who this portrait is intended to represent; but, however great the merits of others may be, I see no expression of countenance in the collection, that gives to me so perfect an idea of bold and inflexible resolution." His correct discernment of character, in this instance, is remarkable; and it is a singular circumstance, that it was the only likeness of a Naval Hero in the Gallery. It was, in fact, the portrait, and an admirable likeness, of Paul Jones.

---

RECEPTION OF GENERAL GREENE
AT PHILADELPHIA.

Nothing could be more flattering to a man ambitious to merit the esteem of his fellow citizens, than the reception given to General Greene by the inhabitants of Philadelphia. As soon as his approach to the city was announced, all the military officers of rank, and many of the most distinguished patriots and citizens in the Civil Department, went forward to meet him. He was conducted to his quarters through crowded
streets, where every window was thronged with beauty, and welcomed by looks of grateful admiration, and a respectful silence, more flattering by far than the applauses of noisy vociferation. These, however, were not altogether withheld; and when (as he entered the Hotel) I heard the shout of "honour to the victor of the South—long life to Greene," I thought his triumph complete.

There was no attention that merit could call for, or gratitude bestow, which was not lavished on him for the short period of his stay in the city. But Congress were within a short distance, and anxious to pay his respects, and to answer any inquiries that might be made relative to the conduct and final dismissal of the Southern Army, General Greene continued his route to Princeton.

MEETING WITH THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF.

At Colonel Coxe's, at Trenton, I was gratified by witnessing an interview which I must ever remember with delight. On entering the house, General Greene had the happiness to find that the Commander in Chief, who had escorted Mrs. Washington so far on her way to Virginia, had arrived but a few minutes before him. It would be altogether impossible for me, to give even a faint idea of the joy that animated the intelligent countenances of these great men, so sincerely attached, and so unexpectedly brought together. The one intelligibly spoke the grateful feelings of an honourable man for the friendship which had advanced him to command, the other the admiration of the valour and prudential conduct which had so fully justified his
recommendation. In every look, in every word, the strongest indications of reciprocal and affectionate regard was manifested; and I feel conviction that neither the one or the other had ever experienced sensations of more exalted delight.

THE EFFECT OF PEACE ON THE SOLDIERS' CONSEQUENCE IN SOCIETY.

I am now about to relate an Anecdote, which, however lightly it may be thought of at this time, plainly shows that disrespect and ingratitude have too often been manifested towards military men, when their services were no longer in requisition.

General Washington and General Greene, on the day following their fortunate meeting, set out for Princeton. On their arrival there, the Secretary of the President of Congress presented himself, with a request from Mr. Boudinot, who held that honourable station, that all ceremony should be waved, and that the Generals, with the gentlemen of their respective families, would partake of an entertainment then serving up. The invitation being accepted, the whole party repaired to the Presidential house. Compliments passed, and dinner announced. The President placing himself between the Generals, led the way to the eating room. An individual, a Mr. H—, who certainly possessed much more of the affectation than reality of politeness, now took it upon himself to do the honours of the house, and turning to one of the company, said, "Mr. R——, Member of Congress, you are next the door, pray go forward. Mr. Z——, Member of Congress, 'tis your turn—go forward, if you please."—Thus he went on, till all the gentlemen in the Civil
Department had gone forward; and then (being a Member of Congress himself) quitted the room, leaving General Kosciusko, Colonel Maitland, Major Edwards, the Adjutant General of the Southern Army, and the Aids-de-Camp of General Greene, to find their own way to the table. Such conduct is no novelty. Soldiers, as I have already stated, are estimated according to their immediate utility. Let their exertions be wanted, and they are sure to command universal attention. The danger past, they are too frequently forgotten.

I have a tale in point to show, that the same disposition prevailed in former times, as at the period I speak of.

An English officer passing through the County of York, during the Rebellion which broke out in Scotland in the year 1745, was received and treated with peculiar kindness by a Quaker, who, at the moment of his departure, said to him, "Go forward, friend, smite thy opponents, crush rebellion; and on thy return, remember to tarry with him, who regards thee as one of the Pillars of the Nation." The hopes of the Pretender, extinguished by the decisive victory of Culloden, the Englishman ordered to the South, and passing near the habitation of his kind entertainer, did not forget the cordiality with which he had been pressed, to repeat his visit, and repaired to the house of the Quaker; but, with a look that gave little indication of hospitality, or even acknowledgment of former acquaintance, the starch hypocrite exclaimed—"Retire, friend, I know thee not." "Not know me," said the officer. "Why when last we parted, you not only pressed me to return to you when the Rebellion should be extinguished, but assured me, moreover, that you regarded me as one of the Pillars of the Nation."

"Did I so?" rejoined the Quaker; "then, trust me,
friend, I must have meant one of the Catterpillars." My tale needs no comment.

DISTINGUISHED CHARACTERS.

Writing with professed intention to excite in the bosoms of my young countrymen, the ambition to emulate their ancestors, in the display of patriotic virtue, I cannot be considered incorrect while recalling to remembrance the names of the heroes and statesmen pre-eminently distinguished, if I, at the same time, bring into view the exemplary good conduct of other citizens, who, in an humbler sphere of usefulness, by the steadiness of their principles, and unremitted exertions, contributed to the accomplishment of our Independence, and the establishment of that happy government which is at once the envy and admiration of the world.

To a stranger arriving in our State, and naturally inquiring, "which are the families, who, in the day of trial, rendered the most essential services to their country?" would it not be criminal to say, "the current of subsequent events have consigned them to oblivion!" Would it not appear the perfection of injustice and ingratitude? I should certainly pronounce it such; and with sensations of far greater delight and exalted enthusiasm, proclaim,—"When the power of Britain was predominant in the land, when the current of their successes had swept away almost every barrier to the tyranny which the commanders of her armies appeared determined to impose, when hope was lost to the timid and the wavering, and even to the most sanguine the prospect of success but glimmered at a distance, there were not wanting exalted spirits, in whose bosoms despondency could find no place,—who never despaired
of the ultimate triumphs of the cause of liberty and their country." The Barnwells, Bees, Butlers, Heywards, Hugers, Pinckneys, Richardssons, Rutledges, Shubricks and Taylors, were distinguished by conduct uniformly correct. Nor less so the Warleys, who gave four sons to the Continental service; the Alstons, Canteys, Cattells, Edwards', Elliotts, Gibbes', Graysons, Haptons, Hardings, Holmes', James', Legares, Postells, Prioleaus, De Saussures, Simons', Starks, Talbirds, Vanderhorsts, Witherspoons, and Waties', who furnished as many zealous supporters of Revolutionary principles, as there were individuals among them capable of bearing arms, or qualified to guide the councils of the nation. That many others are equally entitled to be mentioned with honourable distinction, is most certain; I have merely enumerated such as most forcibly recur to memory, and where an omission exists, it is certainly not from intention, as it is my most ardent wish to give the praise of patriotic firmness to all who are deserving of it. There are many individuals also, who should be named with marked respect.

There was not in the Continental service, an officer who performed every duty with greater alacrity and exactitude, than Major Simeon Theus. At the commencement of the war, when the funds of the Treasury of the State were at a low ebb, and the example of patriotic citizens was necessary to give them support and stability, he sold his patrimonial estate, and lent the proceeds to the government. When the war was concluded, appointed to settle all accounts between the State and the government of the United States, he performed the duty so much to the satisfaction of the public, that the Legislature made him an offer of an additional compensation of one thousand dollars, but he at once refused to accept it, declaring, that he had
set what he considered a fair price on his time and his labour, and if it was his happiness to have given satisfaction, he was more than paid.

I would mention, with particular commendation, both Major and Captain Postell. Detached by General Marion across the Santee, in the year 1781, with the command of a small number of mounted militia, they first destroyed a very considerable quantity of valuable stores at Manigault's Ferry, and in the vicinity, and then attacking the British post at Monk's Corner, destroyed fourteen wagons loaded with soldiers' clothing and baggage, besides other articles of value, and made prisoners of forty regulars, effecting the whole service without the loss of a man.

On the 20th of August, 1780, immediately subsequent to the disastrous battle of Camden, information being received by General Marion, that a guard, with a part of the prisoners taken by Lord Cornwallis, were on the road in their way to Charleston, he detached Colonel Hugh Horry, with sixteen men, with orders to attack the escort, and attempt the deliverance of the captives. This was promptly and effectually done by the gallant Colonel. Twenty-two British regulars, a Captain and subaltern of their Tory adherents, were taken, and one hundred and fifty soldiers of the Continental Line of Maryland, liberated, with the loss of one man only, and an officer wounded.

Cornet James Simons, of Washington's, detached with eleven regular cavalry, and twenty-five mounted militia, drove General Cunningham, who was at the head of one hundred and fifty Tories, from a strong position near Ninety-Six, where there was a considerable depot of forage, provision, and stores, for the use of the British army, with much plundered property,
the reward of their own toils; and having destroyed the whole, rejoined his Regiment without loss. This gallant soldier, at the battle of Eutaw, gained new honours by his intrepid exertions, but in the contest for victory was twice severely wounded.

The history of Marion's Campaigns, recently published by the honourable Judge James, who served under his banners, renders it altogether unnecessary to speak of many gallant achievements that he has fully detailed. It is grateful to me, however, to express my admiration of the partial endurance of misfortunes, of privations before unheard of, and of gallantry not to be surpassed, exhibited by the Colonels Hugh and Peter Horry, Colonel Mayham, the Majors Conyers and James, the Captains M'Cauley, Cooper, M'Coltry, James, Gavin Witherspoon, and many others.

The late General Fishburn, wounded when in the Continental service at Stono, commanded, with distinction, at a subsequent period, a corps of horse, and throughout the entire war was esteemed for ardent and unshaken patriotism. Governor Paul Hamilton rendered a most essential service to his country by giving, in early youth, a laudable example of firmness, that neither danger nor difficulty could ever subdue. In short, in every division of the State, individuals acquired celebrity, and achievements were accomplished highly worthy to be recorded, as increasing the glory of the nation. Many I fear are already lost, and still more likely to rest in perpetual oblivion. My effort to obtain information, particularly from the interior country, has not met with the success that I had anticipated. It is true, the period for receiving it has been very limited, for previously to the month of June last, I had not written a line. Great is my hope, that better fortune may crown the exertions of some future writer,
and enable him to show, that, in as high a degree as compatible with the attainments of human nature, the characteristic features of the sons of Carolina have been strongly marked by perseverance, and intrepid resolution to obtain success, moderation and generous feeling in the use of it.
CONCLUSION.

In detailing the Anecdotes contained in the volume which I now offer to the Public, I have repeatedly, with pride and exultation asserted, that in the display of generous feeling towards the enemy whom they had subdued, the Soldiers of America had distinguished claims to applause. My opinions are not speculative, but supported by proofs incontrovertible. I trust, that with justice it can never be said of me, that blinded by party zeal, I considered the palm of excellence exclusively possessed by the advocates of Revolutionary principles. I solemnly declare, that making sincerity and the pure dictates of conscience the test of opinion, I readily grant, that proper credit is to be allowed to the supporters of opposite tenets, steadily adhering to them.

I have, in my encomiums, done no more than justice to the forbearance and merciful disposition of the military; but, I am far from thinking, that they alone are entitled to applause; and consider it a tribute to justice to state, that in the Councils of the Nation, there was a magnanimity displayed, that to our Legislators give a decided claim to equal honours.

Before I more particularly speak my own sentiments, I will present an extract from the Oration of Mr. Benjamin Elliott, pronounced before the '76 Association on the 4th of March, 1813, which strikingly evinces, that however highly excited the resentments
of the nation, its magnanimity was still superior to them:

"The passions and the ignorance of the people, it is thought, have fated a short existence to our freedom. This opinion is not based on the American character. During our Revolutionary calamities, when hope was beat down, and injuries were most unkind, a heartless gang of domestic felons, under the appellation of Tories, rose against the people. There was no atrocity they did not perpetrate—no aggravation they did not add to distress. Did you see the cinders of the poor man's dwelling? Who destroyed it? The Tory! Was the rich man pillaged because he preferred his country to his wealth? Who stole his property? The Tory! Was the stern Patriot insulted? Who inflicted the indignity? The Tory! Yet, after the success of Liberty, it was advised, that wrongs should be forgiven, and this justly execrated enemy viewed as brethren. The American people acquiesced, and have enforced every provision of that Godlike amnesty. The Patriot does not enjoy one benefit from the Revolution, which has not been extended to the Tory. Fact, therefore, and not speculation, has determined, that there is no animosity, however obstinate, no passion, however powerful, which the American people will not vanquish, when demanded by their country's good."

That the provocation to severity was great, cannot be denied. That it was sensibly felt by those who writhed under the afflictions of unmerited persecution, is equally true. The decrees of the Jacksonborough Assembly, unequivocally proclaimed the irritation arising from it. But, as a Carolinian, I am proud to say, that with returning Peace, moderation and lenity regained their wonted influence. Congress recommended the removal of the punishments denounced against political offenders; and the Legislatures of the
different States, seconded their wishes by a prompt and generous acquiescence with them.

In South-Carolina, scarcely a trace was left of the penalties originally imposed on the disaffected. And although the State laboured under great difficulties, from an immense load of debt contracted during the war, according to Dr. Ramsay, whose statements were ever strictly correct, "confiscated property in actual possession of the Commissioners, to the amount of nearly five hundred thousand pounds sterling," was generously restored.

Long since has every recollection of the pride and insolence betrayed in the hour of success, and the injuries heaped upon them by their oppressors, been extinguished in the Patriot's bosom; and every asperity softened down by the beneficent spirit of conciliation. The feuds of Whig and Tory have been completely extinguished. Pardon has been extended even to the most obnoxious. They have not only been tolerated, but treated with a kindness that could not have been looked for; and had every disqualification removed that might impede their progress, aspiring to the attainment of confidence and esteem.

"Silent oblivion, joyed to wipe away
"The record of their madness and their crimes;
"And in the stead of wrathful vengeance, claiming
"The penalties her due, came reconciling Mercy."

FINIS.
ERRATA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page 27, line</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>for fused,</th>
<th>read refused.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>for hoing,</td>
<td>hoping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>for acquirements,</td>
<td>achievements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>for reach,</td>
<td>research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>for Eufu,</td>
<td>Eufin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>disorderly,</td>
<td>disordered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>after Pierce,</td>
<td>was.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>after professors,</td>
<td>and.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>for loyalist,</td>
<td>loyalists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>for has,</td>
<td>had.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>for engagements,</td>
<td>capitulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>after Fox,</td>
<td>an Etonian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>for hold,</td>
<td>holds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>for Eaton,</td>
<td>Eton.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>for Anserat,</td>
<td>Anderat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>for Granny Creek,</td>
<td>Gum Swamp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>398</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>for receiving,</td>
<td>received.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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William B. Oswald
John E. Pope
J. I. Perryclay
William Richard
B. B. Sams
Lewis R. Sams
John J. Smith
W. C. Talbird
M. D. Toomer
J. M. Verdier
M. J. Wilkins
William H. Wigg
James E. West

Island Creek.
Dr. Joseph Ford
N. B. Scriven
Henry Chipman
William Bell
F. C. Witsell
L. Witsell
Jacob Warley
Library Society,
<p>| Felix B. Warley | Capt. B. T. Elmore |
| B. S. Logan | Col. John Taylor |
| William Singleton | A. B. Stark |
| Joseph Fraser | William F. De Saussure |
| Charles Fishburn | H. T. Nott |
| Richard H. Fishburn | G. Chapman |
| F. B. Fishburn | D. T. M'Cord |
| William Murray | Thomas Willison |
| Frederick Fraser | J. Gregg |
| Alfred Walter | Zeb. Rudolph |
| Paul S. H. Lee | “ “ |
| Thomas Boone |  |
| Rev. L. Floyd | Stateburg. |
| J. Lockwood | Hon. Judge Waties |
| John G. Godfrey | Hon. Judge James |
| William Ellison | Col. F. K. Huger |
|  | Cleland Kinloch |
|  | Stephen Miller |
|  | Dr. Brownfield |
|  | Henry Middleton |
|  | Orlando Rees |
|  | William Mayrant, jun. |
|  | John Mayrant, jun. |
|  | W. H. James |
|  | X. T. Bracey |
|  | W. W. Anderson |
|  | S. J. Murry |
|  | John Waties |
|  | William Ballard |
|  | Isaac Lenoir |
|  | J. J. Frierson |
|  | Sumterville. |
| B. F. Trapier | John Knox |
| William W. Trapier | William Sumter |
| John M. Taylor | William Mayrant |
| Robert Heriot | William Haynsworth |
| Francis Kinloch | J. G. Mathis |
| Library Society | R. Huntington |
| Samuel Wragg | William H. Capers |
| Charles Huggins | J. Dergun |
| Maj. William A. Bull | Leroy Perdue |
| Hon. Thomas R. Mitchell | James F. Gordon |
| Col. William Alston | Joseph D. Clay |
| Col. J. P. Alston | W. A. Calclough |
| Charles C. P. Alston | Evan Benbow |
| L. Myers | Pendleton. |
| Francis Withers | Col. Thomas Pinckney, 2 copies: |
| Hugh Fraser | Dr. Hall |
| Maj. Gen. Carr |  |
| James M. Grier |  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscribers Names</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Col. J. E. Calhoun</td>
<td>Robert Anderson</td>
<td>Col. Warren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Clarke</td>
<td>William M'Cright</td>
<td>S. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. E. Pearson</td>
<td>John B. M'Call</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. S. Gibbs</td>
<td>R. G. Mills</td>
<td>John Lowrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Gunning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mc'Clarey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abbeville.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Black</td>
<td>Catlett Connor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgefield.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampson Butler</td>
<td>Daniel Bird</td>
<td>A. P. Butler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kay</td>
<td>John Middleton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newberry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Johnston</td>
<td>J. B. O'Neal</td>
<td>Abraham Dyson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laurens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hunter</td>
<td>Benjamin James</td>
<td>William Downs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spartanburgh.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eber. Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lancaster.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert M'Corkett</td>
<td>Amassa Howard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnwell.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cambridge.</td>
<td>C. C. Merryson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clarendon.</td>
<td>Albert J. M'Gurny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Williamsburgh.</td>
<td>P. G. Gourdin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Bartholomew.</td>
<td>Isham Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boston.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. R. D. Wainwright, U. S. M.</td>
<td>Capt. W. B. Shubrick, U. S. N.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. J. F. Heileman, U. S. A.</td>
<td>Capt. R. M. Harrison, U. S. A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieut. C. R. Floyd, U. S. M.</td>
<td>H. H. Watson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Leach</td>
<td>J. Magee</td>
<td>S. O. Auchmuty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Gilmore, 2 copies.</td>
<td>W. Gilmore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Oliver</td>
<td>D. Winchester</td>
<td>Robert G. Harper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. E. Williams</td>
<td>Jacob G. Davies</td>
<td>John Barney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Barney</td>
<td>John E. Howard</td>
<td>J. Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E. Howard</td>
<td>Marcus Denison</td>
<td>William M'Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>J. S. Skinner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fayette.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benj. Robinson</td>
<td>Duncan M'Rae</td>
<td>Thomas Evans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Evans</td>
<td>Thomas J. Robeson</td>
<td>Archibald M'Lean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archibald M'Lean</td>
<td>C. P. Nullett</td>
<td>Jerard Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Armstrong</td>
<td>John Armstrong</td>
<td>David Stephenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Stephenson</td>
<td>J. J. E. Amell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Philadelphia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Copies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John Vaughan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. A. Smith</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Izard</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Izard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Burn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col. Fenwick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wm. Duane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. R. Dupont</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Valville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Short</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Martin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. Mease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Mulvie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Gracie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Richmond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Justice Marshall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. Judge Brooke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. Judge Johnston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Gen. W. Scott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Brackenborough</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Wickham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Payton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. J. Nicholas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Marks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. James Gibbon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Fitzhugh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capt. John Swift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. Gen. R. B. Taylor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Pickett</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Savannah.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petit De Villers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Read</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. M. Wayne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Anderson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Richardson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Marshall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. B. Bulloch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William Cranston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Habersham</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Morrell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. M. Bond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. M. Stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. L. Cope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M'Queen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John P. Williamson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William M'Queen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas M. Morell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stephens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich'd. W. Habersham</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Gaston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. B. Gwathmey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Harris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas M. Berrian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Shellman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin E. Styles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Styles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. M'Allister</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bilbo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Davies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Glen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Mordecai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald M'Leod</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Ashe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Sheffall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. P. M'Conel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Rarford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison Dashiell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bond</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Roberts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maj. H. M'Call</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Cope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—— Dunwotty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James S. Bulloch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Eppinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Floyd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Spalding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. John M'Intosh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Morrell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard Nicolan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jos. Longworth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Scheley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Neff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New-York.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>His Excellency De Witt Clinton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon. William Bayard, 3 copies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Theop's. Bailey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Bayard, jun.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bayard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. Matthew Clarkson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William B. Crosby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. Hosack, 2 copies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Gracie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. J. W. Francis, 2 copies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. G. De Witt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Henry Brevoort
Charles March
Charles Rapelye
Colonel Nicholas Fish
Samuel S. Gardener
J. Hedden
Daniel T. Hewit
Col. Libbeus Loomis
Stephen Allen, Mayor
Gen. Jacob Martin
Col. Alexander M. Muir
M. M. Noah
N. Phillips
N. T. Proctor
T. L. Stagg
Col. H. G. Stephens
Col. Richard Varick
Johnston Verplanck

Stephen Van Rensselaer, jun.
R. Wilson
Caleb Westcott
N. Pendleton
John Pintard
Col. Trumbull
Col. Lewis Morris, 3 copies
J. G. Bogert
G. C. Verplank
Rev. J. M. Wainwright
G. Gibbes
C. K. Perduey
E. Weeks

Washington.
Col. John Tayloe
Benjamin Ogle Tayloe

* * The list of subscribers from Washington, and several other places, did not arrive in time for insertion.